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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

SOLOI is the principal system ASIC in all of WebTV Networks' products, starting 
in the second half of 1997. 

The primary design goals of SOLOI are: 

• Support system cost reduction by integrating system components and 
supporting multiple sources of CPUs 

• Provide on-board printing capability 
• Deliver enhanced video effects via the graphics engine 
• Allow digital video input to be integrated into the system 
• Provide more flexible expansion and system integration options 

SOLOI contains approximately 300,000 random logic gates and 40Kbits of static 
RAM. SOLOI is implemented in a 0.3Oum triple-metal layer process and is in a 
42O-pin tape ball grid array (TBGA) package. 

SOLOI includes the following features: 

• Integrated CPU, ROM, Flash, SDRAM, and I/O interfaces 
• Audio DMA channels for both input and output 
• Video output DMA channel for frame buffer display 
• High-speed SDRAM memory interface (330MB/sec peak) 
• Miscellaneous I/O device interfaces 
• High-performance graphics and video effects engine 
• Integrated video encoder 
• Digital Video Input port 
• Hardware support for soft modem 
• Integrated parallel and serial ports 
• Dual SmartCard interfaces 
• I2C interface 
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• Supports page-mode ROMs 
• RIO bus provides a glueless port to many optional I/O interfaces 
• 2W power dissipation 

1.1.1 Integrated Video Encoder 
• Supports YUV 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 fonnals 
• NTSC and PAL 
• RGB outputs also available in encoder 
• Supports an external video encoder as "back up" 

1.1.2 Graphics Core 
• 2-D acceleration 
• Multiple line buffers 
• Flicker elimination in hardware 
• Scanline compositing and image decompression on the fly 
• "Write-back" mode for extremely complex screens (video games) 
• Pixel masking 
• Global Alpha value available 
• 8-bit Alpha value on a per-pixel basis 
• Cel scaling in hardware 
• Cel rotation in hardware 

1.1.3 Digital Video Input Port Bus 
• Input for digital video 
• DMA engine for transfer to memory 
• Can manipulate video via the graphics engine 
• 720->640 and 720->768 resampling in hardware 
• Separate audio input combined with Digital Video Input port for tuner or 

MPEGaudio 

1.1.4 Memory 
• Support for 0-8MB of Mask ROM (MROM) including page-mode parts 
• Support for 0-8MB of Flash memory (NOR Flash) 
• Support for 4MB-8MB of SDRAM using 16M-bit technology 
• Support for 16MB-64MB of SDRAM using 64M-bit technology 

1.1.5 Optional Features 
• IEEE 1394 (Firewire) interface via RIO Bus 
• USB interface (directly interfaces to RIO Bus) 
• Ethernet interface (directly interfaces to RIO Bus) 
• ISDN (directly interfaces to RIO Bus) 
• Serial E2ROM NVRAM (directly interfaces to SOL01) 
• IDE interface (directly interfaces to RIO Bus) 
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C/tapter 1. Introduction 

1.2 Applications 
This section describes the various system configurations that use the SOLOI 
ASIC. 

1.2.1 LC2·BareBones System Features 

Parallel 
Port 

RJ-11 
(Telco UF) 

S-VldeoOut 

Compos~e 
Video Out 

The main goal of the LC2-BareBones system is lower cost. The following figure 
illustrates the LC2-BareBones system's architecture. 

8 

CPU 
(112-133MHz) 
(MlPSR4K) 

32 

SOlOl 
ASIC 

(420BGA) 

Figure 1-1 LC2-BareBones Architecture 

32 'RIO'Sus 

'+::....--------10 IR ... Receiver 

32 SDRAM 
14-~----~ (4MB) 
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1.2.2 LC2-Classic System Features 

1-4 

The main goal of the LC2-Classic system is to provide the same features as the 
FCS/LCI systems for lower cost. Figure 1-2 illustrates the LC2-Classic system's 
architecture. 

The LC2-Classic system is the same as WebTV's 1996 reference platform 
(FCS/LCl) in terms of features. The only exceptions are that the hard-wired 
keyboard interface has been removed, the parallel port has been integrated, and 
there is more RAM. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.2.3 LC2·Deluxe System Features 

Parallel 
POll 

RJ.11 
(Telco lIF) 

Audio Out 
l 

Micln 

RFln 

RFOui 

The LC2-Deluxe system combines features which enable the further integration of 
the Web-broWSing and TV-watching experience. This integration is accomplished 
through the addition of an RF tuner and digitizer. Figure 1-3 illustrates the LC2-
Deluxe system's architecture. 

8 

~~~----------------I 
@~~------I 

8 

CPU 
(I67MHz+) 

(MIPS R4K Dr SKI 

SOLOl 
ASIC 

(420BGA) 

Figure 1-3 LC2-Deluxe Architecture 
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1.2.4 LC2-Enet System Features 

Parallel 
Port 

RJ.l1 
(Telco lIF) 

S-VldeoOuI 

Composite 
Video Out 

AudioOuI 
l 

Mieln 

R 
Audoln 

l 

1-6 

The LC2-Enet system is identical to the "Classic" system, except that the modem 
subsystem has been replaced with either a lOBase-T or lOOBase-T Ethernet 
subsystem. This increases the network bandwidth to 10M-bits or 100M-bits per 
second, respectively, as well as reducing the overall system cost. 

Note: The RIO bus can also support ISDN chip sets directly. 

CPU 
(167MHz.) 

(MIPS R4K 01 SKI 

RJ.45 
(Enel) 

WeblV 

8 
Expansion 
Port 

0 IR 
Receiver 

SOL01 
Smart 

ASIC Card 

Codec 
(101 audio) 

32 SCRAM 

(420BGA) 
(4MB-64MB) 

Figure 1-4 LC2-Enet Architecture 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.2.5 LC2-Sat System Features 

The Le2-Sat system integrates WebTV technology into a digital satellite system. 
The divUnit bus can accept the output from the MPEG2 decoder, and the hard 
drive allows the elimination of the Flash memory (see Figure 1-5). 

Palallel 8 
POll 

RJ.ll '{jll+-_~ 
(Telco IIF) t!:dJ 

Audio Out 
L 

Micln 

R 
Audio In 

L 

L..-_---' 

Codec 
U----~ (for audio) 

from saleUile 
receiver 

8 

CPU 
(I67MHz+) 

(MIPS R4K or SK) 

32 

SOlOl 

ASIC 

(420BGA) 

Figure 1-5 LC2-Sat Architecture 
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'" Blaster 
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1.2.6 LC2-DVD System Features 

Parallel 
Port 

RJ.ll 
(Telco IIF) 

S-VtdeoOul 

Composite 
VId1IoOul 

AuQoOul 

Micln 

L 

R 
Audio In 

L 

The LC2-0VO system integrates WebTV technology into a OVD player. Through 
the divUnit port, the decoded MPEG2 data can be manipulated or passed through 
directly (see Figure 1-6). 

8 

Codec 
(iorauclIo) 

8 

CPU 
(lS7MHz+) 

(MIPS R4K Clr 51<) 

32 

SOlOl 
ASIC 

32 WeblV 
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Port 

A fR 
~~------------~ ~~r 

32 

" IR 
'" Blaster 

Smart 
eartH 

from DVD Player 
SDRAM 
(4-64MB) 

(420BGA) 

Figure 1-6 LC2-DVD ArcJUtedure 
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Chapter 2 

Overview 

The SOLO I chip consists of a complete set of 110 interfaces. a graphics engine, video 
display logic. clock circuits and other miscellaneous logic. The 110 interfaces connect 
SOLO I to each of the other components that make up the WebTV system, and allow those 
components to communicate with each other. The graphics engine, in conjunction with the 
video display logic, ensures that complex screens can be displayed without exceeding the 
timing parameters of television scan rates. SOLO I 's principal logic blocks are: 

• CPU Bus Unit (busUnit) 

• Main Memory Unit (memUnit) 

• RIO Bus Unit (rio Unit) 

Video Unit (vidUnit) 

Pixel Output Unit (potUnit) 

Graphics Engine (gfxUnit) 

• Audio Unit (audUnit) 

• 110 Device Unit (devUnit) 

• Digital Video Input Unit (divUnit) 

• Digital Video Encoder Unit (dveUnit) 

• Video DAC Unit (dacUnit) 

Soft Modem Unit (modUnit) 

• Smart Card UART (sucUnit) 

• MiscellaneoUS/Clock Unit (mckUnit) 

• Other Units 

A functional block diagram of the SOLO 1 ASIC is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 SOLOI Functional Block Ditlgram 
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Chapter 2. Overview 

2.1 SOL01 System Connections 
Figure 2-2 shows the system connections and external components that can be used in a 
SOLO I-based system. 
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Figure 2-2 SOW] External Connections and Components 
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2.2 New Features 

2-4 

This section provides brief descriptions of the features that differentiate the SOLO I ASIC 
from the earlier FID02 chip. 

2.2.1 On-chip Video Encoder 

SOLOI provides an on-chip video encoder and on-chip DAC·s. An external video 
encoder and DAC are also supponed. 

2.2.2 Digital Video Input Port 

The Digital videolaudio input ports allows SOLO I to be used in a variety of systems that 
use satellite dish technology, digital tuners, or digital video disk players. 

2.2.3 Internal Expansion Bus 

SOLO I provides for four internal expansion devices. The protocol of the expansion 
devices is ISA-compatible. One device may be the bus master, and the remaining three 
devices are slaves. 

2.2.4 Dual Smart Card Interface 

SOLO I suppons a second Smart Card interface. The intent of the second interface is to 
enable the use of a Security Access Module (SAM) in one interface, and the customer's 
card in the other interface. The SAM module provides a means of encrypting/un
encrypting information contained on, or delivered to, the second Smart Card. The SAM 
module can also be used to provide conditional access to a satellite system. 

2.2.5 Integrated Parallel Port and Serial Ports 

SOLO I provides a parallel pon and a serial pon, both of which require only external 
transceivers. 

2.2.6 Soft Modem Support 

SOLOI has five signals that allow it to communicate with a modem CODEC. Software 
running on a SOLOI-based system can perform all modem signal processing required to 
produce up to a 56Kbitlsec modem, while significantly reducing system parts count. 

2.2.7IR Receiver and Blaster 

SOLO I incorporates IR receiver logic which previously required an external processor. 
An IR Blaster is also supponed, so that a SOLOI-based system can generate an IR signal. 

2.2.8 Burst mode and Auto-Precharge mode on SDRAM 

BurstlAuto-precharge use of SDRAM boosts SOLOl's memory performance to over 
250Mbytes/sec (realizable), or 330Mbytes/sec (peak). 
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Chapter 2. O~'en'iew 

2.3 Functional Description 
This section gives a functional description of each of SOLO I's principal logic blocks. 

2.3.1 CPU Bus Unit 

The bus Unit supports the following CPUs: 

lDTR4640 

• QED 5230 

• Digital SA-I 10 (external glue logic required) 

2.3.2 Memory Unit 

The memory unit (memUnit) suppons the following features: 

• Up to 330 Mbytes/second peak bandwidth using SDRAM technology at 83.3MHz 

• Support for 4 to 64Mbytes of SDRAM 

• 32-byte Block Mode for all DMA devices improves throughput and efficiency 

• Byte writes 

• Interleave at the half-block boundary to hide pre-charge (auto precharge mode), and 
helps prevent starvation 

• Random-access word mode supported for the graphics engine to accelerate rotations 
or odd memory strides. 

• SDRAM power-down mode/auto-refresh supported. 

The memUnit provides DMA interfaces for the following internal units: 

• CPU (readlwrite) 

• gfxUnit (YMaps. Cell Records, Pixels--read. Write-back Frame buffer-write) 

• potUnit (Video Overlay Alpha channel-read) 

• vidUnit (Frame Buffer-read) 

• audUnit (audio buffer-readlwrite) 

• modUnit (modem codec samples-readlwrite) 

• divUnit (compressed MPEG-read. scaled video-write) 

In addition to the interface logic. the memUnit also provides the memory refresh. Refresh 
has the highest priority of all memory accesses. 

2.3.3 RIO Bus Unit 

The RIO Bus Unit (rio Unit) provides SOLO l's interface to the RIO bus. The RIO bus 
provides the interface to ROM, and to both the on-board and off-board expansion devices. 
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The rioUnit supports up to 8Mbytes of Rash ROM and up to 8 Mbytes of Mask ROM. 
using two or four 16-bit wide parts. The data path to the external ROM is 32-bits wide. 

The RIO bus supports up to four on-board expansion devices which are ISA-compatible. 
ao; well as the WeblV Port TM external expansion protocol. 

2.3.4 Video Unit 

The Video Unit (vidUnit) retrieves pixels from the frame buffer and passes them to the 
potUnit. The vidUnit must keep track of the following information to generate the proper 
frame buffer address and ensure the proper display of the pixels: 

• Current Field in Frame 

• Current Line in Field 

NTSCIPAL format 

2.3.5 Pixel Output Unit 

The Pixel Output unit (potUnit) runs at 2X the pixel clock. It receives pixels either from 
the vidUnit. which retrieves them from memory. or from the gfxUnit. which is producing 
them in real time. depending on whether or not the system is running in write-back mode 
or ping-pong mode. 

2.3.6 Graphics Unit 

The Graphics Unit (gfxUnit) accelerates the rendering of graphics in SOLOI-based 
systems. Rather than generating the entire pixel stream (as was the case with F1DO) 
software now only needs to convert high-level graphics image components into Y-Map 
entries and their associated cell-lists. The graphics engine supports the following features: 

• Trapezoidal Cell Rendering 

• X and Y Cell Scaling 

• Cell Rotations 

• Two types of pixel de-compression via Vector Quantization 

The graphics unit can also deliver a pixel stream either directly to the potUnit for 
immediate display. or can write the stream to the frame buffer. 

2.3.7 Audio Unit 

The Audio Unit (audUnit) provides the interface between audio sample buffers in memory 
and the external DAC's and ADC·s. The audUnit supports both system audio input and 
output. 
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Chapter 2. Overview 

2.3.8 110 Device Unit 

The 110 Device Unit (devUnit) provides a CPU interface to the following devices: 

• IEEE 1284 Parallel Pon (printer) 

Infrared receiver and driver 

One 12 C interface 

• 16 CPU programmable General-Purpose 110 (GPIO) signals with interrupt capability 

• LEDs 

2.3.9 Digital Video Input Unit 

The Digital Video Input Unit (divUnit) provides SOLOI with the following features: 

• Receives either 720 or 768 fonnat digital video 

• Scales digital video input to 114 screen or Half Screen Vertical or Half Screen 
Horizontal and DMA's the result to SDRAM Buffers. 

• Maintains a separate DMA channel for vertical blanking infonnation present in the 
digital video stream for interpretation by software (e.g., URLs, Closed-Captioning, 
SMPfE time codes). 

2.3.10 Digital Video Encoder Unit 

The Digital Video Encoder unit (dveUnit) performs the following functions: 

• Receives either 720n68/640 pixel fonnat streams from the divUnit or the potUnit, 
and generates Composite video, S-VideO/Chroma and S-videolLuminance 

• Optionally blends re-sampled graphics pixels (with Alpha appended) with the digital 
video stream to produce graphics overlays on the video. 

2.3.11 Modem Unit 

The Modem Unit (modUnit) provides the interface to an external codec for use with a 
software modem. 

2.3.12 Smart Card and UART Control Unit 

The Smart Card and UART Control Unit (sucUnit) contains the logic that links SOLOI to 
the Smart Card and serial pon interfaces. The serial port interface can be configured to be 
a second Sman Card interface, and supports a data rate of up to IIS.2kbps. 
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2.3.13 Miscellaneous IClock Unit 

The Miscellaneous/Clock Unit (mckUnit) contains SOLO I 's reset logic. Four types of 
reset are supponed: 

Power-on 

• Switching 

Watchdog 

• Software 

SOLOI drives a system reset signal that is used to reset the other system components. 

2.3.14 Other Units 

There are five additional groups of suppon logic. which are described in the following 
sections. 

2.3.14.1 Clock Driver Unit 

The Clock Driver unit (ckdUnit) provides all of SOLO I 's clocks. 

2.3.14.2 Side Unit 

The Side Unit (sidUnit) contains timing-critical logic that must be near the 110 pads. 

2.3.14.31/0 Unit 

The 110 Unit (ioUnit) contains the 110 pad. drivers and receivers. 

2.3.14.4 PLL Unit 

The PLL Unit (pllUnit) contains the phase-locked loop and its associated control logic. 

2.3.14.5 DAC Unit 

The DAC Unit (dacUnit) contains the three digital-ta-analog convenors used by the 
dveUnit. 
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Chapter 3 

gfxUnit Theory of Operations 

This chapter provides an overview of how SOLOI's Graphics Engine (gfxUnit) 
works, as well as some general background infonnation about how images are 
rendered. 

3.1 gfxUnit Overview 
The gfxUnit's operation is based on two key features: 

1. Square pixels are used for both NTSC and PAL. 

2. SOLOI's image data is in YCbCr fonnat, the native format of NTSC, PAL, 
JPEG, and MPEG. Notably, SOLOI does not support RGB, the native fonnat 
of Macintosh, PC, and workstations. YCbCr was chosen because it models the 
characteristics of the human visual system better than RGB, and as a result 
requires less data for a given level of image quality. Y describes the perceptual 
brightness of a pixel and Cb and Cr describe the color characteristics of a 
pixel. Since the acuity of the human visual system is better in regard to 
brightness than it is in regard to color, it is possible to represent Cb and Cr at 
lower resolution than Y without perceptual loss in image quality. SOLO I 
takes advantage of this characteristic, allowing the CbCr data to be stored at a 
lower resolution than the Y data. 

3.2 Object-oriented Graphics 
The gfxUnit uses an object-oriented approach to graphics. Examples of graphics 
objects might be: a JPEG image, a block of text, or a graphical element such as the 
selection bar. The software prepares a list of these objects including each object's 
location in memory and its position on the screen. Also included in the object 
description are parameters that control the filtering (for flicker reduction), 
blending (for special effects), scaling, rotation, or compression. 
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The gfxUnit is a display list-based compositing engine, sourcing various textures 
from RAM and compositing them together in the on-chip Scanline buffer. The 
contents of the Scanline buffer can then be displayed directly to the television 
display screen, or written back to a frame buffer in memory. 

3.2.1 Compositing 

All writes to the on-chip Scanline Buffer are actually Alpha blends with the 
foreground pixel being the new pixel being written and the background pixel 
being the pixel already in the Scanline buHer. 

The read-modify-write operates as follows The existing pixel value is read, it is 
combined arithmetically with incoming pixel value, and then the result is written 
back to the Scanline buffer. The operations are pipelined so that there is a pixel 
written each cycle. 

3.2.2 Cels 

A Cel is a data structure in WebTV memory. It defines the mapping of a two
dimensional image, stored in memory, to a region in an interlaced video frame. 
We use the term "Cel" since these 20 object serve a similar function as Cels used 
by traditional animators. Examples of various Cels are shown in Figure 3-l. 

One or more Cels are combined to form the final video output display. 

Cels are trapezoids 

Cels can be layered 
or blended 

This Cel is a 
compressed image 

Figure3-1 Cel Types 

LOGO) 

Celsmust 
have horizontal 
top and bottom 
edges 

Each letter 
is aCel 

As the gfxUnit generates each line of the video image, it reads in the parts of the 
active Cels that intersect that line and composites them together. The resulting 
video frame, generated line-by-line, is a composite image of all of the Cels that the 
gfxUnit has loaded from memory. 
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Clu1pter 3. gfxUnit TheOry o/Operations 

A Cel is composed of a CelRecord (which describes the Cel's characteristics), a 
TextureMap (which is a 20 array of up to 256x256 4-,8-, 16-, or 32-bit pixels), and 
optionally a Codebook (which is used in compressed Cel formats). TextureMaps 
are used for displaying images and anti-alia sed text from either full resolution or 
compressed source data. Spatial transforms can be applied to all TextureMaps, 
whether stored in compressed form or not. 

Cels may source their image data from a variety of structures in memory, both 
compressed and uncompressed. Cels may be opaque or translucent, and they 
may be as small as a single pixel or as large as the whole screen. 

A Cel's displayed region on the screen is defined by a top line, a bottom line, a left 
edge, and a right edge. The top line and bottom line define the scanline at which 
the Cel begins and the Cel ends on the screen. The left and right edges start at sub
pixel positions on the top line, and then each has a slope which defines an angle to 
the bottom line. Thus, the displayed region of each eel on the video frame is a 
scanline-aligned trapezOid. Note that rectangles and triangles with one edge 
aligned to a scanline are degenerate cases of scanline-aligned trapezoids. 

Several example eels are shown in Figure 3-2. eel 0 is occupies the entire screen 
space. Cell is a rectangular Cel. eel 2 is a triangular eel. Cel3 is a trapezoidal 
Cel. Cels.4, 5, and 6 are concatenated together to form a larger polygon. Note that 
any quadrilateral smaller than 256x256 pixels can be represented by three screen
aligned trapeZOids. 

o 
1 

Figure 3-2 Example uls 

The eels structure is a list of all CelRecords, packed one after another, aligned to 
8-byte (64-bit) boundaries. Cels can be aggregated into CeiBlocks. CelBlocks are 
groups of Cels which are displayed from the same yTop to yBottom on the screen. 
For example, a typical CelBlock is a line of text on the screen in which each text 
character is a separate Cel. 
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3.2.3 yMap Structure 

The yMap structure specifies the top and bottom line of each CelBlock to be 
displayed on the screen. Each 32-bit word in the yMap is a pointer to a CelBlock. 
A CelBlock which is not pointed to by a yMap entry will not be displayed. The 
last yMap entry is flagged by a termination value. 

The yMap structure specifies which CelBlocks are visible on each active line and 
the back-ta-front order of each of the CelBlocks on the screen. The gfxUnit scans 
through the entire yMap on each scanline, and upon consideration of each yMap 
entry, is directed to load or not load each CelBlock. 

Each entry in the yMap defines the top and bottom line (inclusive) of each 
CelBlock in the displayed image. By comparing these top and bottom parameters 
with the current scanline, the gfxUnit is able to determine if a given CelBlock is to 
be loaded. Since the gfxUnit reads the yMap from beginning to end on each 
scanline, the order of CelBlocks in the yMap determines the load order of 
CelBlocks into the gfxUnit, and hence, the yMap entry ordering determines the 
back-ta-front ordering of CelBlocks on a scanline. Within a CelBlock, the Cels are 
loaded in the order that they appear in the Cels structure. 

The first entry in the yMap is the background-most CelBlock, each succeeding 
entry is increasingly closer to the foreground, until the last entry in the yMap is 
the foreground-most CelBlock. 

Normally, there is a single yMap for the entire image, but it is pOSSible to change 
yMaps during active video to accommodate very complex images. 

3.2.4 eels Structure 

The CelRecords of all eels to be displayed in a given frame are stored in a Cels 
Structure. CelRecords in the same CelBlock are grouped together. CelBlocks are 
stored in the Cels list in any order, but Cels within a CelBlock are stored in 
back-ta-front order. 

Each Cel has a CelRecord which includes the parameters (other than the 
parameters in its yMap entry) that describe the characteristics of the Cel. 
These parameters include: 

• the location of the texture in memory 

• the width of the texture 

• the location of the optional codebook in memory 

• position of the Cel on the screen 

• blending characteristics 

• scaling parameters 

• rotation-parameters 
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• slope of the right and left edges of the Cel 

• whether the texture is to be repeated 

3.3 TextureMaps 
A TextureMap may be stored anywhere in memory, including in ROM. There are 
different types of TextureMaps supported by the gfxUnit, each providing different 
trade-offs in terms of memory requirements and display quality. 

A Cel indexes individual pixels from a TextureMap using the u and v variables, 
which are both 8.8 values. This limits the size of a cel's TextureMap to 256 pixels 
by 256 pixels. However, TextureMaps larger than this can be used if they are 
broken up into separate Cels, with each Cel indexing up to 256 pixels in each of 
the u and v directions. 

u = 0 and v = 0 is the center of the center pixel of the TextureMap, and u and v 
each increase by 1 for each subsequent pixel horizontally and vertically, 
respectively. 

The gfxUnit supports four TextureMap formats: 

Direct 32 or 16 bits/pixel 

Vector Quantization 8 or 4 bits/pixel 

3.3.1 Direct TextureMap Formats 

The two Direct TextureMap formats correspond to the two pixel specification 
formats: 

4:4:4 

4:2:2 

YCbACr 32 bits/pixel 

YCbYCr 16 bits/pixel 

These formats are quite expensive in terms of memory consumption, but they 
permit the most flexibility. Their primary applications are for small objects and for 
supporting data that is input from external devices in raw form (e.g. a video 
digitizer would probably capture data in 4:2:2 format). 

Figure 3-3 shows the organization of 6x7-pixeI4:4:4 Direct TextureMap (note that 
only positive u, v values are used in this example). 
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(0,0) 
textureB ---.. 

textureRowLongs 

(0,7) 

Figure 3-3 6x7-pixeI4:4:4 Direct TextureMap 

(6,0) 

(6,7) 

A TextureMap is stored in successive memory locations starting at textureBase 
(which falls on an even long (32-bit) word boundary). The gray box indicates the 
area covered by one 32-bit word (I pixel) in a 4:4:4 Direct TextureMap. The 
distance (in 32-bit words) from one pixel to the pixel directly below it is specified 
by textureRowLongs. 

Figure 3-4 shows the organization of 4x7-pixel4:2:2 Direct TextureMap (note that 
only positive u, v values are used in this example). 

(0,0) (4,0) 
m--,r-, 

textureRowLongs 

(0,7) (4,7) 

Figure 3-4 12x7-pixel 4:2:2 Direct TextureMap Organizotion 

The gray box indicates the area covered by one 32-bit word (2 pixels) in a 4:2:2 
Direct TextureMap. Note that the left-most pixel in the YCbYCr pixel corresponds 
to the (0,0) coordinate. 
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3.4 VQ TextureMap and Codebook Formats 
VQ (Vector Quantization) is a simple compressed image fonnat that provides 
fairly high quality with full generality of spatial manipulation, and very simple 
(single look-up) decompression. 

To understand how Vector Quantization works, consider a simple fonn of VQ in 
use today: the frame buffer with a Color Look-Up Table (CLUT). 

For reasons of RAM limitations or CPU throughput constraints, computers often 
have an 8-bit/pixel frame buffer rather than a 24-bit "true color" frame buffer. 
Such a low-bit-depth frame buffer can only display 256 colors at a time on the 
screen. Although 256 colors are far fewer than the 16 million colors a "true color" 
frame buffer is capable of displaying at once, a 256-entry CLUT on the back-end 
of the frame buffer allows the application to specify each of these 256 colors to be 
one of 16 million, and consequently the CLUT can be tailored to accommodate the 
color requirements of a given image. 

For example, if a sunset image is being displayed, the CLUT can be loaded with 
reds. If a frog image is being displayed, the CLUT can be loaded with greens. But 
of course, the 256 colors must be shared among all the pixels displayed, and if 
there is a great deal of color variation in the image displayed, there may not be 
enough unique colors to go around and the image may not be rendered very 
realistically. 

Or, put another way, on a 640x480 monitor there are some 300,000 pixels. If there 
are only 256 unique colors for these 300,000 pixels, then on average, each of the 
256 colors must be used more than a thousand times. Needless to say, choosing 
that list of 256 colors and doling them out to the 300,000 pixels-to provide 
optimal image quality-is not only tricky business, it's an art form. 

And your reward for going to all of this trouble of distributing 256 colors among 
300,000 pixels is a measly 3:1 compression ratio. That is to say, you've taken 24-bit 
pixels and represented them as B-bit pixels, and therefore you realize a 3:1 
reduction in RAM. Not very exciting, given the constraints you have to deal with 
in an 8-bit color space, but nonetheless, we have demonstrated an important 
principle: by allocating a small amount of memory for a CLUT (in this case 256 x 
24-bits, or 768 bytes) we are able to reduce the memory requirements of an image 
(albeit with some loss in image quality). 

Formally, VQ is a method whereby an image is "quantized" into "vectors" which 
then point to entries in a "codebook". In the case of an 8-bit frame buffer with a 
CLUT, each B-bit value in the frame buffer is a "vector" and the CLUT is the 
II codebook". And when we perfonn this art form of choosing our 256 colors and 
distributing them to the 300,000 pixels of the image, what we are doing is 
"quantizing" the image. 
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Of course, the 3:1 compression ratio of the 8-bit frame buffer implementation of 
VQ is nothing to write home about, but there is another wrinkle to a general 
implementation VQ that makes it much more interesting: each vector can actually 
represent many pixels in the uncompressed image instead of just a single pixel. 

For example, in the frame buffer with CLUT example, each vector in the frame 
buffer corresponded to a single pixel in the uncompressed image and pointed to a 
single color in the codebook (i.e. the eLUT). But imagine that each vector in the 
frame buffer corresponded to a 2x2 block of pixels in the uncompressed image 
and pointed to a 2x2 block of colors in the codebook. Of course, that art form of 
choosing 256 entries for the codebook and distributing amongst the pixels of the 
original image becomes even more difficult since we're now distributing 2x2 
blocks of pixels rather than single pixels (i.e. lxl blocks), but the reward is a 
significantly higher compression ratio. Specifically, since each vector now 
represents 4 pixels of the original image, we would achieve an additional 4:1 
reduction in RAM requirements, for a total of 12:1 compression over the original 
image. 

So, now we can consider VQ in its more general form. A VQ vector corresponds to 
a to a block of pixels in the uncompressed image. The codebook entries are the 
same size as the blocks pointed to by the vectors. So, for example, if we have 8-bit 
vectors and a 2x2 block size, there will be 256 2x2 blocks in the codebook. 

Now, there are several points worth noting about VQ. First of all, VQ is a "lossy" 
compression technique which does a better or worse job compressing an image 
depending on the coherence of the image (i.e. how self-similar the image is), and 
how big the image is relative to the size of the codebook. In other words, if the 
image is a sunset with all reds, it may look better compressed with VQ than an 
image of a bowl of fruit with a wide variety of colors. Also, an image with 50,000 
pixels will probably look better than an image with 300,000 pixels, given the same 
size codebook, for the simple reason the limited number of colors in the codebook 
are shared amongst fewer pixels. Of course, there are other factors that figure into 
the quality of a compressed image, but the key point is that VQ compression will 
give you varying results depending on the image material and the size of the 
image relative to the codebook. 

Additionally, it is important to note that unlike conventional graphics systems 
where there is a single CLUT (i.e. codebook) for the entire frame buffer (e.g. 
making it difficult to display both a sunset and a frog at the same time because 
they share the same 256 colors), the gfxUnit supports a different codebook for 
each VQ image. So, for example, if you intend to display both a SlU\Set and a frog 
at the same time using the gfxUnit, you'd probably allocate a separate codebook 
for each. 
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Finally, the gfxUnit's approach to VQ is a little different than textbook VQ in that 
it supports an 8-bit Alpha channel. 50, if you have an image with translucency, or 
perhaps curved edges, you can compress the translucent pixels (including anti
aliased edge pixels) along with the rest of the pixels. 

3.4.1 va Format Summary 

The gfxUnit supports two VQ formats: 4:4:4 and 4:2:2; and two vector sizes: 8-bit 
and 4-bit. 4:2:2 is only supported in S-bit vector mode. Thus, there are three 
supported VQ modes (see Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1 gfxunit Formats 

Vector Size 
Pixel 

Block Size 
Compression 

Format Ratio 

8 bit 4:4:4 IxI 3:1 

4 bit 4:4:4 Ix1 6:1 

Sbit 4:2:2 2x2 12:1 

3.4.1.1 VQ/4:4:4 

VQ/4:4:4 is a I-pixel tall version of VQ (see Figure 3-5). 

L L L L L L 
L L L L L L 

L L L L L L 
L L L L L L 

L L L L L L 
L L L L L L 

L L L L L L 
L L L L L L 

TextureMap 

L L 

L L 

L L 
L L 

L L 

L L 

L L 

L L 

~o 
o 
o 

Codebook 
(YCbACr Pixels) 

Figure 3-5 VQl4:4:4 Formal 

Displayed 
Image 

The TextureMap has a vector (designated by "L" for "Lookup index") at each 
pixel location. This vector is either 4 bits or 8 bits in size. For each pixel displayed 
in the 4:4:4 image, the gfxUnit fetches a single L. The gfxUnit then uses L to index 
into the Codebook, and then the YCbCr pixel fetched from the Codebook is used 
for display (i.e. is composited into the 5canline buffer). 
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For each pixel composited into the scanline buffer, there are two fetches from 
memory: first a vector (L) is fetched, then a YCbCr pixel from the Codebook is 
fetched. . 

An on-chip Codebook RAM has been included in the gfxUnit for VQ4 4:4:4 mode. 
Once the Codebook has been loaded, only one fetch from memory is required for 
the 4-bit vector per pixel. 

For Cels with an off-chip Codebook, first the gfxUnit fetches 16 vectors and stores 
them in a vector cache. Next, the gfxUnit fetches the Codebook pixels pointed to 
by the vectors in the vector cache and stores them in the Scanline buffer. Once the 
vector cache is exhausted, the gfxUnit fills it up again, and then goes back to 
loading Codebook pixels. This continues back-and-forth until a line of the 
TextureMap has been completely loaded. 

There are several points worth noting: 

1. Rather than fetching data in the sequence vector-codebook-vector-
codebook. .. etc., the gfxUnit fetches data in the sequence vector-vector-vector
vector .... codebook-codebook-codebook-codebook, etc. This data is fetched in 
this order to optimize accesses to SGRAM since the vectors are likely to be on 
the same page of SGRAM, and the codebook should be on the same page of 
SGRAM. 

2. Although Codebooks are defined to be either 16 or 256 entries long, it is quite 
possible to have smaller Codebooks by simply not using the higher vector 
numbers. For example, a ~try Codebook could be used with an 8-bit 
vector, so long as you make sure the vector numbers stay below 64. This can 
be used to minimize memory consumption for small objects such as icons. 

3. Large TextureMaps can be subdivided into multiple adjacent Cels, and each 
Cel can refer to its own Codebook. Although this is clearly less efficient from 
a memory consumption point of view, it will result in higher image quality. 
Also, the smaller the TextureMap, the faster a compression algorithm can 
generate a given quality Codebook. 

4. Since there is an 8-bit Alpha value associated with each Codebook entry, 
images can be compressed with translucency per pixel. This is very useful for 
anti-aliasing edges of the image. 

5. With 4-bit vectors the Codebook requires 16 entries of 32 bits each, or 64 
bytes. With 8-bit vectors the Codebook requires 256 entries of 32 bits each, or 
2Kbytes. 
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3.4.1.2 VQ/4:2:2 

Ii] 

Ii] 

In 

In 

The gfxUnit VQ/4:2:2 is a two-pixel tall version of VQ (see Figure 3-6). 

Ii] In 

ID In 

In In 

In Iil 

TextureMap 

iii 

iii 

In 

Iil 

• • • 

Codebook 
(YCbYCr Pixels) 

Figure 3-6 VQl4:2:2 FOrmllt 

Displayed 
Image 

Note that unlike VQ/4:4:4 pixels, in this format each vector L corresponds to four 
pixels in the source image. This follows naturally from the fact that because there 
are two YCb YCr pixels in each Codebook entry, each Codebook lookup yields two 
pairs of pixels. 

All of the points noted in regard to VQl with 4:4:4 apply to this format as well, 
except: 

1. Since one-fourth as many vectors are needed to represent the source image, 
an additiona14:1 compression ratio is achieved. 

2. The Codebook is twice as large since each vector now points to two 32-bit 
words instead of one. 

3. Because 4:2:2 format is utilized in this Codebook, there is no Alpha value 
stored per pixel, other than transparency if a Y value is O. 
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SOLO} employs "forward texture mapping" to implement its texture-to-screen 
mapping. That is to say, as the gfxUnit scans through x, y space it calculates a u, v 
for each x, y; it finds the closest pixel in the TextureMap that corresponds to the 
computed u, v; and then it reads that pixel and stores it at the x, y location. 

Because SOLO} is a Scanline buffer architecture, it considers all the x's at a given 
y before advancing down to the next y. As such, all of the math for texture-to
screen space mapping is organized to be incremental in x. The following 
algorithm illustrates forward texture mapping that is incremental in x. This 
algorithm is a simplification of that used by the gfxUnit, but it is instructive since 
it is easy to understand. 

int u, v; II horizontal and vertical TextureMap coords 
int x, y; II horizontal and vertical screen coordinates 
int dux, dvx; II change in u, v for each increment in x 
int duy, dvy; II change in u, v for each increment in y 

for (y = topLine; y <= bottomLine; y++) { 
u += duy; v += dvy; 

for (x = xLeft; x <= xRight, x++) 
u += dux; v += dvx; 
screen(x,y) = TextureMap(u/v); 

Note that the above algorithm assumes the destination is a rectangle bounded by 
top Line, bottomLine, xLeft, and xRight. 
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Chapter 4 

Video Tuner/Digitizer 
Theory of Operations 

4.1 Overview 
SOL01' s tuner/digitizer logic supports the following features: 

• Cable and broadcast television tuning, with stereo audio 

• Video and graphics integration, from simple picture-in-picture (PIP) to overlay 

• No video quality compromise when watching full-screen TV without overlay 

• No screen roll when turning overlay on or off 

4.2 Design Issues and LC2 Implementation 
Here are the design issues that effected the tuner/digitizer architecture: 

1. Video quality is degraded when the signal is decoded and re-encoded before 
going to the TV. 

If video is always decoded from the tuner and passed through the system, 
there will be a noticeable increase in the color separation artifacts. A simple 
solution to this problem is to bypass the decode/encode path when the user is 
watching full-screen video. This can be accomplished in two ways: a passive 
bypass circuit between the tuner and the RF modulator, and an active bypass 
in the digital domain from the ADe in the video decoder to the DACs in the 
video encoder. 

The first of these, RF bypass, works fine when the user primarily connects 
his/her TV to the WebTV device through the RF modulator. But if composite 
baseband video is used, it will be necessary to perform the active bypass. 
Furthermore, if the WebTV device is connected to the TV via S-video, then 
bypass is not an option, and there must be a color separation step somewhere. 
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The solution to this problem is to detect the connection of the S-video port, 
and if connected, disable the bypass. Note that, while the active bypass works 
for both composite and RF, only the RF bypass works when the user unplugs 
the WebTV device, so RF bypass should also be made available. 

2. Synchronization between the input and output. 

We could implement genlock and keep output and input always in sync, but 
that raises other problems when the input becomes unstable (e.g. during a 
channel change). 

A better solution is to implement a time-base corrector, which means the 
video data is passed through memory, so the output and input can run 
independently. In this way, the system is insulated from glitches in the input 
video and always produces a stable raster. This also lets you to do interesting 
things: like transition effects on channel changes. 

The system runs as a time-base corrector when not in bypass, but when there 
is a transition from bypass to video/graphics overlay, the screen rolls because 
the output signal wasn't at all in sync with the input. This will happen every 
time that the overlay is brought up, and again when it is taken away. 

Screen roll can be eliminated by SOlOI's internal video encoder. This video 
encoder can make both coarse and fine adjustments in the video output 
timing. The encoder can drop a field, drop a line from the bottom, or eat a few 
clocks from the last line. 

By applying these controls, the output video can be kept near enough in sync 
with the input to prevent screen roll. However, to do this, you must be able to 
measure the phase difference between the output and the input. The DIVIT 
port, in SOLOI, keeps track of the time between its odd-field start and the 
odd-field start of the output. This difference can be monitored and made to 
match that of the system in bypass. 

The following table illustrates the major modes of operation of the tuner/digitizer 
subsystem. 

Table 4-1 Tuner!Digitizer Operating Modes 

Signal Type Power Off PowerOnl 
Overlay 

TV mode 

S-Video no video decode/ encode decode/ encode 

Composite no video active bypass decode/ encode 

RF RFbypass active bypass decode/ encode 
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Chapter 4. Video Tllner/Digitizer Theo", of Operations 

Figure 4-1 shows the LC210gic that is involved in creating the tuner/digitizer 
solution. The three logic blocks outlined in bold represent the Digital Video 
Interface Unit (divUnit), the Digital Video Encoder (dveUnit), and the Tuner. 
These units are described in more detail in the following sections. 

Video +33Vt +12Vt +5V t 
Decoder -.. 

Tuner 
Stereo BTSC RF 
Audio ... Stereo Modulator Decoder ADC 

! 

I i AFT i 
CVBS bypass --. 

h-.SOLOl 
! Digitizer ! 

.... field indicator ~ 
I I 

divUnit potUnit ~ dveUnit ::: DACs 

• t 
HaUdUnit 

Audio memUnit 
CODEC 

t ... 
I SDRAM I 

Figllre4-1 Tuner/Digitizer and Supporting Logic 

4.2.1 Digital Video Interface Unit (dlvUnit) 

• ··,C '~i l.m 

Cable In 

RFOut 
• 

• 
~ 

e L 

C 

SVHS 

eR 

The divUnit port is a basic video DMA channel that captures video fields and 
dumps them into memory. This port also has the ability to capture data from the 
vertical blanking interval (VBI) and direct it to a separate DMA channel from the 
video being captured. The control registers describe a rectangle around the data in 
each video field and the VBI to be captured. The entire set of DMA registers is 
shadowed to allow the next capture to be programmed while the first capture is in 
progress. The shadow set can also operate in a ping-pong mode with the active set 
to provide a continuous two-field DMA operation. 

To support non-square-pixel sources, like a CCIR601 standard decoder, the 
divUnit contains a resampler to convert CCIR601 aspect ratios to square pixels. 
The modes supported are 720->640 (NTSC), 720->768 (PAL), 720->320, 720->384, 
1->1, and 2->1. 
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Video can also be decimated 2->1 or 1->1 prior to writing it to memory. This could 
be useful for creating a PIP-style video window, without burdening the memory 
subsystem. 

The divUnit is designed to accept data from three different interfaces/protocols: 
explicit sync signal pins; an 8-bit CCIR656 (01) interface; and the Brooktree 8-bit 
"ByteStream" protocol. This flexibility allows SOL01 to support a broad range of 
MPEG decoders and analog video decoders. 

Finally, OIVlT has an input-only, three-pin PCM audio input, designed to accept 
uncompressed audio from either an analog codee or an MPEG audio decoder. 

4.2.2 Digital Video Encoder (dveUnit) 

The OAC outputs are paired as follows: Chroma/Blue, Composite/Red, and 
Luma/Green. The output impedance of the DAC is 100 Ohms. Output voltages 
range from VDD to VDD -1. The maximum output swing is 1Volt peak-ta-peak. 

The DVE provides two major output modes - Full Range (FR) and Fixed IRE (FI). 
In FR mode, the output signals occupy (nearly) the entire range of DAC outputs 
from 0 to 1023. For composite video, the required gain on the Y and C DACs is 
essentially unity; however, the composite DAC requires a gain factor of 1.32 in 
order to achieve the correct range of signal outputs. RGB outputs are also nearly 
at unity gain in FR mode. The outputs may also be programmed for positive or 
negative (inverted) polarity. 

Table 4-2 details the output levels for each of the six DVE modes. The "Codes/ 
IRE" column represents the increase in the digital value at the DAC digital inputs 
required to create a single IRE at the output. "Full Scale" is assumed to be 1Volt in 
all cases (i.e. the difference between the output at 1023 and 0). "Max Signal" is the 
largest peak-ta-peak signal that will be observed for any video signal. 
"Amplification Factor" is the amount by which the output must be multiplied to 
achieve the proper output voltage range. 

Normally, the DYE will be in YC_FR mode. RGB_FR will support RGB 
applications. Other modes may be programmed if useful. 

Table 4-2 DVE Output Mode Signal Levels 

Output 
Codes/ Full Max Amplifica-

DAC IRE Scale Signal tion Factor 
Mode (IRE-1) M M (VoM) 

YC_FR VDAC 2.7675 1.00 0.92 1.32 

YDAC 3.53625 1.00 0.97 1.03 

CDAC 3.57611 1.00 0.89 1.02 

VDAC 2.7675 1.00 0.92 1.32 
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Chapter 4. Video Tuner/Digitizer Theonl of Operations 

Table 4·2 DVE Output Mode Signal Levels (Continlled) 

Output Codes I Full Max Amplifica-

Mode 
DAC IRE Scale Signal tion Factor 

(IRE-1) (V) (V) (VoNi) 

YC_FI YDAC 2.7675 1.00 0.76 1.32 

COAC 2.7675 1.00 0.68 1.32 

RDAC 3.513125 1.00 0.69 1.04 

RGB_FR GOAC 3.513125 1.00 0.96 1.04 

BOAC 3.513125 1.00 0.69 1.04 

RDAC 27675 1.00 0.54 1.32 

RGB_FI GOAC 27675 1.00 0.76 1.32 

BOAC 2.7675 1.00 0.54 1.32 

RDAC 5.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 

BYP_FR GOAC 5.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 

BOAC 5.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 

RDAC 2.7675 1.00 0.54 1.32 

BYP_FI GOAC 2.7675 1.00 0.54 1.32 

BOAC 2.7675 1.00 0.54 1.32 

4.2.2.1 Sample Applications 

4.2.2.1.1 Simple S-video/Composite Output- Discrete The following block diagram 
shows one possible method of implementing simultaneous Y /C/Composite 
outputs. This is the preferred implementation when the amplifiers are constructed 
from discrete transistors. Inverted outputs are used because inverting amps may 
be made from fewer transistors. 
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4-6 

The output swing is amplified to twice the desired value to allow for the 
attenuation from the series termination resistor. 

VIR ~ Composite Output 

Y/G ~ Luma Output 

CIS 

Figure 4-2 Simultaneous Y/C/Composite Outputs 

4.2.2.1.2 Simple S-vldeo/Composite Output -Integrated Output Buffer Several vendors 
make analog output Ies intended for use with digital video encoders. 
MicroLinear makes a chip that integrates all of the functions within the shaded 
area. 

r Composite Output 

r Luma Output 

r Chroma Outupt 

Figllre 4-3 Analog Outpllt IC Functions 

4.2.2.1.3 SCART Connector with Composite, Y/C, and RGB RGB and compositelY Ie 
outputs may be supported (although not simultaneously). The following diagram 
shows how this is achieved tIu-ough the addition of one more LPF and three more 
amplifiers to the previous configuration. In this case, the circuit could be 
implemented with a three-channe1 amplifier Ie, plus the LPF / amp / adder as 
before (i.e. two Ies). Each component is buffered separately in order to avoid 
problems with double termination. 

If the SYNCBYPASS bit, in the DVE_CNFG register, is set to '1', all of the enbedded 
syncs are removed, both in RGB and in YUV modes. 
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Chapter 4. Video Tllner/Digitiur Theory of Operations 

~ R Output 

~ GlLuma Output 

~ GlLuma Output 

~ Composite Output 

~ BlChroma Output 

~ B/Chroma Output 

~ Sync Output 

Figtlre 4-4 SCART Connector with Composite, Y/C and RGB 

4.2.2.2 VGA TIming 

The sync output pin shown in Figure 4-4 is actually an I/O pin. When the DVE is 
in slave mode (and the pin functions as an input), VGA timing signals may be 
driven in on the HSYNC and VSYNC inputs. 

The tuner must have the following minimum set of features: 

• BTSC/MTS Stereo audio (internal to tuner preferable, external chip more 
likely) 

• SAP (Second Audio Program) option 

• Baseband video output 

• Compatibility with US Cable TV systems (a global version would be 
preferable) 

Preferred, but less important: 

• I2C interface control useful, but not more important than cost 

• RF pass-through or RF modulator built in, or both. (Ideally, we need the kind 
of functionality found in VCRs: tuning, RF output from internal source, and 
RF pass-through when the device is off.) 
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ChapterS 

Software Description 

This chapter provides descriptions of all of the SOLOl registers. 

5.1 Memory Map 
Table 5-133 outlines the memory map of the WebT\flM system. 

OxFFFF _FFFF 
~ 

0X2000_OOOO 
OxlFFF_FFF F 

OxlF80_oooo 
OxlF7F_FFF F 

F 
OxlF40_oooo 
Ox'F3F_FFF 
Ox,FOO_OOOO 

OXO' EFF _FFF 

Ox0800_oooo 
Ox07FF_FFF 

.~ 

F 

Ox0780_oooo 
0x067F_FFF F 
0X0700_OOOO 

Ol106FF _FFF F 

0x0680 0000 
0ll067F ]=FF F 

OllO6OO_OOOO 
OxOSFF _FFFF 

0X0580 0000 
0x057F]=FF F 

OlC05OO 0000 
Qx04FF.:OOOO 

00 Ox0480_oo 
Ox047F_FF FF 
OX04OO 0000 

Ox03FFyFF F 

OxOOOO_OOOO 

~ 

~ 

Reserved ~ 

ROMU (Bank 1) 

Diagnostic Space 

ROML (Bank 0) 

Reserved ~ 

Expansion Device #7 

Expansion Device #6 

Expansion Device #5 

Expansion Device #4 

Expansion Device #3 

Expansion Device #2 

Expansion Device #1 

WebTV Control Space 

On-board Memory 

Figure 5-1 WebTVTM Memory Map 
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5.2 Registers 

5.2.1 Register Summary 

Address 

The address, register name, and a short description of each register in the SOLOI 
control space is in Table 5-1. The 3-1etter prefix before the register name indicates 
where, within SOlOI, the register physically resides. The registers can be referred 
to with or without these 3-1etter prefixes. More detailed descriptions of individual 
registers are found later in this chapter. 

Note: All registers are accessible only as 32-bit aligned words. 

Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address 

Register Name Description 

busUnit Registers 

Ox04OO0000 BUS_CHIPID R/W SOlOI chip ID 

Ox04OOOOO4 BUS_CHPCNTL R/W SOLOI chip control 

Ox04000008 BUS_INTSTAT R/W Interrupt status 

OX040000S0 BUS_INTSTAT Set 

Ox04000108 BUS_INTSTAT Or 

Ox04OO000c BUS_INTEN RlSet 

Ox040001Oc BUS_INTEN elr 

Ox04000014 BUS_ERREN RlSet 

Ox04OOO114 BUS_ERREN Or 

R/W memory read protection 

Low memory read mask 

Low memory write protection address 

Ox04OOOOS4 RlSet Error status - set 
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Address 

Ox04000010 

Ox04000110 

Ox0400005c 

Ox0400015c 

Ox04OO0060 

Ox04000058 

Ox04000158 

Ox04OOO064 

Ox0400006c 

Ox04000068 

Ox04000168 

Ox04000070 

Ox04000170 

Ox04000078 

Ox04000074 

Ox04000174 

Ox04OO007c 

Ox0400017c 

Ox04OOO084 

Ox040000B0 

Ox04000180 

Ox04000088 

Ox04000188 

Ox04OOO090 

Ox0400008c 

Ox0400018c 

Ox04000094 

Ox04000098 

Ox04000198 

Ox04OOOOaO 

Ox04OO009c 

Table 5·1 SOL01 Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Register Name RIW Description 

BUS_ERRSTAT W Error status 

BUS_ERRSTAT Clr Error status - clear 

BUS_GPINTEN RlSet GPIO interrupt enable - set 

BUS_GPINTEN Or GPIO interrupt enable - clear 

BUS_GPINTSTAT RlSet GPIO interrupt status - set 

BUS_GPINTSTAT W GPIO interrupt status 

BUS_GPINTSTAT Clr GPIO interrupt status - clear 

BUS_GPINTPOL R/W GPIO interrupt polling 

BUS_AUDINTSTAT RlSet audUnit interrupt status - set 

BUS_AUDINTSTAT W audUnit interrupt status 

BUS_AUDINTSTAT Or audUnit interrupt status· clear 

BUS_AUDINTEN RlSet audUnit interrupt enable - set 

BUS_AUDINTEN Clr audUnit interrupt enable - clear 

BUS_DEVINTSTAT RISet devUnit interrupt status - set 

BUS_DEVINTSTAT W devUnit interrupt status 

BUS_DEVINTSTAT Clr devUnit interrupt status· clear 

BUS_DEVJNTEN RISet devUnit interrupt enable - set 

BUS_DEVINTEN Clr devUnit interrupt enable - clear 

BUS_ VIDINTSTAT RlSet vidUnit interrupt status - set 

BUS_ VIDINTSTAT W vidUnit interrupt status 

BUS_VIDINTSTAT Clr vidUnit interrupt status - clear 

BUS_ VIDINTEN RlSet vidUnit interrupt enable - set 

BUS_ VIDINTEN Clr vidUnit interrupt enable - clear 

BUS_RIOINTSTAT RlSet RIO bus interrupt status - set 

BUS_RIOINTSTAT W RIO bus interrupt status 

BUS_RIOINTSTAT Clr RIO bus interrupt status - clear 

BUS_RIOINTPOL R/W RIO bus interrupt polling 

BUS_RIOINTEN R/Set RIO bus interrupt polling - set 

BUS_RIOINTEN Clr RIO bus interrupt polling - clear 

BUS TlMINTSTAT RlSet Timing interrupt status - set 

BUS_TIMINTSTAT W Timing interrupt status 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 5-3 
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Table 5-1 SOLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 

Ox04000l9c BUS_TIMINTSTAT Clr Timing interrupt status - clear 

Ox040000a4 BUS_ TIMINTEN R/Set Timing interrupt enable - set 

Ox04000la4 BUS_ TIMlNTEN Or Timing interrupt enable - clear 

Ox04()()()()a8 RESETCAUSE R/Set Reset cause - set 

Ox04OOOOac RESETCAUSE Clr Reset cause - dear 

Ox04OOOObO BUSJlFENLADDR R/W Lower bound of Javal R/W protection 
fence 

Ox04OOOOb4 BUSJlFENHADDR R/W Upper bound of Java1 R/W protection 
fence 

Ox040000b8 BUSJ2FENLADDR R/W Lower bound of Java2 R/W protection 
fence 

Ox040000bc BUSJ2FENHADDR R/W Upper bound of Java2 R/W protection 
fence 

Ox040000c0 BUS_TOPOFRAM R/W Size of the physical RAM 

Ox040000c4 BUS_FENCECNTL R/W Cancels writes to the J1 and J2 valid 
address ranges 

Ox040000c8 BUS_BOOTMODE R/W CPU reset string 
ny(}4nnnOrr BUS_lJ~"'Kl Jl 'TMOnp. R/W Enable BOOTMODE 

rioUnit Registers 

Ox04001000 RIO_SYSCONFIG R/W HW /SW system configuration 

Ox04001004 ROM_CNTLO R/W ROM control for Bank 0 

Ox04001008 ROM_CNTLl R/W ROM control for Bank 1 

Ox0400100c DEV_CNTLO R/W ISA control for Device 0+3 

Ox040010l0 DEV_CNTLl R/W ISA control for Device 2+1 
. . 
~~;:' :;:~~3~ ~ ~f~:'~:~~~~; . ;~", 1"~:t2,li~[0~\~/::,~ . f!l~'l;:,i . .... . . ' 

Ox04001018 BUS_WDREG_C W Watchdog count reset 

Ox0400101c WTV_CNTL R/W Control for WebTV Port 

Ox04001020 RIO_CNTL R/W RIO bus turnaround control 

audUnit Registers 

Ox04002000 AUD_OCSTART R/W Starting byte address of current DMA 
output transfer 

(h-(}411('mX\4 AUD_l R/W Size of current DMA ~~ut transfer 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name 

Ox04002008 AUD_OCCONFIG 

Ox0400200c AUD_OCCNr 

Ox04002010 AUD_ONSTART 

Ox04002014 AUD_ONSIZE 

Ox04002018 AUD_ONCONFIG 

Ox040020lc AUD_ODMACNTL 

Ox04002020 AUD_ICSfART 

Ox04002024 AUD_ICSIZE 

Ox0400202c AUD_ICCNT 

Ox04002030 AUD_INSTART 

vidunit Registers 

Ox04Q03000 VID_CSTART 

Ox04003004 

Ox04003008 

Ox04003OOc 

RIW 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

Description 

Configuration of current audio output 
DMAchannel 

Byte count of current DMA output 
transfer 

Starting byte address of next DMA out-
put transfer 

Size of next DMA output transfer 

Audio output DMA channel configura-
tion 

Audio output DMA channel control 

Starting byte address of current DMA 
input transfer 

Size of current DMA input transfer 

Byte count of current DMA input trans-
fer 

Starting byte address of next DMA 
input transfer 

Shadow of audio I/O DMA channel 
control 

R/W Starting word address of current video 
DMA transfer 

R/W Size of current video DMA transfer 

R/W Byte count of current video DMA 
transfer 

R/W Starting word address of next video 
DMA transfer 

980-03004-F57 WNl-Restricted 5-5 
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Table Sa1 SOLOl Registers - Arra"ged by Address (Co"ti"ued) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 

Ox04003010 R/W Size of next video DMA transfer 

Ox04003014 R/W Video DMA channel control 

Ox04003038 R/Set vidUnit interrupt status - set 

Ox04003138 Clr vidUnit interrupt status - clear 

Ox0400303c R/Set vidUnit interrupt enable - set 

Ox0400313c Clr vidUnit interrupt enable - clear 

Ox04003040 R/Wr Video data 

devUnit Registers 

Ox04004004 

Ox04004008 

Ox0400400c 

Ox04004010 

Ox04004114 

Ox04004018 

Ox04OO4118 

Ox04004024 

Ox04004028 

Ox0400402c 

Ox04OO4044 

Ox04OO4048 

Ox04OO404c 

Ox04OO405O 

5-6 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/Set 

Clr 

R/Set 

Clr 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

DEY _IROUT_CURRENT_ R/W 
PERIOD 

Input data from external IR controller 

LED control 

ID chip control 

nc bus control 

GPIO 

GPIO - set 

GPIO output value - clear 

GPIO I/O configuration - set 

GPIO I/O configuration - clear 

IR receiver sample clock timing 

IR signal rejection 

IR transition data 

IR receiver status 

clocks) that IR LED is on each 

Time left in current subcarrier period 
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Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 
~ 
\ Address Register Name RJW Description 

Ox04OO4054 DEV _IROUT_CURRENT_ R/W Time left for IR LED to be on 
r- ON , 

Ox04004058 DEV _IROUT_CURRENT_ R/W Number of subcarrier periods left for 
COUNT the current operation r 

r 
Ox04OO4204 DEV _PPORT_CTRL R/W Parallel Port control 

r Ox04004208 DEV _PPORT_STAT R/W Parallel Port status 
l Ox0400420c DEV _PPORT_CNFG R/W Parallel Port 

Ox04004210 DEV_PPORT_AFOCTRL R/W Parallel Port FIFO interrupt and pointer 

r control 

Ox04004214 DEV _PPORT_FIFOSTAT R/W Parallel Port FIFO status 

r Ox04004218 DEV _PPORT_TIMEOUT R/W Parallel Port timeout threshold 

Ox040042lc DEV_PPORT_STAT2 R/W Parallel Port handshake signalleve1s 

Ox04004220 DEV _PPORT_IEN R/W Parallel Port r Ox04004224 DEV R/W 

Ox04004228 DEV _PPORT_CLRINT R/W Clear Parallel Port 

r Ox04OO422c DEV _PPORT_ENABLE R/W Parallel Port enable/disable 

r 
r 
r Ox04005000 MEM_TlMING R/W SDRAM timing parameters 

Ox04OOS004 MEM_CNTL R/W memUnit control 

r- Ox04OO5008 MEM_BURP R/W Memory access arbitration control 

OX04OOSOOC MEM_REFCNTL R/W SDRAM refresh control 

r- SDRAM commands 
l 

r 
~ 
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Table 5-1 SOLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name Description 
~ 

gfxUnit Registers 

Ox04006004 Gf)CCONTROL Rd,Wr configuration 
-J 

, .... , : ... .. -~ '.: . -, . . " / '/~""" Y ,;": , 
" 

: ...., 
Ox04006010 GFX_OOTYCOUNT yCounter line count value 

Ox04006014 GFX_CELSBASE R/W Pointer to first CelRecord 
-t 

Ox04006018 GFX_YMAPBASE R/W Pointer to yMap structure I , 

Ox040060lc GFX_CELSBASE~R R/W CelBaseMaster value 

Ox04006020 GFX_ YMAPBASEMASTER R/W value -, 
Ox04006024 GFX_INITCOLOR R/W Default buffet color value 

Ox04OO6028 GFX_YCOUNTERINlT R/W Line counter's init value at VSYNC ~ 

Ox04OO602c GFX_PAUSECYCLES R/W Number of inactive cycles in each line 

Ox04006030 GFX_OOTCELSBASE R/W CelBase value at last OOT interrupt -\ 
Ox04006034 GFX_OOTYMAPBASE R/W value at last OOT 

Ox04006038 GFX_OOTCELSOFFSET R/W 

I 
Ox0400603c GFX_OOTYMAPCOUNT R/W yMapCount value at last OOT interrupt 

Ox04OO6040 GFX3ERMCYCLECOUNT R/W Time required to compose last horizon- -, 
tal line \ 

Ox04OO6044 GFX_HCOUNTERlNlT R/W One half the number of pixels on an ac-
tive line -, 

Ox04OO6048 GBCBLANKLINES R/W Number of vertical blanking lines that 
gfxUnit is off the bus -, 

Ox0400604c GFX_ACTIVELINES R/W Number of active video lines in a field/ i 

frame 

~ 

J Ox04006064 Clr i 

Ox04OO6068 R/W 

Or status - clear 
...-, 

I 
Ox04OO6080 R/W Starting address of write-back buffer 

Ox04006084 GFX_WBDLSIZE R/W Width of the frame buffer ~ 

(i.e., number of in one scan line) 

-., 
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Table 5·1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 

.. 
Ox0400608c Gf)CWBSTRIDE R/W Offset between frame buffer lines 

Ox04OO6090 Gf)CWBDCONFIG R/W Write-back bits 

Ox04006094 GF)C WBOST ART R/W Specifies where in memory the frame 
buffer data will be written by the write-
back Wlit 

dveUnit Registers 

Ox04007000 DVE_CNTL R/W dveUnit control 

Ox04007004 DVE_CNFG R/W dveUnit configuration 

Ox04007008 DVE_DBDATA R/W Debug and synchronization values for 
dveUnit counters 

Ox0400700c DVE_DBEN R/W Enables of DBOATA register 

Ox04007010 DVE_OTST R/W DACcontrol 

Ox04007014 DVE_RDFIELO R Current dveUnit counter values 

Ox04007018 OVE_RDPHASE R Current color burst phase value 

Output filter 

divUnit Registers 

Ox04008000 DIV _SYNCCNTL R/W HSYNC and VSYNC control 

Ox04008004 R/W OMAcontrol 

Ox04008008 OIV _NEXTVBITB R/W Starting and ending line numbers for 
VBIDMA 

Ox0400800c DIV _NEXTVBILR R/W Number of clocks, following HSYNC, 
before next first valid pixel appears at 
data output during next OMA opera-
tion 

Ox04008010 DIV _NEXTVBIADDR R/W Starting memory address where VBI 
data will be written 

Ox04008014 DIV_NEXTIB R/W Starting and ending active video lines of 
next video OMA 

Ox04008018 DIV_NEXTLR R/W Number of clocks, following HSYNC, 
before next first valid pixel appears at 
data input next DMA operation 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 5-9 
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Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name R/W Description 

Ox0400801c OIV _NEXTCFG R/W Which field captured by the next 
OMA 

OIV _NEXTAODR R/W Starting address of next DMA 

Ox04008024 DIV _CURRVBITB R/W Starting and ending line numbers for 
VBI DMA operation 

Ox04008028 OIV _CURRVBILR R/W Number of clocks, following HSYNC, 
before next first valid pixel appears at 
data output during current DMA oper-
ation 

Ox0400802c OIV _CURRVBIADDR R/W Starting address where VBI data will be 
written 

Ox04008030 DIV_CURRTB R/W Starting and ending active video lines 
for current video DMA 

Ox04008034 DIV_CURRLR R/W Number of clocks, following HSYNC, 
before next first valid pixel appears at 
data input during current DMA opera-
tion 

Ox04008038 OIV _CURRCFG R/W Which field is captured by the current 
DMA operation 

Ox0400803c OIV _CURRADDR R/W Starting address for current OMA oper-
ation 

Ox04008040 DIV _AUDCNTL R/W Audio signal timing 

Ox04OO8044 DIV _NEXTAUDADDR R/W Next audio data address 

Ox04008048 OIV _NEXTAUDLEN R/W Length of next audio sample 

Ox0400804c DIV _CURRAUDADDR R/W Current audio data address 

potUnit Registers 

Ox04009080 POT _ VST ART Vertical starting line of active screen 
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Table 5-1 SOLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continlled) 

r- Address Register Name RIW Description I 

Ox04009084 POT_VSIZE R/W Vertical size of the active screen 

r Ox04009088 POT_BLNKCOL R/W Default color displayed during blank 
times 

r Ox0400908c POT_HSTART R/W Horizontal starting pixel of active 
screen 

Ox04009090 POT_HSIZE R/W Horizontal size of the active screen 

r Ox04009094 POT_CNTL R/W potUnit control 

Ox04OO9098 POT_HINTLINE R/W Line that caused. an horizontal interrupt 

I Ox04OO909c POT_INTEN R/Set potUnit interrupt enable - set 
i. 

Ox040090a4 Or potUnit - clear 

r Ox040090aO potUnit interrupt status - set 

Ox04OO90a8 potUnit interrupt -clear 

r 
Current line being diaplayed 

r TFFHR R/W 

r Ox0400aOO4 SUCGPU_TFFHRSRW R/W register, except used for 

Ox04OOaOOS SUCGPU_TFFI'RG R/W 

r Ox0400aOOc SUCGPU_TFFCNT R/W 

Ox04OOaOlO SUCGPU_TFFMAX R/W Transmit depth 
r Ox04OOa014 SUCGPU_TFFCR R/W Transmit FIFO control l 

Ox04OOa018 SUCGPU_TFFSR R/W Transmit FIFO status 

r Ox04OOaOlc SUCGPU_TFFGCR R/W Transmit and receive FIFO size is 
swapped 

F 

~ Ox0400a044 R/W register, except used 

r 
SUCGPU_RFFI'RG R/W Receive FIFO trigger level 

~ 
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Table 5·1 SOLOl Registers· Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 
I!!!llMj 

! 

Ox0400a04c SUCGPU_RFFCNT R/W Current number of entries in 
Receive FIFO -, 

Ox0400a050 SUCGPU_RFFMAX R/W Maximum Receive FIFO depth 

Ox0400a054 SUCGPU_RFFCR R/W Receive FIFO control -, 
, 

Ox04OOa058 SUCGPU_RFFSR R/W Receive FIFO status 

Ox0400a05c SUCGPU_RFFGCR R/W Transmit and receive FIFO size is -, swapped 

Ox04OOa080 SUCGPU_TSRCR R/W 
i 

i 

Ox0400a084 SUCGPU_TSRSTATE R/W Transmit shift register state 
machine ~ 

I 

Ox0400a088 SUCGPU_TSRBCCNT R Current state of the transmit bit clock 
cOWlter 

Ox0400a08c SUCGPU_TSRBITCNT R 
-, 

Current state of the transmit data bit " 

cOWlter 
-, 

I 

! Ox0400a0c4 SUCGPU_RSRSTATE Receive shift register state machine 
" 

Ox04OOa0c8 SUCGPU_RSRBCCNT R Current state of the receive bit clock 
cOWlter i Ox0400aOcc SUCGPU_RSRBITCNT R Current state of the receive bit data 
cOWlter -, 

Ox04OOalOO SUCGPU_MCD R/W Master clock divisor ...., 
Ox04OOal04 SUCGPU_SCDO R/W clock divisor 

Ox04OOal08 SUCGPU_SCDI R/W Sample clock divisor -.., 
Ox04OOalOc SUCGPU_CCR R/W Smart Card master and sample clock I 

I 

control 

~ 

-, 

-, 
980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continl/ed) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 

Ox04OOal84 SUCGPU_LSCR R/W Transmit and receive data line control 
specific to Smart Cards 

Ox04OOa188 SUCGPU_lSTPBITS R/W Number of Stop bits 

Ox04OOa18c SUCGPU_LSR R/W Transmit and receive data transfer 
status 

Ox04OOa200 

Ox04OOa204 R Interrupt status - reset 

Ox04OOa208 Set Interrupt enable - set 

Ox04OOa20c Clr Jnt'~IT111nt enable - clear 

Ox04OOa210 R/W Interrupt enable 

Ox04OOa284 

Ox04OOa288 

Ox04OOa28c 

Ox04OOa290 

Ox04OOa2c4 SUCGPU_GPIORIER GPIO interrupt enable - clear 

Ox04OOa2c8 GPIO interrupt enable 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 5-13 
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Address 

Ox0400a2dO 

Ox0400aSOO 
Ox0400a804 

Ox0400a808 
Ox0400a80c 

Ox0400a810 

Ox04OOa814 
Ox04OOa818 
Ox0400a81c 

Ox04OOa840 
Ox0400a844 

Ox04OOa848 

5-14 

Table 5-1 SOLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Register Name 

SUCGPU_GPIOFIER 

R/W Description 

int"'1TI,'nt status - set 

UART interrupt status - clear 

UART interrupt status 

R/W Smart Card Receive FIFO data 

R/W Same as TFFHR register, except used for 
debugging 

R/W Smart Card Transmit FIFO trigger level 

R/W Current number of entries in Smart 
Card Receive FIFO 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

An ... ,""",,"& Smart Card Receive FIFO 

FIFO control 

Smart Card Transmit FIFO status 

Smart Card Transmit and Receive FIFO 
size is swapped 

~·"·T"'n. register, except used 
for 

Smart Card Receive FIFO level 

980-03004-FS7 WNI-Restricted 
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r Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-1 SOL01 Registers - Arranged by Address (Continlled) 

r Address Register Name RIW Description 

Ox0400a84c SUCSCO_RFFCNT R/W Current number of entries in Smart 
~ Card Receive FIFO 
l 

Ox0400a8S0 SUCSCO_RFFMAX R/W Maximum Smart Card Receive FIFO 

r 
depth 

Ox0400a854 SUCSCO_RFFCR R/W Smart Card Receive FIFO control 

Ox04OOa8S8 SUCSCO_RFFSR R/W Smart Card Receive FIFO status 

r Ox0400a85c SUCSCO_RFFGCR R/W Smart Card Transmit and Receive FIFO 
1 

r 
Ox0400a880 Smart Card Transmit shift register con-

r trol 
l Ox0400a884 SUCSCO_TSRSl'ATE R/W Smart Card Transmit shift register state 

machine 

r Ox0400a888 SUCSCO_TSRBCCNT R Current state of the transmit bit clock 
counter 

r Ox0400a88c SUCSCO_TSRBITCNT R Current state of the transmit bit data 
counter 

r Ox04OOa8cO SUCSCO_RSRCR R/W Smart Card Receive shift register con-
trol 

r Ox04OOa8c4 SUCSCO_RSRSTATE R/W Smart Card Receive shift register state 
machine 

r Ox04OOa8c8 SUCSCO_RSRBCCNT R Sample clock divisor 

Ox0400a8cc SUCSCO_RSRBITCNT R Smart Card master and sample clock 
control 

I 
0x0400a900 SUCSCO_MCD R/W Smart card master clock divisor 

r Ox0400a904 SUCSCO_SCDO R/W Smart Card clock divisor 

Ox0400a908 SUCSCO_SCDI R/W Sample clock divisor 

r Ox0400a90c SUCSCO_CCR R/W Smart Card master and sample clock 
I control 

! 
L 

F"'" 
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Address 

Ox0400a980 

Ox0400a984 

Ox04OOa988 

Ox04OOa98c 

Ox04OOaaOO 

Ox04OOaa04 

Ox0400aa08 

Ox04OOaaOc 

Ox0400aalO 

Ox0400aa84 

Ox0400aa88 

Ox0400aa8c 

Ox0400aa90 

Ox04OOaa94 

Ox04OOaabS 

5-16 

Table 5·1 SaLOl Registers· Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Register Name RIW Description 

SUCSCO_LCR R/W Smart Card transmit and receive data 
line control 

SUCSCO_LSCR R/W Smart Card transmit and receive data 
line control specific to Smart Cards 

SUCSCO_LSTPBITS R/W Number of Stop bits 

SUCSCO_LSR R/W Smart Card transmit and receive data 
transfer status 

- .. ~~ .. 

.. ' ::.. ~ , ' . ~., 

..... -. - -

SUCSCO_ISR R Smart Card interrupt status - reset 

SUCSCO_IER Set Smart Card interrupt enable - set 

SUCSCO_IER Clr Smart Card interrupt enable - clear 

SUCSCO_IER R/W Smart Card interrupt enable 

R/W Smart Card state machine 

SUCSCO_IOOD R/W Smart Card open-drain control 

SUCSCO_SPIOCR R/W Smart Card deactivate state machine 

SUCSCO_SPIOEN Set Smart Card special-purpose enables· 
set 

SUCSCO_SPIOEN Or Smart Card special-purpose enables -
clear 

R/W 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 
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Table 5-1 SOLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

r Address Register Name RIW Description 

r 
l 

Ox04OOaac4 

r Ox04OOaac8 

r Ox0400aadO 

Ox0400aad4 

l 
Ox04OOaaeO SUCSCO_GPIOISR Set Smart Card interrupt status - set 

r Ox04OOaae4 SUCSCO_GPIOISR C1r Smart Card interrupt status - clear 

Ox0400aae8 SUCSCO_GPIOISR R/W Smart Card interrupt status 

r Ox04OOaaec SUCSCO_GPIORISR R/W Smart Card interrupt status 

Ox0400aafO SUCSCO_GPIOFISR R/W Smart Card interrupt status 

r 
r 
r R/W Starting byte address of current DMA 

transfer 

R/W DMA transfer 
I Ox0400bOOB MOD_OCCONFIG R/W Not used l. 

Ox0400bOOc MOD_OCCNT R/W Byte count of current output DMA 

r transfer 

Ox04OObOlO MOD_ONSTART R/W Starting address of next output DMA 
transfer 

I Ox04OOb014 MOD_ONSIZE R/W Size of next output DMA transfer 
I 

Ox04OOb01B MOD_ONCONFIG R/W Next modem output DMA channel con-

r trol 

Ox0400bOlc MOD_ODMACNTL R/W Modem output DMA channel control 

Ox0400b020 MOD_ICSTART R/W Starting byte address of current input 

r DMA transfer 

r 9SD-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 5-17 
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Table 5-1 SaLOl Registers - Arranged by Address (Continued) 

Address Register Name RIW Description 

Ox04OOb024 MOD_ICSIZE R/W Size of current input DMA transfer 

Ox04OOb02c MOD_ICCNT R/W Byte count of current input DMA trans
fer 

Ox0400b030 MOD_INSTART R/W Starting address of next input DMA 
transfer 

Ox04OOb034 MOD_INSIZE R/W Size of next input DMA transfer 

,~~~ "! :_xes.~~i: GF~,1J:/~;':;-:- ,- t :' :~m.~~:' : :." -~f~Lt(L ~,-;:\·j'~'ff; ' ::-";-- ~~: -:- ~;F :{';'~d:" 
Ox04OOb03c MOD_IDMACNTL R/W Modem input DMA channel control 

Ox04OOb040 MOD_FCNTL R/W Codec clock and data format control 

Ox04OOb044 MOD_GPOCNTL R/W GPIO output control 

Ox0400bOSc 

5-18 

R/W Shadow of modem input and output 
DMA channel control registers 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.2 busUnit Software Description 

The busUnit provides an interface for an lOT r4640 CPU or a QED R5230 CPU to 
the rest of the system, including RAM, ROM, external devices and internal 
SOL01 memory space. 

The busUnit contains a number of registers that provide information about, or 
general control of SOL01. 

5.2.2.1 Reset Behavior 

All interrupts are disabled at reset and all interrupt status bits are cleared, 
although interrupt events will be caught regardless of the values of their enable 
bits. Such events can be observed by polling the status registers that are not 
masked by enable bits. Or, if the enable bit is subsequently set, a prior interrupt 
event will immediately cause a CPU interrupt. 

All fences are in a disabled state at reset. 

The watchdog timer is disabled at reset. It's software reset (clear) value is set to 
OxOO at reset. 

ROM address space aliases onto RAM address space at reset. This must be 
disabled with the CHPCNTL register. 

SOL01 provides information about the cause of the most recent system reset. See 
the section on reset events for more information. 

5.2.2.2 Interrupt Handling 

This section describes how SOL01 manages interrupts. Each of the registers 
referred to in this section are described in detail in the following subsections. 

5.2.2.2.1 Topolevellnterrupt Status 

Interrupts in SOL01 are implemented through a number of levels that collapse 
the various sources into one interrupt signal that is then delivered to the CPU. 
Interrupt sources are divided into groups roughly reflecting their type: video, 
audio, device, RIO (lSA) device, timer and fence. 

The interrupt signal delivered to the CPU is active low, although this has no 
bearing on the programmer's model. Interrupt status registers in SOL01 report 
interrupt events and are active high regardless of the polarity of the actual 
interrupt signal. 

Note: Most interrupt sources are active low. although some are programmable in SOL01 
to accommodate sources of either polarity. The status bits. however. remain active high. 
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The first level of interrupt logic is represented by two read-only registers 
(INTSTATand INTSTATRAW), which report the interrupt status of the six 
interrupt-type categories. 

The INTSTAT register contains the main interrupt status masked by enable bits. 
This register is used by the interrupt handler to determine the source of a CPU 
interrupt. The INTSTATRAW register can be used to poll interrupt events even 
when the interrupt is disabled and would not result in an actual CPU interrupt. 

The INTSTAT register contains the main interrupt status not masked by enable 
bits. This register does not have it's own enable register, nor can it be set or 
cleared. It is merely provided as a method for quickly determining which type of 
interrupt is being serviced. It's limit of six status bits and the fact that bits 1:0 are 
reserved as zero make it efficient to use a jump table to dispatch the next 
appropriate service routine. 

5.2.2.2.2 Second-level Interrupt Status 

Each of the main interrupt types has it's own set of interrupt registers. These 
consist of status and enable registers, and in some cases, a polarity register to 
facilitate use of both positive- and negative-polarity interrupt signals (see 
Table 5-2). 

Table 5-2 Interrupt Status and Enable Registers 

Register Name Description 

xxxINTSTAT (R) Interrupt status masked by enable bits 

xxxINTSTAT_S (RS) Interrupt status "set" register and status "no~ 
masked by enable bits 

xxxINTSTAT_C (C) Interrupt status" clear" register 

xxxINTEN_S (RS) Interrupt enable "set" register and read register for 
enables 

xxxINTEN_C (C) Interrupt enable "clear" register 

xxxINTPOL (RW) Interrupt polarity register 

Like the main interrupt status register, the secondary xxxINTSTAT register is 
used to determine the source of a CPU interrupt. Second-level interrupts may also 
be polled when not enabled by reading the xxxINTSTAT_S register, which also 
serves as the "set" register for the interrupt status. The ability to manually set 
interrupt status bits is provided mainly as a hardware debugging tool. Interrupt 
status bits are cleared through the xxxINTSTAT_C register, which is "clear" only 
and provides no read facility. 

All second-level SOLOI interrupts are enabled at the second level. The 
xxxINTEN_S and xxxINTEN_C registers provide "set" and "clear" functionality 
for the interrupt enable bits. xxxINTEN_S is also readable. In order for a 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

particular interrupt event to trigger a CPU interrupt, its enable bit must be set. 
However, even if an interrupt is not enabled, the interrupt event will be caught by 
the status register. This is visible through the xxxINTSTAT_S register, which 
provides interrupt status without regard to the enable bits. If an interrupt is 
enabled while it's status bit is set, the CPU will immediately see an interrupt. 

Some of the second-level interrupts have a polarity register that allows software 
to set the polarity of the interrupt signal to match that of the corresponding device 
in the system. The xxxINTPOL register is read/write and has the same bit 
definitions as the other registers in it's group. 

The second-level interrupt registers are listed in Table 5-2. Descriptions of each of 
these registers are provided later in this chapter. 

Table 5-3 Second-level InteTmpt Registers 

Register Name Description 

Video Interrupts 

VIDINTSTAT (R) Ox04(XU>080 

I VIDINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox0400_0084 

1- VIDINTSTAT_C (C) Ox0400_0180 

1 VIDINTEN_S (RS) Ox0400_0088 I 
VIDINTEN_C (C) Ox0400_0188 

Audio Interrupts 

AUDINTSTAT (R) Ox04OO_0068 

AUDINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox04OO_006c l AUDINTSTAT_C (C) Ox04OO_0168 

AUDINTEN_S (RS) Ox04OO_0070 I 
AUDINTEN_C (C) Ox04OO_0170 

RIO (ISA) Interrupts 

RIOINTSTAT (R) Ox04OO_00Bc 

RIOINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox04OO_0090 

I RIOINTSTAT_C (C) Ox04OO_018c 

RIOINTEN_S (RS) Ox04OO_0098 I 
RIOINTEN_C (C) Ox04OO_0198 

RIOINTPOL (RW) Ox04OO_0094 

SOL01 Device Interrupts 

DEVINTSTAT (R) Ox04OO_0074 
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Table 5-3 Second-level Intemlpt Registers (Continued) 

Register Name Description 

SOLOI Device Interrupts (Continued) 

DEVINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox0400_0078 

~EVlNTSTALC (C) Ox0400_0174 

DEVINTEN_S (RS) Ox04OO_007c I 
DEVINTEN_C (C) Ox04OO_017c 

Timer Interrupts 

TIMINTSTAT (R) Ox04OO_009c 

TIMINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox04OO_00aO 

TIMINTSTAT_C (C) Ox0400_019c 

TIMINTEN_S (RS) Ox0400_00a4 

TIMINTEN_C (C) Ox0400_01a4 

Fence Interrupts 

FENINTSTAT (R) Ox0400_0010 

FENINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox0400_0054 

FENINTSTAT_C (C) Ox0400_0110 

FENINTEN_S (RS) Ox0400_0014 I 
FENINTEN_C (C) Ox0400_0114 

5.2.2.3 Third-level Interrupt Status 

Some of the interrupt sources that occur at the second level of the interrupt 
hierarchy do not fully describe the interrupt event- just as the sources at the top 
level are not sufficient The fence, timer and RIO interrupts are fully described by 
the second-level interrupt status registers. The video, audio and SOLOI device 
interrupts contain at least one interrupt source which points to a third level of 
interrupt status. 

The only third-level interrupt to reside in the busUnit is the GPIO interrupt. The 
GPIO interrupts have a set of registers similar to all of the second-level interrupts. 
Like second-level interrupts (and other third-level interrupts), the GPIO 
interrupts have their own enable registers and are "sticky." That is, in order for a 
GPIO to interrupt the CPU, it must be enabled both by its own third-level enable, 
as well as by the second-level enable in the SOLOI device interrupt registers. 
When a GPIO interrupt is cleared, it must be cleared from the bottom up: first at 
the third-level GPIO interrupt status register, and then at the second-level SOLOI 
device interrupt status register. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Note: The first interrupt level is not cleared since it is not a real status register. but simply a 
reflection of the second-level status registers. 

Table 5-4 Third-level Interrupt Registers 

Register Name Description 

GPINTSTAT (R) Ox0400_0058 

GPINTSTAT_S (RS) Ox0400_0060 

GPINTSTAT_C (C) Ox0400_0158 

GPINTEN_S (RS) Ox0400_005c 

GPINTEN_C (C) Ox0400_015c 

GPINTPOL (RW) Ox0400_ 0064 

The first-level status register is not a register at all, but merely a reflection of the 
state of the second-level status registers. Hence, clearing a second-level status 
register results in the clearing of the first-level status register. 

This ordering is necessary to prevent an uncleared interrupt at the third-level 
from triggering an interrupt at the second-level, even as the second-level 
interrupt is being cleared. The net result of clearing the third-level last would be a 
false interrupt which shows up at the second level, but not at the third. 

It is also necessary to ensure that the CPU write transaction, which clears the 
second-level interrupt, is allowed to complete before the interrupt handler 
finishes. The CPU interrupt signal will go inactive on the cycle in which the write 
transaction takes place, but write buffering in both the CPU and SOLOI may 
cause this to happen after the interrupt handler has returned control to the 
browser-causing a false interrupt to occur. The easiest way around this problem 
is to read the interrupt status register immediately after clearing it. The value 
returned is not important. The act of reading will have blocked the CPU from 
continuing until both the read (and the previous write) have finished. 

A typical SOLOI-based system, which uses the IDT r4640 CPU, would have the 
interrupts connected to the CPU as shown in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5 Typical System lntemtpt Configuration 

Interrupt Description 

Interrupt ° SOLOI interrupt 

Interrupt I Expansion Port (WebTV Port) interrupt 

Interrupt 2 Not used 

Interrupt 3 Not used 
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Table 5-5 TypiCQI System Interrupt Configuration (Continued) 

Interrupt Description 

Interrupt 4 Diagnostic interrupt 

1- Interrupt 5 
----- - - -~ - ---_ .. -- --'--' ---~-----I 

Reserved for CPU timer 

NM1 Imminent power loss interrupt 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) is used to indicate that power will be lost no 
sooner than 2ms from when the interrupt is asserted. This time should be used to 
dean up important processes, such as disk accesses. 

5.2.2.3.1 Fences 

SOLOl provides a number of memory fences which are used to flag memory 
accesses to special areas of the address map. At reset, the fences are collapsed to 
their smallest size and their interrupts are disabled. 

Top-of-RAM Fence 

The top-of-RAM fence is used to restrict RAM accesses to only that part of the 
address map which contains physical memory. At reset, this fence is set to 64MB, 
which is the most physical RAM that SOLOl can support. Software is responSible 
for determining the exact amount of physical memory in the system (see the 
memUnit Registers section) and setting the top of the RAM fence if desired. 

This fence is described by one control register (TOPOFRAM), which specifies the 
first invalid RAM address. RAM transactions to addresses below this mark are 

. allowed to complete. RAM transactions at or above this mark generate bus errors. 
Writes are always cancelled. Note that killing writes can result in incoherent 
memory states between the CPU and physical RAM. 

Unlike the other fences, the top-of-RAM fence does not have its own interrupts. It 
simply generates bus errors and it is up to software to check the address which 
generated the bus error and determine that it was above physical RAM. Note that, 
unlike the other fences which generate their own interrupts, bus errors are 
implemented as bus time-outs and as such take a long time to complete. The exact 
delay is settable by software, but will typically be -750 microseconds. Hence, it is 
possible that an access above this fence will cause a delay long enough to disrupt 
some real-time process (video, audio and soft modem being the most likely.) 

The top-of-RAM fence is not enabled or disabled except by setting it's address. 
The largest address in the SOLOl RAM space is Ox03fCffff. Hence, setting this 
fence to an address above this maximum RAM address has the effect of turning it 
off, since there will never be RAM accesses above Ox03ff_ffff. The reset value of 
Ox0400_0000 means that this fence comes out of reset disabled. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Note that this fence is typically used to protect against accesses outside of the 
physical RAM space, that would otherwise wrap into physical RAM and cause 
mayhem. This fence can also be used to emulate systems with less memory (e.g., 
even if there is 8MB of physical RAM in the system, by setting this fence to 4MB, a 
4MB system is constructed). 

Low-memory Fences 

The low-memory fences (one read and one write fence) restrict accesses to the 
lowest part of RAM. They are designed to operate correctly-even when RAM 
addresses wrap onto the lowest part of memory. 

This tolerance of memory wrapping is superseded by using the top-of-RAM fence 
described earlier. Without the top-of-RAM fence, it was necessary to detect low 
memory accesses even if they resulted from overrunning the top of memory. 

The bottom of the low-memory fences is implicitly OxOOOO_OOOO and the top is 
specified by control registers that allow up to 2K of RAM to be protected. The 
largest address which the fences can protect is OxOOOO_07fc. Note that, unlike the 
top-of-RAM fence, the low-memory fences include the specified address (e.g., if 
the specified fence address is OxOOOO_OO4O, then that address is protected by the 
low-memory fence, but OxOOOO_OO44 is not). 

Masks are provided to specify which wrapping points are to be protec~ed. Each 
bit of the mask represents a 1MB boundary in the address space. If the mask is set 
to OXOOOO_OO01, then the memory space starting at OxOOOO_OOOO is protected. If the 
mask is set to OxOOOO_OOO3, then the space starting at OxOOlO_OOOO is also 
protected. Each mask bit is independent of the others. The fences are completely 
inactivated if the masks are set to OxOOOO_OOOO. 

Both of the low-memory read and write fences have their own interrupts, that are 
used to indicate that the fence has been violated. Reads which violate the read 
fence are allowed to complete, but are flagged with an interrupt. Writes are 
cancelled, based on the value of the FENCECNTL register (see the FENCECNTL 
register description later in this section), but are also flagged with an interrupt. 

Note: Cancelling writes can result in incoherent memory states between the CPU 
and physical RAM. 

General-purpose Fences 

The general-purpose fences are designed to protect arbitrary areas in RAM from 
reads, writes or both. Two fences are prOVided with different granularity. The first 
has cache-line granularity (Slong words). The second has 4K granularity. 
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Each fence is specified by a bottom address, which is included in the fence, and a 
top address, which is excluded from the fence. If the top and bottom of the fence 
are set to the same address, then the fence size is zero and no transactions will 
land within the fence. At reset, the top and bottom addresses of each fence are set 
to OxOOOO_OOOO and hence, neither fence is active. 

Both general-purpose fences have their own read and write interrupts that are 
used to indicate that the fence has been violated. Reads that violate the fence are 
allowed to complete, but are flagged with an interrupt. Writes are cancelled based 
on the value of the FENCECNTL register (see the FENCECNTL register description 
later in this section) but are also flagged with an interrupt. 

Note: Cancelling writes can result in incoherent memory states between the CPU 
and physical RAM. 

The sense of each general-purpose fence can be reversed using the FENCECNTL 
register. Normally, transactions are flagged if they fall between the top and 
bottom addresses of the fence. If the sense of the fence is reversed, transactions 
between the top and bottom addresses are permitted and transactions beneath the 
bottom address or above (and including) the top address are flagged. 

Fence Controls 

The FENCECNTL register controls whether writes to any of the fences are allowed 
to continue (except for the top-of-RAM fence), and also controls the sense of the 
general-purpose fences. 

Note: Writes above the top-of-RAM fence are always cancelled. 

Fence checks are done on CPU transactions early in the pipe within SOLO I. This 
means that each fence has what amounts to a delay slot, which must be dealt with 
(i.e., if a write transaction is mOdifying one of the fence registers, then the 
subsequent transaction may be subject to the "old" fence instead of the modified 
fence). Whether or not this delay has any noticeable consequences, depends on 
the number of cycles between the transactions and the state of SOLOI's write 
buffer. 

The safest way to avoid any problems related to these fence "delay slots" is to 
ensure that a write to one of the fence control registers is immediately followed by 
a read to the same register. 

Note: Control register space cannot fall within any fences, so accesses to them 
do not depend on the actual state of the fence control registers. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Typical System Fence Configuration 

A typical SOLOI-based system will contain 8MB of RAM. The top-of-RAM fence 
will be set accordingly: 

TOPOFRAM<- OxOOBO_OOOO 

The low-memory fences will be used to protect low memory from de-referenced 
null pointers and from writes to the interrupt vector space. The low-memory 
fences will be set as follows: 

LOWRDADDR<- OxOOOO_OOfc 

LOWRDMASK<- OxOOOO_OOOI 

LOWWRADDR<- OxOOOO_Olfc 

LOWWRMASK<- OxOOOO_OOOl 

The large granularity general-purpose fence 02) will likely be used to protect 
code in RAM from stray writes. The small granularity general-purpose fence 01) 
will likely be used by the Java VM. 

Writes will be cancelled to low memory and to the fence protecting code space in 
RAM. 

FENCECNTL<- OxOOOO_OO14 

5.2.2.3.2 TImers 

SOlOl provides a number of timers, that operate in quite dissimilar ways and are 
used for dissimilar purposes. 

System Timer 

The system timer emulates the system timer of the lOT r4640 CPU (see page 5-4 of 
the IDT79R4640 Hardware User's Manual). 

This timer consists of a count register and a compare register. The count register is 
read/write and increments every SOlOl system clock cycle. The compare 
register contains a stable value. When the value of the compare register matches 
that of the count register, the system timer interrupt fires (refer to the "Interrupt 
Handling" section). 

Writing the compare register (TCOUNT (RW) OxO 4 0 0_0 0 4 8, TCOMPARE (RW) 

Ox0400_004c) has the side effect of clearing the system timer interrupt. Both 
registers are 32-bits wide. The reset value of each register is OxOOOO_OOOO, 
although after reset, the TCOUNT register will begin incrementing each system 
clock cycle. 
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Watchdog Timer 

The watchdog counter provides a mechanism to reset the system when software 
has crashed or otherwise lost control. This is implemented by a counter which 
causes a system reset if it expires. Software is responsible for resetting the counter 
at regular intervals to prevent such a reset from occurring, but if the software 
should crash, or otherwise be prevented from resetting the counter, the system 
will reset and return to a known state. 

At reset, the watchdog is disabled. Enabling the watchdog requires a series of 
writes to the CHPCNTL register which must occur in the correct order. The 
WDENABLE field of the CHPCNTL register must be written the values OXO, OxI, 
0x2 and 0x3 in that order to enable the watchdog. Disabling the watchdog 
requires the four values to be written in the reverse order: 0x3, Ox2, OxI, OXO. 
Transactions to other addresses, or to other control registers, are permitted 
between the transactions of the lock and unlock sequences. 

Note that there are other fields in the CHPCNTL register which must not be 
disturbed while enabling or disabling the watchdog timer. Based on expected 
values of the various fields in the CHPCNTL register, the following can be used to 
enable the watchdog: 

CHPCNTL<- OxOOOO_ffff 

CHPCNTL<- Ox4000_ffff 

CHPCNTL<- OxSOOO_ffff 

CHPCNTL<- OxcOOO_ffff 

The watchdog timer also provides a mechanism to determine the length of a 
watchdog time-out. The watchdog counter counts up from OXOO to OxSO, each 
increment requiring 2"22 system clock cycles or -SO milliseconds. Hence, the 
watchdog times out after -6.4 seconds. Every time the watchdog counter is reset 
by software, the counter returns to OXOO and begins counting up again. The 
WDVALUE register (Ox0400_0030) controls this reset value and hence, the time it 
takes the watchdog to expire. 

Setting WDVALUE to Ox40 shortens the watchdog time-out from -6.4 seconds to 
-3.2 seconds. Setting it to Ox7f shortens the watchdog time-out to -SO 
milliseconds. 

The watchdog counter is cleared or reset by software by writing the WDREG_C 
register. This register is clearable only (write only) and has no bit definitions. The 
act of writing any value to its address has the effect of resetting the watchdog 
timer to the value specified by the WDVALUE register. 

If the system is reset by the watchdog timer, this information is available after 
reset by reading the RESETCAUSE_S register (see the RESETCAUSE_S register 
definition later in this section). 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.3 busUnit 

This section provides descriptions of each of the bus Unit registers. 

5.2.3.1 BUS_CHIPID Register 

This register is read by software to determine the ID of the SOL01 chip. All 
WebTV ASICS have this register defined at the same location. 

Table 5-6 BUS_CHIPID Bit Definitions (Ox0400_oo00) 

Bits Symbol 

31:24 CHIPID[7:0] 

23:20 

19:16 CHIPFAB[3:0] 

Meaning 

Chip identification: SOL01 = Ox03 

Revision of silicon. Set to OXO initially and incre
ments on each revision. 

Manufacturer of the silicon: 
Chip Express = OxO 
NEC=Ox1 
Toshiba = 0x2 

Jj!lii~E'~5~I! ~~~~~~:;~illti~01i~480~ 
5.2.3.2 BUS_CHPCNTL Register 

1his register controls various global chip functions, such as the reset watchdog 
timer, the audio clock dividers, and the time-out counts. This register is read/ 
write for bits 17:0, while bits 31:30 are write-only. To write a value to any of the 
fields in this register, you must write all fields. In particular, this is important 
when enabling or disabling the watchdog counter. 

Table 5-7 BUS_CHPCNTL Bit Definitions Wx0400_0004J 

Bits 

31:30 

17 

Symbol 

WDENAB 

SWPENDIAN 

Meaning 

Writing a special sequence to this field enables/ dis
ables the reset watchdog timer in the busUnit. To 
enable the watchdog counter, software must write 
the following sequence: 
00 -> 01 -> 10 -> 11. 
To disable the watchdog counter, software must 
write the following sequence: 11-> 10 -> 01 -> 00. 
After reset, this field reads back as 00. This watch
dog timer resets the system if 64 VSYNC's have 
elapsed before software writes the BUS_ WDREG to 
reset the counter. 

Causes SOL01 to use the endianess that the CPU is 
not using. Should always be set to OxO. 
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Table 5-7 BUS_CHPCNTL Bit Defillitions (Ox0400_0004) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

16 AUASROM Controls whether the ROM address space aliases 
onto the RAM address space. The reset value of this 
bit is Oxl, enabling the ROM alias. This functional-
ity is provided for support of non-MIPS CPUs 
which may expect the reset vector to be at address 
OxOOOO_OOOO instead of OxlfcO_OOOO. In the typical 
r4640 configuration, this bit will be set to OxO very 
soon after reset in order to make the RAM visible to 
the CPU. 

15:0 TO- Time-out count value. The value in this field is com-
COUNT[15:0) pared against the time-out counter. When the time-

out counter reaches this value, an error ack is re-
turned to the CPU on reads. On reset, this field is set 
to 0xFFFF. These types of bus errors should only oc-
cur during reads from expansion bus devices when 
probing for peripherals after power-on. 

5.2.3.3 BUSJNTSTAT Register 

These registers contain the main interrupt status masked by the enable bits, and 
provide most of the status for any interrupt generated from SOlOl. Whenever an 
interrupt is detected, by the enable being set and a device interrupting, SOLO 1 
asserts the CPU_INT_N signal and keeps it asserted until the source of the 
interrupt is disabled. Its limit of six status bits and the fact that bits 1:0 are 
reserved as zero make it efficient to use a jump table to dispatch the next 
appropriate service routine. 

Table 5-8 BUS_INTSTAT Bit Definitions (ox0400_0008, Ox0400_0050, Ox0400_0108) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7 None Video interrupt status 

6 None Audio interrupt status 

5 None RIO (lSA) device interrupt status 

4 None SOlOI device interrupt status 

3 None Timer status 

2 None Fence (error) interrupt status 
1~~~'~~-=~·~~~7~C-··: 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.3.4 BUSJNTEN Registers 

These registers contain the main interrupt enables. 

Table 5-9 BUS_INTEN Bit Definitiol1S (Ox0400_000C, Ox0400_0100 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7 None Video interrupt enable 

6 None Audio interrupt enable 

5 None RIO (ISA) device enable 

4 None SOL01 device interrupt enable 

3 None Timer interrupt enable 

2 None Fence (error) interrupt enable 

5.2.3.5 BUS_ERRSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers is used to get the status of the most recent error that 
occurred in the· system. The BUS_ERRSTAT (Ox04OO_0010) register stores the error 
status, BUS_ERRSTAT_S (Ox0400_0054) sets the status bits, and BUS_ERRSTAT_C 
(Ox0400_010) is used to clear the status bits. 

Note that internal DMA transactions sent to a non-present expansion device will 
completely hang the system. It is up to software to ensure that this does not 
happen. If software detects a DMA transaction that has not completed after a 
ridiculously long time, it must reset the system via the watchdog timer. This sort 
of error is not detected or flagged in the hardware. Bus errors (timeouts) should 
only occur when probing for expansion devices after power-on. 

Table 5-10 BUS_ERRSTAT Bit Definitions (0%0400_0010, Ox0400_0110, 
Ox0400_0054 ) 

8 LOWREAD When '1,' this bit indicates that the most recenterror 
ack was due to a low memory read fence violation. 
After reset, this bit is '0: In order to enable another er
ror, this bit is cleared, after detection by writing a '1' 
to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C. 
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Table 5-10 BUS_ERRSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_001O, Ox0400_0110, 
Ox0400_0054 ) (Continued) j 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7 LOWWRITE When 'I,' this bit indicates that the most recenterror ! ack was due to a low memory write fence violation. 
After reset, this bit is '0.' In order to enable another er-
ror, this bit is cleared, after detection by writing a T ""='1 

to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C. i 

6 FlREAD When '1,' this bit indicates that the most recent error 
ack was due to a read fence check violation between -, 
fence register set 1 taking place in the system. After ~ 

reset, this bit is '0.' After detection, this bit must be 
cleared by writing a 'I' to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C reg- ..., 
ister in order to enable another error. 

S F1WRITE When 'I,' this bit indicates that the most recent error 
ack was due to a write fence check violation between ...", 

fence register set 1 taking place in the system. After 
I 

reset, this bit is '0.' After detection, this bit must be 
cleared by writing a 'I' to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C reg- -, ister in order to enable another error. 

4 F2READ When '1,' this bit indicates that the most recent error 
ack was due to a read fence check violation between -, 
fence register set 2 taking place in the system. After 
reset, this bit is '0.' After detection, this bit must be 
cleared by writing a 'I' to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C reg- -, 
ister in order to enable another error. I 

I 

3 F2WRITE When '1,' this bit indicates that the most recent error 
ack was due to a write fence check violation between -, 
fence register set 2 taking place in the system. After J 
reset, this bit is '0.' After detection, this bit must be 
cleared by writing a '1' to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C reg- -, ister in order to enable another error. 

I 
2 TIMEOUT When '1,' this bit indicates that the most recent error 

ack was due to a timeout taking place in the system. 

J Read timeouts are synchronous, write timeouts are 
asynchronous. The write timeouts are flagged in con-
jWlction with the BUS_INTSTAT register. After reset, 

~ this bit is '0.' After detection, this bit must be cleared I 
by writing a 'I' to the BUS_ERRSTAT_C register in or-
der to enable another error. 

"I 
0 OW When '1,' this bit indicates that another error oc-

curred before the first error could be serviced by the 
I CPU. 

-, 
I 
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Clropter 5. Software Description 

5.2.3.6 BUS_ERREN Registers 

This register pair is used to enable the various error-checking mechanisms in 
hardware. BUS_ERREN_S (at Ox04OO_0014) contains the error-checking enable 
bits, and BUS_ERREN_C (at Ox0400_0114) is used to clear those bits. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~(;~ :'~iY!~?!<' :~~~,ft1~~! :>:-, ... ,' : , \};J!~.,,:. ; ,.' .~:~:,;::c 
8 LOWRDEN When '1,' this bit indicates that low memory read 

errors are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

7 LOWWREN When '1,' this bit indicates that low memory write 

5 

4 

F1RDEN 

F1WREN 

F2RDEN 

errors are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0: 

When '1,' this bit indicates read errors on fence 
register set 1 are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

When '1,' this bit indicates write errors on fence reg
ister set 1 are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0: 

When '1,' this bit indicates read errors on fence regis
ter set 1 are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

F2WREN When '1,' this bit indicates write errors on fence reg
ister set 2 are enabled. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

When '1,' this bit indicates time-outs on the bus are 
enabled. After reset, this bit is '0.'. 

5.2.3.7 BUS_ERRADDR Register 

This register is used to flag the address where an error was encountered. 

Table 5-12 BUS_cRRADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0018) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 ADDR[31:0] This field captures the most recent address which 
caused the error flagged in the BUS_ERRSTAT 
register. After reset this field is undefined. 
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5.2.3.8 BUS_WDVALUE Register 

This register controls the watchdog counter reset value. The watchdog time--out 
count is (64 - WDVALUE) VSYNCs. 

Table 5·13 BUS_ WDVALUE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0030) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

;~!~);E~i I~~Qjl l;~!!~~~i~~~';::;~~!~Ei~r:t~~BWSL~; .. .:;~ :{ ,;~:f: 
6:0 WDVALUE This field contains the reset value of the watchdog 

counter. After system reset, this field is OxOO, imply
ing a watchdog time--out of 64 VSYNCs. 

5.2.3.9 Fence Registers 

The fence registers define the RAM space where valid write and read transactions 
can be performed. The fences either mark the uppermost address of the installed, 
physical memory, or delineate an area that is reserved for specific data. 

5.2.3.9.1 BUS_LOWRDADDR Register 

This register contains the upper bound of the low memory read protection fence. 
The lower bound is fixed at OxO. 

Table 5-14 BUS_ LOWRDADDR Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_oo34) 

10:2 ADDR 

Meaning 

This field contains the address of the upper bound of 
the low memory read protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory read accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory read 
fence. 
After reset, this field contains OxOOO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio" 

5.2.3.9.2 BUS_lOWRDMASK Register 

This register contains the mask-enable bits controlling which boundaries in main 
memory are checked against the low memory read fence. 

Table 5-15 BUS_ LOWRDMASK Bit Definitions (Ox0400_003S) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~i:~2t /~~.~ ~for~·~l.t ,: ;·:: /."c~1;)~\. ..~_ 
16:0 MASK This field contains the mask bits that indicate which 

boundaries in main memory are checked against the 
low memory read fence. 

Bit Range 

° OxOOOO_OOOO -Oxoooo_oooo +BUS_LOWRDADDR 
1 Ox0010_0000 -Ox0010_oooo +BUS_LOWRDADDR 
2 OxOO2O_0000 -Ox0020_oooo +BUS_LOWRDADDR 

16 OxOOftUJOOO -OxOOfO_OOOO +BUS_LOWRDADDR 

After reset, this field contains OxOOOO. 

5.2.3.9.3 BUS_lOWWRADDR Register 

This register contains the upper bound of the low memory read protection fence. 
The lower bound is fixed at OxO. 

Table 5-16 BUS_ LOWRDADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_003C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

10:2 ADDR This field contains the address of the upper bound of 
the low memory write protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory write accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory write 
fence. 
After reset, this field contains OXOOO. 
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5.2.3.9.4 BUS_LOWWRMASK Register 

This register contains the mask enable bits controlling which boundaries in main 
memory are checked against the low memory write fence. 

Table 5·17 BUS_ LOWWRMASK Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0040) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

' ~:17 " '~ ~~:;l i~e.a~~~;use·\~ 
" .' 

" ~ ' :;. : 
.. 

' . 
. ~-' --- - .. - - . .~. . , 

16:0 MASK This field contains the mask bits that indicate which 
boundaries in main memory are checked against the 
low memory read fence. 
Bit Range 

° Oxoooo_oooo -OXOOOO_OOOO +BUS_LOWWRADDR 
1 OXOO10_0000 ..()xOO10_0000 +BUS_LOWWRADDR 
2 OXOO20_0000 -Ox0020_0000 +BUS_LOWWRADDR 

16 OxOOfO_OOOO -OxOOfO_OOOO +BUS_LOWWRADDR 

After reset, this field contains OxOOOO. 

5.2.3.10 BUS_TCOUNT Register 

This register is a timer that increments at a constant rate that is exactly half the 
CPU's maximum instruction issue rate. This register is read/write .. 

Table 5-18 BUS_ TCOUNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0048) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 Count Value of the timer. 

5.2.3.11 BUS_TCOMPARE Register 

This register contains a value that is compared to the value contained in the 
TCOUNT register. The CPU generates a timer interrupt when the values match. 

Table 5-19 BUS_ TCOMPARE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_004C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 Compare Value to be compared against the value in the 
TCOUNT register. 
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Chap fer 5. Software Description 

5.2.3.12 BUSJNTSTATRAW Register 

The INTSTATRAW register can be used to poll interrupt events even when the 
interrupt is disabled and would not result in an actual CPU interrupt. This 
register contains the main interrupt status not masked by enable bits. This register 
is identical to the BUS_INTSTAT_S register. 

Table 5-20 BUS_ INTSTATRAW Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0050) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7 None Video interrupt 

6 None Audio interrupt 

5 None RIO (ISA) device interrupt 

4 None SOLOI device interrupt 

3 None Timer interrupt 

2 None Fence (error) interrupt 

5.2.3.13 BUS_GPINTSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers controls the status of the general-purpose 1/0 
interrupts. GPINTSTAT (Ox0400_0058) contains the interrupt status bits, 
GPINTSTAT_S (Ox0400_0060) sets the bits, and GPINTSTAT_C (Ox04OO_0158) 
clears them. 

Table 5-21 BUS_ GPINTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0058, Ox0400_0060, 
Ox0400_0158) 

16 GPIO 14 interrupt 

15 None GPIO 13 interrupt 

14 None GPIO 12 interrupt 

13 None GPIO 11 interrupt 

12 None GPIO 10 interrupt 

11 None GPIO 9 interrupt 

10 None GPIO 8 interrupt 

9 None GPIO 7 interrupt 
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Table 5-21 BUS_ GPINT5TAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0058, Ox0400_0060, 
Ox0400_0158) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

8 None GPIO 6 interrupt 
----.-

7 None GPIO 5 interrupt 

6 None GPIO 4 interrupt 

5 None GPIO 3 LllU::.uUp. 

4 None GPIO 2 interrupt 

3 None GPIO 1 interrupt 

2 None GPIO ° interrupt ........ - ,-",; "'!<;:'c,,: ,::i'-'C:' ,,",' 

- -

,-~-

"""'. ,. lit)' > 
" ," " 'F ";:;: o'. ':I:'''', 'j:: 

5.2.3.14 BUS_GPINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers control the enable bits for the general-purpose I/O 
interrupts. BUS_GPINTEN_S (Ox0400_00sC) sets the enable bits, and 
BUS_GPINTEN_C (Ox0400_015C) clears those bits. 

Table 5·22 BUS_ GPINTPEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00SC, 
Ox0400_015C) 

Bits S~bOI.~ Meaning 
,', '-~ >;i.::~,~:;:.:j~{;;l~ill~~::X7 ,~;i,'"~"~' lk~~m;!k: !I~ ,;":' ,,' " .- ' ,I ' :'i (";";;'; }',~'.r<t'" ... ' , .- ,,~,:;; 'e'." 

17 None GPIO 15 interrupt 

16 None GPIO 14 interrupt 

15 None GPIO 13 interrtlP~ 

14 None GPIO 12 interrupt 

13 None GPIO 11 interrupt 

12 None GPIO 10 !& ...... ~ ... },. 

11 None GPIO 9 interrupt 

10 None GPIO 8 interrupt 

9 None GPIO 7 interrupt 

8 None GPIO 6 interrupt 

7 None GPIO 5 interrupt 

6 None GPIO 4~terrupt 

5 None GPIO 3 interrupt 

4 None GPIO 2 interrupt 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5·22 BUS_ GPINTPEN Bit Definitions (O:c0400_005C, 
O:c0400_015C) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

3 None GPIO 1 interrupt 

1;;;~: ==~'1i$f~T~-';~i~;;~-;;1 
5.2.3.15 BUS_GPINTPOL Register 

This register sets the polarity of the interrupts. A "1" is active high, and a "0" is 
active low. 

Table 5-23 BUS_ GPINTPOL Bit Definitions (O:c0400_0064) 

Bits Meaning 

17 None GPIO 15 interrupt 

16 None GPIO 14 interrupt 

15 None GPIO 13 interrupt 

14 None GPIO 12 interrupt 

13 None GPIOll 

12 None GPIO 10 interrupt 

11 None GPIO 9 interrupt 

10 None GPI08 

9 None GPIO 7 interrupt 

8 None GPIO 6 interrupt 

7 None GPIO 5 interrupt 

6 None GPIO 4 interrupt 

5 None GPIO 3 interrupt 

4 None GPIO 2 interrupt 

3 None GPIO 1 interrupt 

2 None GPIO 0 interrupt 
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5.2.3.16 BUS_AUDINTSTAT Register 

This group of three registers controls the status of the audUnit interrupts. 
BUS_AUDINTSTAT (Ox0400_0068) contains the interrupt status bits, 
BUS_AUDINTSTAT_S (Ox0400_006C) sets the bits, and BUS_AUDINTSTAT_C 
(Ox0400_0168) clears them. 

Table 5-24 BUS_ AUDINTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0068, Ox0400_006C, 
Ox0400_0168) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

6 None Soft modem DMA input interrupt 

5 None Soft modem DMA output interrupt 

4 None divUnit audio interrupt (Digital video) 

3 None Audio DMA input interrupt 

2 None 

5.2.3.17 BUS_AUDINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers control the enable bits for the audUnit interrupts. 
BUS_AUDINTEN_S (Ox0400_0070) sets the enable bits, and BUS_AUDINTEN_C 
(Ox0400_0170) clears those bits. 

Table 5-25 BUS_ AUDINTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0070, Ox0400_0170) 

Symbol Meaning 

6 None Soft modem DMA input interrupt 

5 None Soft modem DMA output interrupt 

4 None divUnit audio interrupt (digital video) 

3 None Audio DMA input 

2 None Audio DMA output interrupt 

. :'"'." 
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Clupter 5. Software Description 

5.2.3.18 BUS_DEVINTSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers controls the status of the devUnit interrupts. 
BUS_DEVINTSTAT (Ox0400_0074) contains the interrupt status bits, 
BUS_DEVINTSTAT_S (Ox0400_0078) is used to set the bits, and 
BUS_DEVINTSTAT_C (Ox0400_0174) clears the bits. 

Table 5-26 BUS_ DEVINTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0074, 0%0400_078, 
Ox0400_0174J 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

.. . ~. 
7 None GPIO interrupt (masked by GPIO enables) 

6 None UART interrupt (sucUnit) 

5 None Smart Card interrupt (sucUnit) 

4 None Parallel Port interrupt (devUnit) 

3 None IR output interrupt (devUnit) 

2 None IR input interrupt (devUnit) 

5.2.3.19 BUS_DEVINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers controls the devUnit interrupt enable bits. 
BUS_DEVINTEN_S (Ox0400_007C) sets the bits, and BUS_DEVINTEN_C 
(Ox0400_017C) clears them. 

Table 5-27 BUS_ DEVINTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_007C, 0x0400_017C) 

Symbol Meaning 

7 None GPIO interrupt (masked by GPIO enables) 

6 None UART interrupt (sucUnit) 

5 None Smart Card interrupt (sucUnit) 

4 None Parallel Port interrupt (devUnit) 

3 None IR output interrupt (devUnit) 

2 None IR input interrupt (devUnit) 
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5.2.3.20 BUS_VIDINTSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers controls the status of the vidUnit interrupts. 
BUS_VIDINTSTAT (Ox0400_0080) contains the interrupt status bits, 
BUS_VIDINTSTAT_S (Ox04OO_0084) is used to set the bits, and 
BUS_VIDINTSTAT_C (Ox0400_01BO) clears the bits. 

Table 5-28 BUS_ VIDINTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_oo80, Ox0400_084, 
Ox0400_0180J 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~~ ~~~jl ~~~!U~'.#:~,;ji(~<~:: ;:; ·\';L·!~A~· ;7JinL :..;.~ .·_· · .:'. 
5 None divUnit interrupt (Digital video) I 
4 None gfxUnit interrupt (GFX graphics core) I 
3 None potUnit interrupt (Pixel output/timing) I 
2 None vidUnit interrupt (Video unit) I 

::t~~~tj~~ ~~i,liWt~f; E;~~~{oj;?·.; . ;:: . ~c;P:TZ':;,· . :.: ·· · .. ~""T:?GI11 
5.2.3.21 BUS_VlDINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers controls the vidUnit interrupt enable bits. 
BUS_VIDVINTEN_S (Ox0400_0088) sets the bits, and BUS_VIDINTEN_C 
(Ox04OO_0180) clears them. 

Table 5-29 BUS_ VIDINTEN Bit Definitions (0%0400_0088, 0%0400_0188) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

5 None divUnit interrupt (Digital video) 

4 None gfxUnit interrupt (GFX graphics core) 

3 None potUnit interrupt (pixel output/timing) 

2 None vidUnit interrupt (Video unit) 
~~~~TI~i 
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Chaptrr 5. Software Description 

5.2.3.22 BUS_RIOINTSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers controls the status of the RIO bus interrupts. 
BUS_RIOINTSTAT (Ox0400_00sC) contains the interrupt status bits, 
BUS_RIOINTSTAT_S (Ox0400_0090) is used to set the bits, and 
BUS_RIOINTSTAT_C (Ox0400_0l8C) clears the bits. 

Table 5-30 BUS_ RlOINTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_008C, Ox0400_oo90, Ox0400_018C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

5 None Device 3 interrupt 

4 None Device 2 interrupt 

3 None Device 1 interrupt (IDE hard disk by convention) 

2 None Device 0 interrupt (modem/ethemet by convention) 

5.2.3.23 BUS_RIOINTPOL Register 

This register sets the polarity of the RIO bus devices. A "1" is active high, and a 
"0" is active low. 

Table 5-31 BUS_ RIOlNTPOL Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_0094) 

Symbol 

5 None Device 3 interrupt 

4 None Device 2 interrupt 

3 None Device 1 interrupt (IDE hard disk by convention) 

2 None Device 0 interrupt (modem/ ethemet by convention) 

The modem and ethemet controllers are believed to have negative polarity 
interrupts, while the IDE hard disk has a positive polarity interrupt. Based on this 
information, the RIOINTPOL register should be set to Ox08. 
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5.2.3.24 BUS_RIOINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers controls the RIO bus interrupt enable bits. RIOVINTEN_S 
(Ox04OO_0098) sets the bits, and RIOINTEICC (Ox04OO_0198) clears them. 

Table 5-32 BUS_ RIOlNTPEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_0098, Ox0400_0198) 

___ ' _m _. _____ ... _:__ __ _ __ . ___ ., __ .. _. __ ___ . • ___ .. _ _. 
I Bits I Symbol I Meaning I 

' ~t;~:'; ;; t ~ .~V1ID:o .,: ~~@~'~;/;.;;c~ ,:. · ·, . ' ~:<~>/';: .. . :;' ~ " '~~ " -: c·· •.• 
5 "-- ~ 'I-N~~- ---I Device 3 interrupt ---- . _0-

1 
4 I None Device 2 interrupt 1 

I 3 I None Device 1 interrupt (IDE hard disk by convention) I 
1 2 1 None I Device ° interrupt (modem/ ethemet by convention) 

1~Jg]t<ll~~"0It~~~ ~J.:~;qtIT~f~:,rr~~X~;;2. ~:.;~;i 
5.2.3.25 TIMINTSTAT Registers 

This group of three registers controls the status of the timing interrupts. 
TIMINTSTAT (Ox0400_009C) contains the interrupt status bits, TIMINTSTAT_S 
(Ox0400_00AO) is used to set the bits, and TIMINTSTAT_C (Ox0400_019C) clears 
the bits. 

Table 5-33 BUS_ TIMlNTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_009C, 0x0400_0AO, Ox0400_019C) 

Symbol Meaning 

5.2.3.26 TIMINTEN Registers 

This pair of registers controls the timing interrupt enable bits. TIMVINTEN_S 
(Ox04OO_00A4) sets the bits, and TIMINTEN_C (Ox0400_01A4) clears them. 

Table 5-34 BUS_ TIMINTfN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00A4, Ox0400_01A4) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

3 None System timer intenupt 

2 None Bus time-out (write bus error) interrupt 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptioll 

5.2.3.27 BUS_RESETCAUSE Registers 

This pair of registers stores the cause of a reset. RESETCAUSE_S (Ox0400_00AS) 
sets the bits, and RIOINTEN_C (Ox0400_00AC) clears them. 

Table 5-35 BUS_ RESETCAUSE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00a8, Ox0400_00ACJ 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

l;~F:~~~ ~~.~.;~'; ~(~~~~:~;h. " __ " : '~'h~_iE~Lil~/;j_:o~;, c :' -'~ 1 

1 WATCHDOG Watchdog caused reset I 
o SWITCH Reset switch caused reset 

5.2.3.28 BUS_J1 FENLADDR Register 

This register contains the lower bound of the Javal read/write protection fence. 

Table 5-36 BUS_1IFENLADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_oo80) 

Symbol 

25:5 ADDR This field contains the address of the lower bound of 
the Javal read/write protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory write accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory write 
fence. After reset, this field contaiits OxOOO. 

5.2.3.29 BUS_J1 FENHADDR Register 

This register contains the upper bound of the Javal read/write protection fence. 

Table 5-37 BUS_l1FENHADDR Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_00B4) 

Bits Symbol 

25:5 ADDR This field contains the address of the upper bound of 
the Javal read/write protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory write accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory write 
fence. After reset, this field contains OXOOO. 
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5.2.3.30 BUS_J2FENLADDR Register 

This register contains the lower bound of the Java2 read/write protection fence. 

Table 5-38 BUS_ /2FENLADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00B8) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

;~\~~~~~; ~~;f~ :}~~lpt~~~:: ~.-~~!t1f~q&,~~,~~~jt3,t304:~~,~;.~-.;Jf-:~_:~P~~~~~}i~{-
25:5 ADDR This field contains the address of the lower bound of 

the Javal read/write protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory write accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory write 
fence. After reset, this field contains OxOOO. 

iSY~Ei ~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~""""i~F=-:,;~=~r=~=S~~"""~' 
5.2.3.31 BUS_J2FENHADDR Register 

This register contains the upper bound of the Java2 read/write protection fence. 

Table 5-39 BUSJ2FENHADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00BC) 

25:5 ADDR 

Meaning 

This field contains the address of the upper bound of 
the Javal read/write protection fence. If the fence is 
enabled, main memory write accesses are checked to 
see if their address is inside the low memory write 
fence. After reset, this field contains OxOOO. 

5.2.3.32 BUS_TOPOFRAM Register 

This register contains the size of the physical RAM in megabytes. 

Table 5-40 BUS_TOPOFRAM Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00CO) 

Symbol 
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Clrnpter 5. Software Descriptioll 

5.2.3.33 BUS_FENCECNTL Register 

This register is used to cancel writes to the Jl and J2 valid address ranges. 

Table 5-41 BUS]fNCfCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00C4) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~~f , : i R~<~; ~~J~~~:!.;- ,,:"<::· '. -... , . _ 
4 None When 'I,' this bit cancels low writes. Reset value is '0.' 

3 

2 

1 

o 

None 

None 

None 

None 

When 'I,' this bit reverses the sense of J2. Reset value , 
is '0. 

When 'I,' this bit cancels J2 writes. Reset value is '0. 

When 'I,' this bit reverses the sense of J1. Reset value 
is '0. 

When 'I,' this bit cancels J1 writes. Reset value is '0. 

5.2.3.34 BOOTMODE Register 

This register contains the first 2S bits of the CPUs reset string. 

Table 5-42 BUS_ BOOTMODf Bit Definitions (Ox0400_00CS) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

5.2.3.35 USEBOOTMODE Register 

This register enables the value in the BOOTMODE register to be used for the CPU 
reset configuration. 

Table 5-43 BUS_ USfBOOTMODE Bit Definitions (Ox040D_DOCC) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~:t;~SJi ;-~:;:" ~::e~~~W\::fA~: ~;'~:'~·;\i;1~?~~iEj::~:~ .!;;:1. ~r;:-~:; 
0 None Use BOOTMODE register value. 
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5.2.3.36 BUS_WDREG_C Register 

Software must write this register before 64 VSYNC's elapse, once the watchdog 
counter is enabled, or the system performs a hard reset. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:1 .~~~':_ :~~i~~~~~··:.}:._ _ .. 
o WDCLEAR Writing a '1' to this field resets the watchdog counter. 

Writing a '0' has no effect. 
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Cllapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.4 rioUnit Software Description 

The rioUnit provides a shared interface to the system ROM, asynchronous devices 
(ISA type devices), and synchronous devices (WebTV Port devices). The CPU has 
access to aU of the devices cOIUlected to the rioUnit. None of SOL01's other logic 
units can access the rioUnit. 

5.2.4.1 ROM Interface 

There are two ROM banks, both of which can be accessed by the CPU. 

• Bank 0 addresses: OxlfOO_OOOO - Oxlf7Cffff 

• Bank 1 addresses: Oxlf80_0000 - Oxlfff_ffff 

The physical (actual) ROM aliases through the memory space. Table 5-133 
illustrates this aliasing for ROM banks with 2MB's of physical ROM each. 

1FE 

1FC 

1FA 

1F8 

1F6 

1F4 

1F2 

1FO 

Figure 5-2 ROM Aliasing 

B 

B 
Bank 1 

B 

B 

A 

A 
BankO 

A 

A 

Additionally, both ROM banks can be accessed through what is typically the 
RAM address space. This feature is provided for systems in which the CPU reset 
vector may reside in RAM space instead of ROM space. 

ROM aliasing into RAM space is controlled by the BUS_CHPCNTL register (refer to 
the busUnit section, earlier in this chapter, for a description of this register). When 
ROM is a1iased into RAM space, it is mapped so that the reset vector maps to 
address OxOO(XUX)OO. ROM aliasing into RAM space is shown in Figure 5-3. 
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RAM ROM 

010 1FC 
1F3 

OOC 1FO 
1F7 

OOB 1F4 
1FB 

004 1F8 
1FF 

000 1FC 

Figure 5-3 ROM Aliasing into RAM Space 

Transaction characteristics for accesses to each ROM bank are set by the ROM 
Control registers (ROM_CNTLO, ROM_CNTL1). 

The bit assignments for the ROM control registers (ROM_CNTLO 
(Ox0400_1004) and ROM_CNTLl (Ox0400_1008» are shown in the "rioUnit 
Registers" section that follows. 

All bits, except write protect (bit 30), will be set at boot time and never changed. 
Their values are determined by the ROM timing specifications and the system 
clock speed, as follows: 

INITWAIT = WETlME + 2 
WEDEL = 1 
WETlME = int «rom access time + 23.37 ns) I cycle time) 

- 2 

WETlME * cycle time >= 60 ns 

The ROM access time is the CE_N to DATA time. This should be the same as the 
rated speed of the ROM (e.g. 9Ons, l2Ons, lSOns, etc.). The cycle time is the system 
bus cycle time. This should be calculated at boot time. For 83MHz, it should be 
-12ns. 

The Write Protect bit (bit 30) provides a way to protect ROM banks from 
unintended writes. When the write protect bit is set, any write to the protected 
ROM bank is cancelled and generates a bus error. Refer to the "busUnit Software 
Description" section, earlier in this chapter, for details on bus error behavior. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.4.1.1 Typical System Configuration 

By convention, Mask ROM is placed in Bank 1. The MIPS reset vector is 
OxlfcO_OOOO, so the Mask ROM is constructed so that the first instruction executed 
is at OxlfcO_OOOO. SaLOl-based systems are guaranteed to have a 32-bit wide 
Mask ROM bank. 

Bank 0, if used, typically contains Flash ROM. SOL01-based systems may have a 
32-bit wide Flash ROM bank, although the typical configuration will be a 16-bit 
wide bank. The valid 16 bits may be either bits 31:16, or bits 15:0, depending upon 
the system architecture and the software's ability to deal with either 
configuration. When Bank ° is read, any unconnected bits are guaranteed to 
return all1's. If Bank 0 is less than 32-bits wide, code cannot be executed in place 
from Bank O-only part of each instruction word would be valid. 

5.2.4.2 Reset Behavior 

All rioUnit interfaces are configured at reset to be slow (and hopefully safe for all 
potentially connected resources). The ROM interfaces are reset to an access time 
equal to 32 system clock cycles (for 66/83 /l00MHz clock, this is 480/384/32Ons). 
The ROM access time can be shortened during the boot sequence to match the 
actual specifications of the parts used. 

Device interfaces are also reset to slow timing, but are not critical at boot time, 
since no code is fetched from the devices. Tuning that matches the actual system 
devices can be programmed during the boot sequence. 

5.2.4.3 Asynchronous Device Interface 

Asynchronous devices will probably be simple ISA device chipsets. Devices must 
be operated in slave mode: no DMA is provided. Only the CPU can access 
asynchronous (lSA) devices. 

A maximum of eight asynchronous devices can be supported: four primary and 
four secondary devices. Device addressing is as follows: 

Primary Devices 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Device 0 addresses: Ox1eOO_OOOO - Oxle3Lffff 

Device 1 addresses: Oxle40_0000 - Oxle7Lffff 

Device 2 addresses: Oxle80_0000 - OxlebLffff 

Device 3 addresses: OxlecO_OOOO - OxlefLffff 

Secondary Devices 

• Device 4 addresses: OxldOO_OOOO - Oxld3Lffff 

• 
• 

Device 5 addresses: Oxld40_0000 • Oxld7Cffff 

Device 6 addresses: Oxld80_0000 - OxldbLffff 
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• Device 7 addresses: OxldcO_OOOO· Ox1dfCffff 

All addresses are word·aligned, although supported devices use either an 8·bit or 
16--bit data bus. If the device uses an S.bit bus, these bits are connected to bits 7:0 
of the rioUnit (RIO) data bus. Sixteen·bit devices are connected to bits 15:0 of the 
RIO bus. Bits 31:16 of the data bus are undefined for asynchronous device 
accesses. Byte, half·word and tri·byte accesses to these devices are not supported. 

The bit assignments for the Device Control registers (DEV_CNTLO 
(Ox0400_100c), and DEV_CNTLl (Ox0400_1010» are shown in the 
"rioUnit Registers" section that follows. 

All bits will be set at boot time and never changed. Their values are determined 
by the device timing specifications and the system dock speed. Equations for 
typical system configurations are specified in the following subsections. 

5.2.4.4 Typical System Configuration 

Device 0 

By convention, a hardwa~based communications device is located in Device 
Slot O. This would typically be an analog modem, or an ethernet controller. 
Register addresses for a modem would be as follows: 

OxleOO_OOOO Transmit/Receive buffer register 

OxleOO_OOO4 Interrupt enable register 

OxleOO_OO08 FIFO control/Interrupt identify register 

OxleOO_OOOc Line Control register 

Ox1eOO_OO10 Modem control register 

Ox1eOO_OO14 Line Status register 

OxleOO_OO18 Modem Status register 

OxleOO_OOlc Scratch register 

If the modem subsystem does not contain any ROM memory, the system is 
required to pre·load a modem ROM image into the SRAM, which replaces the 
ROM in the modem subsystem. If this is accomplished through a back door 
around the modem, then, while the system holds the modem in reset and enables 
the back door, the modem SRAM is accessible through the normal modem 
address space. The 128K SRAM is accessed through addresses OxleOOOOOO • 
Oxle03ffff. 

The SRAM accesses must be word·aligned although the part is only S.bits wide. 
The 8·bit SRAM data bus is connected to bits 7:0 of the RIO data bus. Using the 
modem back door to the SRAM may require a change in DEV _CNTLO timing. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Typical device timing (DEV_CNTLO) for a Rockwell modem is as follows: 

CERDYOFF = 6 
STRRDYOFF = 4 
CEOFF 

STRON 
STROFF 

= STROFF + 2 
= 0 
= int (72.44 / cycle time) + 1 

Device 0 has a dedicated interrupt line which is cormected to the interrupt pin on 
the modem or ethemet controller. See the busUnit description for more 
information on Device 0 interrupt enabling and status. 

Device 1, Device 2 

By convention, an IDE hard disk drive is cormected to Device Slots 1 and 2. 
Register addresses for the hard drive would be as follows: 

Oxle40_0000 

Oxle40_0004 

Oxle40_0008 

Oxle40_000c 

Oxle40_0010 

Oxle40_0014 

Oxle40_0018 

Oxle40_00lc 

Oxle80_0018 

Oxle80_001c 

Data register 

Error /Features register 

Sector Count register 

Sector Number register 

Cylinder Low register 

Cylinder High register 

Device/Head register 

Status register 

Alternate Status/Device Control register 

Drive Address register 

The Device 1 dedicated interrupt line is cormected to the interrupt signal from the 
hard drive. See the busUnit deScription for more information on Device 1 
interrupt enabling and status. 

A second IDE hard disk or other IDE device (like a CD-ROM drive) may be 
connected to secondary Device Slots 5 and 6. 

Register addresses for a secondary IDE device would be as follows (registers for a 
CD-ROM drive may have different names and functions than hard disk registers); 

Oxld40_0000 Data register 

Oxld40_0004 Error/Features register 

Oxld80_0018 Alternate Status/Device Control register 

Oxld80_00lc Drive Address register 
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Typical device timing (DEV_CNTLI) for a Seagate Medalist hard disk drive is as 
follows: 

CERDYOFF = 1 

STRRDYOFF = 0 

CEOFF = STROFF + 1 

STRON = 1 
STROFF = int (65 I cycle timel + 2 

The Device 2 dedicated interrupt line is connected to the interrupt signal from the 
secondary IDE device. See the busUnit section for more information on Device 2 
interrupt enabling and status. 

Device 3 

Device Slot 3 is currently unaSSigned. It may be used to support a keyboard 
controller, UART, or other standard-interface asynchronous device. 

Secondary Devices 4-7 

Secondary Device Slots 5 and 6 are assigned to a secondary IDE device (hard disk 
or CD-ROM). See the previous description for Devices 1 and 2. Secondary Device 
Slots 4 and 7 are currently unaSSigned. 

5.2.4.5 Synchronous Device Interface 

Synchronous devices are WebTV Port-compliant external or internal expansion 
devices. Devices must be operated in slave mode-no DMA is provided. The CPU 
and gfxUnit can access all synchronous (WebTV Port) devices. The device 
addresses are as follows: 

Device 1 addresses 

Device 2 addresses 

Device 3 addresses 

Device 4 addresses 

Device 5 addresses 

Device 6 addresses 

Device 7 addresses 

Ox0480_0000 - Ox04fCffff 

Ox0500_0000 - Ox057Cffff 

Ox0580_ooo0 - Ox05fCffff 

Ox06OO_0000 - Ox067Cffff 

Ox0680_0000 - Ox06fCffff 

Ox07oo_0000 - Ox077Cffff 

Ox0780_0000 - Ox07fCffff 

Byte, half-word and tri-byte accesses are supported, although the target device 
must also support such accesses. All WebTV Port-compliant devices support a 32-
bit data bus. 

As a practical matter, SOLOI only supports access to Devices 1-3. Devices 4-7 are 
usable, but only with specific (and potentially difficult) software workarounds 
which will not be discussed here. The WebTV Control register (WTV _CNTL 
(Ox040 0_1 0 Ie) ) is described in the "noUnit Registers" section that follows. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

All bits in the WebTV Port control register (\'lTV_CNTL (Ox0400_101c) are set 
at boot time and never changed. Their values are determined by system-level 
timing requirements, system clock speed and the supported expansion devices. 

WebTV Port devices used to be managed by the memory (RAM) Unit and 
occupied the address space OxOO80_0000 - Ox03fCffff. Even though they have 
moved in the address map, their function remains the same (dependent on the 
particular device). 

5.2.4.5.1 typical System Configuration 

Under most circumstances, all WebTV Port devices will be external expansion 
devices. The device installed in the main WebTV unit appears in Device Slot 1. 
The device installed in Device 1 appears in Device Slot 2, etc. 

Refer to the Fido and WebTV Port interface specifications for more information 
about snooping the Web TV Port at boot time to determine which devices are 
connected. 

The RIO Control register (RIO_CNTL (Ox0400_1020» determines the number 
of system cycles required to tum around the RIO port. The bits in this register will 
be set at boot time and never changed. Their values are determined by system and 
device timing ~quirements and system clock speed. 

5.2.4.5.2 Typical System Configuration 

Typical timing is as follows: 

TURNAROUND = int (55 / cycle time) 
TURNAROUND >= 1 
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This section provides descriptions of each of the rioUnit registers. 

5.2.5.1 RIO_SYSCONFIG Register 

This register flags system configuration information for both software and 
hardware. Some of the bits program the SOLOl chip directly. Most are used to 
software configure the hardware properly. This register contains the 
RIO_DATA [31 : 0) bus value, that is captured when reset goes away. Software is 
expected to figure out the system (CPU) clock frequency by using vertical 
interrupts and the NTSC bit. 

Table 5-45 RIO_SYSCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_1000) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:.:~J~{'-.. ; ~J'im1;;~~:~:~~~~; ~~~~ _ :·~:.2i· ::.~~';-- ~;f:~~~~{·;£~¥::.~ 
22 SMARTCARD1 When 'I', this bit indicates that a Smart Card is 

present in slot 1. 

21 SMARTCARDO When '1', this bit indicates that a Smart Card is I present in slot O. 

20 CPUTYPE This bit indicates the type of CPU present: 
1 = 4640 
0=5230 

19 CPUENDIAN This bit sets the endianess of the CPU's system 
interface: 
1 = big endian 
o = little endian 

18 SYSTEM Th specific definition of this bit is system depen-
CONFIG dent Its value is determined by the pullup/ 

pulldown resistors on the system board. The 
SYSTEM CONFIG bit allows the system hard-
ware to pass configuration information to the 
software. 

17 CPUCLI<MULT This bit sets the CPU clock multiplier: 
1 =2x 
0=3x 

16:15 CPUDRIVE This bit sets the bus speed: 
11 = 83% 
10= 100% 
01 =50% 
00=67% 
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CllIlpt~r 5. SoftwQr~ Description 

Table 5-45 RIO_SYSCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_1000) (Contillued) 

Bits Symbol 

14:2 SYSTEM 
CONFIG 

Meaning 

The specific definitions of these bits are system 
dependent. Their values are determined by the 
pullup / pulldown resistors on the system board. 
These SYSTEM CONFIG bits allows the system 
hardware to pass configuration information to 
the software. 

J1~_; ~~·~S~~~~!h~~r~G': })I'~~fC::~~c~. ~,~.:. 

5.2.5.2 ROM_CNTLOI1 Registers 

ROM Control registers 0 and 1 are used to program the state machine that 
controls accesses to ROM Banks 0 and 1, respectively. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

PROTECT 

Number of system cycles during which WE_N is 
asserted (reset = Ox£) 

5.2.5.3DEV_CNTLO/1 Registers 

DEV _CNTLO specifies timing for primary devices 0 and 3 and secondary devices 
4 and 7. DEV _CNTL1 specifies timing for primary devices 1 and 2 and secondary 
devices 5 and 6. Figure 5-4 illustrates the timing required to hold the bus for a 
slow device. Note the STRRDYOFF and CERDYOFF signals. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

25:22 

21:18 

CERDYOFF 

STRRDYOFF 

Number of system cycles after IOCHRDY before 
CE_N deasserts 

Number of system cycles after IOCHRD before 
IOR_N/IOW_N dea~erts 
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IOCHRDY 

RIO DATA 

5-58 

Table 5-47 DEV _CNTLO-l Bit Definitions (Ox0400_100C, Ox0400_101O) (Continlted) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

17:12 CEOFF Number of system cycles before CE_N deasserts (no 
IOCHRDY) 

rll:6 - -I SIRON -
------- _. 

-N~b;r of s~tem cy~les before IOR_NI IOW~N-- -I 
asserts 

5:0 STROFF Number of system cycles before I OR_NI IOW_NI 
deasserts (no IOCHRDY) 

Data Valid? Data is Valid 

Figltre 5-4 Hold the Bits! 

5.2.5.4 WTV _eNTL Register 

This register stores the clock divisor and the maximum number of outstanding 
transactions allowed on the WebTV Port. 

Table 5-48 WTV _CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_101C) 

Bits Symbol 

7:4 None 

3:0 None 

WebTV Port expansion clock divisor (reset = Ox£) 

Number of outstanding transactions allowed on the 
port (reset = Oxl). 
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Clrapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.5.5 RIO_CNTL Register 

This register stores the value of the RIO bus turnaround time. "Turnaround time" 
is defined as the period of time that must elapse following the completion of a bus 
transaction before a new transaction can be started. 

Table 5-49 RIO_CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_1020) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~~.; ;. : .. J~1~S~~D.S;~ .' ,7·j ~' ~eatoJ;';m*~ )'. ' ~-: : ;~:.~:~> ';':;,:. :~~~~: 
3: 0 TURNAROUND Number of cycles required to tum around the 

RIO port (reset = OxE). 
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5.2.6 audUnit Registers 

5-60 

DMA transfers are done from a logical block in memory, defined by a word
aligned start address. The output DMA buffer supports byte-aligned sizes. The 
input DMA buffer only supports 8-word aligned sizes. 

Two sets of registers are maintained, one for the active buffer and one for the next 
buffer, which may not be valid. DMA transfers are started by loading a start 
address and buffer size into the next buffer registers, asserting the next buffer 

. valid bit, and then asserting the DMA enable control bit. 

The DMA engine transfers the next buffer information into the read-only 
registers of the active buffer and deasserts the next buffer valid bit. A counter 
begins counting up to the size of the active buffer and incrementing memory 
addresses as accesses are requested from the memory. The current state of the 
buffer is readable through the engines' control registers, including start address, 
buffer size, and the index of the last access. When the engine has completed the 
last access in the current buffer, it asserts an interrupt alerting the CPU that the 
buffer is now exhausted. 

DMA chaining is implemented by both engines. When the current buffer has been 
exhausted, the engine checks the next buffer valid bit. If this bit is set, the next 
buffer information is transferred to the active buffer, the valid bit cleared, and 
transfers continue from the newly active buffer. This process continues until the 
DMA enable control bit is explicitly deasserted by the CPU, or until the active 
buffer is exhausted, and the next buffer valid bit is not set. In this condition, the 
engine automatically deasserts the enable bit and halts DMA transactions. 

Both input and output DMA engines can be enabled via the AUD_IODMACNTL 

register, which allows software to simultaneously write both the AUD_IDMACNTL 

and AUD_ODMACNTL registers. This feature is useful for simultaneous start-up of 
the input and output channels. 

5.2.6.1 AUD_OCSTART Register 

This register is used to set and view the starting byte address of the currently 
executing output DMA transfer. 

Table 5-50 AUD_OCSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2000 

25:0 

Symbol 

CADDR[25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 
of the current DMA transaction. 
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Cluzpter 5. Software Description 

5.2.6.2 AUD_OCSIZE Register 

This register is used to set and view the size of the currently executing output 
DMA transfer. Note that audio DMA transfers can only be up to 64KB. 

Table 5-51 AUD_OCSIZ£ Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2004J 

Bits 

15:0 

5.2.6.3 AUD_OCCONAG Register 

This field reflects the value of the size of the current 
DMA transaction. 

This register is used to control the sample sizes and mono vs. stereo in the 
currently executing audio output DMA channel. 

Table 5-52 AUD_OCCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2008) 

Symbol 

1 SBIT 

o MONO 

5.2.6.4 AUD_OCCNT Register 

When 'I,' this bit indicates the audio samples 
should be 8-bit. When '0,' l~bit samples are used. 
After reset, this bit is undefined. 

When 'I,' this bit indicates mono samples should be 
used. When '0,' stereo samples are being used in the 
audio DMA channel. After reset, this bit is unde
fined. 

This register is used to view the (byte) count of the currently executing output 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-53 AUD_OCCNT Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_200C) 

15:0 CCNT[15:0] 

Meaning 

This field reflects the value of the index count of the 
current DMA transaction. Software can determine 
how far along the DMA transfer is by reading this 
register. 
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5.2.6.5 AUD_ONSTART Register 

This register is used to read and write the starting address of the next output 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-54 AUD_ONSTART Bit Definitions (ox0400_201O) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1~.m1~L ! !~~+f~s~ ~~~~~:i~!tF:. '.'~~" .;~U~·i'~ft·.:,.i·iI; ·>9\·ILiS~; · 
25:0 NADDR[25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 

of the next DMA transaction. 

5.2.6.6 AUD_ONSIZE Register 

This register is used to read and write the size of the next output DMA transfer. 

Table 5-55 AUD_ONSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_2014) 

Meaning 

This field reflects the value of the size of the next 
DMA transaction. 

5.2.6.7 AUD_ONCONFIG Register 

This register is used to control the sample sizes and mono vs. stereo in the "next" 
executing audio output DMA channel. 

Table 5-56 AUD_ONCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2018) 

1 

o 

Symbol Meaning 

BBIT 

MONO 

When '1', this bit indicates the audio samples should 
be 8-bit. When '0', 16-bit samples are used. After reset, 
this bit is undefined. 

When 'I', this bit indicates mono samples should be 
used. When '0', stereo samples are being used in the 
audio DMA channel. After reset, this bit is undefined. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.6.8 AUD _ODMACNTL Register 

This register is used to control the audio output DMA channel. 

Table 5-57 AUD_ODMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_201C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~~:J~)j " ;~~~~F~ j~~!9~fP~~;~:}r:'P\;:~~~; : ' ~'i;~ :';;~,'·: · ··:i· · 
2 DMAEN When '1,' this bit indicates the DMA channel is en

abled. When '0,' the DMA channel is disabled. Mter 
reset, this bit is '0: A'1' to '0' transition on this bit 
flushes the current DMA transaction (i.e. the channel 
is reset). 

1 NV 

o NVF 

When '1,' this bit indicates that the NSTART and 
NSIZE registers are valid. Software should first set 
up the "next" registers, then enable the NV bit, and fi
nally set the DMAEN bit in order to start the DMA 
channel. 

When '1,' this bit indicates that the NV should stay 
valid forever. This allows software to have a continu
ous loop on a buffer, such as an audio sample. 

5.2.6.9 AUD_ICSTART Register 

This register is used to set and view the starting byte address of the currently 
executing input DMA transfer. 

Table 5-58 AUD_ICSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2020) 

Symbol Meaning 

This field reflects the value of the starting address 
of the current DMA transaction. 
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5.2.6.10 AUD JCSIZE Register 

This register is used to set and view the size of the currently executing input DMA 
transfer. Note that audio DMA transfers can only be up to 64KB. Transfers must 
be 8-word aligned, so bits 5:0 are always zero. 

Table 5-59 AUD_ICSIZE Bit Definitions (0%0400_2024) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

: ~1:l6 . . ~.,- ':', : ,~~~~~%_~L~_: .. : __ ~::..L __ -,,-__ , ; 
CSIZE[15:6] I This field reflects the value of the size of the current 15:6 

DMA transaction. 

5.2.6.11 AUOJCCNT Register 

This register is used to view the (byte) COWlt of the currently executing input 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-60 AUD_ICCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_202C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

5.2.6.12 AUOJNSTART Register 

This register is used to read and write the starting address of the next input DMA 
transfer. 

Table 5-61 AUD_INSTART Bit Definitions (0:r0400_2030) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:-• . ) ! fi~~_~~,~,:if:: f~~¥';:; . " - :" ;~'V~; ~,V: : : ::?, ~:: ::'<;;L:',~(::n :; 
25:0 NADDR(25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 

of the next DMA transaction. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.6.13 AUDJNSIZE Register 

This register is used to read and write the size of the next input DMA transfer. 

Table 5-62 AUD_INSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_2034) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

NSIZE[15:6] 

5.2.6,14 AUDJDMACNTL Register 

This register is used to control the audio input DMA channel. 

Table 5-63 AUD_lDMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_203C ) 

2 DMAEN 

1 NV 

o NVF 

5.2.6.15 AUD_FCNTL Register 

Meaning 

When '1/ this bit indicates the DMA channel is en
abled. When '0/ the DMA channel is disabled. After 
reset, this bit is '0.' A '1' to '0' transition on this bit 
flushes the current DMA transaction (i.e. the channel 
is reset). 

When '1/ this bit indicates that the NSTART and 
NSIZE registers are valid. Software should first set 
up the "next" registers, then enable the NV bit, and 
finally set the DMAEN bit in order to start the DMA 
channel. 

When 'I: this bit indicates that the NV should stay 
valid forever. This allows software to have a continu
ous loop on a buffer, such as an audio sample. 

This register is used to control the clocks and data formats supporting various 
codecs. 

Table 5-64 AUDJCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2040) 

If '1,' output data should be in left half of LRCLK 
phase. Default is '0' which selects right half. 
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Table 5-64 AUDJCNTL Bit Definitions (Or0400_2040 (Continued») 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

6 DINRIGHTJUST If '1,' input data should be in right half of 
LRCLI< phase. Default is '0' which selects left 
half. 

5 OOUTPOSBIT - If '1,' output data should be driven off of posi-
CLI< tive edge of BITCLI<. Default is '0' which selects 

negative edge. 

4 DINNEGBITCLI< If '1,' input data should be registered with the 
negative edge of BITCLK. Default is '0' which 
selects positive edge. 

---
3 INVERTLRCLK LRCLI< sense should be inverted. 

0= LRCLI< HI means left, LRCLK LO means 
right (default) 

1 = LRCLK LO means left, LRCLK HI means 
right 

2 INVERTBITCLI< BITCLI< sense should be inverted. 
o = Negative edge of BITCLK coincident with 

LRCLK edge (default) 
1 = Positive edge of BITCLK coincident with 

LRCLKedge 

1:0 CODEC Used. to select different codec support: 
00 = AI<M AK4520 or Burr-Brown PCM3001 
01 = AKM AK4532 
10 = TITLC320AD5OC 
11 = Reserved 

5.2.6.16 AUD_GPOCNTL Register 

This register controls how the AUD_LRCLK, AUD_BITCLK, and AUD_SDATA 
signals are used as general-purpose output signals. 

Table 5-65 AUD_GPOCNn Bit Definitions (0x0400_2044) 

Bits Symbol 

5 SDATAEN 

4 SDATAVAL 

3 BITCLKEN 

Meaning 

Enables AUD_SDATA to be a general-purpose 
output. 

If SDATAEN is a '1,' the value of this bit is driven 
onto the AUD_SDATA pin. 

Enables AUD_BITCLK to be a general-purpose 
output 
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Clulpter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-65 AUD_GPOCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_2044) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

2 BrrCLKVAL If BITCLKEN is a '1,' the value of this bit is 
driven onto the AUD_BITCLK pin. 

1"1----·--.---- E~ables AUD_LRCLK t~ be a gen~~al=p~;p~;;~ut~ - I LRCLKEN 
put. 

0 LRCLKVAL If LRCLKEN is a '1,' the value of this bit is -I 
driven onto the AUD_LRCLK pin. 

5.2.6.17 AUDJODMACNTL Register 

This register is a shadow of the AUD_IDMACNTL and AUD_ODMACNTL registers, 
and ensures that both the input and output channels are controlled 
simultaneously. Changes to these register bits are reflected in the AUD_IDMACNTL 
and AUD_ODMACNTL registers and vice versa. 

Table 5-66 AUDJODMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_205C) 

2 Shadow of AUD_OOMACNTL (OMAEN) 

1 Shadow of AUD_ODMACNTL (NV) 

o Shadow of AUD_IDMACNTL (NVF) 
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5.2.7 vidUnit Registers 

5-68 

5.2.7.1 vidUnlt Programming Overview 

The vidUnit's main function is to supply pixel data from a memory-based frame 
buffer to the potUnit for display. It can utilize both interlaced and non-interlaced 
frame buffers. 

There are several registers that control the various features of the vidUnit, and 
control the actual frame being displayed on the screen. Both the horizontal and 
vertical resolution of the video display are programmable. Figure 5-5 illustrates 
several vidUnit parameters that are key to understanding how the video display 
operates. 

HSIZE 
' .. I , 

H 

VS IZE Active Pixel Area YSCREEN 

" 
Blanid~ix~1 Area 

,- . .' -. 

XSCREEN 

Figure 5-5 Video Display Overview 

The vidUnit is simply a DMA engine that reads the frame buffer from main 
memory and presents it to the potUnit for display on the screen. The basic 
information that the engine needs is the size and starting location of the frame 
buffer. If the buffer needs to be scanned in an interlaced manner, the vidUnit also 
needs to know the width, in pixels, of a scan line, in order to skip every other line. 
As long as the DMA size is set exactly to the size of the active pixel area, the 
vidUnit continuously supplies the frame buffer for each field (for interlaced) or 
each frame (for non-interlaced). 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

There are four basic frame buffer vs. display formats that the vidUnit can handle: 

1. Integral frame buffer for progressive scan (no current application). In this 
format, the frame buffer is read linearly, as a single frame, and passed to the 
potUnit for display during a single frame time. 

Frame Buffer Display 

2 Integral frame buffer for interlaced display (this is the general case for PAL 
and NTSC). In this case, every other line is read out and sent to the potUnit 
per field display. The first (odd) field begins on the first line of the frame 
buffer, the second (even) field begins on the second line. (For this model, there 
is no line zero.) 

Frame Buffer Display 

3. Split frame buffer to progressive display (no current application). In this case, 
software or hardware have rendered each of the two fields into separate 
frame (really field) buffers. There is no way to re-integrate the fields in the 
SOL01 hardware. 

Frame Buffer Display 
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4. Split frame buffer to interlaced display (an alternative for NTSC and PAL). In 
this case, the vidUnit reads the frame buffer linearly, and presents it to the 
potUnit. However, since the fields are separated in the frame buffer, they will 
be presented separately to the potUnit. 

Frame Buffer Display 

In general, the potUnit should be programmed, but not enabled, before 
programming the vidUnit (the vidUnit gets its values for VSIZE and HSIZE from 
the potUnit). The vidUnit should then be programmed and enabled. Finally, the 
potUnit should be enabled. This allows the vidUnit pipeline to fill before the 
potUnit's first pixel request. In light of this, there is a definite sequence of events 
software must follow in order to correctly enable video. These rules are outlined 
in the following steps: 

1. Set up the VSIZE and HSIZE registers in the potUnit. This will prevent 
undefined behavior from garbage values in those registers. 

2. Set up the DMA registers VID_NSTART and VID_NSIZE. NSIZE must be set 
to: (HSIZE"VSIZE)~. 

3. Set the Nv, NVF, and DMAEN bits of the VID_DMACNTL register. Ensure that 
the INTERLACEEN bit of this register is set to '0' for non-interlaced operation, 
or '1' for interlaced operation. 

4. At this point, the vidUnit will load its pipeline and is ready for pixel requests 
from the potUnit. 

5.2.7.2 Pixel Format 

The pixel format within memory is shown in Table 5-67. Note that each pixel 
requires two bytes of storage. Thus, for a frame buffer that is H by V pixels, 
(HxVx2) bytes must be transferred. This also explains why all pixel counts and 
values must be multiples of two. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-67 Pixel Format in Memory 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:24 Y Luminance value for pixel 'no' 
- I Chrominance (blue) value for pixel 'n-;~d ·:~';i:-I 23:16 Cb 

1 15:8 y Luminance value for pixel'n+lo' 

7:0 Cr Chrominance (red) value for pixel'n' and 'n+lo' 

5.2.7.3 VID_CSTART Register 

This register is used to set and view the starting word address of the cunently 
executing video DMA transfer. It is loaded when the DMAEN and NY bits are 
both first set, or after the transfer of the last requested byte. It is read-only. 

Table 5-68 VID_CSTART Bit Definitions (0%0400_3000) 

5.2.7.4 VlD_CSIZE Register 

Meaning 

This field reflects the value of the starting address 
of the current DMA transaction. 

This register is used to view the size (in bytes) of the currently executing DMA 
transfer. It is loaded when the DMAEN and NV bits are both first set, or after the 
transfer of the last requested byte. This register is read-only. 

Table 5-69 VID_CSIZE Bit Definitions (0%0400_3004) 

Symbol 

This field reflects the value of the size (bytes) of the 
current DMA transaction. 
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5.2.7.5 VID_CCNT Register 

This register is used to view the (byte) count of the currently executing DMA 
transfer. It is cleared when the DMAEN and NV bits are both first set, or after the 
transfer of the last requested byte. It is incremented upon the receipt of a read 
acknowledgment from the memUnit. It is read-only. 

Table 5-70 VID_CCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_3008) 

Bit Symbol Meaning 

20:0 CCNT[20:0] This field reflects the value of the index count of the 
current DMA transaction. Software can determine 
how far along the DMA transfer is by reading this 
register. 

5.2.7.6 VID_NSTART Register 

This register is used to read and write the starting word address of the next DMA 
transfer. It is loaded into VID_CSTART when the DMAEN and NV bits are both first 
set, or after the transfer of the last requested byte. 

Note: In SOlOl Rev. l.x, the starting address must be 32-byte aligned, i.e. 
NADDR[4:0] must be zero. In SOlOl Rev 2.x, it need only be word-aligned, i.e. 
NADDR[l :0) must be zero. 

Table 5-71 VID_NSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_300C) 

25:0 NAODR[25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 
of the next DMA transaction, i.e. the start of the 
frame buffer. 

52.7.7 V1D_NSIZE Register 

This register is used to read and write the byte size of the next OMA transfer. It is 
loaded into VID_NSIZE when the DMAEN and NV bits are both first set, or after the 
transfer of the last requested byte. 

Note: In SOl01 Rev. 1.x, the size must be a multiple of 16 pixels (8 words), i.e. 
NSIZE[4:0) must be zero. In SOLOl Rev. 2.x, the size need only be a multiple of 
two pixels, i.e. NSIZE[O) must be zero. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-72 VID _NSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_301O) 

':'~2{~~"-~::~~~",",,:..::~ L,L·... I Bits I Symbol ~ Meaning 

20:0 NSIZE[20:0] This field reflects the value of the size (in bytes) of 
the next DMA transaction. Note that the minimum 
video transfer is 16 words (64B). 

5.2.7.8 VID_DMACNTL Register 

This register is used to control the video DMA channel.) 

Table 5-73 VID_DMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox04OO_3014) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 
1l7~itI;,.. , :;. ,_,' . 

r:s~li&~~ . :.:::·~~~~~r .... '-: .: If.~~.'·. ,, · ' . , . ;L:" .. , '. '. .. . ~ '- . .c.'&.: ,~."! .- -- . 
7:6 DIAGSEL These bits select which of the internal signals are 

passed onto the diagnostic bus. For more informa-
tion, please see the Verilog source for vidDMA. 
The settings of these bits have no visible effect for 
a normal system, but should be set to zero. 

S DVEPIXAVG When 'I,' the pixels sent to the dveUnit will have 
their chroma component averaged with the 
neighboring pixel. When '0', each pixel pair will 
have the exact same chroma values. This has no 
effect when using an external encoder. At reset, 
this bit is '0.' 

4 VSYNCRESET When '1' the vidDMA engine will be reset at 
every VSYNC, i.e. CSTART and CSIZE will be 
reloaded, CCNT cleared, and the vidUnit pipeline 
will be flushed and refilled. This prevents any 
persistent slippage. 
When '0,' the vidDMA engine will not be reset 
and will work exactly as in FIDO. This means that 
incorrect values of NSIZE or memory latency 
problems can cause persistent slippage. After re-
set, this bit is '0.' 

3 DMA- When '1,' this bit indicates that the DMA channel 
INTERLACEEN supports interlaced video, depending on the val-

ue of HSIZE and VSIZE. When '0,' the DMA 
channel supports non-interlaced mode. After re-
set this bit is '0.' 
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Table 5-73 VlD_DMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_3014 (ContinI/cd» 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

2 DMAEN When 'I,' this bit indicates the DMA channel is en-
abled. When '0,' the DMA channel is disabled. Af-
ter reset, this bit is '0.' A 'l' to '0' transition on this 
bit flushes the current DMA transaction (i.e. the 
channel is reset). 

:--
1 NY Next Valid. When '1', this bit indicates the 

NSTART and NSIZE registers are valid. Software 
should first set up the "next" registers, then en-
able the NV bit and the DMAEN bit in order to start 
the DMA channel. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

0 NVF Next Valid Forever. When 'I', this bit indicates the 
NV should stay valid forever. This allows soft-
ware to have a continuous loop on a buffer such as 
a video frame. After reset, this bit is '0.' 

5.2.7.9 V1D-'NTSTAT Register 

This register pair controls the status of the vidUnit interrupts. VID_INSTAT_S 
sets the interrupt status, and induces an interrupt to the busUnit. VID_INSTAT_C 
clears the interrupt status. Either register may be read to determine the current 
status. 

Table 5-74 VID_lNTSTAT Bit Definitions (0x0400_3038. OX04OO_3138) 

Symbol Meaning 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.7.10 VIDJNTEN Registers 

This register pair provides the enable status of any video interrupt generated 
within SOLOL Whenever an interrupt cause is detected when the enable is set, 
the corresponding bit in the INTSTAT register is set. VID_INTEN_S enables the 
catching of new vidUnit interrupt events. VID_INTEN_C disables the catching of 
new interrupts. 

Table 5-75 VID_INTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_303C, Or0400_313C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

2 VIDDMAEN When '1,' this bit enables video DMA interrupts to 
pass through and be seen by the CPU. When '0,' this 
interrupt source is disabled. Software must write 
'1's to the VID_INTEN_S location (to set the bit), 
and to the VID_INTEN _C location (to clear the 
bit). This bit is set to '0' after reset. 

Note: The state of the enable bit has no direct effect on whether an interrupt is 
sent to the busUnit or not. If the bit in the INT5TAT bit is set, it is passed to the 
busUnit. This bit also has no effect on software's ability to set the INTSTAT bits by 
writing to the INTSTAT _5 register. 

5.2.7.11 VlD_VDATA Register 

This register reads the data on the VID_DATA pins. This is useful when the 
VID_DATA pins are configured as general-purpose inputs. 

Table 5-76 VID_ INTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_3040) 

Meaning 

9 None Always '0.' 

8 None Always '0: 

7:0 VDATA Value on thevID_DATA inputs. 
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5.2.7.12 Typical vidUnit Programming 

This section provides an example of what typical programming for the vidUnit 
might look like: 

* (kVID_NSTART) = kFrameBufferStart; II point to buffer in memory 
* (kVID_NSIZE) = kHorizSize * kVertSize * 2; 

II two bytes per pixel 
* (kPOT_HSIZE) = kHorizSize; / I pixels per line 
* (kPOT_VSIZE) = kVertSize; II lines per FRAME 
* (kVID_DMACNTL) 1= kV_VID_DMACNTL_INTERLACE + 

kV_VID_DMACNTL_DMAEN + 

kV_VID_DMACNTL_NV + 
kV_VID_DMACNTL_NVF; 

// set for interlace 
// enable dIna 
II size/start valid 
1/ loop forever 

At this point, the vidUnit will prime its internal FIFOs, and wait for the potUnit to 
start requesting pixels. 

Setting the INTERLACE bit means that the DMA engine will skip every other line 
as it's reading. It determines the size of the line by looking at the POT_HSIZE 
register, located in the potUnit. Similarly, it determines the length of a field by 
examining the POT_VSIZE register, and dividing it by two. Behavior is 
undetermined when the VSize is odd, and will be supplied in an errata. 

SOLOl has no inherent timing interlocks between the different DMACNTL bits (i.e., 
you do not need to wait a certain number of cycles or fields between changing bits 
for correct functionality). However, there may be field timing issues to consider in 
order to correctly apply special effects. 

At any time, if the DMA engine is idle, and the NV and DMAEN bits are both set, the 
engine will kick off. There are no other external gating factors (i.e., the unit 
doesn't wait for VSYNC or the completion of write-back operations), so care must 
be taken not to start the unit until the frame buffer (or at least the first line) is 
complete. 

As soon as the engine kicks off, the NV bit is cleared unless the NVF bit is set. This 
is only checked immediately after kick-off. Changing the status of the NVF bit 
later will effect only subsequent transactions. Similarly, once the engine has 
started, clearing the NV bit will only prevent the engine from restarting. To halt the 
engine immediately, without waiting for the completion of the DMA transfer, 
clear the DMAEN bit (this bit works similarly to a software reset for the unit). In this 
way, the enable bit could be cleared, the unit's buffer size, location, and format 
information changed, and the engine restarted. Please note that there is no 
inherent interlock between the vidUnit and the potUnit. Turning off the vidUnit 
in the middle of a transfer can have unexpected visual consequences, and is not 
recommended. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

The DVEPlXAVG bit enables averaging of the Chrominance values of the pixels 
being sent to the dveUnit. It has no effect on data heading to an external encoder, 
as most such encoders contain their own averaging hardware. Please note that the 
use of this averaging function requires higher video bandwidth, in order to have 
future pixels with which to create an average. There is the possibility of mis
averaged pixels being undetected by the hardware slippage detector. 

The VSYNCRESET bit instructs the DMA engine to terminate it's current transfer 
at the end of each frame, as determined by the potUnit. The can be used to 
resynchronize the vidUnit to the potUnit in case of slippage. 

The value of the DIAGPICK bits are irrelevant for normal operation. 

Note: The SOL01 Rev. 2.x architecture will include a stride register. in order to 
implement the display of a subset of a frame buffer • 
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5.2.8 devUnit Registers 

5-78 

The devUnit registers support the IR unit, the GPIO lines, the parallel port, and 
other miscellaneous device interfaces. 

5.2.8.0.1 DEY JROLD Register 

This register is used to read the input data from the external IR controller. 

Table Son DEV _IROLD Bit Definition (0%0400_4000) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROLD[3l:0] This field contains the IR input data stream 
(32-bits). 

5.2.8.1 DEY_LED Register 

This register is used to control the three LEOs in the system. 

Table 5-78 DEV _LED Bit Definition (0%0400_4004) 

Bits 

2 

1 

o 

LED[2] 

LED[l] 

LED[O] 

This bit controls the LED connected to the 
MIse_LED [2] signal on the chip. This LED indi
cates "power on." A '0' turns the LED on. A '1' turns 
the LED off. After reset, this bit is '1.' 

This bit controls the LED connected to the 
MI SC_LED [ 1] signal on the chip. This LED 
indicates "modem connected." A '0' turns the LED 
on. A 'I' turns the LED off. After reset, this bit is '1.' 

This bit controls the LED connected to the 
MISC_LED [0] signal on the chip. This LED indi
cates "modem connected." A '0' turns the LED on. 
A 'I' turns the LED off. After reset, this bit is '1.' 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.2 DEV JDCNTL Register 

This register is used to control the unique ID chip in the system.) 

Table 5-79 DEV _IDCNTL Bit Definition (Ox0400_400B) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

}~~fi?}~ ~~~~fj ~~~tf.9t;!.9~~~~~lii:~ :-~~-~~~;~/5·:·~:·~~f~-~-:: ~~~:::;-~ ;· ::.~t ,:~~l£~}~ 
1 IDDATAO This bit is used to drive the ID data line. A 'I' writ

ten to the bit reflects a 'I' on the ID_DATA signal 
(open drain driver on chip), while a '0' reflects a '0' 
on the ID_DATA line. Software must make sure this 
bit is 'I' when attempting to read the IDDATAI bit. 
After reset this bit is 'l.' 

o IDDATAI Software can read this bit to see what the "live" val
ue of the ID_DATA signal is. Writes have no effect 
on this bit. 

5.2.8.3 DEV JICCNTL Register 

This register is used to control the I2c bus. 

Table 5-80 DEV _IICCNTL Bit Definition (Ox0400_400C) 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Symbol 

nCCLKI This field is used to read the value on the IIC_CLK 
signal. Writes to this field have no effect. 

nCCLKOEN A 'I' allows IICCLKO to control the value being 
driven by SOLOI onto the I IC_CLK signal. A '0' 
tristates the IIC_CLK Signal. After reset this field is 
'0: 

ncCLKO If IICCLKOEN is '1,' a '1' in this field tristates the 
IIC_CLK signal, allowing the external pullup to 
pull the signal high. A '0' causes SOLOI to drive 
IIC_CLK low. After reset, this field is '0: 

nCDATAOEN A'!' allows IICDATAO to control the value being 
driven by SOLOI onto the I IC_DATA signal. A '0' 
tristates the IIC_DATA Signal. After reset, this field 
is '0.' 
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Table 5-80 DEV _lICCNTL Bit Definition (Ox0400_400C) (Continl/ed) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 IICDATAO If IICDATAOEN is 'I,' a 'I' in this field tristates the 
I IC_DATA signal, allowing the external pullup to 
pull the signal high. A '0' causes SOLOI to drive 
I IC_DATA low. After reset, this field is '0: 

- --
0 IICDATAI This field is used to read the value on the 

I IC_DATA signal. Writes to this field have no effect. 

5.2.8.4 DEV_GPIOIN Register 

This register contains the value on the GPIO pins, regardless of whether they are 
configured as inputs or outputs. 

Table 5-81 DEV _GPIOIN Bit Definition (Ox0400_4010) 

Symbol 

5.2.8.5 DEV _GPIOOUT Register 

This register contains the value that is driven onto the GPIO bus, if the 
corresponding enable for each bit is set. Write a '1' to the set register 
(Ox04003014) to set a bit. Write a '1' to the clear register (Ox04OO_4114) to clear a 
bit. 

Table 5-82 DEV _GPIOOUT Bit Definition (Ox0400_4014, Ox0400_4114) 

Symbol Meaning 

The value that is driven onto GPIO [10: 0), if the 
enable for each bit is set. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.6 DEV_GP10EN Register 

This register configures the GPIO lines as either outputs or inputs. Write a '1' to 
the set register (Ox04003018) to set a bit. Write a 'I' to the clear register 
(Ox04003118) to clear a bit. 

Table 5-83 DEV_GPIOEN Bif Definition (Ox0400_4018, OX0400_4118) 

Bits Symbol 

10:0 GPIOEN 

5.2.8.7 DEV _RAMDEL Register 

Meaning 

If any of these bits are '0' the corresponding pins 
(GPIO [15: 12] ) are configured as outputs. Other
wise, the pins are inputs. 

If any of these bits are '0' the corresponding pins 
(GPIO [10: 0]) are configured as outputs. Other
wise, the pins are inputs. 

This register must be programmed correctly for the gfxUnit to work properly. 
This register was created to provide some bits to program the RAM timing. For 
SOL01, this register must be set to OxS5. 

Table 5-84 DEV _RAMDEL Bit Definition (Ox0400_4800) 

7:6 RAMDELAYAO Must be set to 1 to meet internal timing. 

5:4 RAMDELAYA1 Must be set to 1 to meet internal timing. 

3:2 RAMDELAYBO Must be set to 1 to meet internal timing. 

1:0 RAMDELAYB1 Must be set to 1 to meet internal timing. 

5.2.8.8 DEVJRIN_SAMPLE Register 

This register controls the number of system clock cycles that occur between the 
internal IR receiver's sample clocks. 

Table 5-85 DEV_IRlN_SAMPLE Bit Definition (0%0400_4020) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

;~~~ ~~~]~ '~~~T~~~W~~4~LLb}~~L.; 
15:0 IRINSINT Internal IR receiver sample interval. 
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5.2.8.9 DEV JRIN_REJECT JNT Register 

This register controls the window of time in which to reject glitches in the 
incoming IR signal. 

Table H& DEV_IRIN_RETECT_INT Bit Definition (Ox0400_4024) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7:0 IRINRINT Internal m receiver rejection interval. 

5.2.8.10 OEVJRIN_TRANS_DATA Register 

This register holds the oldest entry in the internal IR receiver FIFO. 

15 
14:11 

10:0 

Symbol Meaning 

IRINSDATA 

IRINWRPNT 
IRINSTIME 

Value of the sampled data. 

Number of samples in the sample FIFO. 

Number of sample clocks during which the value 
was sampled. 

5.2.8.11 OEVJRIN_STATCNTL Register 

This register controls and checks the status of the internal IR receiver. 

Table He DEV_IRIN_STATCNTL Bit Definition (OX0400_4D2C) 

2 

1 

o 

IRINDEBUG If set, loops the IR receiver output back to the input. 

IRINRESET Reset the internal IR receiver state machines and 
FIFOs. 

IRINENABLE Enable the internal IR receiver: 
0= Use the external IR microcontroller (default) 
1 = Use the internal IR receiver 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.S.12IROUT Register Overview 

The IR output signals consist of some number of pulses, whose size and rate are_ 
determined by a subcarrier. The sub carrier is either on or off, for any given pulse. 
An example of an IR output signal is shown in Figure 5-6. 

1 1 1 o o 1 1 1 

Figure 5-6 IR Ol/tput Signal 

The IR FIFO's format is {count, bit}; where count is the number of repetitions 
minus one, and bit is either'l' (pulse present) or '0' (no pulse). The clock target is 
12ns, so with typical subcarrier frequencies, there are approximately 2200 clocks 
per period. 

5.2.8.13 DEVJROUT_RFO Register 

This register stores the IR output data. 

Table 5-89. DEV _IROUT ]IFO Bit Definition (Ox0400_4040) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT_FIFO Contains the IR output data stream. 

5.2.8.14 DEV JROUT _STATUS Register 

This register stores the IR status. Note that eleven of the fourteen bit descriptions 
in this register are defined by a pair of bits. With these bit pairs, writing a 'I' to the 
high bit enables the lower bit. Explanations of the status bits are provided in the 
paragraphs following Table 5-90. 

Table 5-90 DEV _IROUT _STATUS Bit Definitions (Ox04003044) 

28 

27:26 

25:24 

23:22 

ForceShift 

Subcarrier 

Count 

FIFO 

o = Normal operation 
1 = Pop the data from the top of the FIFO 

10 = Operations are suspended 
11 = Normal operation 

10 = Do not count periods 
11 = Count periods 

10 = FIFO doesn't 
11 = Normal VI.I':aaIUVI 
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Table 5-90 DEV _TROUT _STATUS Bit Definitions (Ox0400_4044) (Continlled) 

Bits Symbol 

21:20 LoopMode r- --- -~~.- .. 
19:18 I ModulateDe-

bugSignal 

117:161 CurrentBit 

~ Polarity 

1
13

:
12 I OutputEnable 

11:10 OutputBit 

9:8 Interrupt 
Enable 

7:6 InterruptBit 

5:1 WriteAddress 

0 InputValue 

Meaning 

10 = Normal operation 
11 = FIFO data recycles --.. - -. ,- - .... ~ 

10=On 
11 = Off 

10 = No IR this period 
11 = IRon 

1
10 = A 'I' sends IR 
11 = A '0' sends IR 

10 = Input mode 
10 = Output mode 

.--

-

-._. ---- ------ .. 

Current output bit after polarity adjustment. If 
Subcarrier on H signal is off, this value is mean-
ingless. 

10 = No interrupts 
11 = Interrupts enabled 

10 = No interrupt 
11 = Interrupting 

The write address of the FIFO 

Data read from pin 

The sub carrier, count, and FIFO bit pairs (Subcarrier, Count, and FIFO, 
respectively), stop their respective portions of the hardware. You can manually 
control the output by turning off the subcarrier and writing directly to the status 
register's output bit (Output bit). 

There is a debug copy of the output bit (Output bit) that is sent to the IR input 
unit in order to test both the input and output logic. This copy can be sent without 
subcamer modulation, which roughly approximates what is received from a 
normal IR receiver. 

The Loop Mode bit (LoopMode) causes a FIFO entry to be written back into the 
FIFO after it is read out. This may be useful for different types of repeating 
Signals. 

If interrupts are enabled, they will only occur when there are three items or less in 
the FIFO. 
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CIUlpter 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.15 DEV -,ROUT _PERIOD Register 

This register stores the dock period of the subcarrier. Note that the clock period is 
the bit value plus one. 

Table 5-91 DEV _IROUT _PERIOD Bit Definition (Ox0400_4048) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT _PERIOD The subcarrier's dock period. 

5.2.8.16 DEV-,ROUT_ON Register 

This register stores the length of time that the IR LED is on during each subcarrier 
clock period. 

Table 5-92 DEV _IROUT _ON Bit Definition (Ox0400_404C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT_ON The amount of time that the LED is on. 

5.2.8.17 DEVJROUT_CURRENT_PERIOD Register 

This register stores the length of time remaining in the current subcarrier dock 
period. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT_CURRENT_PERlOD The amount of time that the LED is on. 

5.2.8.18 DEVJROUT_CURRENT_ON Register 

This register stores the length of time that the IR LED remains on. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT_CURRENT_ON The amount of time left for the LED to re-
main on. 
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5.2.8.19 DEV JROUT _CURRENT _COUNT Register 

nus register stores the number of subcarrier periods remaining for the current 
action. Note that the number of periods remaining is the register bit value plus 
one~ 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:0 IROUT_CURRENT_ The amount of time left for the current action. 
COUNT 

5.2.8.20 Parallel Port Registers 

The parallel port registers support a l284-compliant parallel port. SOLOI 
hardware supports both Compatibility FIFO mode (the old handshake 
mechanism that only writes data out), and Extended Capabilities Port (ECP) 
mode, which is bi-directional. Other l284-compliant modes can be supported in 
software. 

5.2.8.21 DEV _PPORT _DATA Register 

When in software-only mode (P _CNFG. Mode=O), this register is used both to 
directly control and examine the state of the parallel port data lines. When 
P _CTRL • Dir=l, writes to this register will change the state of the parallel port 
data pins, and when P _CTRL • Dir=O, reads of this register show the current state 
of the pins. 

When in either hardware mode (p _CNFG • Mode = 1 or 2), writes to this register 
push the data byte onto a 16-byte FIFO. Data is then transferred to the printer via 
a hardware handshake. When in ECP Reverse mode, reads attempt to pull data 
off of the input FIFO, which is fed by the peripheral. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.22 DEV_PPORT_CTRL Register 

When in software-only mode (P _CNFG • Mode=O), this register is used to directly 
control the state of the parallel port control lines. 

When in either hardware mode (Compatibility FIFO or ECP (P _CNFG. Mode = 1 
or 2, respectively», writes to this register will have no effect on the lines directly 
controlled by the hardware mode. Writes to the other fields will still control the 
state of the respective lines. 

Table 5·97 DEV _PPORLCTRL Register (Ox0400_4204) 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Symbol 

PP _ECPCMND This bit controls the state of the P _ATFD N line 
during ECP mode (p _CNFG • Mode=2). Setting 
this bit to 1 will drive a 0 onto the P _ATFD_N line 
during ECP mode, indicating that the current 
data byte should be interpreted as an ECP Chan
nel Select or RLE ByteCount command. Setting 
this bit to 0 will drive a 1 onto the line during 
ECP mode, indicating that the data byte simply 
contains data. No hardware mode overrides this 
bit, but the bit only has meaning duririg ECP 
mode (p _CNFG • Mode=2). 
Read/Write 

PP _DIR This bit controls the direction of the P _DATA 
lines. Setting this bit to '1' points data from 
SOLOI to the printer, and setting it to '0' points 
data from the printer to SOLOI. No hardware 
mode overrides this bit. 
Read/Write 

PP _SELECTIN_N This bit controls the state of the P _SLINJl pin. 
No hardware mode overrides this bit. 
Read/Write 

PP _AUTOFD_N This bit controls the state of the P_ATFD_N pin. 
This bit is overridden in ECP mode 
(p _CNFG • Mode=2), in which case the 
P _ATFD_N pin is controlled by the ECPCMND 
field described above. 
Read/Write 
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Table 5·97 DEV ]PORT _CTRL Register (Ox0400_4204) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 PP_INIT_N This bit directly controls the state of the 
P _INIT_N pin. when in software-only mode 
(P _CNFG • Mode=O), or in Compatibility FIFO 
mode (P _CNFG . Mode=l). This bit is overridden 
in ECP mode (p _CNFG • Mode=2), in which case 

o 
the P _INIT_N pin is controlled by the hard-
ware handshaking state machine. This bit deter-
mines in which direction the ECP hardware 
handshake operates: a '1' enables a 'forward' 
SOlOI-ta-printer handshake; a '0' enables a 're-
verse' printer-ta-SOLOI handshake. When in 
ECP mode, toggling this bit (1-0 or 0-1) flushes 
the FIFO. 
Read/Write 

0 PP_STB_N This bit directly controls the state of the 
P _STB_N pin when in software-only mode 
(p _CNFG . Mode = 0). This bit is overridden in 
Compatibility FIFO mode and ECP mode 
(p _CNFG • Mode = 1 or 2), in which case the 
P _STB_N pin is controlled by the hardware 
handshaking state machine. 
Read/Write 

5.2.8.23 DEV_PPORT_STAT Register 

This register is used to examine the state of the parallel port status lines. 

Meaning 

4 PP_ACK_N The state of the P _ERR_N pin. Read only 

3 PP_SEL The state of the P _SEL pin. Read only 

2 PP_ERR The state of the P_FLT_N pin. Read only 

1 PP_FAULT_N The state of the P _ACK_N pin. Read only 

0 PP_BUSY The state of the P _BUSY pin. Read only 
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Chapt" 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.24 DEV_PPORT_CNFG Register 

This register is used to set the parallel interface in one of three different modes: 
Software-handshake mode, Compatibility FIFO mode, and Eep mode. Note that ECP 
mode must be pre-negotiated via software, with the interface in ECP forward idle 
phase, before turning ECP mode on with the P _CNFG register. Please refer to the 
IEEE 1284 specification for details on ECP mode negotiation. 

Table 5·99 DEV]PORT_CNFG Register (Ox0400_420C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

[:~z~~, !~~t:"'J, ~~~:;~:. ~_~ '_ <;~-~;t}~:f:~~@~:~i 
1:0 PP _MODE This field controls the operating mode of the 

parallel port interface. Encoding is as follows: 
00: Software-only mode 
01: Compatibility FIFO mode 
10:ECPmode 
11: Reserved. Do not use. 

Read/Write 

5.2.8.25 DEV _PPORT_FIFOCTRL Register 

This register is used to control FIFO-based interrupts generated by the parallel 
port and for resetting the FIFO. 

Table 5-100 DEV _PPORr ]lFOCTRL Register (Ox04003210) 

Bits Symbol 

5 

4:0 

Writing a '1' to this field will reset the parallel port 
FIFO pointers. Valid entries inside the FIFO will 
be lost. Write only 

PP _FIFOTHRESH This field is only valid in a hardware-handshake 
mode (P _CNFG . Mode = 1 or 2), and controls when 
a FIFO-based interrupt is generated. 
When the available number of FIFO entries be
comes equal to FifoThresh, an interrupt is gen
erated if P _lEN. Thresh = 1. This interrupt will 
remain until P _CLRlNT. Thresh is written. Note 
that an interrupt is only generated as the result of 
a hardware transfer between the devUnit and the 
device connected to the parallel port. Transfers 
between the devUnit and other SOL01 units (i.e., 
software reads and writes) never generate an in
terrupt. Read/Write 
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5.2.8.26 DEV _PPORT _FIFOSTAT Register 

This register is used to report FIFO-specific status, such as the number of 
available entries and FIFO overflow. 

Table 5-101 DEV _PPORT JIFOSTAT Register (Ox04003214) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

\~~~,6~~:~ !t~~~_.~· ~i;: . ~~~f.~~~~'i~ft: : ' :_ ;'::<'.;:~~;¥J74ih.,~;:;;<· : ·· 
5 PP _TIP "Termination In Progress" This bit is set when the 

P _CNFG • Mode field has been set to 0, but the hard
ware interface hasn't completed the transfer of its 
current byte. When terminating from a hardware 
mode, software must first wait for this bit to be 
cleared before proceeding with Software-only 
mode. Read only 

4:0 PP _FIFOA VAIL This field reports the number of available FIFO 
entries. Read only 

5.2.8.27 DEV_PPORT_T1MEOUT Register 

This register is used to control the parallel port time-out threshold. 

Table 5-102 DEV _PPORT ]IMEOUT Register (Ox0400_4218) 

o 

Symbol Meaning 

TIMEOUT If an ECP Forward cycle has started, and the pe
ripheral fails to complete the transfer, software can 
write a '1' to this bit to initiate a hardware abort se
quence. This register is data strobe-sensitive. 
W a '0' has no effect. Write 

5.2.8.28 DEV_PPORT_STAT2 Register 

The bits in this register correspond to the parallel port handshake signals. The 
value of each bit represents the level of the corresponding signal. This information 
is used to determine what state the handshaking state machine is in. 

Table 5-103 DEV _PPORLSTAT2 Register (Ox0400_421C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

3 PP _SELECTIN_N Logical signal level (read only) 

2 Logical signal level (read only) 
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ClUlpler 5. Software Description 

Table 5·103 DE V _P PORT _STAT2 Register (OxD40D _421 C) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 PP_INIT_N Logical signal level (read only) 
- .. ' - " - '" --~ -- --- -

.. _. _ .. -.. _ --. .. . ~-.-.. • --- ----- - - --- --- -_ . .. - . - -- - ._-

0 PP_STB_N Logical signal level (read only) 

5.2.8.29 DEV_PPORTJEN (Interrupt Enable) Register 

This register is used to control which parallel port interrupt sources actually 
generate an interrupt. 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

4 

3 

2 

o 

, '.' . 

PP _CFIFOEXCP Allows the CF1FOEXCP interrupt source to generate 
an interrupt. See the P _1ST register for a 
description of the source. Read/Write 

PP _ACKDONE Allows the ACKDONE interrupt source to generate an 
interrupt. See the P _1ST register for a description of 
the source. Read/Write 

PP _ECPREVERS Allows the ECPREVERSE interrupt source to gener-
E ate an interrupt. See the P _1ST register for a 

description of the source. Read/Write 

Allows the THRESH interrupt source to generate an 
interrupt. See the P _1ST register for a deSCription of 
the source. Read/Write 

5.2.8.30 DEV_PPORT_IST (Interrupt Status) Register 

This register is used to report the state of the various interrupt sources, regardless 
of whether they are enabled via the P _lEN register. 

Table 5-105 DEV YPORT_lST (Interrupt Status) Register (0%0400_4224) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

Indicates that, while in Compatibility FIFO mode, 
the peripheral indicated an exception through ei
ther the assertion of P _ERROR or P _FLT_N. 
Read only 
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Table 5-105 DEV]PORLIST (lntern/pt Statlls) Register (Ox0400_4224) (Continlled) 

Bits Symbol 

3 

Meaning 

Indicates that, while in Software mode (Mode '0'), 
the peripheral has driven P _ACK_N from low to 
high. Useful for edge-detection with polling. 
Read only 

l
-2 "- -PP _ECPREVERSE Indicates that, while in Hardware-ECP mode, the 

peripheral is requesting a reverse transfer (by as
serting P _FLT_N). 
Read only 

--- • ...,......,.=~-:-~~"'=""'".....,.:.".,.......... "---'--

L~ " ~~_! '~!'/" ~~E~·v~~uSei-;;.~ ... _.-:~ ." _ .. "c:.~. ":' :". 

o Indicates that, while in ECP or Compatibility FIFO 
modes, the number of free FIFO entries has 
reached the threshold value stored P _FIFOCTRL. 
Read only 

This register is used to clear interrupts. Writing a '1' to a given field will dear the 
associated interrupt source. 

!, 

Bits Symbol 

. I 

4 

3 

2 

=~ 

Clears the CFIFOEXCP interrupt source. 
Write only 

Oears the ACKDONE interrupt source. Write only 

Oears the ECPREVERSE interrupt source. 
Write only 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.8.32 DEV _PPORT _ENABLE Register 

This register enables/ disables the parallel port. 

Table 5-107 DEV]PORT_ENABLE Register (Ox0400_422C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~1' .~ .~~~i1:~j ~~rOf:~~:~L.~- ' _"_' __ L' _;.~.~, ... ~~~ "' :':>" 
o PP _ENABLE Writing a '1' causes the parallel port to function 

normally. Writing a '0' disables the port. 
Write only 

5.2.8.33 DEV _DIAG Register 

This register controls the externally-visible hardware debug bus, and which one 
of SOlOl' s logic units has its diagnostic bits displayed. Debug data is driven onto 
a 6-bit bus. When the bus is enabled, the debug data appears on these external 
pins (see the following table). 

Table 5-108 Debug Bus Data and the Corresponding External Pins 

Debug Bit External Pin Number 

5 UART_DTR_N 

4 SMC_PEN_N I 
3 SMC_RESET_N I 
2 SMC_CLK 

1 SMC_INSERT _N 

0 SMC_DATA 
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TableS.109 DEV_DIAG Bit Definitions (Ox04003804) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

*~_L~~ ~~~~~T' ,~~~or.~ __ ~·;i~" _ __ ~:~C~ ?i ... ~_.~-::::_; 

1
4 I DIAGEN Enables debug bus data to appear on the external I 

pins. Read/Write 

3:0 DIAGSEL This field selects which logic unit's debug bits are 
displayed on the bus (Read/Write): 
0000 memUnit 
0001 audUnit 
0010 busUnit 
0011 devUnit 
0100 gfxUnit 
0101 modUnit 
0110 romUnit 
0111 sucUnit 
1000 Reserved 
1001 Reserved 
1010 Reserved 
1011 Reserved 
1100 divUnit 
1101 dveUnit 
1110 potUnit 
1111 Reserved 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1:0 DEVDIAG Selects which subunit of the devUnit logic has its 
debug data displayed on the debug bus (Read/ 
Write): 
00 IR Receiver 
01 IR Transmitter 
10 Parallel Port 
11 Reserved 
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Cllapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.9 modUnit Registers 

The mod Unit is identical to the audUnit, except that only the 16-bit stereo fonnat 
is supported, and only the right channel is used. Consequently, all sample data 
must be in the lower 16 bits of each sample word. 

5.2.9.1 MOD_OCSTART Register 

This register is used to set and view the starting byte address of the currently 
executing output DMA transfer. 

Table 5-111 MOD_OCSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_BOOO 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~; .. ' F~Y~t# ~~~~~~;~~f.:,"; ; H~; , ~ .:/i=,:~~'~~.~'I~~~~ 
25:0 CADDR(25:0) This field reflects the value of the starting address 

of the current DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.2 MOD_OCSIZE Register 

This register is used to set and view the size of the currently executing output 
DMA ~sfer. Note that modem DMA transfers can only be up to 64KB. 

Table 5·112 MOD_OCSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B004) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

15:0 CSIZE(15:0) This field reflects the value of the size of the current 
DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.3 MOD_OCCONFIG Register 

This register can be written by software, but the results are undefined. 

Table 5-113 MOD_OCCONFIG Bit Definitions (0x0400_B008) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 
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5.2.9.4 MOD_OCCNT Register 

This register is used to view the (byte) count of the currently executing output 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-114 MOD_OCCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_BOOC) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~l~!~~, ~ l ~~' .:'; :~~J~~~~~,~;;,','L:{~~;~'~~~: ::2:11:L" """',' 
15:0 CCNT[15:0] This field reflects the value of the index count of the 

current DMA transaction. Software can determine 
how far along the DMA transfer is by reading this 
register. 

5.2.9.5 MOD_ONSTART Register 

This register is used to read and write the starting address of the next output 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-115 MOD_ONSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B010) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~j~ \, __ lr~~ ~iif9t~~;:~,;- :~$~~~~l:~itt~~1~~~~~::~-~'1 
25:0 NADDR{25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 

of the next DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.6 MOD_ONSIZE Register 

This register is used to read and write the size of the next output DMA transfer. 

Table 5-116 MOD_ONSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox04OD_BD14) 

Symbol Meaning 

This field reflects the value of the size of the next 
DMA transaction. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.9.7 MOD_ONCONFlG Register 

This register is used to control the "next" executing modem output DMA channel. 

Table 5-117 MOD_ONCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B018) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

.~~~~~_ ;~~i:~qt!~ !:~~~:~lur!\I$eo~_:~ ... ~~, ~((:,,~.:~~~~_. 
1 SBlT When 'I', this bit indicates the audio samples 

should be 8-bit. When '0', 16-bit samples are used. 
After reset, this bit is undefined. 

o MONO 

5.2.9.8 MOD_ODMACNTL Register 

When 'I', this bit indicates mono samples should be 
used. When '0', stereo samples are being used in the 
audio DMA channel. After reset, this bit is unde
fined. 

This register is used to control the modem output DMA channel. 

Table 5-118 MOD_ODMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_BOIC ) 

2 

1 

o 

Symbol 

DMAEN 

NV 

NVF 

When '1,' this bit indicates the DMA channel is en
abled. When '0,' the DMA channel is disabled. After 
reset, this bit is '0: A '1' to '0' transition on this bit 
flushes the current DMA transaction (i.e. the chan
nel is reset). 

When 'I,' this bit indicates that the NSTART and 
NSIZE registers are valid. Software should first set 
up the "next" registers, then enable the NV bit, and 
finally set the DMAEN bit in order to start the DMA 
channel. 

When '1,' this bit indicates that the NV should stay 
valid forever. This allows software to have a contin
uous loop on a buffer, such as a modem sample. 
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5.2.9.9 MOOJCSTART Register 

This register is used to set and view the starting byte address of the currently 
executing input DMA transfer. 

Table 5-119 MOD_ICSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B020 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

-Pt:~0:~~~::' : o:?: ~~~~i~~~~: _ ", :_ ·f}j~~~ .;;,·:::~>H~~('; __ _ 
25:0 CADDR[25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 

of the current DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.10 MOOJCSIZE Register 

This register is used to set and view the size of the currently executing input DMA 
transfer. Note that modem DMA transfers can only be up to 64I<B. Transfers must 
be 8-word aligned, so bits 5:0 are always zero. 

Table 5-120 MOD_'CSIZE Bit Definitions (0x0400_B024) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

15:0 CSIZE[15:0] This field reflects the value of the size of the current 
DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.11 MOOJCCNT Register 

This register is used to view the (byte) count of the currently executing input 
DMA transfer. 

Table 5-121 MOD_'CCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B02C) 

Symbol Meaning 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.9.12 MODJNSTART Register 

This register is used to read and write the starting address of the next input DMA 
transfer. 

Table 5·122 MOD_INSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B030) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

25:0 NADDR[25:0] This field reflects the value of the starting address 
of the next DMA transaction. 

5.2.9.13 MODJNSIZE Register 

This register is used to read and write the size of the next input DMA transfer. 

Table 5-123 MOD_INSIZ£ Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B034) 

Symbol 

5.2.9.14 MODJDMACNTL Register 

This register is used to control the modem input DMA channel. 

Table 5-124 MOD_IDMACNTL Bit Definitions (Or04OO_B03C) 

2 

1 

o 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

DMAEN 

NV 

NVF 

When '1,' this bit indicates the DMA channel is en
abled. When '0,' the DMA channel is disabled. After 
reset, this bit is '0.' A '1' to '0' transition on this bit 
flushes the current DMA transaction (i.e. the chan
nel is reset). 

When '1,' this bit indicates that the NSTART and 
NSIZE registers are valid. Software should first set 
up the "next" registers, then enable the NV bit, and 
finally set the DMAEN bit in order to start the DMA 
channel. 

When '1,' this bit indicates that the NV should stay 
valid forever. This allows software to have a contin
uous loop on a buffer, such as an audio sample. 
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5.2.9.15 MOD_FCNTL Register 

This register is used to control the clocks and data fonnats supporting various 
codecs. 

Table 5·125 MOD]CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_BD4D) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 
. . ., . 

,. . ~~~::., :'. : : ~~.~~.~~.!~ i~'.~~~~: . '., .. ~:· " .. ~-~ '- ~- , .: .. -.... ... ~:~-- . - ~ '" . ". 

7 OOUTLEFTJUST If 'I,' output data should be in left half of 
LRCLK phase. Default is '0' which selects right 
half. 

6 DINRIGHT}UST If '1,' input data should be in right half of 
LRCLK phase. Default is '0' which selects left 
half. 

S OOUTPOSBIT- If '1,' output data should be driven off of posi-
CLK tive edge of BITCLI<. Default is '0' which selects 

negative edge. 

4 DINNEGBITCLK If '1,' input data should be registered with the 
negative edge of BITCLI<. Default is '0' which 
selects positive edge. 

3 INVERTLRCLK LRCLK sense should be inverted. 
o = LRCLK HI means left, LRCLK LO means 

right (default) 
1 = LRCLK LO means left, LRCLK HI means 

right 

2 INVERTBITCLK BITCLK sense should be inverted. 
o = Negative edge of BITCLK coincident with 

LRCLK edge (default) 
1 = Positive edge of BITCLK coincident with 

LRCLKedge 

1:0 CODEC Used to select different codec support: 
00 = AKM AK4520 or Burr-Brown PCM3001 
01 = AKM AK4532 
10 = mLC320ADSOC 
11 = Reserved 
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Cllapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.9.16 MOD_GPOCNTL Register 

This register controls how the MOD_LRCLK, MOD_BITCLK, and MOD_SDATA 
signals are used as general-purpose output signals. 

Table 5·126 MOD_GPOCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B044) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~1~~':,"~~~'~~"""_'} ~~t~~<·,,"·;.' .::" ~"&;"::;:"··"}::" .. ~~f~:'~i;,,'2: 

1
"-5 SDATAEN Enables MOD_SDATA to be a generai:p~~se out- I 

put. 

4 SDATA VAL H SDATAEN is a 'I,' the value of this bit is driven I 
onto the MOD_SDATA pin. 

3 BITCLKEN 

2 BITCLI<VAL 

1 LRCLKEN 

o LRCLI<VAL 

5.2.9.17 MODJODMACNTL Register 

Enables MOD_BITCLK to be a general-purpose out
put. 

H BITCLKEN is a 'I,' the value of this bit is 
driven onto the MOD_BITCLK pin. 

Enables MOD_LRCLK to be a general-purpose out
put. 

H LRCLKEN is a 'I,' the value of this bit is 
driven onto the MOD_LRCLK pin. 

This register is a shadow of the MOD_IDMACNTL and MOD_ODMACNTL registers, 
and ensures that both the input and output channels are enabled simultaneously. 
Changes to these register bits are reflected in the MOD_IDMACNTL and 
MOD_ODMACNTL registers and vice versa. 

Table 5-127 MOD_lODMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_B05C ) 

2 Shadow of MOD_ODMACNTL (DMAEN) 

1 Shadow of MOD_ODMACNTL (NV) 

o Shadow of (NVF) 
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5.2.10 memUnit Registers 

5-102 

The memUnit provides the interface to main memory for the CPU and for all of 
the SOLOI DMA engines. There are four registers used to control the various 
aspects of the memUnit operation: 

• Mem_ Timing Register 

• Mem_Burp Register 

• MEM_REFCNTRL Register 

• MEM_CMD Register 

5.2.10.1 MEM_TIMING Register 

This register maintains the timing parameters required by the memUnit to access 
the SDRAMs. The register resets to values designed to work with 100MHz 
SDRAMs when SOLOI is operating at 83.3MHz (CAS latency = 3). Table 5-129 
lists the values that must be written to the Mem_Timing register for various types 
of SDRAM and their frequencies. 

Table 5-128 System Frequency vs. SDRAM Speed 

SCRAM System Frequency 

Speed 83.3MHz 66.7Mhz 

83MHz Invalid 8E48EOO4ot 

100MHz 8E48E004ot DBFB2004 
~ 

125MHz 8E48EOO4* DBFB2004 

It Indicates the values present following reset. 

Table 5-129 provides the individual bit definitions for the Mem_TlIlling register. 

Table 5-129 MEM_TIMING Bit Definition (Ox0400_5000) 

CAS Latency CAS Latency 
Bits Symbol Values (CL3) Values (CL2) 

(83.3MHz) (66.7Mhz) 

31:30 TCAC 3 (Reset value) 2 

28:26 TRDRP 4 (Reset value) 3 

25:24 TWR 2 (Reset value) 2 

23:22 TRCD 3 (Reset value) 2 

21:20 TRP 3 (Reset value) 2 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-129 MEM_TIMING Bit Definition (Ox0400_5000) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol 
CAS Latency 
Values (CL3) 
(83.3MHz) 

CAS Latency 
Values (CL2) 
(66.7Mhz) 

19:17 TRAS 5 (Reset value) 4 

-ih~~~!!K,~~(K~; ~l;::icc- - :~ I 
5.2.10.2 MEM_BURP Register 

The MEM_BURP register is used to control the memory access arbitration 
algorithm. Essentially, there are two fields: The MEM_BURPCT and MEM_BURPEN. 
The fonner is a count value, the latter is used as a mask to either include or 
exclude a device from the burp calculation. 

Note: MEM_BURPCT must always contain a non-zero value. 

The purpose of the burp calculation is to guarantee real·time response from the 
memUnit for real·time oriented devices (video readout, audio, and digital video 
write) while also allowing the gfxUnit as much undivided access as possible. 

The algorithm is as follows: When the gfxUnit is accessing memory in word 
mode, it may do so forever. However, when a burp~abled device asserts a 
request, the burpcount is enabled. When the burp count reaches that which is 
programmed in this register, the gfxUnit is kicked off, so the higher·priority 
requests can be serviced. 

Table 5-130 MEM_BURP Bit Definition (Ox0400_5008) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31 MEMBUSBEN R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables the busUnit to participate in the burp 
algorithm 

30 MEMVIDBEN R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables the vidUnit to participate in the burp 
algorithm 

29 MEMAUDBEN R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables the audUnit to participate in the burp 
algorithm 
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Table 5-130 MEM_BURP Bit Definition (Ox0400_5008) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

28 MEMMODBEN R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables the modUnit to participate in the burp 
algorithm 

27 MEMDIVBEN R/W 

25 

24 

7:0 

MEMGWBBEN 

MEMREFBEN 

MEMBURPcr 

Reset to 1 
Enables the divUnit to participate in the burp 
algorithm 
. ,: . 

R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables graphics write-back unit to participate 
in the burp algorithm 

R/W 
Reset to 1 
Enables refresh to participate in the burp 
algorithm 

RW Reset to OxFF 
The number of cycles before the gfxUnit is 
kicked off the memory controller. 
Do not program to '0' or gfxUnit perfonnance 
will be slowed by a factor of ten. 

If the system frequency is 83.3MHz, this field 
should be OxFFOOOOOA. 
If the system frequency is 66.7MHz, this field 
should be OxFFOOOOO8. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.10.3 MEM_REFCTRL Register 

This register is used to control how the SDRAMS are refreshed, and when and if 
they enter auto-refresh mode. This register must be programmed upon 
initialization in order to enable refresh to commence and to enable the refresh 
count. 

Table 5-131 MEM_REFCTRL Bit Definition (Ox0400_500C) 

Bit Symbol Meaning 

31 RefEnb R/W if SetRefEnb is enabled. 

30 SetRefEnb 

29 AutoRefEnb 

28 SetAutoRefEnb 

10:0 RefCount 

5.2.10.4 MEM_CMD Register 

Reset toO 
If '1,' memory is refreshed at the interval speci
fied by Ref Count. 

Write Only, Read as o. Software writes a '1' to 
this bit to allow ref Enable to be set. Writing a 
'0' to this bit clears RefEnb. 

R/W if SetAutoRefEnb is enabled. 
Reset to '0.' 
If '1,' the memory controller will place the 
SDRAMs in auto-refresh mode, if it receives no 
requests between refresh intervals. When a re
quest is present and the SDRAMs are in auto-re
fresh mode, the memory controller returns to 
refresh mode, and services the request. 
Note that SetAutoRefEnb only works with 
Toshiba SDRAMs. 

Write Only, Read as o. SW writes a '1' to this bit 
to allow Au toRefEnable to be set. Writing a '0' 
to this bit clears Au toRefEnb. 

R/W 
Reset to '0.' 
SW writes this field to determine the number of 
clock cycles between refresh. There are 2048 
rows, each refreshed within 32ms. 

66.7MHz: OXCOOOO411 83.3 MHz: OXCOOOOS16 

IMPORTANT-Before any commands can be given to the SDRAMS via this 
register, refresh must be disabled. Failure to do so will have uncertain results. 

Also, note that a read of this register will indicate the last command that was 
executed on the SDRAMs. This includes refresh cycles and auto-refresh enter and 
exit cycles that were generated automatically. 
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This register is used to perfonn specific operations on the SDRAM chips, such as 
Mode Register Set and other functions involved in initializing the SDRAMs. At 
system power-on, or SOLOl reset, software must program this register in order 
for memory to operate properly. The required initialization sequence follows: 

1. Write Oxa600_0000 to MEM_CMD register (PO_EXIT enables the SDRAM clock 
and the number-two banks of SDRAM). 

2. Write Ox8000_003A to MEM_CMD (Precharge AU). 

3. Write Ox2000_002A to MEM_CMD (Mode Register Set for CL 2-66.2MHz). 

4. If the system frequency is 66.7MHz, write Ox2000_003A to MEM_CMD (Mode 
Register Set for CL 3-83.3MHz). Else, write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD 
(Refresh aU chips). 

5. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

6. Write Ox48(XU)()OO to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

7. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

8. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh aU chips). 

9. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

10. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

11. Write Ox4800_0000 to MEM_CMD (Refresh all chips). 

12. If the system frequency is 66.7MHz, write OxCOOO_0411 to MBvCREFCTRL 
(Turn on Refresh), else write OxCOOO_0516. 

13. If 66.2MHz, write 8E48EOO4 to the MEM_TIMING register. 

14. Determine the memory configuration and program the memory size. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-132 MEM_CMD Bit Definition (0x0400_501O) 

Bits Symbol 

31:28 MemCmd[3:0) 

27:26 

25 

10:0 

MemSize 

MemSizeSet 
Enable 

MemMSR 

Table 5-133 MEMCMD Encoding 

Meaning 

This field is used to send a command to the 
SGRAM partes). Table 5-133 shows the 
encoding. This field is write-only. 

00: One load per bit on the data bus. 
4Mbytes= Two 1M-bit xl6-bit SDRAMs 
8Mbytes= Four 2M-bit x 8-bit SDRAMs 

01: Two loads per bit on the data bus. 
8Mbytes= Four 16M-bit x 16-bit SDRAMs 
16Mbytes= Eight 2M-bit x 8·bit SDRAMs 

10: One load per bit on the data bus. 
16Mbytes= Two 4M-bit x 16-bit SDRAMs 
32Mbytes= Four 8M-bit x 8-bit SDRAMs 
64Mbytes= Eight 16M-bit x 4-bit SDRAMs 

Reset to 00. 

If 'I,' MemSize changes to whatever value is in 
the MemSize field. If '0,' MemSize field is 
cleared. 

Program to "3A" for CL = 3 (Reset value), and to 
"2A" for CL = 2. 
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Table 5-133 MEMCMD Encoding (Continued) 

MEMCMD[3:0] OPCODE Encoding 
-, 

J 

Ox9 PD_ENTRY Power-down Entry 
r~~------- pri~EXIT-' -· I-Power-do~-Exi-·t '--------- 1 

1~~j "·X;·.[_.a~~B,~:;·;1 I Oxd SELF_ENTRY I ~~refresh power-down 

I Oxe SELF_EXIT·' Auto-refresh power-down 
Exit 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.11 gfxUnit Registers 

This section describes all of the gfxUnit registers. 

5.2.11.1 GF)CCONTROL Register 

This register is used to configure the gfxUnit. 

Table 5-134 GFX_CONTROL Bit Definition (Ox0400_6004J 

Symbol Meaning 

7 gfxEn o = Unit is forced idle 
1 = Registers are valid and processing should 

begin/continue 

6 DeltaTim o = Compatibility mode 
1 = The dx calculations make a minor correction to 

increase accuracy 

5 WaitDisable This bit should always be set to '0.' 

4 WriteBack bit o = ping·pong operation. For ping-pong operation, 
the line compositing operation must be completed 
in one video line time. When a given line of video is 
being read from one scanline buffer and sent to the 
display, the next line is being composed into the 
second scanline buffer. 

1 = writ~back operation. Writ~back operation is 
an alternate display mode to ping·pong operation. 
SOLOl composites into one line buffer, and when 
that line is complete, the line is written back into a 
full frame buffer stored in SGRAM memory. The 
"spot mode" video DMA is then responsible for 
displaying the frame buffer on the screen. In this 
mode, the compositing operation is no longer 
bounded by the video line time. 

3 FTB Must always be programmed as a 'I' for proper 
writ~back operation. 

0 Soft Reset o = Soft Reset 
1 = Force the gfxUnit and all of its state machines to 

reset. Must be cleared for unit to operate. 
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5.2.11.2 GRFX_OOTYCOUNT Register 

This register stores the line count value from the yCounter. 

Table 5-135 GRFX_OOTYCount Bit Definition (Ox04oo_601O) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

??il~~':: l~ ~~~I!~~~qf~~~:~lf:: < ~;;if!f.:: '~;ht';~;C;?;;;2:'., , ~ .,-: 
9:0 OOTYCount Ten-bit register that stores the value of the 

yCounter (line count) whenever a line runs out of 
time. To get the line number of the offending line, 
subtract 2 from this value. If it takes longer than a 
line time to service the GRFX_interrupt, it is pos
sible that another line could have run out of time in 
the meantime. In this case, you will get the value for 
the last out-of-time line. (Read only) 

5.2.11.3 GRFX_CELSBASE Register 

This register provides a pointer to the first CelRecord in SGRAM. 

Table 5-136 GRFX_CelsBase Bit Definition (Ox0400_6014) 

5.2.11.4 GRFX_ YMAPBASE Register 

This register provides a pointer to the YMap structure in SGRAM. 

Table 5-137 GRFX_YMapBase Bit Definition (Ox04OO_6018) 

Meaning 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.11.4.1 GRFX_CELSBASEMASTER 

This register contains the CelBaseMaster value. 

Table 5-138 GRFX_CelsBaseMaster Bit Definition (Ox0400_601c) 

Bits 

25:2 

Symbol Meaning 

••••. j . 

CelsBaseMaster At every HSYNC, the value in CelsBaseMaster is 
copied to CelsBase. This register can be written by 
a special microCelRecord, as well as through a 
normal write operation. The two LSB's are ig
nored and assumed to be zero. 

5.2.11.5 GRFX_YMAPBASEMASTER 

This register contains the value of the yMapBaseMaster. 

Table 5-139 GRFX_YMapBaseMaster Bit Definition (Ox0400_6020) 

Bits Meaning 

25:2 YMapBaseMaster At every HSYNC, the value in yMapBaseMas
ter is copied to YMapBase. This register can be 
written by a special microCelRecord, as well as 
through normal R/W operation. The 2 LSB's are 
ignored and assumed to be zero. 
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5.2.11.6 GRFXJNITCOLOR Register 

This register contains the Scanline buffer's default YCrCb color value. 

Table 5-140 GRFX_InitColor Bit Definition (Ox0400_6024) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~l!24 _', i~_:f» ~~~!9i~~t::'~. :_, ~ __ ~~. ' .:~« _' : : < 
23:0 InitColor 24 bit register which specifies the default YCbCr 

color of the scanline buffer. 
[23:16) Y value 
[15:8) Cb value 
[7:0) Cr value 

This register should only be modified during Verti
cal Blanking. Not to be confused with the 
VID_BLNlCCOL register which specifies the color 
to be displayed during HBlank and VBlank. 

52.11.7 GRFX_ YCOUNTERINIT Register 

This register is used to align the gfxUnit line counter with the VSYNC signal. 

Table 5-141 GRFX_YCounterlnit Bit Definition (Ox0400_6028) 

Bits Symbol 

9:0 yCounterInit 

Meaning 

Ten- bit signed number that specifies the value that 
the video line counter is initialized to at VSYNC (bit 
10 is the sign bit). Program this register as follows: 

NTSC ping-pong = -274 (2EE) 
NTSC write-back = -420/2 (32E) 
PAL ping-pong = -332 (2B4) 
PAL write-back = -480/2 (310) 

The 15B of this register is ignored and replaced 
with 'l' if the field is odd and '0' if the field is even. 
In this way, the internal yCounter counts frame 
lines instead of field line. 
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5.2.11.8 GRFX_PAUSECYCLES Register 

This register provides an optional feature that can be used when in ping-pong 
mode. By programming this register, it is possible to force the gfxUnit to pause at 
the beginning of every horizontal line. This allows the CPU to use the memory 
bus during the pause without being interrupted by the gfxUnit. 

Table 5-142GRFX_PauseCyc1es Bit Definition (Ox0400_602c) 

11:0 PauseCycles 

Meaning 

12-bit register that specifies the number of cycles at 
the beginning of each line when SOLOI will get off 
the bus. 

5.2.11.9 GRFlCOOTCELSBASE Register 

This register holds the value of the CelsBase register at the time of the last OOT 
interrupt. 

Table 5-143GRFX_OOTCelsBase Bit Definition (Ox0400_6030) 

23:0 

Symbol Meaning 

OOTCelsBase 24-bit register that stores the value of CelsBase 
whenever a line runs out of time. If it takes longer 
than a line time to service the GRF2L,interrupt, it 
is possible that another line could have run out of 
time in the meantime. In this case, you will get the 
value for the last outOITime line. (Read only) 

5.2.11.10 GRFX_OOTYMAPBASE Register 

This register holds the value of the yMapBase register at the time of the last OOT 
interrupt. 

Table 5-144GRFX_OOTYMapBase Bit Definition (Ox0400_6034) 

23:0 

Meaning 

OOTYMapBase 24-bit register that stores the value of yMapBase 
whenever a line runs out of time. If it takes longer 
than a line time to service the GRFX_interrupt, 
it is possible that another line could have run out 
of time in the meantime. In this case, you will get 
the value for the last outOITime line. (Read only) 
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5.2.11.11 GRFX_OOTCELSOFFSET Register 

This register holds the value of the CelsOffset register at the time of the last 
OaT interrupt. 

Table 5-145GRFX_OOTCelsO/fset Bit Definition (Ox0400_6038J 

Bit Symbol Meaning 

:O=-:'"~'2.~:..:..:,~"":;=; ;~~i:il",;~,-"·~;...:.. .. "":iC=,"o=:"".=··:=J,,,-!):,,-,,. _= ___ ",-'. -=.,;"~_=~"",~=;.',",,,.:~==-~ea~·~ .~.~,-,=;~<-,~:fU~. -,->~=. ~.'~( ',~~,~~ .: ', ..• ( ~'.:, .• ~ _ . . /···'c 
10:0 OOTCelsOffset ll-bit register that stores the value of CelsOff

set (where Ce1sBase + CelsOffset = address) 
whenever a line runs out of time. If it takes longer 
than a line time to service the GRFX_interrupt, 
it is possible that another line could have run out 
of time in the meantime. In this case, you will get 
the value for the last outOfTime line. (Read only) 

5.2.11.12 GRFX_OOTYMAPCOUNT Register 

This register holds the value of the yMapCount register at the time of the last 
OOT interrupt. 

Table 5-146GRFX_OOTYMapCount Bit Definition (Ox0400_603c) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

9:0 OOTYMapCount 10-bit register that stores the value of the yMap
Count (where yMapBase + yMapCount = ad
dress) whenever a line runs out of time. If it 
takes longer than a line time to service the 
GRFX_interrupt, it is possible that another 
line could have run out of time in the meantime. 
In this case, you will get the value for the last 
outOfTime line. (Read only) 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.11.13 GRFlCTERMCYCLECOUNT Register 

This register is used only to evaluate performance It gives a measure of the time it 
took to compose the last line. 

Table 5-147GRFX3ermCycleCount Bit Definition (Ox0400_6040) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

::~~~~~ ~~~~:~ j~f#~~,~~:;[~~~;·;~j:,·.]~~;~.~?ilii.~,~~\ili;i::;:iL 
11:0 termCycleCount l2-bit register that stores the number of 

SYS2XCLK cycles from HSYNC to the processing 
of a termination yMap entry. 

5.2.11.14 GRFX_HCOUNTERINIT Register 

This register stores a value that represents one half of the number of pixels on an 
active line. 

Table 5-148 GRFXJfCounterlnit Bit Definition (Ox0400_6044) 

9:0 HCounterInit lO-bit register that specifies 1/2 the number of pix
els on an active line. For example, if there are 560 
pixels on a line, the value would be Ox118 (dec 280). 

5.2.11.15 GRFX_BLANKUNES and GRFX_ACnVEUNES Registers 

The two registers, blankLines and acti veLines, are used in "GRFX Direct 
Mode" to kick SOLOI off of the bus during non-active video. Otherwise, the 
gfxUnit will tie up bus bandwidth by composing all of the lines during video 
blanking. Since these lines will never be displayed, it is no use composing them. 
Therefore, set BLANKLlNES and ACTlVELlNES to kick the gfxUnit off of the bus 
during vertical blanking. 

In GRFX Direct Mode, the graphics engine only composes a line if the line is 
greater-than or equal-to BLANKLlNES and less than ACTlVELINES + 
BLANKLlNES. 

Defaults are BLANKLINES = 0 and ACTIVELlNES = 263. These defaults were set 
up for the GRFX Direct Mode. This means that SOLOI is always accessing the bus 
for NTSC, even during vertical blanking. 
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For GRFX Write-back Mode, the ACTIVELINES register is used to tell the state 
machine how many lines there are in a frame. Remember that there are twice as 
many lines in a frame as there are in a field. Unfortunately, when the software 
changes between GRFX Write-back Mode and GRFX Direct Mode, it must change 
the value in the ACfNELINES register. 

Table 5-149GRFX_BlankLines Bit Definition (Ox04oo_6048) 

Bits Symbol 

8:0 blankLines 

Meaning 

set blankLines equal to = (the number of lines 
from vertical sync to the end of vertical blanking - 2). 

Table 5-150GRFX~diveLines Bit Definition (Ox0400_604c) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

8:0 activeLines 

5.2.11.16 GFXJNTEN Register 

For GRFX Direct Mode: 
The number of active video lines in a field. 
For GRFX WriteBack Mode: 
The number of active video lines in a frame. 

This pair of registers enables the gfxUnit interrupts generated within SOL01. The 
GBCINTEN register sets the interrupt(s) and the GFX_INTEN_C register clears 
them. 

Table 5-151 GFX_INTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_6060, Ox0400_6064) 

Meaning 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio" 

5.2.11.17 GFXJNTSTAT Register 

This pair of registers holds the status of all gfxUnit-generated interrupts. The 
GF>CINTSTAT register contains the interrupt status, and the GF>CINTSTAT_C 
register dears it. 

Table 5-152GFX_INSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_6068. 0x0400_606C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

4 

3 

2 

5.2.11.18 General Operation of the Write-back Unit 

The first step in the operation of the Write-back Unit is to set up the GRFX 
structures in memory for normal GRFX mode operation. These are: 

• celrecords, 

• textures, 

• ymap entries. 

The other graphics registers, which are set up as usual, are: 

• YCOUNTERINIT contains the top screen line to be processed. 
YMAPBASEMASTER, CELSBASEMASTER, and INITCOLOR contain proper 
values for the GRFX structures in memory. 

• HCOUNTERINIT, BLANKLlNES. and ACTlVELlNES contain the screen size 
values. Note that for Write-back mode, the ACTlVELlNES register is the 
number of frame lines, instead of the number of field lines. Therefore, it will 
be twice the value it would have been for non-Write-back mode. 

The Write-back registers are set up as follows: 

• The WBDCONFIG register is set to zero to start with, in order to shut down the 
unit and avoid unexpected behavior. 

• The WBDSTART register is set to the start of the Write-back frame buffer in 
memory. 

• The WBDLSIZE register is set to the number of bytes in a horizontal line. 

• The Write-back bit is set in the GRFX_CONTROL register, which allows for 
Write back functionality 
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Other registers: 

• The MEM_BURP register (Ox04OO_S008) must have the MEMBURPCT field set to a 
non-zero value. The larger the value, the better the gfxUnit performance, but 
with longer memory latency for the other units. 

• Set potUnit to use gfxUnit (the UseGfx bit in the POT_CNTL register). 

At this point, the gfxUnit can be started. The SCREENENABLE bit is set in the 
t'lBDCONFIG register, allowing for the generation of one complete frame (two 
fields). At this point, the Write-back unit is in operation. A flow-chart, illustrating 
the Write-back unit operation, is shown in Figure 5-7. 

Wait for EndOfFrame interrupt 

Figure 5-7 Write-back Unit Operation 

At the completion of each frame, the EndOfFrame interrupt bit will be set in the 
GRF}CINTSTAT register, if the proper interrupts are enabled. When a bit in the 
INTSTAT register is set, the busUnit will be notified. The frame buffer will be 
complete at this time. 

If you want the Write-back unit to continually run one frame after another, set the 
REPEATENABLE bit along with the SCREENENABLE bit. End continuous 
processing by clearing the two bits. The Write-back unit will go idle at the 
completion of the current frame. 

To minimize problems interfacing to the video DMA unit, the Write-back unit 
scans the frame in an interlaced manor, i.e. all the odd lines are written in 
interleaved fashion to the frame buffer, followed by the even lines (see Figure 5-8). 
Currently, there is no provision for writing the buHer in a progressive manner. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptioll 

odd lines even lines 

etc. 

Figure 5-8 InterlDced Frame Scanning 

To update the frame buffer field by field, set up the Wlit in the same manner as for 
frame operation, but use the ODDENABLE or EVENENABLE bits, rather than the 
SCREENENABLE bit. This results in only the odd or even lines, respectively, being 
generated and written back. At the completion of the field, the ENDOFFIELD 

interrupt bit will be set, if enabled. 

Note: For SOLO 1 Rev. l.x, the starting location of the writeback frame buffer first 
field line must be set by software before each field rendering. Before issuing 
ODDENABLE, set the start to the top of the frame buffer, or before EVENENABLE, to 
the beginning of the second line in the frame buffer. 

5.2.11.19 GFlCWBDSTART Register 

The WBDStart register is only used in Write-back mode to specify where in 
memory the frame buffer data will be written by the Write-back unit. Normally, 
this will be the same value as the vidUnit register (VID_NSTART). 

For SOLOI Rev. 1.x, when writing back just the even field, the value would 
generally be (VID_NSTARr + HSIZElt2), to point at the start of the even field in 
the frame buHer. The write-back unit will write back to the frame buHer at this 
location and the vidUnit will read out the frame buffer from this same location. 
Normally, this will be the same value as the vidUnit register VID _NSTART. 

Table 5-153 WBDSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_6080) 

Symbol 
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5.2.11.20 GFX_WBDLSIZE Register 

The WBDLSize register is used in write-back mode only to set the width of the 
frame buffer that is written back to memory from the gfxUnit. Note that the width 
of the frame buffer must be an even value. The number of lines of the frame buffer 
which are written back to memory is set by the ACTlVELlNES register. See the 
ACTlVELINES register definition. 

Table 5-154 WBDLSize[9:0} Bit Definitions (0%0400_6084) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

'~~~Ht:-:IT ~j¥l::~; !f~~~Ji~b~i~t;:~·0:~f~:>lL ; 
9:0 WBDLSize This is the number of pixels in one scan line of the 

frame buffer. 

5.2.11.21 GFlCWBSTRIDE Register 

This register is used in write-back mode only to set the offset from the end of one 
line to the start of the next line in the frame buffer. The oHset is in pixels, and must 
be even. 

Table 5·155WBSTRIDE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_608C) 

Symbol Meaning 

WBSTRIDE Offset value 

5.2.11.22 GFX_WBDCONFIG Register 

This register is used to configure the write-back unit. 

Table 5·156 WBDCONFIG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_6090) 

3 

Symbol Meaning 

Repeat Enable Setting this bit results in the continuous operation 
of the write-back unit-the Enable bits are not 
cleared when the operation begins. Its value is not 
considered again until the completion of the current 
frame, and so cannot be used to stop an operation in 
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Table 5-156 WBDCONFlG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_6090) 

r Bits Symbol Meaning 

2 ScreenEnable When set to '1,' this bit tells the writeback unit to 
process one full screen (frame), i.e. two fields. As 
soon as the write-back operation begins, the bit is r 
cleared if the Repea tEnable bit is not set. Its value 
is not considered again until the completion of the 
current frame, and so cannot be used to stop an op-r 

1 

eration in progress. 

1 EvenEnable When set to '1,' this bit instructs the write-back unit 
to process one even field. As soon as the write-back r 
operation begins, the bit is cleared if the Repea t-
Enable bit is not set. Its value is not considered 
again until the completion of the current frame, and r 
so cannot be used to stop an operation in progress. 

0 OddEnable When set to '1,' this bit instructs the write-back unit 
to process one odd field. As soon as the write-back r 

I 

operation begins, the bit is cleared if the Repea t-

r Enable bit is not set. Its value is not considered 
again until the completion of the current frame, and 
so cannot be used to stop an operation in progress. 

r Note: SOL01 Rev.2.x will have a software reset bit for the write--back unit. 
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5-122 

Each "OIV _NEXT" register has a corresponding "OIV _CURR" register, that refers 
to the operation currently pending or being executed. These registers are for 
debugging purposes only, and should be considered read-only by software. All 
programming should be through the OIV _NEXT registers. 

5.2.12.1 DIV _SYNCCNTL Register 

This register controls the horizontal and vertical syncs. 

Table 5-157 DIV _SYNCCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8000) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

21:20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

syncSelect 

invertHS 

inveitVS 

vsIsField 

correctSyncs 

2 = Extract sync information from the byte 
stream 

1 = Extract sync information from embedded 
CCIR601 data 

o = Use explicit pins for sync 

1 = Invert sense of selected HS source 

1 = Invert sense of selected VS source 

1 = Use the VS input as a field indicator 

1 = Enable forward error correction in the 
embedded syncs 

~l. 
Number of clocks that recognition of the HS 
event is delayed 

5.2.12.2 DIV _DMACNTL Register 

This register controls the DMA operation. 

Table 5-158 DIV _DMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8004) 

3 

2 

pingPong 

dmaEnabled 

Meaning 

1 = Reload the DIV _NEXT'" registers with the 
contents of OIV _CURR'" when a OMA 
operation completes. 

1 = Enable OMA operation 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-158 DIV _DMACNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8004) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 nextValid 1 = Indicates that the DIV _NEXT"" registers 
have been loaded with a correctly described 
DMA operation. 

0 nextValidForever 1 = Always load DIV_CURR* registers with 
OIV _NEXT", i.e. keep repeating a single 
DMA operation. 

5.2.12.3 DIV _NEXTVBITB Register 

This register defines the starting and ending line numbers for the VBI DMA 
operation. 

Table 5-159 DIV flEXTVBITB Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8008) 

Bits Symbol 

5.2.12.4 DIV_NEXTVBILR Register 

This register defines the number of clocks that occur, following horizontal sync, 
before the first valid pixel appears at the data output. 

Table 5-160 DW flEXTVBILR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_800C) 

Number of pixel-pairs of active VB! to extract 
from each line. Width = #pixelsPerLine/2. 
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5.2.12.5 DIV _NEXTVBIADDR Register 

This register defines the starting memory address where VBI data will be written. 

Table 5-161 DIV _NEXTVBIADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_801O) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

nextVBIAddr 

5.2.12.6 DIV_NEXTTB Register 

This register defines the starting and ending active video lines. 

Table 5-162 DlV _NEXTTB Bit Definition (Ox0400_8014) 

Symbol 

5.2.12.7 DIV_NEXTLR Register 

This register defines the number of clocks that occur, following horizontal sync, 
before the first valid pixel appears at the data output. 

Table 5-163 DlV _NEXTLR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8018) 

Symbol 

Number of pixel-pairs of active video to extract 
from each line. Width = / 2. 
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Clulpter 5. Software Description 

5.2.12.8 DIV_NEXTCFG Register 

This register defines which field will be captured by the current DMA operation. 

Table 5-164 DlV _NEXTCFG Bit Definitions (Ox0400_80lCJ 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

29 

28 

24 

22:20 nextRsmpMode 

16 

15:5 nextStride 

I 

Next VBI field is enabled 

Resampling mode for this operation: 
000 = none 
010 = 9 to 8 (720 -> 640) 
011 = 15 to 16 (720 -> 768) 
100 = 2 to 1 (720-> 360) 
110 = 9 to 4 (720 ->320) 
111 = 5 to 8 (720 -> 384) 

5.2.12.9 DIV _NEXTADDR Register 

This register supplies the starting address for the DMA operation being 
described. 

Table 5-165 DlV_NEXTADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8020) 

Symbol Meaning 
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5.2.12.10 DIV_CURRVBITB Register 

This register defines the starting and ending line numbers for the VBI DMA 
operation. 

Table 5-166 DIV _CURRVBITB Bit Definit ions (Ox0400_8024J 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

9:0 vbiEndLine Last valid VBI line. 

5.2.12.11 DIV _CURRVBILR Register 

This register defines the number of clocks that-occur, following horizontal sync, 
before the first valid pixel appears at the data output. 

Table5-167DIV_CURRVBILR Bit Definitions (Or0400_8028) 

Symbol Meaning 

5.2.12.12 DIV_CURRVBIADDR Register 

Number of pixel-pairs of active VBI to extract 
from each line. Width = #pixelsPerLine/2. 

This register defines the current starting memory address where VBI data will be 
written. 

Table 5·168 DIV _CURRVBIADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_802C) 

Symbol 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.12.13 DIV_CURRTB Register 

This register defines the starting and ending active video lines. 

Table 5-169DIV _CURRTB Bit Definiticms (Ox04OO_8030) 

5.2.12.14 DIV_CURRLR Register 

This register defines the number of clocks that occur, following horizontal sync, 
before the first valid pixel appears at the data output. 

Table 5-170 DIV_CURRLR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8034) 

Symbol 

Number of pixel-pairs 
from each line. Width = fFOllXelSi"'E!rl 

5.2.12.15 DIV_CURRCFG Register 

This register defines which field will be captured by the current DMA operation. 

Table 5-171 DIV_CURRCFG Bit Definitions (OxD400_8038) 

Symbol 
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Table 5-171 DIV_CURRCFG Bit Definitions (Ox040D_8D38) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

22:20 currRsmpMode Resampling mode for this operation: 
000 = none 
010 = 9 to 8 (720 -> 640) 
011 = 15 to 16 (720 -> 768) 
100 = 2 to 1 (720->360) 
110 = 9 to 4 (720 ->320) 
111 = 5 to 8 (720 -> 384) 

j9~ !!~~i,·~~::~~ ~~~~:c>,~;;~:i~ ,~._. ,~;":,,: ~ ~:~d 
16 currDecEn Enable the 2-to-1 decimator for this operation I 

(this is in addition to the resampling mode). 

15:5-- currStride Number of 32-byte chunks from the starting I 
address of each active video line to the next. 

4£9.:.:··:o:::~~8 ~i~~I~~~~~?!;#,~YjitZF~:\·;;.::;i:.';.,:~ii·!:~~:~1F1 
5.2.12.16 DIV _CURRADDR Register 

This register supplies the starting address for the DMA operation being 
described. 

Table 5-172 DlV _CURRADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8D3C) 

5.2.12.17 DIV_AUDCNTL Register 

This register configures the tiIning of the audio Signals. 

Table 5-173 DW...,AUDCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8040) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31 bclkEdgeSelect Selects the edge to capture audio data. 
O=Rising 
l=Falling 

30 audFlipBits Selects order of incoming data. 
O=MSBfirst 
l=lSB first 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-173 DlV _AUDCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8040) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

29 

2B 

27 

26 

3 

2 

1 

o 

audInvertMSB 

audInvertLR
Clk 

audSwapLR 

audCaptu
reEnable 

audPingPong 

audEnabled 

audNextValid 

audNextValid
Forever 

Determines arithmetic format for data. 
O=Two's complement 
l=Offset binary 

Inverts the LRCLK input. 
O=Invert 
l=Don't invert 

Swaps the left and right channels. 
O=Noswap 
l=Swap 

Enables audio capturing. 
O=Noenable 
l=Enable 

Reloads the DIV _NEXTAUD* registers with the con
tents of the DIV _CURRAUD* registers when a DMA 
operation is performed. 
O=Noreload 
l=Reload 

Enables Divit audio. 
O=Noenable 
l=Enable 

Reloads the DIV_NEXTAUD* registers with valid 
data. 
O=Nore1oad 
l=Reload 

Always loads the DIV_CURRAUD* registers with 
the contents of the DIV _NEXTAUD* registers (i.e., 
keeps repeating the operation). If used with aud
PingPong, the DMA will continuously cycle be
tween two buffers. 
O=Noload 
l=Load 
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5.2.12.18 DIV_NEXTAUDADDR Register 

This register contains the location of the next audio start address. 

Table 5-174DIV _NEXTAUDADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8044) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

5.2.12.19 DIV _NEXTAUDLEN Register 

This register contains the number of audio samples to read in. 

Table S-17SDIV_NEXTAUDLEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8048) 

Bits Symbol 

5.2.12.20 DIV_CURRAUDADDR Register 

This register contains the location of the current audio start address. 

Table S-176DIV_CURRAUDADDR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_804C) 

Meaning 

5.2.12.21 DIV_CURRAUDLEN Register 

This register contains the number of audio samples to read in. 

Table 5-177 DIV _CURRAUDLEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8050) 
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Chapter S. Software Descriptioll 

5.2.12.22 DIV _SYNCPHASE Register 

This register is a counter used by software to keep the output video synchronized 
with the input video. It starts counting at the beginning of DIVIT's odd field. and 
stops when the potUnit begins its odd field-measuring the phase difference 
between the input and output video. 

Table 5-178 DIV _SYNCPHASE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8060) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~a~~!§ i!~V.~~}{~~ ;"~~~;":;. :.,;~,~: ;.i, ;:LL~~_. _=- ~ ~ ~ ;_ 
23:0 syncPhase The value of the phase difference between input 

and output video, measured in system clocks. 

5.2.12.23 DIV_GPOEN Register 

This register resets all of the GPIO inputs. Each bit can be programmed as an 
output. 

Table 5-179 DIV _GPO EN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_8064) 

Symbol 

12:5 DIV _DATA_en Enables these bits for GPIO output. 

4 DIV_HS_en Enables this bit for GPIO output. 

3 DIV_VS_en Enables this bit for GPIO output. 

2 DIV_BC~en Enables this bit for GPIO output. 

1 DIV _LRCU<_en Enables this bit for GPIO output. 

0 DIV _SDATA_en Enables this bit for GPIO 
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5.2.12.24 OIV_GPO Register 

This register contains the value of the output bits, if configured as such by the 
DIV _GPOEN register. 

Table 5-180DIV_GPO Bit Definitions lOx04OO_8068) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~!r~:~~ _~~~J~~;t: : i~~~~~~~2.~J~:~ -_ . - :L: :.~,· ,'~·;.'; ~;<>' :( 
12:5 DIV _DATA Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). I 
4 DIV _HS Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). 

3 Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). 

Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). 

1 Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). 

o Specifies a value for the GPIO output (if enabled). 

5.2..12.25 OIV_GPI Register 

This register contains the state of each input, regardless of its configuration. 

Table 5-181 DIV _GPI Bit Definitions (Ox0400_806c) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

12:5 io_DIV _DATA GPIO input value. 

4 io_DIV_HS GPIO input value. 

3 io_DIV_VS GPIO value. 

2 io_DIV _BeLl< GPIO input value. 

1 io_DIV _LRCLK GPIO input value. 

0 io_DIV _SDATA GPIO input value. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.13 dveUnit Registers 

This section provides descriptions for each of the dveUnit registers. For more 
information on the internal workings of the dveUnit, please refer to the "DVE 2.0 
Theory of Operation." 

5.2.13.1 DVE_CNTl Register 

This register controls the operation of the dveUnit. 

Table 5-182 DVE_CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400]OOO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 
:;t,. eli! ~ ... ' '. . . ~-,rp.J'~~;;'~~:?~'·~;:~;~~'S3!:~F;?~:: 

:~;- .""~ 
,:?-"A .:. . ."".:=. ... ,. .' Ci2 . : , : ... . , .. . ".' : ': : :'.}~\ 

3 QualInvert Invert the Clock Qualification signal (used for de-
bug only). 

2 TGEN Timing Generation Enable. The dveUnit will create 
HSYNC and VSYNc. When set, be sure that the V / 
HSYNC output enables are set in the potUnit. 

1 VEN dveUnit Enable. This is also connected to the reset 
line of the DVE engine. 

0 CEN Oock Divider Enable. When using the dveUnit, 
POT _CLI< is a 4x dock. Set this bit to '1' to provide 
a 2x clock to the rest of the chip. 

5.2.13.2 DVE_CNFG Register 

This register contains the dveUnit configuration bits. 

Table 5-183 DVE_CNFG Bit Definitions (0x0400]004) 

22 SYNCSYPASS Removes the syncs from the video output signals 

21 DACPDN DAC power-down. When cleared, turns off the 
drive power to the DACS. Must be set for normal 
video operation. 

20 DACORDER When set, inverts the MSb-lSb ordering to the 
DACS. Must be cleared for SOLOI. 

19 DACSYPASS When set, allows DIVIT to drive the DACS directly. 
When cleared, DVE drives the DACS. 

18 DTMEN Special non-interlace mode. Should be set to zero. 
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Table 5·183 DVE_CNFG Bit Definitions (Ox0400]004) (Continlled) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

17 TPGEN Generates standard color bars in RGB space, rather 
than using supplied system pixel data. MATBYPAS-
SEN must be cleared for proper operation. 

-_.-.-
16 PORCH Adjusts the front and back porch to meet CCIR-624-

4 when in non-square pixel mode. Should be set to 
zero. 

15----1 SETUPEN 
-

Enables 7.5 IRE setup step for NTSC. No effect for 
PAL. Should be set to '1.' 

14 MATBYPA5- Bypasses the RGB -> YUV input conversion matrix. 
SEN Must be set for normal SOLOI video. 

13 DRIVECSYNC Drives composite sync on the VSYNC 
output pin. 

12 BLANK Video blanking disable. Must be set for SOLO 1 vid-
eo output. 

11 INVERTDAC If set, inverts the values of all signals going to the 
DACS. Must be cleared for SOLOI. 

10 COlORKILL Blanks the burst and chroma signals at the DACs. 
Should be '0.' 

9 DACDITHEN Dither enable. Provides lO-bit output with 9-bit 
DACs. Must be '0' for SOLOI. 

S RGBDITHEN R~B dither enable. Enables dithering 'for RGB out-
put data. Must be cleared for YCbCr data. 

7 FMODE Filter mode. Should only be set for 
5-Video. 

6 FIXEDIRE If set, uses the fixed DAC output levels. If cleared, 
uses the entire range of the DACS. 

5 BYPASSEN DVE bypass. If set, input data is passed 
directly to outputs. Must be '0.' 

4 SYNCLOCK Sync Slave mode enable. Allows the DVE to slave to 
an extemally supplied VSYNC/HSYNC. Should be 
'0.' 

3 RGBout Selects for RGB or composite output. 

2 PAL Selects PAL or NTSC output. 

1 Progressive Selects progressive or interlaced output .. Should be 
set to '0: 

0 NONSQ Non-square pixels. Must be cleared for SOLOI. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.13.3 DVE_DBDATA Register 

This register holds values to be loaded into the dveUnit counters for debugging 
and synchronization. Depending upon how the DVE_DBEN register is configured 
(i.e., which fields are enabled), either the 24-bit Phase Value, or the three separate 
Pixel, Line, and Field values can be loaded. 

Table 5-184 DVE_DBDATA Bit Definitions (Ox0400]008) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

23:0 

23:21 
20:11 
10:0 

PhaseVal 

FieldVal 
LineVal 
PixelVal 

5.2.13.4 DVE_DBEN Register 

Color burst phase value. Selected if the PhaseLd 
bit, in the DVE_DEEN register, is enabled. 

Load Field Value 
Load Line Value 
Load Pixel Value 
Selected if the corresponding bits, in the DVE_DBEN 
register, is enabled. 

This register controls the Phase, Field, Line and Pixel Value enables. When a bit in 
this register is set, the corresponding field in the DBDATA register is loaded into 
the appropriate internal DVE counter, and the bit is cleared. Any number of this 
register's bits may be set at once, although not all combinations make sense. Do to 
its pulse nature, this register is write-only. 

Table 5-185 DVE_DBEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400]OOC) 

Bits Symbol 

3 Fie1dLd Load Field Value 

2 LineLd Load Line Value 

1 PixelLd Load Pixel Value 

o PhaseLd Load Phase Value 
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5.2.13.5 DVE_DTST Register 

This register allows DAC testing by driving a supplied value to a chosen DAC. 

Table 5-186 DVE_DTST Bit Definitions (Ox0400]OlO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

I ':~~ ~~~~I ··~~:;~~L~~~.i~1~IJlLi:_~: 
2:1 DacSel Select the DAC to receive the data. 

o DacTest Enable the DAC Test mode. 

5.2.13.6 DVE_RDFIELD Register 

This register returns the current dveUnit counter values. It is read-only. 

Table 5-187 DVE_RDFIELD Bit Definitians (Ox0400]014) 

Symbol Meaning 

23:21 FieldVal Current Field Value 

20:11 LineVal Current Line Value 

10:0 PixelVal Current Pixel Value 

5.2.13.7 DVE_RDPHASE Register 

This register returns the current color burst phase value. It is read-only._ 

Table 5-188 DVE~DPHA5E Bit Definititms (OX0400]018) 

Bits Symbol 

5.2.13.8 DVE_FlLTCNTL Register 

This register controls the dveUnit output filter. 

Table 5-189 DVEJILTCNTL Bit Definititms (Ox0400]OlC) 

Meaning 

12 CO Filter coefficient 

11:9 C1 Filter coefficient 
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Table 5-189 DVEJILTCNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400]OlC) (Continued) 
f"I'I"'III , , Bits Symbol Meaning 

8:6 C2 Filter coefficient 
.-.- --------- -~~-- ._----" ... _-- --- - - ---- -- ------" r 5:3- ---I C3 Filter coefficient r , 

r 1

2:1 I C4 I Filter coefficient 
-O--':-F-il-t-er----:.-F-il-t-er-En-a-b-le---------------: 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

r 

r 

r 
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5.2.14 potU nit Registers 

5-138 

The potUnit (pixel Output and Timing) drives both interlaced and non-interlaced 
NTSC or PAL displays. There are several registers that control the various features 
of the potUnit, and control the actual frame being displayed on the screen. Both 
the horizontal and vertical resolution of the video display are programmable. The 
potUnit is basically a timing engine that takes pixels from some source and 
displays them to the screen. A TV has a resolution of 'X' pixels by 'Y' lines (see 
Figure 5-9). For NTSC, X = 640 and Y = 480, but not all of these pixels are visible 
since they may be in the blanking time or the overscan region of the TV. SOLOl 
allows software to position the active window anywhere on the overall X and Y 
coordinates of the TV, so that all pixels are guaranteed to be visible. This is done 
by programming the HSTART, HSIZE, VSTART, and VSIZE registers in SOLOl. 

The potUnit can sink from two internal sources, the gfxUnit, and the vidUnit. In 
both cases, the potUnit supplies a pixel advance signal to the units. 

HSTART 

\1 .. HSIZE .. 
VSTART 

~ 

n 

VS IZE Active Pixel Area YSCREEN 

U 

Blank Pixel Area 

~ ... 
XSCREEN 

Figure 5-9 Video Display 
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Chapter 5. Software Descr;pl;otl 

5.2.14.1 POLVSTART Register 

This register is used to set the vertical starting position of active lines on the 
screen. The value in this register, plus the values in the HSIZE, HSTART, and 
VSIZE need to match the appropriate DMA buffer size that software must set up 
(hardware does not check that all values match). This is in frame lines, not field 
lines. 

Table 5~190POT _ VSTART Bit Definitions (Ox04oo_9080) 

5.2.14.2 POT_VSIZE Register 

This field reflects the vertical starting line out of a 
possible 525 (NTSC) or 625 (PAL). 

This register is used to set the number of lines on the screen. This is in frame lines, 
not field lines. 

Table 5~191 POT _ VSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9084) 

Bits 

10:0 VSIZE[10:0) This field reflects the vertical size of the active area. 
The VSTART + VSIZE value must not be greater 
than 525 (NTSC) or 625 (PAL), or unpredictable r~ 
suits will occur. The "safe" vertical area is 420 for 
NTSC and 480 for PAL. 

5.2.14.3 POT_BLNKCOL Register 

This register sets the default color value to be displayed if this feature is enabled. 

Table 5-192 POLBLNKCOL Bit Definitions (Ox04QO_9088) 

23:16 

15:8 

7:0 

Symbol 

YCOL 

CRCOL 

CBCOL 

Y value to be displayed for each pixel during blank 
times. 

Cr value to be displayed for each pixel during blank 
times. 

Cb value to be displayed for each pixel during 
blank times. 
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5.2.14.4 POT_HSTART Register 

This register is used to set the horizontal starting position of active pixels on the 
screen. The value in this register, plus the values in the HSIZE, VSTART, and 
VSIZE registers, need to match the appropriate DMA buffer size that software 
must set up (hardware does not check that all values match). This is measured in 
pixels. For external encoders, this value must be even. 

Table5-193 POT_HSTART Bit Definitions (Ox0400_90BC) 

5.2.14.5 POT_HSIZE Register 

Meaning 

This field reflects the horizontal starting pixel (out 
of a possible 640 (NTSC) or 768 (PAL». 

This register is used to set the horizontal pixel size of the screen. It is measured in 
pixels. 

Table 5-194 POT _HSIZE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9090) 

Bits Symbol 

10:0 HSIZE[lO:O] 

5.2.14.6 POT_eNTL Register 

This field reflects the horizontal screen size of the 
active area. The HSTART + HSI ZE value must not be 
greater than 640 (NTSC) or 768 (PAL), or unpredict
able results will occur. The actual "safe" horizontal 
area is 560 for NTSC and 640 for PAL. Must be a 

of 8 (4 words). 

This register controls the various potUnit fwtctions. 

Table 5-195 POT _ CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9094) 

11 

10 

Symbol 

UseGfx444 

DVECCS 

When sourcing the dveUnit, use 4:4:4 data from the 
gfxUnit, rather than interpolation. This is the pre-
ferred mode for SOLOI. 

Selects which edge of CrCbSeI is used to latch data 
for GRFX->DVE interpolation. Since interpolation 
isn't used, the setting doesn't matter. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-195 POL CNTL Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9094) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

9 DveHalfShift Shifts the pipeline to the dveUnit 1/2 pixel. (For de-
bug only) 

8 I HfieldLine 0= Hint is in frame lines . -------1 
1 = Hint is in 2x field lines 

7 VidSoutEn Enables the video sync output pins (resets to '0'). I Note: when DVE_TEN is set, this bit must be set. 

6 VidDoutEn Enables the video output pins (resets to 'I'). I Note: When DVE_TEN is set, this bit must be set. 

J Shifts the external encoder pixel pipeline 1/2 pixel I 
(used for debugging) 

I InvertCrCb I Inverts the MSB of CrCb (same as adding 128). 
-

4 

3 UseGfx Sets up the gfxUnit as a source, rather than the 
vidUnit. 

2 SoftReset Enables a soft reset of the potUnit 

1 Progressive Sets up the potUnit for progressive (non-interlaced) 
mode. 

0 EnableOutputs Enables the potUnit. 

5.2.14.7 POT_HINTLINE Register 

1his register is used to set the line that generates an interrupt, if the 
VID_HSYNCEN bit is set in the VID_INTEN register. 

Table 5-196 POL HINTLlNE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9098) 

10:0 HJNT
LINE[10:0] 

Meaning 

This field reflects the line that causes the interrupt if 
the horizontal interrupt is enabled. After reset, this 
field is OxOOO. In Field Mode, Bit 0 is a 'don't-care.' 
If this field is set to 7' in Field Mode, the third dis
played line in each field will generate an interrupt. 
If this field is set to 7' in Frame Mode, the third 
displayed line in the odd field will generate an 
interrupt. 
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5.2.14.8 POT JNTEN Register 

This register enables the potUnit interrupts. 

Table 5-197 POL lNTEN Bit Definitions (Ox0400_909CJ 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:31:6:.' 
- · · · -",:, --,-~~==":;,;,~=-------: ,,,,---,~-~~---------,-.-.....o'~·--'-- ---"O_·~·""-"---"--1 

5 

4 

3 

2 

VIDVSYNCEEN When '1,' this bit enables even-field vertical sync 
interrupts to pass through and be seen by the 
CPU. When '0,' this interrupt source is disabled. 
Software must write '1's to the POT_INTEN_S 
location (to set the bit), and to the POT_INTEN 
_C location (to clear the bit). This bit is set to '0' 
after reset. 

VIDVSYNCOEN When '1,' this bit enables odd-field vertical sync 
interrupts to pass through and be seen by the 
CPU. When '0,' this interrupt source is disabled. 
Software must write '1's to the POT_INTEN_S 
location (to set the bit), and to the POT_INTEN 
_c location (to clear the bit). This bit is set to '0' 
after reset. 

VIDHSYNCEN When '1,' this bit enables horizontal sync inter
rupts to pass through and be seen by the CPU. 
When '0,' this interrupt source is disabled. Soft
ware must write 'l's to the POT_INTEN_S loca
tion (to set the bit), and to the POT_INTEN _C 
location (to clear the bit). This bit is set to '0' after 
reset. 

Shift Interrupt when shiftage occurs (i.e., no valid 
pixels from vidUnit when read). 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.14.9 POTJNTSTAT Register 

This register contains the status of the potUnit interrupts. 

Table 5-198 POT_ INTSTAT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_90AO) 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

VIDVSYNCE When this bit is set to 'I' a potUnit interrupt has oc
curred due to a vertical sync indicating the start of 
an even field. Clear the interrupt by writing a '1' to 
the corresponding bit in the POT_INTSTAT_C reg
ister. 

VIDVSYNCO When this bit is set to 'I' a potUnit interrupt has oc
curred due to a vertical sync indicating the start of 
an odd field. Clear the interrupt by writing a '1' to 
the corresponding bit in the POT_INTSTAT_C 
register. 

VIDHSYNC When this bit is set to '1,' a potUnit interrupt has oc
curred due to a horizontal sync occurring on line 
'n,' where 'n' is the line defined in the 
VID_HINTLlNE register. It is the HSYNC after the 
HINTLlNE is displayed that triggers this interrupt. 
Clear this interrupt by writing a 'I' to the corre
spclnd:l1lgbit in the POT_INTSTAT_C register. 

Shift When this bit is set to 'I' a potUnit interrupt has oc
curred due to a shift in the displayed screen, caused 
by a lack of valid data from the vidUnit when re
quested by the potUnit. 
Note that in SOLOl, this bit will always read back 
as zero, even though it is functioning correctly. If a 
potUnit interrupt occurs, and there are no bits set in 
this a Shift interrupt may be inferred. 

Note: For software testing, any of these bits may be set by writing a '1' to the 
corresponding bit in the POT_INTSTAT_S register. 
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5.2.14.10 POT_CLINE Register 

This register is used to read the current line being displayed. 

Table 5-199 POT_ CLINE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_90AC) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

3l:rf1: ~(':'~';::~~~ 2~~i.~~.:(,~ '-;!f~':;i/~t~;~~2' : ,:L~, 
10:0 CLINE[lO:O] This field reflects the line currently being dis

played. Note that CLINE ( 0] indicates whether or 
not the current line is in an odd field (1) or an even 
field (0). 

5.2.14.11 POTJNTEN_C Register 

This register clears the potUnit interrupts. 

Table 5-200 POT _ INTEN_C Bit Definitions (Ox0400_90A4) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~Stf~ :: ~~"" ,:~;'~~:J£r~f~ ~4I~~r" 
5 VIDVSYNCEEN When '1,' this bit clears the even-field vertical 

sync interrupts. 

4 

3 

2 

VIDVSYNCOEN When '1,' this bit clears the odd-field vertical _'I 
sync interrupts. 

VIDHSYNCEN 

Shift 

When '1,' this bit clears the horizontal sync 
interrupts. 

When '1,' this bit clears the shift interrupts. 

~~1ia' -,--al-_-~~~ __ ~ii~~ .• iii~",,--~~~:[;i·~~~L"",:./7~<~~~~.~iIf_ .. ~ ~ ;~~:~' ~~1ti¥~~~.~1l~~:_~g~ 

5.2.14.12 POTJNTSTAT_C Register 

This register clears the status of the potUnit interrupts. 

Table 5-201 POT_ INTSTAT_C Bit Definitions (Ox0400_9OaB) 

5 

4 

3 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

VIDVSYNCE Clears the interrupt status set by the corresponding 
bit in the POT_INTSTAT register. 

VIDVSYNCO Clears the interrupt status set by the corresponding 
bit in the POT_INTSTAT register. 

VIDHSYNC Clears the interrupt status set by the corresponding 
bit in the POT_INTSTAT register. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-201 POT_ INTSTAT_C Bit Definitions (Ox0400_90a8) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

2 Shift Clears the interrupt status set by the corresponding 
bit in the POT_INTSTAT register. 

F:~#!~1~~li~~7r~~~H~~4:l6i'#!~f~10~nS:?:,,~ .. ~:· Tr ·.. ; . · ~7- · · 1 
5.2.14.13 Typical potUnit Programming 

This section provides an example of what typical programming for the potUnit 
might look like: 

* (kPOT_HSIZE) = kHorizSizei 
* (kPOT_VSIZE) = kVertSizei 
* (kPOT_HSTART) = kHorizStarti 
* (kPOT_VSTART) = kVertStarti 

II set pixels per line 
II lines per frame 
II starting pixel number 
II starting frame line 

* (kPOT_BLNKCOLl = kBlankColori II set the blanking color 
(probably blackl 

lkV_POT_CNTL_PROGRESSlVEi 
1/ be sure we're doing interlace 

* (kPOT_CNTLI 1= kV_POT_CNTL_POTENi 
II enable the pot unit video 

This example assumes that there is already a source for pixels primed- either the 
vidUnit or the gfxUnit. 

Once the potUnit is enabled, it will wait for an odd VSYNc. At that point, it will 
request the first pixel, and wait for the active video region. Then, it will request 
pixels until the end of the frame. 

Once video has started, clearing the POTEN bit will have no effect until the end of 
the frame (i.e. video will stop at the end of the frame). If video needs to be 
stopped immediately, set the SOFTRESET bit, which will clear the internal state of 
the unit. 
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The system may wish to be notified at period times, such as the start of a certain 
field, the start of a certain field or frame line, or when slippage may have 
occurred. The general method for interrupt handling is shown in the following 
example code (this code is for an HLINE interrupt). 

-(kBUS_VIDINTEN_S) = kV_BUS_VIDINT_POT;11 enable pot interrupts 
to system 

* (kPOT_CNTL) 1= kV_POT_CNTL_HLINEFIELD;11 hline value is for 
field. not frame 

* (kPOT_HINTLlNE) = kHLineToCatch; 

(wait for interrupt) 

II which line we want to 
catch 

II enable the interrupt 

* (kPOT_INTEN_C) = kV_POT_INT_HLlNE; II clear the enable 
* (kPOT_INTSTAT_C) = kV_POT_INT_HLlNE; II clear the interrupt bit 
* (kBUS_VIDINTSTAT_C) = kV_BUS_VIDINT_POT; 

II clear the potUnit 
interrupt to the 
system 

Note: In version 1.0 of SOLO 1 , the SHIFT interrupt bit is not reflected in the 
status register. So, if that interrupt source is enabled, an interrupt occurs, and no 
bit in the potU nit status register is set, then a SHIFT interrupt can be assumed to 
have fired. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.15 sucUnit Registers 

The sucUnit has two identical register sets. One supports the Smart Card interface 
(SCO) and the other supports a general-purpose UART (GPU). The registers 
comprising each set are separated into the following eight categories: 

1. UART FIFO Registers 

2 Shift Register Registers 

3. Oock Divider Registers 

4. Line Control and Status Registers 

5. Interrupt Registers 

6. Smart Card Deactivation Registers 

7. GPIO Registers 

8. Diagnostic Registers 

5.2.15.1 UART FIFO Registers 

5.2.15.1.1 SUCGPU_TFFHRlSUCSCO_TFFHR Registers 

The Transmit FIFO Hold register set is used to access the UART transmit FIFO. In 
normal mode, the FIFO is writable by the CPU, but not readable. The FIFO data is 
read by the transmit shift register and serially shifted out on the UART_TXD/ 
seO_DATA signal. 
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Table 5-202 SUCGPU_ TFFHR/SUCSCO_TFFHR Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_AOOO, Ox0400_ABOO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~J~:;}g;~ ~¥~§:lS;i i~~;f~~,": h ~{[:t~~;~~:~:~~: .;~~~:3{~();; ';,-1:.£ 
8 tffError Transmit FIFO Error. 

7:0 tffData 

The tffError field is ignored for transmission. It 
is not read by the transmit shift register. If the 
FIFO is software visible, Bit 8 of the CPU write 
data will be written to the FIFO unless the write 
causes a FIFO overflow. It is forced to '1' in the 
case of a FIFO overflow. State after reset is OXOO. A 
software FIFO reset, writing a '1' to ffReset 
(TFFCR[O]) will set all tffError bits in the FIFO 
to '0.' 

Transmit FIFO Data. 
This field contains the data that will be read by 
the transmit shift register to shift out serially. All 
entries are set to OxOO on reset. The state is not 
affected by a software FIFO reset writing a 'I' to 
ffReset (TFFCR(O]). 

When ffSWVisible (TFFCR[2]) is set to one, the FIFO is readable ,and writable 
from the CPU. 'Write' operations will write to the tail of the FIFO and increment 
the FIFO counter. 'Reads' will read from the head of the FIFO as the shift register 
would in normal mode. The FIFO count will be decremented on reads. Aside 
from reading data with the CPU rather than the shift register, the FIFO and all 
associated control, status and interrupt registers work the same as in normal 
mode. When the FIFO is software visible, the transmit shift register cannot access 
the FIFO. 

The maximum depth of the FIFO is indicated by the TFFMAX register. If 
ffEnable (TFFCR(1]) is set to zero, the FIFO is disabled. If the FIFO is disabled, 
the depth of the FIFO is one, regardless of the depth that the TFFMAX register 
indicates. 

Each write to the FIFO will write an additional entry in the FIFO and increment 
the TFFCNT register. The FIFO will overflow if the FIFO is written when full. The 
FIFO is full if the values in the TFFCNT and TFFMAX registe~ are equal, or if 
f fEnable (TFFCR[l]) indicates the FIFO is disabled and the value in the TFFCNT 
register is 'I.' 
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Cltapler 5. Software Description 

If the FIFO overflows, the last entry in the FIFO will be overwritten. The 
tffError (TFFHR[8]) bit for that entry in the FIFO will be set to one, regardless 
of the value that was written to that bit by the CPU. 

5.2.15.1.2 SUCGPU_RFFHRlSUCSCO_RFFHR Registers. 

These registers are used to access the UART receive FIFO. In nonnal mode, the 
FIFO is readable by the CPU, but not writable. The FIFO data is written by the 
receive shift register when it receives a full character, serially transmitted on the 
UART_RXD/ SMC_DATA signal. 

Table 5a203 SUCGPU_ RFFHR/SUCSCO_RFFHR Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A040,Ox0400_A840) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

.$~'t~:¥. ~~~~ft~ ~~OC~~'~~'}1~~2i1~::;·fuS~i;:~{';;jJ.~:';.L~·. ·~ 
8 rffError Receive FIFO Error. 

The rffError field is ignored for transmission. 
It is not read by the receive shift register. If the 
FIFO is software visible, bit 8 of the CPU write 
data will be written to the FIFO, unless the write 
causes a FIFO overflow, in which case it is forced 
to a '1.' State after reset is OxOO. A software FIFO 
reset, writing a T to ffReset (RFFCR[O) will set 
all rffError bits in the FIFO to '0.' 

7:0 rffData Receive FIFO Data. 
The rffData [7: 0] field is the data that was 
serially shifted into the receive shift register. All 
entries are set to OxOO on reset. The state is not 
affected by a software FIFO reset, writing a 'I' to 
ffReset (RFFCR[O)). 

When ffSWVisible (RFFCR[2]) is set to 'I,' the FIFO is readable and writable 
from the CPU. 'Write' operations write to the tail of the FIFO and increment the 
FIFO counter as the receive shift register would. 'Reads' will read from the head 
of the FIFO as the CPU would in normal mode. Reads will decrement the FIFO 
counter. Aside from writing data with the CPU rather than the shift register, the 
FIFO and all associated control, status and interrupt registers work the same as in 
normal mode. When the FIFO is software visible, the receive shift register cannot 
access it. 

The maximum depth of the FIFO is indicated by the RFFMAX register. If 
ffEnable (RFFCR[1]) is set to '0,' the FIFO is disabled. If the FIFO is disabled, 
the depth of the FIFO is '1' regardless of the depth that the RFFMAX register 
indicates. 
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Each write to the FIFO will write an additional entry in the FIFO and increment 
the RFFCNT register. The FIFO will overflow if the FIFO is written when full. The 
FIFO is full if the RFFCNT and RFFMAX registers are equal or if ffEnable 
(RFFCR[l]) indicates the FIFO is disabled and RFFCNT is '1.' 

If the FIFO overflows, the last entry in the FIFO will be overwritten. The 
rffError (RFFHR[8]) bit for that entry in the FIFO will be set to '1' regardless of 
the value that was written to that bit by the CPU. 

5.2.15.1.3 SUCGPU_TFFHRSRWI RFFHRSRW, SUCSCO_TFFHRSRWI RFFHRSRW Registers 

These registers are for debugging and testing only. They function exactly as their 
FFHR counterpart registers (see the previous register description). The only 
difference is that any reads or writes to these registers will force a simultaneous 
read or write to the FIFO. On writes, the read data is ignored. On reads, the write 
data is whatever value is on the bus_data bus at the time of the write. 

Table 5-204 SUCGPU_ TFFHRSRW/RFFHRSRW, SUCSCO_TFFHRSRW/RFFHRSRW Bit 
Definitions Wx0400_AOO4, Ox0400~804 and Ox0400~044, Ox0400_A844) 

8 

7:0 

Symbol Meaning 

ffError 

ffOata 

Transmit/Receive FIFO Error. 
This field accesses the same registers as the 
tffError and rffError fields in the TFFHE 
and RFFHR registers. See the TFFHE/RFFHR 
register description for details. 
State after reset is OXOO. A software FIFO reset, 
writing a '1' to ffResel (TFFCR[O]) will set all 
tffError bits in the fifo to '0.' 

Transmit/Receive FIFO Data. 
This field accesses the same registers as the 
tffData and rffData fields in the TFFHE and 
RFFHR registers. See the TFFHE/RFFHR register 
description for details. 
All entries are set to OxOO on reset. The state is not 
affected by a software FIFO reset, writing a '1' to 
f fReset (TFFCR[O)). 

Note: In SOlOl Rev.l.x, these registers are accessible in normal mode, so care 
must be taken to ensure that they are not written or read unintentionally. Doing so 
will change the contents of the FIFOs. 
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CIlQptc:r 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.2 SUCGPU_ TFFTRG ISUCSCO_TFFTRG Registers 

These registers specify the transmit FIFO trigger level to indicate interrupts and 
status bits to the CPU. The FIFO compares the current number of FIFO entries 
tffCount (TFFCNT) to the value specified in TFFTRG. 

The transmit FIFO trigger should be used to indicate when the number of entries 
in the FIFO drops below the specified level. If the Interrupt Enable register (IER) 
is set appropriately, the CPU will be interrupted so that the FIFO can be filled as 
needed. 

The tffLteTrigger (TFFSR[O) and tffGteTrigger (TFFSR[l]) status bits 
indicate whether the current count, tffCount (TFFCNT), is "less than or equal 
to" or "greater than or equal to" the specified trigger, respectively. 

A transmit FIFO interrupt, tLteTrigger (lSR[4]) will be issued if the tffCount 
(TFFCNT) is less than or equal to tffTrigger (TFFTRG). 

If the transmit FIFO is disabled, with ffEnable (TFFCR[l]), the trigger value 
should be set to '0' if the FIFO is to be used in as a one-deep FIFO in nonnal mode. 

Table 5-205 SUCGPU_ TFFfRG/SUCSCO_ TFFfRG Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_AOOS,Ox0400--4S0S) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:8 Zero Will always read OXO. 

7:0 tfITrigger Transmit FIFO Trigger. 
This field specifies the trigger point in the transmit 
FIFO. The value of the trigger should always be 
written so that it is between '0' and the value 
specified in tffMaxDepth (TFFMAX), inclusive, if 
the FIFO is enabled. If the FIFO is used when 
disabled, the trigger should be set to '0: State after 
reset is OXOO. 

5.2.15.2.1 SUCGPU_RFFTRG /sUCSCO_RFFTRG Registers 

These registers specify the receive FIFO trigger level to indicate interrupts and 
status bits to the CPU. The FIFO compares the current number of FIFO entries 
rffCount (RFFCNT) to the value specified in RFFTRG. 

The receive FIFO trigger should be Used to indicate with the number of entries in 
the FIFO drops below the specified level. If the Interrupt Enable register (IER) is 
set appropriately, the CPU will be interrupted so that the FIFO can be emptied. 

The rffLteTrigger (RFFSR[O» and rffGteTrigger (RFFSR[l]) status bits 
indicate whether the current count, rf fCount (RFFCNT), is "less than or equal 
to" or "greater than or equal to" the specified trigger, respectively. 
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A receive FIFO interrupt, rLteTrigger (ISR[2}) will be issued if the rffCount 
(RFFCNT) is less than or equal to rffTrigger (RFFfRG). 

If the receive FIFO is disabled, with ffEnable (RFFCR[1}), the trigger value 
should be set to '0' if the FIFO is to be used in as a one-deep FIFO in normal mode. 

Table 5-206 SUCGPU_ RFFTRG/SUCSCO_ RFFTRG Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A048,Ox0400_A848) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

.~!{~:~:iB~7#!6:;jI'~;;~~:;LW~~~~:~~~;'·iS~"lb:.i~ ~h~~~~!~S:~/ .. ____ .. 
31:0 rfITrigger Receive FIFO Trigger. 

This field specifies the trigger point in the receive 
FIFO. The value of the trigger should always be 
written so that it is between '0' and the value 
specified in rffMaxDepth (RFFMAX), inclusive, if 
the FIFO is enabled. If the FIFO is used when 
disabled, the trigger should be set to '0.' State after 
reset is OxO. 

The receive trigger is used to drive the UART_RTS (Request to Send) signal when 
under hardware control. Hardware control of UART_RTS is specified by setting 
the spioEnableSCRRTS_N (SPIOEN[3]) bit in the SUCGPU /SUCSCO_SPIOEN 
register (refer to Table 5-236). Under hardware control, UART_RTS is asserted 
when the rffCurCount (RFFCNT) is greater than or equal to rffTrigger 
(RFFrRG). 

5.2.15.2.2 SUCGPU_TfFCNT IRFFCNT, SUCSCO_TFFCNT IRFFCNT Registers 

These registers indicate the current number of entries in the FIFO. Writes to the 
FIFO increment the count. Reads from the FIFO decrement the count. 

Table 5-207 SUCGPU_ TFFCNTIRFFCNT and SUCSCO_ TFFCNT/RffCNT Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_AOOC,Ox0400~04C and 0xD400_A80C,Ox0400_A84C) 

7:0 

Symbol 

ffCount FIFO Current Count 
The f fCount field indicates the current number of 
entries in the FIFO. The value of ffCount is will 
always be between '0' and the value of 
ffMaxDepth (FFMAX) if the FIFO is enabled. If the 
FIFO is disabled, ffCount will always be either '0' 
or '1.' State after reset is OXO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio" 

5.2.15.2.3 SUCGPU_TFFMAXlRFFMAX, SUCSCO_TFFMAXlRFFMAX Registers 

These registers are constant read-only registers that indicate the maximum depth 
of the FIFO. Software can read these registers to determine the AFO's depth. If the 
transmit and receive FIFOs are swapped, through f f Swap (FFGCR[O)}, the FFMAX 
value will also be swapped. Software can always depend on the FFMAX register 
reading the maximum depth of the FIFO. 

Note that the FFMAX registers are unaffected by ffEnable (FFCR[lJ). They will 
read the maximum FIFO depth available if the AFO was enabled. If not enabled, 
the FIFO depth will effectively be '1,' but the FFMAX registers will not reflect this. 

Table 5·20B SUCGPU_ TFFMAX/RFFMAX and SUCSCO_ TFFMAX/RFFMAX Bit 
Definitions (Ox0400_AOI0, 0x0400_AOSO and Ox0400_A81O, Ox0400_A8S0) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~~-!J~::~;l ~:~i~·.~~~~.,~ ·~:_i~;;·~~ ~~~~~~~~~~I?: :{~~1~-·~~-:-E~?-:··'~2.:.,':~l~;.~ ~ ;' .. r·,~ 
7:0 ffDepth FIFO Maximum Depth. 

The ffCount field indicates the maximum 
number of entries in the FIFO. State after reset is 
the depth of the FIFO. 

5.2.15.2.4 SUCGPU_TFFCRlRFFCR, SUCSCO_ TFFCRlRFFCR Registers 

These registers control the transmit and receive FIFOs. 

Table 5-209 SUCGPU_ TFFCR/RFFCR and SUCSCO_ TFFCRlRFFCR Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A014, OX0400~054 and Ox0400_A814, 0x0400_A854) 

2 ffSWVisible 

Meaning 

FIFO Software Visible. 
The ffSWVisible bit makes the FIFO readable 
and writable through the FFHR register. 
Normally the transmit FIFO is only writable and 
the receive FIFO is only readable. When the 
ffSWVisible bit is set to '1,' the transmit and 
receive shift registers cannot access the FIFOs. 
With the ffSWVisible bit set, all software read 
and writes to the FIFOs will affect the status, 
control and interrupt registers as if the FIFO had 
been read or written in normal mode. State after 
reset is OXO. 
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Table 5-209 SUCGPU_ TFFCR/RFFCR and SUCSCO_ TFFCRlRFFCR Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A014. Ox0400_A054 and Ox0400_A814. Ox0400_A854) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 ftEnable FIFO Enable. 
The ffEnable bit is used to enable FIFO mode. 
Writing a '1' will enable the FIFO, writing a '0' 
will disable it. A disabled FIFO will always have 
an effective depth of one, regardless of the value 
of ffMaxDepth (FFMAX). Enabling or disabling the 
FIFO has no effect of ffMaxDepth (FFMAX). The 
f fEnable bit has no effect on FIFOs that are one 
byte deep as specified by f fMaxDepth (FFMAX). 
The f fEnable bit does not affect the trigger level, 
f fTrigger (FFTRG). Software should set the 
trigger to zero if the FIFO is to be used as a FIFO 
of depth one when disabled. Disabling the FIFO 
by clearing the ffEnable bit will force a reset of 
the FIFO as if the f fReset bit had been written 
with a '1: This guarantees that the FIFO count, 
ffCount (FFCNT) will always be a legal value. 
State after reset is OXO. 

0 ffReset FIFO Software Reset. 
Writing a '1' to the ffReset bit clears all the 
error bits in the FIFO and resets the ffCount 
(FFCNT) register to zero. The actual data in the 
FIFO is not affected, but the FIFO is effectively 
emptied, since the FIFO pointers are reset. 
Writing a '0' to the ffReset bit has no effect. The 
reset will be complete one cycle after the 
f fReset bit is written. It is not necessary to read 
the ffReset bit to determine when the FIFO has 
been reset. The ffReset bit is self clearing and 
will always read zero. State after reset is OXO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.2.5 SUCGPU_TFFSRlRFFSR, SUCSCO_ TTFFSRlRFFSR Registers 

These registers contain read-only FIFO status. 

Table 5-210 SUCGPU_ TFFSR/RFFSR and SUCSCO_ TFFSR/RFFSR Bit Definitions 
(ox0400_A018, Ox0400_A058 and Ox0400_A818, Ox0400~858) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

314; '- ' :,~YB.!r'~:,;~ii;:: ;:~~ffl:~:~~:~/~.cJ:~~;2,L;:.: : . ! ~'~:?J ~ 

,;·':::.:~~''''''4~ - , . . ... . 
3 ffAnyErrorInFifo Any Error In FIFO. 

This bit is set to '1' if any of the error bits 
associated with the FIFO entries is set to '1.' 
State after reset is OXO. 

2 ffFifoOverflow FIFO Overflow. 
This bit is set to '1' if a write to the FIFO 
occurred when the FIFO was full (FFCNT 
equal to FFMAX). State after reset is OXO. 

1 ffGteTrigger Trigger Count Greater-than or Equal-to Trigger. 
This bit is set to 'l' if, and only if, the number of 
entries in the FIFO, ffCount (FFCNT), is great-
er-than or equal-to the trigger for the FIFO, 
ffTrigger (FFrRG). State after reset is Oxl. 

0 ffLteTrigger Trigger Count Less-than or Equal-to Trigger. 
lhis bit is set to '1' if, and only if, the number 
of entries in the FIFO, ffCount (FFCNT), is 
less than or equal to the trigger for the FIFO, 
ffTrigger (FFrRG). State after reset is Ox1. 
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5.2.15.2.6 SUCGPU_TFFGCRlRFFGCR, SUCSCO_TFFGCRlRFFGCR Registers 

These registers contain control bits that affect both the receive and transmit FIFOs. 
Note that the TFFGCR and RFFGCR registers always access the same register. 

Table 5-211 SUCGPU_ TFFGCRlRFFGCR and SUCSCO_ TFFGCRlRFFGCR Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_AOIC, Ox04(JO_A05C and Ox04(JO_A81C, Ox0400_A85C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~,~~I;l';C: (~~~_-i .. ~~:{Qr,~~~~~,~ -:H0 ~.~ _: : : .:=:_~+-{ 'E~-_~ ;:-~: 
o ffSwap FIFO Swap. 

If the ffSwap bit is set, the receive and transmit 
FIFOs are swapped. This should be almost 
transparent to software (assuming the FIFOs were 
empty when swapped). That is, all transmit FIFO 
register accesses should still be done with the 
TFP registers, and all receive FIFO accesses 
should be done with the RFpt registers. The only 
difference will be that the max size of the receive 
and transmit FIFOs will be swapped. Software 
can always read the FFMAX register to determine 
the current size of the FIFO. If the receive and 
transmit FIFOs have different depths, software 
can use the ffSwap bit to select which FIFOs 
should be used for receive and transmit. Software 
can use this feature to minimize interrupt 
overhead, based on whether more data is being 
transmitted or received. 
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5.2.15.3 Shift Register Registers 

5.2.15.3.1 SUCGPU_TSRCR/SUCSCO_TSRCR Registers. 

This register controls the operation of the transmit shift register. 

Table 5-212 SUCGPU_ TSRCR/SUCSCO_ TSRCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A080, 
Ox0400_A880J 

1 

o 

Symbol Meaning 

tsrCTSFlowCntl Enable HW CTS Flow Control 
If set, this bit enables the hardware flow control 
mechanism. If enabled, the Transmit Shift register 
will not be loaded with new data if the 
UART_CTS_N (Oear-to-Send) Signal is deassert
ed, effectively disabling the Transmit Shift regis
ter. 'This allows the receiving device to throttle the 
transmitter without software intervention. State 
after reset is OxO. 

tsrEnable Enable Transmitter Shift Register 
If this bit is set, the Transmit Shift register is load
ed with read data from the transmit FIFO, assum
ing that the shift register is empty and that the 
FIFO has data available. The data is shifted out se
riallyon the transmit data line (UART_TXD/ 
SMC_DATA). Once the data has been loaded into 
the shift register, it is shifted out, regardless of the 
state of the tsrEnable bit. If the tsrEnable bit 
is cleared, it will prevent the next data in the FIFO 
from being loaded into the shift register. State af
ter reset is OXOO. 

Smart Cards require parity detection of transmit data. If a transmit error is 
detected by the Smart Card, it will pull the 'Stop' bit low. If such a condition is 
detected, the Transmit Shift register will be disabled (although the tsrEnable bit 
will still be set), and the tPari tyErrDetect (lSR[6}) bit will indicate that this 
situation occuned. Writing a '1' to the tsrEnable bit (whether it is already a 'l' 
or not), will clear the tPari tyErrDetect bit and re-enable the Transmit Shift 
register. 
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5.2.15.3.2 SUCGPU_RSRCRISUCSCO_RSRCR Register 

This register provides the receive shift register control. 

Table S.213 SUCGPU_ RSRCR/SUCSCO_ RSRCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_AOCO, 
Ox0400_A8CO) 

1 

o 

rsrFiltDisable 

rsrEnable 

Disable Receive Filter 
If this bit is set, the receive data filter will be dis
abled. If this bit is cleared, the filter will be enabled. 
If the filter is enabled, receive data will be sample 
three times. The receive data is sampled on the sys
tem clock if sampDa taSysc 1 k (CCR [3 ) is set, 
otherwise, data is sampled on the master clock. 
Note that on SOLOl1.x chips, sampDataSysclk 
(CCR[3]) must be set to '0' for proper receive oper
ation. 
The Start bit will be detected until three consecu
tive samples are low. If the Start bit does not re
main low for half a bit time, the Start bit is 
assumed to be erroneous and is ignored. This is in
tended to filter out spurious transitions on the re
ceive data line. 
State after reset is OXO. 

Enable Receiver Shift Register 
If this bit is set, the Receive Shift register will detect 
serial data on the receive signal (UART_RXDI 
SMC_DATA). Once the data has been received, it will 
be loaded into the receive FIFO. If the rsrEnable 
is cleared, any receive data will be ignored. State af
ter reset is OXO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.3.3 SUCGPU_ TSRSTATE ISUCSCO_ TSRSTATE Registers 

These registers are read-only and always read the state of the transmit shift 
register state machine. 

Table 5-214 SUCGPU_ TSRSTATE/SUCSCO_ TSRSTATE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A084, 
Ox0400_A884) 

Bits Symbol 

3:0 tsrState State of Transmit Shift State Machine 
This field indicates the current state of the transmit
ter state machine. The states indicate which part of 
the character is a currently being transmitted on the 
transmit data Signal. The transmitter states are en
coded as follows: 
ObOOOO TSM_IDLE 
ObOOOl TSM_START 
ObOOIO TSM_DATA 
ObOlOO TSM_PJURrrY 
OblOOO TSM_STOP 
State after reset is ObOOOO. 

5.2.15.3.4 SUCGPU_RSRSTATE ISUCSCO_RSRSTATE Registers 

These registers are read-only and contain the receive shift register state. 

Table 5-215 SUCGPU_ RSRSTATE/SUCSCO_ RSRSTATE Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_AOC4, Ox0400_A8C4J 

3:0 rsrState 

Meaning 

State of Receive Shift State Machine 
This field indicates the current state of the receiver 
state machine. The states indicate which part of the 
character is a currently being received on the re
ceive data signal. The receiver states are encoded as 
follows: 
ObOOOO RSM_IDLE 
ObOOOI RSM_STAJRT 
ObOOIO RSM_DATA 
ObOlOO RSM_P~ 
OblOOO RSM_STOP 
ObllOO RSM_DRVPAJR 
State after reset is ObOOOO. 
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5.2.15.3.5 SUCGPU_ TSRBCCNT /sUCSCO_ TSRBCCNT Registers 

These registers are read-only and contain the current state of the transmit bit clock 
counter. 

Table 5-216 SUCGPU_ TSRBCCNT/SUCSCO_ TSRBCCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A088, 
Ox0400_A888) 

Symbol 

3:0 tsrBCCnt 

Meaning 

Transmit Bit Clock Count 
This field always contains the current transmit bit 
clock count. For each bit that is transmitted, the bit 
clock counter counts down 16 sample clock ticks. 
This count indicates how many sample clocks are 
left in the current bit being transmitted. State after 
reset is OxO. 

5.2.15.3.6 SUCGPU_RSRBCCNT /SUCSCG_RSRBCCNT Registers 

These registers are read-only and contain the current state of the receive bit clock 
counter. 

Table 5-217 SUCGPU_ RSRBCCNT/SUCSCO_ RSRBCCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_AOC8, 
Ox04OO_A8C8) 

3:0 rsrBCCnt Receive Bit Clock Count 
This field always contains the current receive bit 
clock count. With the exception of the Start bit, 
the bit clock counter counts down 16 sample clock 
ticks for each bit that is received. The counter only 
counts down 8 sample clock ticks for the Start bit, 
so that the receive data is sampled in the nominal 
center of the receive data bits. This count indicates 
the how many sample clocks are left in the current 
bit being received. State after reset is OxO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio" 

5.2.15.3.7 SUCGPU_ TSRBITCNT/SUCSCO_ TSRBITCNT Registers 

These registers are read-only and contain the current state of the transmit data bit 
counter. 

Table S.218 SUCGPU_ TSRBITCNT/SUCSCO_ TSRBITCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400~08C, 
Ox0400_A88C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~~~~~i.tli:s~~~;;;:. ~ ~~~,~:~, :> \"~':L': :"'," .~ .. '- .. :::,,: -: : 
3:0 tsrBitCnt Transmit Current Bit Count 

This field always contains the number of bits left to 
transmit of the current character in the transmit 
shift register. The count reflects the number of bits 
left to transfer after the current bit has been com
pleted. For example, if the second bit of a 7-bit char
acter is being transferred, the tsrBi tCnt will read 
0xS. The tsrBitCnt willreadasOxOifnocharac
ter is being transmitted. State after reset is OXO. 

5.2.15.3.8 SUCGPU_RSRBITCNT /sUCSCO_RSRBITCNT Registers 

These registers are read-only and contain the current state of the receive data bit 
counter. 

Table S.219 SUCGPU_ TSRBITCNT/SUCSCO_ TSRBITCNT Bit Definitions (Ox0400_AOCC, 
Ox0400_A8CC) 

2:0 rsrBitCnt Receive Current Bit Count 
This field always contains the number of bits left to 
receive of the current character being transferred 
into the receive shift register. The count reflects the 
number of bits left to transfer after the current bit 
has been completed. For example, if the second bit 
of a 7-bit character is being transferred, the 
rsrBitCnt will read 0xS. rsrBitCnt will read as 
OXO if no character is currently being received. State 
after reset is OXO. 
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5.2.15.4 Clock Divider Registers 

5.2.15.4.1 SUCGPU_MCDISUCSCO_MCD Registers. 

These registers specify the divisor from the system clock that is used to generate 
the master clock for asynchronous Smart Card applications. This divided clock is 
driven onto the SMC_CLK signal. It may also be used as the sample clock for the 
receive data filter, if enabled by the sampDataSysclk bit (CCR[2]). Other than 
that, the master clock is not used in UART mode. 

Nole: On SOL01 Rev. 1.x chips, the master clock must be enabled for proper 
operation in UART mode. Setting MCD to '0' for the UART case ensures proper 
operation. 

Table 5-220 SUCGPU_ MCDO/SUCSCO_ MCDO Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A100, 
Ox0400_A900) 

5:0 mastClkDiv Master Clock Divisor 
This field specifies the divisor to generate the mas
ter clock from the system clock. The clock will tog
gleeverymastClkDiv+ 1 system clock cycles. The 
system clock will be divided by (mastClkDiv+l)"2. 
For example, if the system clock is 83MHz (1205 pe
riod) and the mastClkDi v is set to 10, the master 
clock will be a 83/ «10+ 1 )"2) = 3.7'7MHz clock. 
Smart Card master clocks will generally want to be 
somewhere between IMHz and 5MHz. State after 
reset is OXO. 
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Clrapter 5. Software Descriptioll 

5.2.15.4.2 SUCGPU_SCDO/SCD1, SUCSCO_SCDO/SCD1 Registers 

These registers are used to specify a divisor in order to generate the UART sample 
clock from the system clock. The sample clock is used to generate the sample 
points for receive data and to generate the proper bit timing for transmit data. The 
sample clock is divided by 16 to generate the bit clock. 

Table 5-221 SUCGPU_ SCDO/SCD1, SUCSCO_ SCDO/SCDl Bit Definitions (Ox0400_Al04, 
Ox04OO_A108, Ox0400_A904, Ox0400_A908) 

Bits Symbol 

~:~M ~c- ; .,~.', 
12:0 sampClkDiv 

Meaning 

Sample Clock Divisor 
The sampClkDi v field is a 13-bit field generated 
by using SCDO [7 : 0) as the least Significant bits 
and SCOt [4:0] as the most Significant bits. The sam
ple clock is generated by dividing the system clock 
by sampClkDi v + 1. 
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Table 5·221 SUCGPU_ SCDO/SCDl, SUCSCO_ SCDO/SCDl Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A104, 
Ox0400_AlOS, Ox0400_A904, Ox0400_A90S) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

sampClkDiv For example, if sampClkDi v is specified as OXO, the 
(continued) sample clock will be the same as the system clock. A 

sampClkDi v value of Oxlf would specify a clock 
that is 32 times slower than the system clock. The 
sample clock is always defined to be 16 times the bit 
rate of the serial transfer. So, to set up a particular 
baud rate for a UART, the 
sampClkDi v field should be computed as follows: 

f(SYS_2XCI<IN) 
sampClkDiv = -1 

(BAUDRATE *16) 

Where f (SYS_2XCLKIN) is the system frequency 
and BAUDRATE is the target baud rate. For example, 
to program a system running at 83MHz for 9600 
baud character transfer, the sampClkDi v register 
should be programmed to 539. Setting the sample 
clock for asynchronous Smart Cards is a little more 
difficult. The sample clock must have a specific re-
lationship with the master clock for correct func-
tionality. The details and more examples are 
described in the "Choosing Smart Card Clock Divi-
sors" section. But for the answer to reset and most 
common Smart Cards, the clock divisor should be 
set up so all the following equations are satisfied: 

f(SYS_2XCLKIN) 
f(SMC_ cuq = 

(mastClkDiv+1) * 2 

1 MHz <= f(SMC_CU<) <= 5 MHz 

(mastClkDiv + 1) * 2 * 372 
sampClkDiv = - -1 

16 

mastClkDivmust be odd (since sampClkDiv 
must be an exact integer). 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-221 SUCGPU_ SCDO/SCDl, SUCSCO_ SCDO/SCDI Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A104, 
Ox0400_AlOB, Ox0400_A904, Ox0400_A908) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

12:0 sampClkDiv f(SMC_CLK 
(continued) Effective Baud rate = -

372 

For example, if the system frequency, 
f(SYS_2XCLKIN), is 83MHz, mastClkDiv should 
be 11, in order to generate a Smart Card dock, 
f(SMC_CLK)of3.46MHz. The sampClkDivwould 
then be 557. This gives an effective baud rate of 
9297 bits/ s. State after reset is OXO. 

5.2.15.4.3 SUCGPU_CCRISUCSCO_CCR Register 

These registers control the Smart Card master clock and the sample clock. 

Table 5-222 SUCGPU_ CCR/SUCSCO_CCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A10C, 
Ox0400_A90C) 

2 

Bits Symbol 

Sample Data on System Oock 
If sampDataSysclk is set, the sample clock for 
the receive data filter is the system clock. If 
sampDataSysclk is cleared, the sample dock 
will be the master clock. See the definition of 
rsrFil tDisable for more information. State 
after reset is OxO. 
Note that on SOLOl1.x chips, the sampData
SysClk field must be set to '0' for proper oper
ation. 
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Table 5-222 SUCGPU_ CCR/SUCSCO_CCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A1DC, 
Ox0400_A90C) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 sampClkEn Sample Clock Enable 
If this bit is set, the sample clock counter contin-
ually counts down the value of sampClkDi v 
(SCDl [4: 0) , SCDO [7: 0) ) . If sampClkEn is 
cleared, the counter is immediately frozen. State 
after reset is OXO. 

0 mastClkEn Master Clock Enable 
If this bit is set, the master clock counter contin-
ually counts down the value of mastClkDi v 
(MCD [5: 0] ). If mastClkEn is cleared, the 
cOWlter is frozen by not reloading the mas t-
ClkDi v value when the counter reaches zero. 
When the counter is disabled it will not generate 
a short pulse. The master clock is always low 
when disabled. State after reset is OXO. 

5.2.15.5 Une Control and Status Registers 

5.2.15.5.1 SUCGPU_LCRlSUCSCO_LCR Registers 

These registers control the operation of the transmit and receive data lines. They 
control the word lengths, parity logic and the send-break mechanism. 

Table 5-223 SUCGPU_ LCR/SUCSCO_ LCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A180, 
Ox0400_A980) 

Bits Symbol 

6 setBreak 

Meaning 

Set Break 
If this bit is set, a break condition is transmitted on 
the transmit data line. The break condition is gener· 
ated by forcing the serial transmit data to the logic 
'0' (spacing) state. The break is disabled by clearing 
the setBreak bit. setBreak only affects the val· 
ue on the transmit data Signal. The rest of the trans· 
mit logic behaves normally. State after reset is OXO. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-223 SUCGPU_ LCR/SUCSCO_ LCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A180, 
Ox0400_A980) (Continued) 

Bits 

5 

4 

3 

1:0 

Symbol 

stickParity 

evenParity 

parityEn 

wordLength 

Meaning 

Stick Parity 
When the stickParity bit is set, a constant value 
is forced as parity. When pari tyEn, evenPar i ty 
and stickPari ty are all set, the parity bit is trans
mitted and checked as a logical '0: When par i ty
En and stickParity are set, but evenParity is 
cleared, the parity bit is transmitted and checked as 
a logical '1: If the stickPari ty bit is cleared, 
stick parity is disabled. State after reset is OxO. 

Even Parity 
When evenPar i ty and par i tyEn are set, an even 
number of logical'l's are transmitted or checked in 
the data word bits and parity bit. If evenPar i ty is 
cleared and par i tyEn is set, an odd number of log
ical'l's are transmitted or checked. State after reset 
is OxO. 

Parity Enable 
When pari tyEn is set, it indicates that a parity bit 
is generated (transmit data) or checked (receive da
ta) between the last data word bit and the stop bit of 
the serial data. The parity bit is used to produce an 
even or odd number of 'l's when the data word bits 
and the parity bit are summed. When par i tyEn is 
cleared, no parity bit is generated/ checked. State 
after reset is OxO. 

Word Length in Bits 
The wordLength field indicates the number of bits 
in each character that is transmitted or received. 
The encoding is as follows: 

wordLength Character Length 

OXO 
Oxl 
0x2 
Ox3 

5 bits 
6 bits 
7 bits 
8 bits 

State after reset is OXO. 
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5.2.15.5.2 SUCGPU_LSCR/SUCSCO_LSCR Registers 

These registers controls the transmit and receive lines for functions specific to 
Smart Card operation. 

Table 5-224 SUCGPU_ LSCR/SUCSCO_LSCR Bit Definitions Wx0400_A184, 
Ox0400_A984) 

2 

1 

o 

parityNotify 

invertBitPol 

swapBitOrder 

. -_ .... -

Check Smart Card Parity 
When this bit is set, the receiver will signal a parity 
error to the transmitting device if such an error is 
detected. The parity error is signalled by pulling the 
receive data line low during the Stop bit of the char
acter that is being received. The transmitting device 
will detect this and reissue the character transmis
sion for up to three characters. This only makes 
sense for use with asynchronous Smart Cards 
(which have the data signal implemented as open 
drain). In normal operation, the pari tyNoti fy bit 
should be cleared and the transmitting device will 
not be notified of the error. State after reset is OxO. 

Invert bit Polarity 
Setting this bit inverts the logical sense of each bit 
that is transmitted or received. For normal opera
tion, the invertBi tPol bit should be cleared. In 
order to use the inverse data transfer mode for 
Smart Cards that require it, the swapBi tOrder 
and invertBi tPol bits should both be set to '1.' 
State after reset is OXO. 

Swap the Transmit/Receive Bit Order 
Setting this bit reverses the order in which the bits 
of the character are shifted out. For normal opera
tion, the swapBi tOrder bit is cleared so that the 
least significant bit will be transmitted and re
ceived first. H the swapBi tOrder bit is set, the 
most significant bit will be transmitted/received 
first. In order to use the inverse data transfer mode 
for Smart Cards that require it, the swapBi tOrder 
and invertBi tPol bits should both be set to '1.' 
State after reset is OXO. 
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Chaptn' 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.5.3 SUCGPU_LSTPBITSJSUCSCO_LSTPBITS Registers 

These registers specify the number of stop bits that should be transmitted after 
each character. This does not affect the receiver since it always looks only at the 
first stop bit. Smart Cards may request up to 256 stop bits after each character that 
is transmitted. 

Table 5-225 SUCGPU_ LSTPBITS/SUCSCO_LSTPBITS Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A188, 
0x0400.fi988) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

7:0 stopBits Number of Stop Bits 
The stopBits field is used to indicate the number 
of Stop bits that the transmitter should send before 
starting the next character transmission. The num
ber of Stop bits transmitted will be s topBi ts + 1. 

5.2.15.5.4 SUCGPU_LSRlSUCSCO_LSR Registers 

These registers contain current status of the transmit and receive data transfers. 
The overrunError, pari tyError, framingError and breakDetect bits 
provide iJnprecise error information. If any of these errors are encountered, the 
appropriate bit in the LSR register is immediately set. One error bit is also 
associated with the entry in the FIFO that caused the error (i.e., the r f fErr~r bit 
(RFFHR[8])). When software reads that data, it determines that there is an error 
condition and reads the LSR to determine the cause. The exact cause may not be 
determined if there is more than one error condition flagged in the FIFO. These 
error bits are only cleared if the l.SR is read when there are no more error bits set 
in the FIFO. 

Multiple errors are expected to be pretty rare. And if they exist, software will 
likely have to handle the situation though higher-level protocols anyway. 

Table 5-226 SUCGPU_ LSRlSUCSCO_ LSR Bit Definitions (0x0400_A18C, 
0x0400_A98C) 

7 

Symbol 

errorInRFifo Any error in the receive FIFO 
When set, this bit indicates that one of the entries in 
the receive FIFO has an error associated with it. If 
this bit is set, at least one of the overrunError, 
parityError,framingError,orbreakDetect 
bits will be set. This bit is cleared by resetting the 
receive FIFO or by reading all of the entries in the 
receive FIFO. 
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Table 5·226 SUCGPU_ LSR/SUCSCO_ LSR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A18C. 
Ox0400_A98C) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

6 transmitter- Shift register empty 
Empty When set, the transmi t terErnpty bit indicates 

that the last character of the data in the transmit 
shift register has been transmitted and the transmit 
FIFO is empty. This can be used to determine when 
all data has been transmitted. This status also avail-
able as an interrupt in the ISR, 
( transmi t terEmpty (ISR [2] ) . 

5 tFifoEmpty Transmit FIFO empty 
When set, this bit indicates that the transmit FIFO is 
empty. This means that the last data has been trans-
ferred out of the FIFO into the transmit shift regis-
ter. This bit is cleared by writing data to the FIFO. If 
the transmitter is empty, it may only be cleared mo-
mentarily. 

4 breakDetect Break detect in the receive FIFO. 
When set, this bit indicates that a break detect was 
received on one of the entries in the fifo. The FIFO 
entry will have a set error bit associated with it. 
Once the breakDetect bit is set, it will only be 
cleared when there are no more errors in the FIFO 
(errorlnRFifo is cleared) and the LSR has been 
read. 

3 framingError Framing error in the receive FIFO. 
When set, the framingError bit indicates that a 
framing error was received on one of the entries in 
the FIFO. The FIFO entry will have a set error bit as-
sociated with it. Once the framingError bit is set, 
it will only be cleared when there are no more er-
rors in the FIFO (errorlnRFifo is cleared) and 
the LSR has been read. 

2 patityError Parity error in the receive FIFO. 
When set, this bit indicates that a parity error was 
received on one of the entries in the FIFO. The FIFO 
entry will have an error bit associated with it. Once 
the parityError bit is set, it will only be cleared 
when there are no more errors in the FIFO (error-
InRFifo is cleared) and the LSRhas been read. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-226 SUCGPU_ LSR/SUCSCO_ LSR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A18C, 
Ox0400_A98C) (Continued) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

1 overrunError Overrun error in the receive FIFO. 
When set, the overrunError bit indicates that the 
FIFO was full when another character was received. 
The last entry in the FIFO was overwritten when 
the overflow occurred. If the FIFO was disabled, it 
is treated as if it is only one entry deep and the only 
entry was overwritten. Once the overrunError 
bit is set, it will only be cleared when there are no 
more errors in the FIFO (errorlnRFi fo is cleared) 
and the LSR has been read. 

0 dataReady Receive data ready 
When set, this bit indicates that an input character 
has been received and transferred to the FIFO. This 
is essentially an indicator of whether or not the re-
ceive FIFO is empty or not. The da taReady bit is 
reset to zero by reading all of the data in the receive 
FIFO or by resetting the receive FIFO. 

5.2.15.6 Interrupt Registers 

5.2.15.6.1 SUCGPUJSRIISR_R, SUCSCOJSRIISR_R Registers 

These registers contain the status of the sucUnit interrupts. Each bit in the register 
corresponds to a particular interrupt. If the bit is set, that means that the interrupt 
condition is true and that the CPU will be interrupted if the corresponding bit is 
set in the interrupt enable register (IER). If the bit is cleared, the interrupt 
condition is not currently pending. 

The ISR registers always contain the current interrupt information masked by the 
corresponding bits in the IER registers. If the corresponding bit in the IER is '0,' 
the ISR register will always read '0' for that bit. If the bit in the IER register is '1,' 
the ISR will contain a '1' if the interrupt is pending, a '0' if it is not. 

In normal operation, the interrupt status registers are read-only. They must be 
cleared by performing the actions required to deassert the interrupts. Software 
can ignore pending interrupts by disabling the interrupts in the IER register. 

The interrupt status registers are also writable, but this should only be used for 
chip-level diagnostics to test the data path to the registers. These registers should 
never be written during normal operation. 
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Table 5-227 SUCGPU_ ISR/1SR_R, SUCSCO_ ISR/1SR_R Bit Definitions (Ox04()O_A200, 
Ox0400_AAOO and Ox0400_A204, Ox0400_AA04) 

7 

6 

5 

4 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

gpiointerrupt 

tParityErr 
Detect 

transmitter
Empty 

tLteTrigger 

GPIO Interrupt 
When set, the gpiolnterrupt field indicates that 
a GPIO interrupt is enabled and pending. The GPIO 
interrupts are another level of interrupts. This bit 
indicates that at least one of the interrupts at the 
GPIO level is pending. The state of the GPIO inter
rupts can be determined by reading the GPIOISR 
registers. To clear the interrupt, all the GPIO inter
rupts must be cleared or disabled. 

Transmit Parity Error 
When set, the tParityErrDetect field indicates 
that a Smart Card device detected a parity error on 
data that was transmitted to the card. When this 
condition is detected, the transmitter is disabled. 
Writing a 'I' to the tsrEnable bit of the TSRCR 
register (regardless if it is already a one or not), will 
clear the tPari tyErrDetect interrupt and 
re-enable the transmit shift register. 

Transmit Shift Register Empty 
When set, the transmi t terEmpty field indicates 
that the transmit FIFO is empty and that the last bit 
in the transmit shift register has been transmitted. 
To clear this interrupt, data should be written to the 
transmit FIFO. 

Transmit count <= trigger 
When set, the tLteTrigger field indicates that the 
transmit FIFO has dropped below or equal to the 
value specified in the TFFrRG trigger-level regis
ter. This is used to let software know that more data 
should be written to the transmit FIFO. To clear this 
interrupt, enough data must be written to the trans
mit FIFO so that the current FIFO count is greater 
than the trigger. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5·227 SUCGPU_ ISR/ISR_R. SUCSCO_ ISR/lSR_R Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A200, 
Ox0400_AAOO and Ox0400_A204, Ox0400_AA04) (Continlled) 

Bits 

3 

2 

1 

Symbol 

rGteTrigger 

almost
GonnaReset 

Meaning 

Receive character time-out 
When set, this field indicates that the receive FIFO 
is not empty and no new character has been re
ceived for a time equivalent to receiving 48 bits at 
the current baud rate. This enables software to pro
cess the current entries in the receive FIFO, even 
though the trigger has not been reached. To clear 
this interrupt, all entries in the receive FIFO must be 
read. 

Receive count >= trigger 
When set, this field indicates that the receive FIFO 
has more pieces of data than the value set in the 
RFFfRG registers. To clear this interrupt, the FIFO 
must be read until the number of data elements it 
contains is less than the value of the trigger. 

Almost Gonna Reset 
When set, this field indicates that SYS_PWROK has 
been deasserted and that the system will lose power 
within 1-2ms. This interrupt is not clearable. Soft
ware will keep executing until power is lost. 

~~~:h= r=,==~d 

5.2.15.6.2 SUCGPUJERLS _C, SUCSCOJERLS/_C Registers 

These are the interrupt enable registers. They mask pending interrupts from 
Signalling the CPU. If a bit in the IER register is cleared, the corresponding 
interrupt in the ISR will be masked. If a bit is set, and the corresponding bit is set 
in the !SR, an interrupt will be issued to the CPU. 

The IER register is a read/writable register that contains the current state of the 
interrupt enables. If the Interrupt Enable Set register (lER_S) is written, any bit 
that is a '1' sets the corresponding bit in the IER register to '1: If the Interrupt 
Enable Clear register (IER_C) is written, any bit that is a '1' clears the 
corresponding bit in the IER If read, IER_S and IER_ C registers return the current 
state of the IER 

The bits of the IER register correspond exactly to the bit definitions of the 
Interrupt Status register (lSR). See the ISR register description for more details on 
the particular interrupts. 
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Table 5-228 SUCGPU_IERLSLC. SUCSCO_IER/_SLC Bit Definitions COx0400_A21O. 
Ox0400_A208, Ox0400_A20C and Ox0400_AA10. Ox0400_AA08. Ox0400_AAOC) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

~~:~j~i !~~~'::·~ .. __ .. ~:;;1~ t~~~~~ .. . _____ .. .... . 
7 gpioInterrupt GPIO interrupt I 
6--- tParityErrDetect Transmit Parity Error --- --- - ---- -, 

5 transmitterEmpty Transmit shift register empty 

4 tLteTrigger Transmit count <= trigger 

3 rsm_timeout Receive character time-out 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.7 Smart Card Deactivation Registers 

5.2.15.7.1 SUCGPU_SDSMCRISUCSCO_SDSMCR Registers. 

These registers control the Smart Card deactivation state machine. 

Table 5-229 SUCGPU_ SDSMCR/SUCSCO_SDSMCR Bit Definitions <Ox04OO_A280, 
OxD400_AA80) 

Bits 

1 

o 

Symbol 

auto Deactivate
ModeAuto 

deactivate 
Smartcard 

Meaning 

Auto Deactivate Smartcard 
When the autoDeactivateMode is set, the 
Smart Card will be deactivated using a hardware 
state machine whenever the SMC_INSERT_N sig
nal is deasserted (indicating that the card is being 
removed or that the over-current sensing mecha
nism was triggered). 
This has the same effect that the drive Smart Card 
configuration resistor has, with the exception that 
software still has control over the Smart Card I/O 
when the Smart Card is deactivated. 

Deactivate the Smart Card 
When the deacti vateSmartcard bit is written 
with a 'I,' it initiates the deactivation of the Smart 
Card through a hardware state machine. This bit 
is sel£-clearing. It clears when the deactivation 
process has finished. Note that this bit does not in
dicate whether the card is currently deactivated, it 
just indicates whether the deactivation state ma
chine is idle or not. Writing '0' to this bit has no ef
fect. State after reset is OxO. 
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5.2.15.7.2 SUCGPU_SDSMSTATEISUCSCO_SDSMSTATE Registers 

These registers contain the state of the Smart Card deactivation state machine. 

Table 5-230 SUCGPU_ SDSMSTATE/SUCSCO_SDSMSTATE Bit Definitions lOx0400_A284, 
Ox0400_AA84) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31:3: ·RESEitVED ~:.!~¥'fut~~.~::.~~ ~_ .. _ ------- . ~- - . . . . . 
2:0 sdsmState Smart Card Deactivate State Machine State. 

This field is a read-only indicator of the current 
state of the Smart Card deactivation state machine. 
The states are encoded as follows: 
SDSM_SWCONTROL ObOOO 
SDSM_STARTDEACf ObOOl 
SDSM_ASSERTRESET ObOlO 
SDSM_STOPCLK ObOll 
SDSM_DATAHIZ OblOO 
SDSM_PENOFF OblOl 
SDSM_DEACTTVATED ObllO 

5.2.15.8 GPIO Registers 

The GPIO registers are used to control the input and output characteristics of the 
sucUnit external signals. Each bit of these registers controls one external signal. 
The bit encoding that maps the bit position to the signal is identical throughout 
these registers. 

Since these same registers are used to control either UART or Smart Card signals, 
a common name was chosen to refer to the bits. The following abbreviations are 
used: 

SCDRXD 

SCCTXD 

SCCDTR_N 

SCClUS_N 

SCCCTS_N 

SCCDCD_N 

SMC_DATA or UART_RXD 

SMC_CLK or UAR'CTXD 

SMC_PEN_N or UART_DTR_N 

SMC_RESET_N or UART_RTS_N 

SMC_INSERT_N orUART_CTS_N 

UART_DCD_N 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.2.15.8.1 SUCGPUJOOD/SUCSCOJOOD Registers 

These registers provide the output type control. If a bit is a '1,' the corresponding 
signal will be an open-drain signal when configured as an output. If a bit is '0,' the 
corresponding signal will be an totem-pole signal when configured as an output. 
An external pullup is required in order to use the open-drain mode. 

Table 5-231 SUCGPU_ IOODISUCSCO_IOOD Bit Definitions fOx0400_A288, Ox0400_AA88J 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

.~~s~--:.!;,~e~:~~~:~:;,:~k:L'--' :\l~~:~~~~~-:L>_ ::;.'_'_)j - :;._~ 
5 ioOpenDrainDCD_N UART_DCD_N I 

Open Drain 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

SMC_INSERT_N/UART_CTS_N I 
Open Drain 

SMC_RESET_N/UART_RTS_N I 
Open Drain 

ioOpenDrainSCPDTR_N SMC_PEN_N/UART_DTR_N 

ioOpenDrainSCCTXD 

ioOpenDrainSCDRXD 

Open Drain 

SMC_CLK/UART_TXD 
Open Drain 

SMC_DATA/UART_RXD 
Open Drain 
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5.2.15.8.2 SUCGPU_SPIOCRISUCSCO_SPIOCR Registers 

These registers control the output functionality of signals when the special
purpose output mode is enabled. The special-purpose mode is enabled by writing 
a '1' to the corresponding bit of the SPlOEN register. These bits have no effect if 
the corresponding bit in the SPlOEN register is '0: 

Table 5-232 SUCGPU_ SPIOCR/SUCSCO_SPIOCR Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A28C, 
Ox0400_AA8C) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

31$>. 0¥S.~~tlMf~:~:~~~~l_f~~t/~~·: ;:f~~~(u~~h;~~ 
-.. 

, ~: :,.' 

: . .~ ." 

- -- -... -----------...j . '. . , . 
1 spioSelectSCCTXD Drive Smart Card Master Oock 

If spioSelectSCCTXD is 'I,' the Smart Card 
master clock is driven on the output signal If 
set to '0,' the transmit data from the transmit 
shift register is driven on the output Signal. 
This field has no effect if SPlOEN [ 1) is '0.' 
State after reset is OXO. 

0 spioSelectSCORXD Drive Receive Parity Error. 
If spioSelectSCDRXD is 'I,' the receive 
parity error will be indicated on the output 
by driving the signal low during the Stop· 
bit of the receive data. This should only be 
used when receiving data from a Smart 
Card. If spioSelectSCDRXD is '0,' 
transmit data will be driven on the signal. 
This should only be used for transmitting 
data to a Smart Card. This field has no 
effect if SPlOEN ( 0 ) is '0.' State after reset 
is OXO. 

5.2.15.8.3 SUCGPU_SP10ENtCtS, SUCSCO_SP10ENtCtS Registers 

These registers enable a specific purpose signal onto the corresponding output 
signal. When a bit is '0,' the output will be in general-purpose I/O mode. 
Software controls the state of the signal using the GPIOVAL and GPIODIR 
registers. When a bit is 'I,' the corresponding bit will be driven directly by the 
hardware with a specific function. When a bit is 'I,' the corresponding bit in the 
GPlODIR register will be ignored. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-233 SUCGPU_ SPIOENLCLS, SUCSCO_ SPIOENLCLS Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A298, Ox0400_A294, Ox0400J4290, Ox0400_AA98, 
Ox0400_AA94,Ox0400_AA90) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

L~~~]~~:! ~~~Jil!(~~ii£~¥;'-';',;;-~ ~~1£q~~~if~';~~';;~:L'ii2~~~:tl0:£~ 
I 5 Zero Always reads OxO I 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

Zero 

spioEnableSCRRTS_N 

Zero 

spioEnableSCCTXD 

spioEnableSCDRXD 

Always reads OxO 

SMC_RESET_N/UART_RTS_N GPIO Enable 
When this bit is 'I,' the signal drives a hard
ware-controlled RTS_N (request to send) sig
nal. This signal is used to implement hardware 
flow control. The signal will be asserted low 
when the receive FIFO has fewer entries than 
the trigger level specified by the RFFTRG regis
ter. The signal is deasserted (high) when the 
number of FIFO entries is greater than, or 
equal to, the trigger level. When 
spioEnableSCRRTS_N is '0,' the signal is a 
GPIO. 

Always reads OxO 

SMC_CLK/UART_TXD GPIO Enable 
When spioEnableSCDRXD is '}/ the signal 
will drive either the Smart Card master clock 
or transmit data, depending on the state of the 
spioSelectSCCTXD (SPIOCR[l» bit (see the 
SUCGPU_ SPIOCR/SUCSCO_SPIOCR regis
ter bit definitions). When '0,' the signal will be 
a GPIO. 

SMC_DATA/UART_RXD GPIO Enable 
When this bit is a 'I,' the signal drives either 
transmit data to the Smart Card or drives re
ceive parity error status, depending on the 
state of the spioSelectSCDRXD (SPIOCR[O}) 
bit. When '0,' the signal will be a GPIO. 

I 

These registers control the direction of the I/O signals when in GPIO mode, as 
indicated by the SPlOEN register. If a bit in the GPIODIR register is a 'I,' the 
corresponding signal will be an output. If the bit is a '0,' the corresponding signal 
will be an input. 
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The GPIODIR registers are readable and writable. The state of the GPIODIR 
registers is also readable through GPIODIR_S and GPlODlR_C. 

The GPlODIR_S register is the set register for GPlODIR. Any bit written as a '1' to 
GPIODIR_S will set the corresponding bit in GPIODlR. Any zeros written to this 
register are ignored. 

The GPIODIR_C register is the clear register for GPIODlR. Any bit written as a '1' 
to GPIODIR_S clears the corresponding bit in GPlODIR. Any zeros written to this 
register are ignored. 

Table 5-234 SUCGPU_ GPJODIRLCLS, SUCSCO_ GPJODIRLCI_S Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A2A8, Ox0400_A2A4, Ox0400-.A2AO, Ox0400_AAA8, Or0400_AAA4, 
Ox0400_AAAO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

I :~~~t· . ~. . ... : 
· u:,w;, ~. · 2';;::': . ;:~~:<;];;: : . . ~ ~2~lX~f; ·.i.E~. .... > . . '. ':':: 

5 gpioDirDCD_N UART_DCD_N GPIO Direction 

4 gpioDirSOcrs_N SMC_INSERT_N/UART_CTS_N GPIO 
Direction 

3 gpioDirSCRRTS_N SMC_RFSET_N/UART_RTS_N GPIO 
Direction 

2 gpioDirSCPDTR_N SMC_PDIR_N/UART_DTR_N GPIO 
Direction 

1 gpioDirSCCTXD SMC_CLK/UART_TXD GPIO Direction 

0 gpio~uKAJ SMC_DATA/UART_RXD GPIO Direction 

5.2.15.8.5 SUCGPU_GPIOVAU_C, SUCSCO_GPIOVAL_C '-S Registers 

These registers control the direction of the I/O signals, when in GPIO mode, as 
indicated by the SPlOEN register. If a bit in the GPIOVAL register is a '1' and the 
corresponding bit in the GPIODIR register is also a '1' (indicating it is an output), 
the corresponding signal is set to '1.' If the bit is '0', the corresponding output is 
set to '0: 

The GPIOVAL register is readable and writable. The state of the GPIOVAL register 
is also readable through GPIOVAL_S and GPIOVAL_C. The GPIOVAL_S register is 
the set register for GPIOVAL. Any bit written as a '1' to GPIOVAL_S sets the 
corresponding bit in GPIOVAL. Any 'D's written to this register are ignored. The 
GPIOVAL_C register is the clear register for GPlOVAL. Any bit written as a '1' to 
GPlOVAL_S clears the corresponding bit in GPIOVAL. Any 'D's written to this 
register are ignored. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5-235 SUCGPU_GPIOVAU_CLS, SUCSCO_GPIOVAU _CLS Bit Definitions 
(Ox0400_A2B8, Ox0400_A2B4, Ox0400_A2BO, Ox0400_AAB8, Ox0400_AAB4, 
Ox0400_AABO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

4 gpioValSCICfS_N I SMC_INSERT_N/UART_CTS_N GPIO Value I 
3 gpioValSCRRTS_N SMC_RESET_N/UART_RTS_N GPIO Value I 
2 gpioValSCPDTR_N SMC_PEN_N/UART_DTR_N GPIO Value I 
1 gpioValSCCTXD SMC...,.CLK/UART_TXD GPIO Value 

. 
0 gpioValSCDRXD SMC_DATA/UART_RXD GPIO Value 

5.2.15.8.6 SUCGPU_GPIORIER,-C ,-S, SUCSCO_GPIORIER,-C,-S, 
SUCGPU_GPIOFlERCC CS, SUCSCO_GPIOFIERCCCS Registers 

These registers are the rise and fall interrupt enables for the I/O signals. These 
interrupts detect rising and falling transitions on the inputs, and generate an 
interrupt to the CPU. The interrupts may be enabled regardless of whether or not 
the SPIOeR register indicates that the signal is a GPIO. 

If any GPIO interrupt is pending and enabled, the GPIOISR register's 
gpioInterrupt bit (ISR[7]) is set (refer to Table 5-227). U the IER register'S 
gpioInterrupt bit (lER[7]) is enabled (refer to Table 5-228), the sucUnit will 
signal an interrupt to the busUnit. The busUnit then interrupts the CPU, if the 
appropriate sucUnit interrupt is enabled in the busUnit. 

If a bit in the GPIORIER register is a '1,' rising transitions on the corresponding 
inputs will update the GPIOISR interrupt status register and generate an 
interrupt. U the GPIORIER register's bit is zero, the interrupt will be masked and 
the status register (GPIOISR) will not be updated. 

If a bit in the GPIOFIER register is '1,' rising transitions on the corresponding 
inputs will update the GPIOISR interrupt status register and generate an 
interrupt. U the GPIOFIER register's bit is zero, the interrupt will be masked and 
the status register (GPIOISR) will not be updated. 

Writing 'l's to bits in the GPIORIER_S/GPIOFIER_S registers will set the 
corresponding bits of the GPIORIER/GPIOFIER registers to '1.' Writing 'l's to 
bits in the GPIORIER_C/GPIOFIER_C registers will set the corresponding bits of 
the GPIORIER/GPIOFIER registers to zero. 
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The GPIORIER/GPIOFIER registers mask out the GPIO interrupt status when 
the GPIORISR and GPIOFISR registers are read. Only the GPIORIER/GPIOFIER 
register bits that are zero will be masked. 

Table 5·236 SUCGPU_ GPIORIERLC/_S, SUCSCO_ GPIORIERLC/_S, SUCGPU_ 
GPIOFIERLC/_S, SUCSCO_ GPIOFIERLC/_S Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A2CB, 
Ox0400_A2C4, Ox04OO_A2CO, Ox0400_AACB, Ox0400_AAC4, Ox0400~CO, 
Ox0400_A2D8, Ox0400_A2D4, Ox0400_A2DO, Ox0400_AADB, Ox0400_AAD4, 
Ox0400_AADO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

:~l,~(i; , ,,: JU1~~J~!~¥~;~~.~{jf.:~::: ~~!~~~,::~:~:-;~- ~-<::- £' ~~t~::_,,,: 
-5--- gpioIerDCD_N UART_DCD_N GPIO Interrupt Enable -\ 

1
4 gpioIerSCICI'S_N SMC_INSERT_N/UART_CTS_N GPIO I 

Interrupt Enables 

1
3 gpiolerSCRRTS_N SMC_RESET_N/UART _RTS_N GPIO I 

Interrupt Enable --- -
2 gpioIerSCPDTR_N SMC_PIER_N/UART_DTR_N GPIO 

Interrupt Enable 

1 gpioIerSCCTXD SMC_CLK/UART_TXD GPIO Interrupt 
Enable 

o gpiolerSCDRXD SMC_DATA/UART_RXD GPIO Interrupt 
Enable 

5.2.15.8.7 SUCGPU_GPIOISRCCCS. SUCGPU_GPIORISR, SUCGPU_GPIOFISR, 
SUCSCO_GPIOISRCC,-S, SUCSCO_GPIORISR, SUCSCO_GPIOFISR Registers 

These registers are the GPIO interrupt status registers. They record rising 
transitions, if the corresponding bit is set in the GPIORIER register, and falling 
transitions if the corresponding bit is set in the GPIOFIER register. 

There is only one physical GPIOISR register, but it records both the rise and fall 
events. If a bit is set in the GPIOISR register, and the corresponding bit is set in 
either the GPIORIER or GPIOFIER registers, an interrupt will be generated. 

When reading the GPIORISR register, all bits that are zero in the GPIORIER will 
be read as zero. All bits that are set to '1' in the GPIORIER register will read the 
value in the GPIOISR register. 

When reading the GPIOFISR register, all bits that are zero in the GPIOFIER 
register will be read as zero. All bits that are set to 'I' in the GPIOFIER register 
will read the value in the GPIOISR register. 

GPIOISR_C is the clear register for the GPIOISR register. Any 'l's written to 
GPIOISR_C will clear the corresponding bit in the GPIOISR register. This is the 
method that should be used to clear GPIO interrupts. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

GPIOISR_S is the set register for the GPIOISR register. Any'}'s written to 
GPIOISR_S will set the corresponding bit in the GPIOISR register. This should 
not be used in normal operation, it should only be used for testing interrupts. 

Table 5-237 SUCGPU_ GPIOISRLCLS, SUCGPU_ GPIORISR, SUCGPU_ GPIOFISR, 
SUCSCO_ GPIOlSRLCLS, SUCSCO_ GPIORISR, SUCSCO_ GPIOFISR Bit 
Definitions (0x0400_A2E8, 0x0400--42E4, 0x0400J.2EO, Ox0400_A2EC, 
Ox0400_A2FO, Ox0400_AAE8, Ox0400_AAE4, Ox0400_AAEO), Ox0400--4AFO 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

4 gpioIsrSCICTS_N SMC_INSERT_N/UART_CTS_N GPIO 
Interrupt Status 

3 gpioIsrSCRRTS_N SMC_RESET_N /UART_RTS_N GPIO 
Interrupt Status ----_._--

2 gpioIsrSCPDTR_N SMC_PEN_N/UART _DTR_N GPIO 
Interrupt Status 

1 gpioIsrSCCTXD SMC_CLK/UART_TXD GPIO 
Interrupt Status 

o gpioIsrSCDRXD SMC_DATA/UART_RXD GPIO 
Interrupt Status 
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5.2.15.9 Diagnostic Registers 

5.2.15.9.1 SUCGPU_DIAGMODEISUCSCO_DIAGMODE Registers. 

These registers contain the GPU /SCO diagnostic mode. 

Table 5-238 SUCGPU_DIAGMODE/SUCSCO_DIAGMODE Bit Definitions (Ox0400_A300. 
Ox0400_ABOO) 

Bits Symbol Meaning 

4 eliagLoopBack Enable Loop Back UART Mode. Loop-back mode 
for UART testing. Effectively makes the following 
connections: 
UART_TXD driven internally to UART_RXD 
UART_RTS_N driven internally to UART_CTS_N 
UART_DTR_N driven internally to 
UART_DCD_N 
Loop-back should not be used in Smart Card 
mode. Loop-back is forced to zero when driving 
the Smart Card directly. 

'~.~ 1:0 diagBusSel Diag Bus Select. 
ObOO - Drive zero on the diag bus 

(normal state) 
ObOI - Drive state of Receive State 

machine onto eliag bus 
OblO - Drive state of Transmit State 

machine onto eliag bus 
Obll - Drive state of current Bit Count 

onto diag bus. 
Only one may be something other than ObOO since 
the values are just OR'd together. 

5.2.15.10 Choosing Smart Card Clock Divisors 

When choosing divisors for the Smart Card master clock and sample dock, a 
specific relationship between the two clocks must be maintained. The EMV Smart 
Card specification puts some restrictions on the possible relationships, but there 
are still many configurations. This section shows you how to determine the 
proper divisors for EMV,ompliant Smart Cards. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

The following relationships must be met according to the EMV spec: 

1MHz <= f(SMC_CLI<) <= SMHz 

Where: 

o 
effBR = f(SMC_CLI<) • -

F 

o 
f(sampClk) = effBR • 16 = f(SMC_CLI<) • - ·16 

F 

• f(SMC_CLK) is the frequency of the Smart Card master clock. 

• f(sampClk) is the frequency of the Smart Card sample clock (which is defined 
to be 16 times the bit rate) 

• effBR is the effective baud rate 

• 0 is the clock multiplier (which is restricted to be between 16 and 1/16 
according to the EMV spec) 

• F is the clock divider (which is always exactly 372 according to the EMV spec) 

Also, according to the definition of the mas tClkDi v and sampClkDi v registers: 

f(SMC_CLI<) = --------
(mastClkDiv + 1) • 2 

£(SYS_2XCLKIN) 
£(sampClk) = ------

(sampClkDiv + 1) 

mas tClkDi v and sampClkDi v should be chosen to be exact integers to provide 
the proper relationship. 

So, we solve for sampClkDi v. Then we choose mas tClkDi v so that it gives us a 
Smart Card clock between 1MHz and SMHz, and an exact integer for 
sampClkDiv. 

The following equations summarize the requirements for choosing proper 
divisors: 

f(SYS_2XCLKIN) 
f{SMC_CLK) = ------

(mastClkDiv + 1)· 2 
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1MHz <= f(SMC_CLK) <= 5MHz 

(mastClkOiv + 1) It 2 F 
sampClkDiv = ----------- It --- 1 

16 D 

mas tClkDi v and sarnpClkDi v must be exact integers 

Here are some examples for various values of 0, assuming that f(SYS_2XCLKIN) 
is 83MHz and F=372, as specified by the EMV spec: 

• at D = 16: mastClkDiv=31, sampClkDiv=92, f(SMC_CLK) = 1.29 MHz 
(mastClkDiv+ 1 must be multiple of 32 for sarnpC 1 kDi v to be an integer) 

• at 0 = 8: mastClkDiv=15, sampClkOiv=92, f(SMC_CLK) = 2.59 MHz 
(mastClkDiv+ 1 must be multiple of 16 for sarnpClkDi v to be an integer) 

• at D = 4: mastClkDi v=15, sarnpClkDi v=185, f(SMC_CLK) = 2.59 MHz 
(mastClkOiv+ 1 must be multiple of 8 for sarnpClkDi v to be an integer) 

• at D = 2: mastClkDiv=l1, sampClkDiv=278, f(SMC_CLK) = 3.46 MHz 
(mastClkDiv+ 1 must be multiple of 4 for sarnpClkDi v to be an integer) 

• at 0 = 1: mas tClkDi v=11, sarnpClkDi v=557, f(SMC_CLK) = 3.46 MHz 
(mastClkDiv+1 must be multiple of 2 for sarnpClkDiv to be an integer) 

• at 0 = 1/2: mastClkDi v=1O, sarnpClkDi v=1022, f(SMC_CLK) = 3.77 MHz 
(mas tClkDi v may be any value) 

• atO = 1/4: mastClkDiv=10, sarnpClkDiv=2045, f(SMC_CLK) = 3.77 MHz 
(mas tClkDi v may be any value) 

• at D = 1/16: rnastClkDiv=10, sarnpClkDiv=8183, f(SMC_CLK) = 3.77 MHz 
(mas tC lkDi v may be any value) 

When pOSSible, rnastClkDi v should be chosen so that it produces a master Smart 
Card clock between 3.2MHz and 4.0MHz. 

The following is from Gemplus Card International, "How to Develop and/or Use 
Smart Card Readers/Writers", p10-11 (Section 2.3, Temporal Characteristics of the 
Signals): 

"Note: In banking, it is normal to have fi = 3.571200 MHz as it allows a direct 
transfer rate of 9600 bits/son the I/O line when the F parameter equals 372, the 
default value during" Answer to Reset." 

It is recommended to operate all interfaces with 3.2MHz <= fi <= 4MHz rather 
than in the range [lMHz, SMHz] specified by the Standard 150-7816-3, so that: 

• the maximum frequencies of certain cards are not exceeded 

• the temporization loops are not inconsiderately shortened or lengthened 
which could be used, for example, by the code of the card's micro-chip to 
generate programming pulses for the EEPROM memory 
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C"apler 5. Software Descriplion 

the frequency does not go below the frequency detection threshold of certain 
components of the card" 
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5.3 Programming the Graphics Engine 

5.3.1 Graphics Display Modes 

5-188 

5.3.1.1 SOL01 Mode 

When the SOLOI ASIC is powered up, it is in the normal Frame Buffer Mode used 
by FIDOI. In this mode, the software is responsible for maintaining a frame buffer 
in memory, and the vidUnit 's DMA engine reads and displays that frame buffer 
(see Figure 5-10). 

M SOL01 ASIC emory 

Composite 
Frame 
Buffer 

Display vidUnit 

Display video 

0 Frame .. DMA ... 
Buffer - Engine ... 

Figure 5-10 Frame Buffer Mode 

5.3.1.2 GRFX Direct Mode (Ping-Pong Mode) 

When the SOLO_GRFX bit is enabled and the write-back is disabled, we are in 
GRFX Direct Mode. In this mode, the gfxUnit assembles a video image on-the-fly, 
keeping pace with the scanning beam of the Tv. This is possible because NTSC 
and PAL monitors scan at a particularly slow rate. Although this certainly 
introduces limitations on the number of objects that can be assembled on a given 
scanline, it is always possible to display an entire full-screen frame buffer, 
allowing image assembly like a conventional graphics system. 

Since the data is sourced from the memory at a much higher rate than the data 
must be scanned out to refresh an NTSC or PAL TV, it is possible to load several 
layers of graphics in the Scanline buffer during a single NTSC or PAL scanline 
time. Thus, by providing two scanline buffers in SOLOI, it is possible to 
simultaneously load graphics data into one Scanline buffer, while refreshing the 
TV by reading from the other Scanline buffer. When it is time to scan out the next 
scanline to the TV, SOLOI swaps the buffers, scanning out the one that was just 
loaded to the TV while commencing to load the one that was just used for 
scanning out. SOLOl continues this "ping-ponging" between Scanline buffers 
until the entire video field has been refreshed, and it continues to do so for every 
field thereafter. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptioll 

In this mode, software maintains the display list (yMap entries), celRecord 
structure, and the necessary textures and codebooks in memory. The gfxUnit will 
compose the picture line-by-line and send it to the video encoder for display. 

For GRFX Direct Mode, each line of the display must be composed by the 
hardware in one video line time. While a given line of video is being read from 
one 5canIine buffer and sent to the display, the next line is being composed into 
the second 5canIine buffer. 

It is possible that an image could be presented to the gfxUnit that is too complex 
to process in one scanIine time. If the end of a line is reached before compositing is 
complete, then the current line is aborted, an interrupt is generated, and 
processing moves on to the next line. The line that was aborted (with all of the eels 
that have been processed so far) is displayed. The cels toward the end of the 
yMap, that weren't processed, are not displayed. . 

Memory SOL01 ASIC 
Display 

Display 
gfxUnit 

0 
... 

Composite 
.. 

Ust - -
Engine 

Figure 5-11 GRFX Direct Mode 

5.3.1.3 GRFX Write-back Mode 

For GRFX Write-back Mode, both the gfxEn and Wri teBack bits, from the 
GRBCCONTROL register, are enabled. In this mode, the gfxUnit is responsible 
for composing the display image and writing the image back to a full frame buffer 
in memory. The video DMA engine in the vidUnit then reads the data in the frame 
buffer and sends it on to the display device. 

To perform a write-back, SOL01 composites into one line buffer, and when that 
line is complete, the line is written back into a full frame buffer stored in SGRAM. 
The "spot mode" video DMA is then responsible for displaying the frame buffer 
on the screen. Writing back and reading out again takes up more memory 
bandwidth, but in this mode, the compositing operation is no longer bounded by 
the video line time. 

This mode is useful for very complex images where the compositing time for one 
line of the image is longer than the video display line time (see Figure 5-12). 
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M emory SOlOl ASIC 

gfxUnit 

Display ... Composite 
List - Engine Display 

/ 

0 V vidUnit 

Display video 
Frame .. DMA .. 
Buffer .. 

Engine 
p 

Figure 5-12 GRFX Write-back Mode 

There are two Write-back modes: Field mode and Frame mode. Field mode has an 
update rate of 60Hz, because each field of write-back is enabled separately. Frame 
mode has a 30Hz update rate, because each frame is completely written back 
before the next frame can be updated. 

5.3.2 Programmable Features 

5·190 

5.3.2.1 Blending 

The compositing operation is a read-modify-write operation. The Cel being 
written is blended into the Scanline buffer, by reading each pixel value already in 
the buffer, calculating a weighted average of the new and the old values (based on 
the Alpha values), and writing the result back into the Scanline buffer. 

Alpha is an 8-bit unsigned value where A = 0 causes the foregroWld to be 
transparent, A = 255 causes the foregroWld to be opaque, and intermediate values 
cause the foreground to be blended into the background. The full range of Alpha 
[0, 255] is utilized by SOLOl and all values are valid. 

For this blend operation, the backgroWld pixel is the pixel value already in the 
Scanline buffer. The foregroWld pixel is the new pixel value being written for the 
current Cel. 

Note: In both 4:4:4 and 4:2:2 fonnats, if Y = Oxff, the foreground Alpha is forced to 
o (fully transparent) 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.3.3 Texture Formats 

5.3.3.1 Pixel Formats 

SOLO 1 supports only two pixel formats. The first fonnat uses 32 bits for each 
pixel, which includes an S.bit foreground Alpha value. The second format uses 16 
bits for each pixel, by sharing the chrominance values between two adjacent 
pixels, and has no per-pixel Alpha value. 

The pixels in the SOLOI architecture are always in YCbCr color space. Y is the 
luminance value and describes the brightness of a pixel. Its range is between 0 
and 219. Cb and Cr are the chrominance values and together they describe the 
color of a pixel. The Cb and Cr values range from -112 to 112. 

If your data is in the range Y [16, 235] and Cr, Cb [16, 240), see the Direct 4:2:2 
offset mode in Table 5-239. 

The software performs the conversion from RGB color space according to the 
following format (assuming R, G, and B range from 0 to 255): 

Y = O.2S7R + O.S04G + O.09BB 
Cr = O.439R - O.36BG - O.071B 
Cb = -O.14BR - O.291G ~ O.439B 

5.3.3.1.1 Gamma Correction: SOL01 performs no gamma correction. Gamma 
correction, or no gamma correction, is the responsibility of the system software, 
although SOLOI can often implement gamma correction with a properly biased 
Codebook in one of the VQ or color lookup modes. 

5.3.3.1.2 4:4:4 Pixel Format This pixel format is described as 4:4:4 because for every 
four luminance values (y), there are also four Cb values and four Cr values. This 
format includes an S.bit foreground Alpha value for each pixel (see Figure 5-13). 

y Cb A Cr 

32 0 

Figure 5-13 4:4;4 Pixel Format 

5.3.3.1.3 4:2:2 Pixel Format This pixel format is described as 4:2:2 because for every 
four luminance values (Y), there are two Cb values and two Cr values. In other 
words, pixels 0 and 1 use the same chrominance information. This format is also 
referred to as YCbYCr format and is equivalent to 16 bit/pixel. Each pair of 
adjacent Y pixels share a common Cb and Cr, resulting in less memory usage than 
there would be if each Y had its own Cb/Cr values. 

There is not a full Alpha stored per pixel in 4:2:2 format, so Alpha blending is 
limited to a global Alpha for the entire Cel (see Figure 5-14). 
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Y(O) Cb Y(1) Cr 

32 o 

Figure 5-14 4:2:2 Pixel Format 

5.3.3.2 Direct vs. VO Textures 

For Direct textures, all of the pixels comprising an image are stored sequentially in 
memory. SOL01 reads the pixels, performs the compositing operation and 
displays the resulting image. 

SOL01 also supports a form of VectoT Quantization (VQ), which is a simple, yet 
high-quality compression/ decompression method for images. VQ textures are 
composed of vectors instead of pixels. Each vector points to a pixel in the 
Codebook associated with that texture. SOLOl first reads a group of vectors (16), 
then reads the corresponding Codebook entries. Both types of textures are 
illustrated in Figure 5-15. 

SOL01 Display 

Composite 

Texture 1 

Figure 5-15 Direct vs. VQ Textures 

The VQ8 Format stores eight bits per vector. This corresponds to 256 possible 
entries in the associated Codebook. 

The VQ4 Format stores four bits per vector, corresponding to 16 possible entries 
in the associated Codebook. 

Codebook entries can be in either 4:4:4 pixel format or 4:2:2 format. A Codebook 
entry in 4:4:4 pixel format is a 32-bit word containing a Y, Cr, Ch, and Alpha value 
for each pixel. U 4:2:2 pixel format is used, each Codebook entry contains 
information for four pixels and takes up two 32-bit words. The horizontal and 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio1l 

vertical position of the desired pixel is used to determine which pixel color is used 
out of the four possible pixels stored at that entry. The various texture formats are 
listed in Table 5-239. 

Table 5-239 Texture Format 5ummJIry 

Mode Texture codeBook Pixel 
format 

Direct 4:4:4 32 bits per pixel none YCbACr 

Direct 4:2:2 16 bits per pixel none YCbYCr I 
Direct 4:2:2 Same as Direct 4:2:2, except that range of Y is 
Offset [16,235) instead of [0, 219), and range of Cr/Cb is 

[16,240) instead of [-112,112]. 

VQ84:4:4 8 bits per vector 256 entry x 32 YCbACr 
bits per entry 

VQ84:2:2 8 bits per vector 256 entry x 16 YCbYCr 
bits/pix x 4 pix --

VQ44:4:4 4 bits per vector 16 entry x 32 bits YCbACr 
per entry 

5.3.4 Codebook Formats 

Codebooks are arrays of 32-bit pixel specifications. Codebooks must not cross 
page boundaries or else there will be Significant performance penalties. Also, 
Codebooks can not be read directly from ROM. 

Codebooks for 8-bit vectors are 256 entries long. They may be shorter than 256 
entries if it is known that the vectors do not utilize all 256 entries. 

Codebooks for 4-bit vectors are 16 entries long. As with 8-bit Codebooks, they can 
be shortened. 

5.3.4.1 On<hip Codebook 

The gfxUnit contains a 16-entry on-chip Codebook that may be used in lieu of a 
Codebook in RAM. The gfxUnit is able to read from this Codebook while 
simultaneously reading a vector from memory, substantially improving its 
compositing throughput. 

The on-chip Codebook is selected whenever the codebookBase parameter in a 
CelRecord is O. MicroCelRecords always utilize the on-chip Codebook. 

The on-chip Codebook only contains 16 entries and, as so can only work with 
4:4:4 Pixel Format and 4-bit vectors. Attempting to use the on-chip Codebook in 
any other mode will yield unpredictable results. 
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The on-chip Codebook is loaded by specifying a CelRecord as a Codebook Load 
CelRecord (see the celMode Byte section). When the gfxUnit encounters a 
Codebook Load CelRecord, it loads the Codebook data, pointed to by the 
CelRecord, into the on-chip Codebook. This Codebook remains on-chip until 
another is loaded over it. 

5.3.5 Data Structures 

5-194 

The client software creates yMap and CelRecord structures that tell SOLOl how 
to construct the final image for display. The display image is divided up into 
layers, with each layer having its own set of data structures. 

Layers 

HTML 

'-
Displayables 

t 
-

Cels[yMapt ..-

Figure 5-16 Data Structures 

5.3.5.1 yMap Structure 

Ust of Layers 

lyMapU 

ALa~i~ 
- an L 

t be: 
ebpafiJe 

- the selectlo n highlight 
atus bar 

alert window 
- the home/st 
- a status or 
- anotherHT ML page to be blended 
- etc. 

The yMap structure contains the location of the top edge and the heights of all of 
the Cels in the displayed image. By comparing that information with the current 
line count, SOLOl can determine whether a given Cell is active on the current 
line. The Cel is active if: 

(yCount < topLine + height) & (yCount >= topLine) 

The yMap structure is illustrated in Table 5-240. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

yMap 

31:23 22:13 

height (9 bits) lopLine (10 bits) 

Back-to- + Front 
CelOrder 

0111111111 

Figure 5-17 yMap Structure 

CeIDisabie (1 bill JI ~ CelSize (2 bits) 

1211:'0 9:0 

C8IBIockPtr (10 bits) 

C 
2 

3 

~ 
CD ... 
E 
:::) 

z 9 
Q 
~ 
0 

13 

15 

.cl CeIsBase I 
, eels Structure 

- - -

The SOL01 register yMap_Ptr points to the location of the yMap structure in 
memory. The yMap structure contains one word for each eel defined. After 
reading a one-word entry, SOLOI determines whether the specified Cell is active 
for the current scanline. This is done by comparing the topLine parameters with 
the current y count. If the Cel is active, the appropriate Cel structure is loaded and 
the pixels for the current scanline are blended into the Scanline buffer. If the 
topLine parameter equals +511 (0111111111), then the entry is a termination entry. 
This signifies the end of processing for the current scanline. 

The yMap parameters and their definitions are in Table 5-240. 
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Table 5-240 yMap Sin/cluTe 

Parameter Size Definition 

height 9 bits Number of lines the eel occupies. 
unsigned U the height = 0, that means "always draw." 

-- -- ---- - - -- --- -- ----.. - ---- -
topLine 10 bits Top line of the eel. 

signed If topLine = 511, then this is a termination entry 
signifying the end of the yMap structure. ---_. ----~ . 

CelDisable 1 bit o = normal operation 
1 = do not draw eel and skip to the next yMap 
entry 

Celsize 2 bits o = MicroCelRecord 
1 = MiniCelRecord 
2 = full CelRecord 
3 = reserved 

CelBlockPtr 10 bits Offset into the Cels Structure. Number of double 
unsigned words from the CelsBase (the 3 1.5B's are assumed 

to be 0). 

Note: The CelDisable bit has "priority" over the termination entry. 

Table 5-241 CelDisable Bit Definition 

Terminated Disabled action 

0 0 draw eel 

0 1 disable drawing: go to next yMap entry 

1 0 terminate line 

1 1 disable drawing: go to next yMap entry 

5.3.5.2 Cels structure 

Each Cel is associated with a CelRecord which specifies all parameters of a Cel, 
except for its y position on the screen and its height. The Cel's structure is a list of 
all the CelRecords, packed one after another. 

CelRecords vary in size from eight bytes to 48 bytes. Cels in the Cels structure 
are numbered on the basis of double-words. Note that Cel numbers are skipped 
when a CelRecord is larger than the minimum eight bytes. 
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Chapter 5. Software Descriptio" 

A CelBlock is a collection of consecutive Cels that share the same topLine and 
Height position on the screen. An example of this is a line of text where each 
character is a separate Cel, but all characters have the same characteristics with 
respect to the y axis of the screen. 

CellO Numbers 

o 

This is an a byte Cel ----.. 2 
3 

o 
1 

2 "A.These Cel numbers 
1---------1 3 7 a .. skipped 

etc. 

'o ] This is a Celblock 
11 containing (4) a-byte 

12 Cels 

13 

9 1------------1 

13 

This is a 16 byte Cel 14 
15 15 

16 
17 

18 This is a 48 byte cell 

19 
20 

21 21 

- - -- 22 

Figure 5-18 Cels Structure Numbering 

5.3.6 CelRecords 

The CelRecord structure specifies all parameters of a Cel, except for its y 
position on the screen. There are three types of CelRecords: full Ce1Record, 
miniCelRecord, and microCelRecord. The largest is the full CelRecord, which 
allows all possible transformations and Cel modes. The smallest is the 
microCelRecord, which is optimized for text characters. MiniCelRecords support 
scaling, but do not support rotations or perspective. 
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The structures are designed so that the microCelRecord is a subset of the 
miniCelRecord and the miniCelRecord is a subset of the full CelRecord. This 
simplifies things considerably. The SaLOl State Machine first loads default 
values into the Ce1Record registers. It then reads in the CelRecord parameters, 
which overwrite all of the register defaults (if it is a full CelRecord), or a portion of 
the register defaults (if it is a miniCe1Record or a microCelRecord). 

Table 5-242 CelRecord Parameters 

# bits Description 

8 bits [7] lastCel 
(unsigned) 0= false 

I = true 

[6] if celType !=Load Data if celType = Load 
Data 

textureMem 
0= RAM [6:4]LoadDataT)l!e 
I=Reserved. Do not use. o = loadCodeBook 

[5:4] if celType !=Load Data I = loadYMapBase 
2 = loadCelsBase 

background Alpha 3= reserved 
4 = 10adInitcolor 

0= background Alpha = I-A 
5 = 10adYMapBase-

Master 
I = Force background Alpha = I 6 = 10adCelsBase-
2 = Force background Alpha = 0 Master 
3 = (I-A)" BlendColorRegister 7= reserved 

[3:1] celType 

O=VQ84:2:2 
I = Dir4:2:2 
2=VQ84:4:4 
3=Dir4:4:4 
4 = Dir 4:2:2 Offset 
5= Dir 4:2:2 A 
6 = LoadData 
7=VQ44:4:4 

[0] WebTVPort 

o = Normal operation 
1 = Reserved. Do not use. 
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Parameter 

topOffset 

texture-
RowLongs 
Low 

xLeftStart 
(integer) 

I bottom-
Offset 

I ~rure~ 
texture-
RowLongs-
High 

duxCenter 

xRightStart 
(integer) 

Chapter 5. Software Description 

Table 5·242 CeIRecord Parameters (Continued) 

# bits Description 

8 bits The difference between the top of the Cel and the top of the Cel-
(unsigned) Block. 

lopUne .. 
1.1 ... 

lopOIfse~ '7 

:2 /' )( ) r 2 CI> 
'0 
.c 

~ "-
~7 

f bottomOffseI 

4 bits The stride of a texture as stored in SGRAM. Value = 
(unsigned) «TextureMap stride in u) -1)/4. This is broken up into textur-

eRowLongsHigh (8 bits) and textureRowLongsLow (4 bits). 
The microCelRecord only requires low bits since the texture 
width is limited to 64 bytes. Default value = Oxo. 

10 bits The x-coordinate (in screen space) of the upper left-hand corner 
(signed) of the Cel. In the Ce1Record, this parameter is split up into 10 bits 

of integer and 10 bits of fraction (see the xLeftStartFrac 
entry, later in this table). Default value = OxO. 

8 bits The difference between the bottom of the Cel and the bottom of 
(unsigned) the CelBlock. 

24 bits A pointer to the texture in memory. Value = (TextureMap Base 
(unsigned) Address)/4.This address points to the pixel where atu, v = (0,0). 

Since u and v can range from -128 to 127, this may be in the 
middle of the texture in memory. 

8 bits The stride of a texture as stored in SGRAM. Value = 
(unsigned) «TextureMap stride in u) -1)/4. This is broken up into textur-

eRowLongsHigh (8 bits) and textureRowLongsLow (4 bits). 
The microCe1Record only requires low bits since the texture 
width is limited to 64 bytes. Default value = Oxo. 

8 bits The II dux" parameter represents the rate of change of the u coor-
(unsigned dinate with respect to x. It is separated into three parts: dux-
4.4) Center (middle eight bits), duxMSN (the four bits of the most 

significant nibble), and duxLSN (the four bits of the least signifi-
cant nibble). Default value = OxIO. 

10 bits The x-coordinate (in screen space) of the upper right-hand corner 
(signed) of the Cel This parameter is split up into 10 bits of integer and 10 

bits of fraction (see the xRightStartFrac entry, later in this ta-
ble). Default value = OxO. 
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Parameter 

global-
Alpha 
---~ - - - . 

codeBook-
Base 

I uSt~ 
duRow 
Adjust 

vStart 

I dvRow 
Adjust 

xLeftStart-
Frac 
(fraction) 

dxLeft 

xRight-
StartFrac 
(fraction) 

dxRight 

dvx 

5-200 

Table 5-242 CelRecord Parameters (Continued) 

# bits Description 

8 bits Alpha blending factor that controls the blending of an entire Cel. 
(signed) Default value = Oxif. 

:-- ---- ----- - - -- -- _._-- -. _- -- - - ---- - _ ... _._ - ---- .... - ----- - -
24 bits A pointer to the first word of the code Book stored in SGRAM. 
(unsigned) Value = (CodeBook Base Addr)/4. If this parameter is zero, this 

signifies that the on-chip codeBook is to be used instead of a 
codeBook in SGRAM. Default value = OxO. 

Is,s bits The horizontal coordinate (in texture space) of the upper left-
(signed) hand comer (in screen space) of the Cel. Default value = OxO. 

16 bits The rate of change of the u coordinate with respect to the left 
(signed 8.8) edge of the Cel. Default value = OxO. 

16 bits The vertical coordinate (in texture space) of the upper left-hand 
(signed 8.8) comer (in screen space) of the Cel. Default value = OxO. 

16 bits The rate of change of the v coordinate with respect to the left edge 
(signed 8.8) of the Cel. Default value = OxOlOO. 

10 bits The x-coordinate (in screen space) of the upper left-hand comer 
(signed) of the Cel. In the CelRecord, this parameter is split up into 10 bits 

of integer and 10 bits of fraction (see the xLeftStart entry, ear-
lier in this table). The full CelRecord is the only type of CelRecord 
that uses the fractional bits. Default value = OxO. ----

20 bits This determines the slope of the left edge of the Cel. 
(signed Default value = 0x0. 
10.10) 

10 bits The x-coordinate (in screen space) of the upper right-hand comer 
(unsigned) of the Cel. This parameter is split up into 10 bits of integer and 10 

bits of fraction (see the xRightStart entry, earlier in this table). 
The full CelRecord is the only type of CelRecord that uses the 
fractional bits. For mini and micro cels, the fractional bits are 
assumed to be zero. 

20 bits This determines the slope of the right edge of the Cel. 
(signed Default value = 0x0. 
10.10) 

16 bits The rate of change of the v coordinate with respect to x. 
(signed 8.8) Default value = 0x0. 
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Chapta 5. Software Description 

Table 5-242 CelRecord Parametas (Continued) 

Parameter # bits Description 

uMask 8 bits The uMask parameter allows textures to be repeated by causing 
(unsigned) the values of u to wrap. 

OxFF: Normal operation: (repeat after 256) 
Ox7F: wrap (only using 128 positive u values) 
Ox3F: wrap (only using u = [0,63] 
... 
Ox01: wrap (only using u = 0, u = 1) 
Default value = Oxff. -._---

vMask 8 bits The vMask parameter allows textures to be repeated by causing 
(unsigned) the values of v to wrap. 

0xFF: Normal operation: (repeat after 256) 
Ox7F: wrap (only using 128 positive v values) 
Ox3F: wrap (only using v = [0,63] 
... 
Ox01: wrap (only using v = 0, v = 1) 
Default value = Oxff. 

duxMSN 4 bits The rate of change of the u coordinate with respect to x. ~ 
(signed) Default value = OxO. 

duxLSN 4 bits The rate of change of the u coordinate with respect to x. I (signed) Default value = OxO. 

YBlendCol- 8 bits Blendeolo, for special Alpha mode where this solid color is used I 
or instead of the background pixel. [23:16]=Y 

Default value = OxDBOOOO (White). 

CbBlend- 8 bits BlendColor for special Alpha mode where this solid color is used 
Color instead of the background pixel. [15:8]=Cb 

Default value = OxDBOOOO (White). 

CrBlend- 8 bits BlendColor for special Alpha mode where this solid color is used 
Color instead of the background pixel. [7:0]=Cr 

Default value = OxDBOOOO (White). 

5.3.6.1 Full CelRecord 

The CelRecord structure is exactly 48 bytes long, including reserved fields, which 
must be O. Note that several parameters are split into pieces throughout the 
structure. This is done to simplify SOLOl's internal architecture. 

The full Ce1Record structure contains all of the information necessary to apply 
spatial transformations upon a Cel. 

A CelRecord must be double word. (64-bit) aligned and should not cross 2KB page 
boundaries for optimal performance. 

The information supplied by the Full Ce1Record is illustrated in Figure 5-19. 
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uStart 

vStart XAightS: I 
topLine + topOHset 

LQ:±::I::;I:±::~ l 

bottomLine 
- bottomOffse 

.L 
RSVD(2) textureRowLongsLow (4) 

CelMode (8) topOffset (8) xLeftStart (10) 

bottomOHset textureBase (24) 

duxCenler (4.4) xAightStart (10) 
(8) 

globalAlpha (8) codeBookSase(24) 

uStart (8.8) 

dxLeft (10.10) 

YBlendColor(8) 

31 o 

Figure 5-19 Full CelRecord Parameters 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

5.3.6.2 MiniCelRecord 

The MiniCelRecord includes parameters for image scaling, but not for warping or 
rotations. At only 16 bytes, it saves memory and memory cycles for those Cels 
that can use it (see Figure 5-20). 

Most of the parameters of the CelRecord structure defined above are used for 
spatial manipulation of images. If all you need to do is display a TextureMap 
without 3D mapping, you can use the MiniCelRecord structure which requires 
only 16 bytes of storage. 

The MiniCelRecord is identical to the base static parameters of the full CelRecord, 
except that the "dux" parameter is now used for both dux and dvRowAdjust. 
Thus, a MiniCelRecord permits image scaling, but only if the scaling factors in u 
and v are equal. 

A MiniCelRecord must be double-word (64-bit) aligned and should not cross 2KB 
page boundaries for optimal performance. 

xLeftStart I (uStartDefault = 0 
----I .. ~. vStartDefault = 0) 

I 
I 

"'gh~~1 
* topUne 

~topOffset 

(duRowAdjust = 0 I 
dvRowAdjust = dux) t I- dux .. 

(dvx=O) 

bottomUne 
- bottom Offset 

Cel ...L 
RSVD (6) texiureRowLongsLow 

CelMode (8) topOffset (8) xleftStart (10) 

bottomOffset (8) texiureBase (24) 
t------~~----------r. -------------~ 

leX1tureR01NUlln(]!;Hiclh-~ du/dvRowAdjust (4.4) xRightStart (10) 
(8) 

gJobalAlpha (8) 

31 RSVD (6) o 

Figure 5-20 MiniCelRecord 
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Although a MiniCe1Record is missing many of the parameters of a full CelRecord, 
SOLOI handles MiniCelRecord Cels exactly as it would full CelRecord Cels. 
When SOLOI loads a MiniCelRecord into its internal registers, it uses default 
values for the parameters that are missing. So SOLOI's internal state is essentially 
the same upon loading a MiniCelRecord. 

The default values used prior to loading a MiniCelRecord are as follows: 

IIdefine uStartDefaultO 
IIdefine vStartDefaultO 
IIdefine duxDefaultl 
IIdefine dvxDefaultO 
IIdefine duRowAdjustDefault 
#define dvRowAdjustDefault 
ildefine xLeftStartDefaultO 
IIdefine xRightStartDefault 
IIdefine dxLeftDefault 0 
#define dxRightDefault 0 

II de fine uMaskDefault Oxff// 
II de fine vMaskDefault Oxff// 

5.3.6.3 MlcroCeIRecord 

o 
o 

o 

no u masking 
no v masking 

The MicroCelRecord is targeted for use with text characters, special Cels, or other 
Cels that use the VQ4 4:4:4 fonnat. It is only 8 bytes in size. 

The on-chip Codebook is always used for a microCelRecord. Only the least 
significant bits of the textureRowLongs parameter are required, since these 
Cels are limited to 64 bytes in width. Also, xRightStart is omitted since it can 
be calculated by adding textureRowLongs to xLeftStart. 

Even though the MiniCelRecord structure has a modest number of parameters, 
for some applications (e.g. putting up a text character), there are more parameters 
than are needed. 

SOLOI has an on-chip 16-entry Codebook (refer to Section 3.4.4.1). If this 
Codebook is used (assuming we are in VQ mode), then a pointer to an external 
Codebook is UIU\ecessary. Also, if the width of the displayed image is equal to the 
full width of the TextureMap, then xRightStart can be calculated by adding 
textureRowLongs to xLeftStart. Finally, if we are only dealing with simple 
images, a large textureRowBytes is unnecessary. 

Thus, we have the MicroCelRecord, only 8 bytes long: 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

{ ..... //Slan. ,.".,.~ I 
(uStaltOefauft = 0 
vStaltOefauft", 0) I'· .L topUne 

--I....:!0pOftset I 
I 

-~ 

-~ 
boHomUne 
• bottomOffset 

Cel l 
RSVD 

CelMode (8) topOffset (8) xLeftStart (10) 

bottomOffset textureBase (24) 

31 

Figure 5-21 MicroCelRecord 

A MicroCelRecord must be double word (64-bit) aligned. 

o 

As with the MiniCelRecord, SOLOl deals with the MicroCelRecord by loading 
registers corresponding to missing parameters with default values. In addition to 
the MiniCelRecord default values, SOLOlloads the following MicroCelRecord 
default values: 

idefine textureRowLongsHighDefault 0 
ide fine CodeBookBaseDefaul t 0 1/ use internal Codebook 
idefine globaLAlpha Oxff II fully opaque 

And, xRightStart is calculated as follows: 

xRightStart = xLeftStart + textureRowLongs; 
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5.3.6.4 LoadData "Special" microCelRecords 

Table 5-243 SumnuJry of Load Data microCelRecords 

textureMem 
background 

type of 10adData command 
Alpha 

0 00 loadCodeBook 
11 -.. ------- ------ - --- ---I 00 loadInitColor 
10 .. _ .. --.. -- - --- - .- -

IloadYMapBase I 01 

11 01 10adYMapBaseMaster I 
0 10 10adCelsBase 

1 10 10adCelsBaseMaster 

Load CodeBook MicroCelRecords 

SOLOI decodes the celMode byte in the celRecord to see if the celRecord has a 
celType that equals "LoadData." If so, then the backgroundAlpha bits and the 
textureMern bit are decoded to see what type of LoadData microCe1Record it is. 
If the backgroundAlpha bits are OxO, and the textureMern bit = 0, then it is a 
LoadCodeBook command. 

The LoadCodeBook command causes SOLOI to load the on-chip codebook from 
the RAM address pointed to by textureBase (value = RAM address/4). All 
other MicroCelRecord parameters are ignored. 

Load YMapBase MicroCelRecord 

SOLOI decodes the celMode byte in the celRecord to see if the ce1Record has a 
celType that equals "LoadData". If so, then the backgroundAlpha bits are 
decoded to see what type of LoadData microCelRecord it is. If the 
backgroundAlpha bits are Ox1, then it is a LoadYMapBase command. If the 
textureMern bit = 0 = RAM, then the yMapBase register is loaded. If the 
textureMern bit = 1 = ROM, then the yMapBaseMaster register is loaded. 

The LoadYMapBase command causes SOL01 to reload the yMapBase register or 
the yMapBaseMaster register from the address pointed to by textureBase. All 
other MicroCelRecord parameters are ignored. 

Load CelsBase MicroCelRecord 

SOLOI decodes the celMode byte in the celRecord to see if the celRecord has a 
celType that equals "LoadDatal." If so, then the background Alpha bits are 
decoded to see what type of LoadData microCelRecord it is. If the 
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Chapler 5. Software Description 

backgroundAlpha bits are Ox2, then it is a loadCelsBase command. If the 
textureMem bit = 0 = RAM, then the CelsBase register is loaded. If the 
textureMem bit = 1 = ROM, then the CelsBaseMaster register is loaded. 

The LoadCelsBase command causes SOlOl to reload the CelsBase register from 
the address pointed to by textureBase. All other MicroCelRecord parameters are 
ignored. 

Load InitColor MicroCelRecords 

SOlOl decodes the ce lMode byte in the celRecord to see if the celRecord has a 
celType that equals "loadData." If so, then the backgroundAlpha bits and the 
textureMem bit are decoded to see what type of loadData microCelRecord it is. 
If the backgroundAlpha bits are OxO, and the textureMem bit = I, then it is a 
loadInitColor command. 

CelMode Byte 

/' 
InitColor YCbCr 

31 o 

The loadInitColor command causes SOlOI to load the InitColor register. 
The textureBase bits are now used for the new InitColor value. All other 
MicroCe1Record parameters are ignored. 

5.3.6.4.1 Screen Coordinates xLeft, xRight, dxLeft, dxRight, topLine, height, 
topOffset, bottomOffset Screen coordinates reference the pixel locations on the 
TV screen. The horizontal and vertical dimensions are represented by x and y, 
respectively. Both x and y are ten-bit signed numbers extending from -512 to 511. 

SOlOI only operates on integral y values. Thus, a pixel coordinate may only be 
specified to an accuracy of one scanline. However, SOLOI does operate on 
fractional x values (10 bits of fraction). Thus, a pixel can be can be specified in x to 
within 1/1024th of a pixel, and this address is truncated to the closest integral x 
location when it is written to the Scanline buffer. 

Screen space parameters in x are 10.10 signed fixed point values since we need to 
span a range of 1024 pixels with sub-pixel positiOning. 

Note: Screen space parameters in y: topUne. height. topOffset. bottomOffset. 
and yOffset are 10.0 signed values since we do not need su!).pixel positioning. 

The center of the screen is chosen to be x=O, y=O, so that data structures centered 
on the screen for NTSC will also be centered for PAL and visa versa. If you 
prepare data for SOlOI that works for NTSC, it will also work for PAL, although 
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it will be inset (centered) on the PAL TV. The reverse, however, is not necessarily 
true since it is possible to specify PAL coordinates which are outside of the 
scanning area of NTSC. 

Cels may be specified to be located anywhere within the 10-bit (x,y) screen 
coordinate range. Pixels outside of the active display area are not output from 
SOLOL 

The parameter increases by 1 each frame line, and increases by 2 each field line. 
Thus, the top and bottom active NTSC lines are y = -239 and y = 240, respectively. 
The top and bottom active PAL lines are y = -279 and y = 280, respectively. y 
values above and below these limits are not displayed. 

The center pixel horizontally of active video is designated to be x = o. Thus, the 
left-most and right-most NTSC pixels are x = -320 and x = 319, respectively. The 
left-most and right-most PAL pixels are x = -384 and x = 383, respectively. Pixels 
with x values above and below these limits are not displayed. NTSC and PAL 
screen coordinates are shown in Figure 5-22 

NTSC PAL 
.274 ,..---------., 

Vertical Sync 
.332 r----------., 

Vertical Sync 

Blanking Blanking 
·239 ~--------t ·279 t---------t 

VCount (0,0) VCount (0,0) 

240 
more blanking 280 more blanking 

251 en 293 
C1; 0 ('J) 

N HCount ... HCount CD 
('J) ('J) ('J) ('J) , , 

Figure 5-22 Screen ~rdinates 

5.3.6.4.2 Texture coordinates: uStart, vStart, dux, dvx, 
duRowAdjust, dvRowAdjust Texture coordinates reference the pixel locations 
on a TextureMap. The horizontal and vertical texture map coordinates are 
represented by u and v, respectively. 

The u and v parameters are used to index into the Texture Map. They are signed 
8.8 fixed-point numbers. The fractional part of u and v is used in the mapping 
operation, but truncated before the pixel lookup operation. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

(u,v)=(-12B,-128)~ ~ (u,v) =(127,-128) 
~---------------, 

(0,0) 

(U,V)=(-128,127)~ ~ texllJ'eFbwlDngs ..... ~ (u,v)=(127,127) 

Figure 5-23 Texture Coordimlles 

TextureMaps are stored in memory in big-endian format with the center pixel 
, stored at address textureBase. The data for the TextureMap is stored before and 

after TextureBase in memory. 

5.3.7 gfxUnit Programming Suggestions 

5.3.7.1 Using yMap "Subroutines" 

One issue with yMaps is that it is possible to construct an image which results in 
very inefficient yMap processing. For example, consider the case where there are 
a large number of CelBlocks located near the top of the screen and a large number 
near the bottom of the screen, but not much overlap in between. In this situation, 
on a given scanline we will have a large number of yMap entries which are above 
or below the scanline and therefore do not result in the loading of CelBlocks. 
Nonetheless, the gfxUnit must traverse all of these yMap entries on each scanline, 
wasting many memory cycles. 

We handle this situation in the following manner: a special type of Cel is available 
that does nothing but load a new yMapBase pointer into the gfxUnil This makes 
it possible to have more than one yMap for a given scene. Thus, when there are 
distinct regions on the screen, it is possible to specify a different yMap for each 
region. 

To use yMap subroutines: 

1. Set yMapBaseMaster and eelsBaseMaster to default value in init routine. 

2 For subroutine, create yMap entry that points to a celBlock that has two eels 
in it. The first eel changes the yMapBase, and the second eel changes the 
celsBase. 
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3. Processing will proceed from the new yMapBase and the new celsBase. At the 
end of the subroutine, use special ce1records to change the yMapBase and the 
celsBase back to where they were (for the yMapBase, it is where you were 
plus four bytes). 

5.3.7.2 Converting Pixel Data to Legal Video Output Ranges 

Example: JPEG images use pixel data with the following ranges: 

Y = [0,255] 
Cr, Cb = [-128,127] 

For the SOLOI mode of operation, the software has to scale and shift every pixel 
to the legal video output ranges of: 

Y = [16,235], where 16 is equal to zero 
Cr,Cb = [16,240], shifted such that 128 is equal to zero 

This very time consuming operation is considerably reduced when the graphics 
engine is used. The pixel data can be put in the texture map in the original range. 
The luminance and chrominance scale is performed by using the globalAlpha 
parameter in the celRecord. For example an 85% scale is accomplished by setting 
the globalAlpha = Oxdb. Since no contribution from the background pixel is 
desired in this example, the alphaMode (2 bits of the celMode parameter of the 
celRecord) is set to "force background Alpha to zero." Alternatively, the 
alphaMode can be set to "one-minus-Alpha times the background color" where 
the background color (another celRecord parameter) is set to black. 

Note: A luminance value of Oxff means "make this pixel transparent." Therefore, 
for the above example to work, all the luminance values of Oxff must be changed 
to Oxfe before storing in the texture map. 

5.3.7.3 Solid Color Cels 

A special mode has been included in the Graphics Engine to make the drawing of 
a solid color Cel very efficient. 

• The texture will be one pixel of the desired color. 

• As usual, the parameters: top Line, height, xLeftStart, dxLeft, xRightStart, and 
dxRight are used to define the boundaries of the cel. 

• Set the celmode to OIR 4:2:2 or OIR 4:4:4. 

• Set dux, duRowAdjust, dvx, dvRowAdjust = O. 

No matter how large the eel is, the gfxUnit will read the color once per line and 
write it many times into the scanline buffer. 
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Chapter 5. Software Description 

Note: If any of the va modes are used for a solid color eel, the cel will draw, but it 
will be very inefficient from a memory bandwidth point of view. The gfxUnit will 
read the color from memory for every pixel even though it is the same color. 

5.3.7.4 Reading a Texture from the WebTV Port 

In order to use a texture from the WebTV Port, the texture must be copied to 
RAM. The gfxUnit can then source the texture from RAM. 
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Chapler6 

Hardware Description 

This chapter provides a functional description of the SOLO I ASIC hardware. 
Each of SOLO I 's primary logic groups is described, as well as the various clock domains, 
the reset logic, and the test modes. 

SOL01's primary logic groups are: 

• CPU Bus Unit (busUnit) 

• Main Memory Unit (memUnit) 

RIO Bus Interface Unit (rioUnit) 

• Video Unit (vidUnit) 

• Pixel Output Unit (potUnit) 

• Graphics Engine (gfxUnit) 

• Audio Unit (audUnit) 

• YO Device Unit (devUnit) 

• Digital Video Input Unit (divUnit) 

• Digital Video Encoder Unit (dveUnit) 

• Video DAC Unit (dacUnit) 

• Soft Modem Unit (modUnit) 

• Sman Card UART (sucUnit) 

• Miscellaneous/Clock Unit (mckUnit) 

• Phase-locked Loop Unit (pUUnit) 

These groups are illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 SOWI Functional Block Diagram (only principal data paths shown) 
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6.1 Clock Domains 
SOLO 1 uses five clocks: 

SYS_CLK (83MHz) 

• POT_CLK (2X14X NTSCJPAL frequencies) 

• AUD_eLK (11.89MHz) 

MOD_CLK (4.096MHz) 

• DIV _LLC (2x NTSCIPAL frequency) 

Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

The SOLOI ASIC is illustrated. in terms of clock domains, in Figure 6-2. 

SOL01 

Figure 6-2 SOLO 1 Clock Domains 

Logic blocks that straddle two clock domains indicate different input and output timing 
parameters. 
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The POT_CLK and POT_4XCLK are generated in two different ways: If the internal 
video encoder is used, POT_CLK comes in at four times the pixel rate. This 4X clock goes 
directly to the on-chip video encoder and to the DACs. A 2X version is derived from this 
clock and sent to the potUnil. 

When an external video encoder is used. POT_ClK comes in at 2X the pixel rate and is 
routed directly to the potUnit. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.2 RIO Bus Unit 

6.2.1 Overview 

The RIO Bus Interface Unit (rioUnit) maintains the bidirectional data path between 
SOLO I and up to two 32-bit wide ROM banks. the WebTV Expansion Port. and up to four 
ISA devices. A functional block diagram of the rioUnit logic is shown in Figure 6-3. 

Typically. a WebTV system will contain one bank of Mask ROM and one bank of Flash 
ROM. although this configuration is not a requirement of the SOLO I chip. The ROM 
interface supports either Mask ROM. Flash ROM. or SDRAM in either ROM bank. each 
of which can be up to 8MB. Standard and page-mode MaskJFlash ROMs are supported
burst-mode ROMs are nol 

The rioUnit also communicates with up to four devices. using a protocol roughly 
corresponding to the !SA bus protocol. Each of these devices is mapped to a 2MB segment 
of memory and each has its own dedicated interrupt signal. Each device must be operated 
in slave mode, and no DMA to or from the device is permitted. 

The rioUnit also maintains the WebTV Expansion Port interface. which in previous ASICs 
(SPOT and FIDO) was handled by the RAM interface (memUnit). The WebTV Expansion 
Port runs at a frequency divided down from the master system clock (WebTV Expansion 
Port clock = SYSCLK/4). 

The rioUnit is completely de-coupled from the RAM interface, which permits each 
memory sub-system to be accessed simultaneously by different functional units within 
SOLO 1. Typically. this means that the CPU can fetch code from the ROMs and service 
external ISA devices. while the graphics core manipulates video images in RAM. 
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Figure 6-3 rioUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Description 

6.2.2 Reset Behavior 

During reset, the state of the RIO data bus is sensed by the rioUnit. The bus state is used to 
set the configuration parameters for both SOLO] and the system. Among these parameters 
is the number of cycles it will take to perform a ROM access. The configuration bus 
indicates the system clock speed. the ROM access time, the ROM type (page mode), the 
ROM configuration. the memory access time, whether it's PAL or NTSC, and the general
purpose configuration parameters. Configurations are fully described in Chapter 5 
"Software Description." 

6.2.3 Arbitration 

Only one of SOLOI's functional units is capable of accessing the rioUnit: the busUnit. 
The busUnit is the interface to the CPU, and as such. fetches code and data from both 
banks of ROM. Additionally. the CPU is responsible for servicing ISA devices, which are 
controlled from the rioUnit. 

6.2.4 Control State Machine 

The Control State Machine manages all of the rioUnit transactions. A diagram illustrating 
the state machine functions is shown in Figure 6-4. When the state machine moves from 
the Idle state to the Start state, it begins the transaction with the control, address and data 
information that is currently stored in the bus Unit interface. 
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* Each device access 
involves three steps: 
a. CE enabled 
b. OE enabled 
c. CE disabled 

Figure 6-4 

SOL01 drives the RIO data bus 

Nothing is driving the RIO data bus 

SOL01 drives the bus 
during write s 
The selected device 
drives the bus during 
reads 

<3 Nothing is driving the RIO data bus 

State Diagram of the rioUnit State Machine 

6.2.4.1 State Machine Address Path 

ROM and ISA-device addresses are passed sttaight through to the output pins connected 
to the devUniL The 12-bit Expansion Pon addresses are divided in half: the first clock 
drives the row address and the second clock drives the column address. The upper bits are 
used for control signals. 

6.2.4.2 State Machine Data Path 

When a transaction is initiated (i.e .• when the state machine moves from the Idle to the 
Stan state). the state machine accesses the data currently stored in the busUnit interface 
latches. ROM and Expansion Pon data is passed through to the output pins. When writing 
to an ISA device. SOLOI tristales the lower 16 bits and drives the data on the upper 16 
bits. 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Description 

6.2.5 RIO Bus Interface 

The RIO bus provides the interface to the following system componenrs: 

ROM 

modem 

ethernet controller 

• hard disk drive 

keyboard controller 

• serial port 

• WebTV Expansion Port 

The logical RIO bus interface consists of a 21-bit address bus and a 32-bit data bus. 
Output-enable and write-enable signals are shared among all memory parts, while there 
are two separate chip-enable signals that allow access to two separate 8MB banks of 
ROM. Data is accessed from the memory on 4-byte boundaries only. 

There are two banks of output enables: CEO-l and DEO-3. CEO-l control the system 
ROM and DEO-3 enable up to four ISA devices. Bank selection is determined by OR'ing 
the six enable signals with ALT_DEV_EN. 

Timing for a write to ROM is shown in Figure 6-5. The timing for a read transaction is 
identical, except that the states of the WE_N and OE_N signals are swapped. The times 
represented by to (cycle time) and tl (strobe off) are determined by the ROM 
specifications. 'Turnaround Time' is a programmable value that determines how much 
time must elapse between the end of one bus transaction and the start of another. 

RIO ADDR ==>< _________ A_D_D_R_1 _______________ _ 

RIODATA ________________________ ~><~ ____________________ _ 
to 

Turnaround Time 

14 t1 ~' \\.....-___ ----11 

Figure 6·5 RIO Bus Timing for a ROM Write 
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6.2.6 ISA Device Interface 

The logical ISA bus interface consists of a 19-bit address bus and a 32-bit data bus. though 
in practice. only the lowest 16 bilS oflhe data bus are used. Some of the sixteen upper bits 
are used for control signals. 

ISA devices share the same physical address and data buses used by the system ROM 
interface. Up to four ISA devices are currently supported. each with it's own device enable 
signal (DEO_N - DE3_N) and it's own read and write enables (IOR_N and rOW_Nt 

respectively). 

An additional four ISA devices can be supported. These devices use the same 8MB of 
address space as the first four devices. They are addressed by OR' ing a signal similar to 
ALT_DEV _EN, in the busUnit interface, with the existing enable lines. 

There are also two additional memory enables (MEMR_N and MEM\'CN) that are used to 
interface to any optional, external memory accompanying the ISA devices. Enables are 
directed to either the ISA device itself, or to its external memory. by OR'ing the device 
enables with the memory enables. 

Timing for a typical write to an ISA device is shown in Figure 6-6. The timing for a read 
transaction is identical. except that the states of the IOW_N and IOR_N signals are 
swapped. 

RIOADDR X ADDR1 

RIO DATA X 
to (32N) 

ISA_DEO_N 

IS~DE1_N 

I:SWbean 
ISA_DE2_N t1 (24N) 

J 
ISA_DE3_N 

aN .~ 
IOW_N 

MEMW_N 

IOR_N 
MEMR_N 

Figure 6·6 RIO Bus Tuning for ISA Reads and Writes 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Descriptioll 

6.2.6.1 Holding the Bus for a Slow Device 

If the rioUnit initiates a read or write transaction with an ISA device, and the data is not 
ready. the enable signals can be 'stretched' until the data arrives. The signal that controls 
the transaction timing is IOCHRDY. Pulling IOCHRDY low effectively freezes the enable 
signals and ties the entire bus up until the data arrives. There are no escapes once 
IOCHRDY is pulled low. The timing for this operation is shown in Figure 6-7. 

Data Valid? Data is Valid 

-------t4:--- t1 --w~ 

1.5us 

Figure 6·7 Hold the Bus! 

6.2.7 WebTV Port Expansion Interface 

The logical WebTV Expansion Port interface consists of an II-bit multiplexed address bus 
and a 32-bit data bus. Address and data buses are shared with the corresponding ROM and 
ISA interfaces. Additionally. the Expansion Port interface contains row and column 
address strobes and a few other SDRAM control signals. These control signals are shared 
with high-order address bits on the ROM bus, that are unused with the WebTV Expansion 
Port protocol. 

6.2.8 Signal Definitions 

The rioUnit signals are described in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1 rio Unit Signals 

Signal Name Direction Description 

RIO_CEO_N 0 ISA device select 

RIO_CEI_N 0 ROM bank select 

RIO_OE_N 0 ROM output enable 

RIO_WE_N 0 ROM write enable 

RIO_ADDR[22:2] 0 ROM address 
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Table 6-1 rio Unit Signals (Continued) 

Signal Name Direction Description 

RIO_DATA[31:0J 110 ROM data 

1 RiOjiEN_N[3:0] -
- -

1 0 
-- -" --~---- ------ ~-----.----- _ .. - -- ---------' RIO expansion device enables 

I RIO_DINT[3:0J I RIO expansion interrupts ______ J 
I RIO_DEVIORDY ___ __ I . ___ J RIO expansion 110 ready 

. . . . . 1 
RIO_EXPCLK 0 RIO expansion device clock 

RIO_EXPEN 0 Memory expansion bus enable 

-I RIO_EXPACK_N I Memory expansion acknowledge 

IOR_N 0 ISA Device Read Signal 1 
IOW_N 0 ISA Device Write Signal 

MEMR_N 0 ISA Device External Memory Read Enable 

MEMW_N 0 ISA Device External Memory Write Enable 

ALT_DEV_EN 0 Alternate Device Enable- selects 
between ISA and ROM enables 

ROM_RESET_N I rioUnit Async Reset Signal 

ISA_DE_N [3:0] 0 ISA Device Enable Signals 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.3 Audio Unit 

6.3.1 Overview 

The Audio Interface Unit (audUnit) maintains serial data communication between SOLO I 
and an off-chip audio DAC or combined DAC/ADC (codec). 

Note: While SOL01 supports both discrete DACs and combined DAClADCs, the fact that 
the DAC and the ADC must share the same clock and synchronization signals, combined 
with the cost, lean towards a combined DAC/ADC configuration. 

Output audio samples are read from RAM through a DMA channel, and sent as a single
bit, serial data stream to the audio DAC in 16-bit stereo samples. SOLO I 's audUnit 
supports 8-bitll6-bit, stereo/mono samples for audio output. Samples are convened by the 
audUnit into 16-bit stereo fonnat for the DAC. DMA chaining allows efficient 
manipulation of audio data with minimal interaction by the CPU. 

Audio input samples from the ADC are 16-bit stereo. Input samples are not converted by 
the audUnit into any other fonnat (i.e. 8-bit and mono inputs are not supported). Input 
samples are written to RAM through a DMA channel. 

The audUnit provides local buffering for both DMA channels (read and write) to minimize 
memory bus bandwidth used for audio transactions. 

The audUnit also supports two different sample clock frequencies in a single system. 
Supponed frequencies are 44.] kHz and 48kHz-the two predominant high-quality digital 
audio sampling frequencies. Both the input and output audio paths must use the same 
sampling frequency. 

A functional block diagram illustrating the audUnit logic is shown in Figure 6-8. 
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6-/4 

~ Clock Generation 
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r0 
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Audio Input Icntl Logic I I DMA Cnll Reg I 
~ FIFO 

, 
.. 4x32 .. I Shift Reg I I .. I' 32 rl I I I I I I I I I I 1 /1 

I Cntl Logic I f-+ Audio Output 

I DMA Cntl Reg I 
~ FIFO 

, 
I Shift Reg I 4x32 .,. ~ 
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Figure 6-8 audUnil Funclional Block Diagram 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.3.2 Internal vs. Codec Data Formats 

The internal and codec formats for audio data are compared in Figure 6-9. 

Internal Audio Format Codec Audio Format 

31 16 15 0 31 16 15 o 
16-bit Stereo I Left Chan I Right Chan I I Left Chan I Right Chan I 

31 16 15 0 31 16 15 o 
8-bit Stereo I Left Right I Left Right I I Left O's I Right O's 

31 16 15 0 31 16 15 o 
16-bit Mono I Data 0 I Data 1 I I Data 0 I Data 0 I 

31 16 15 0 31 16 15 o 
8-bit Mono I Data 0 1 Data 1 I Data 21 Data 31 I Data 01 O's 1 Data 0 I O's 

Figure 6-9 Internal and Codec Audio Data Formats 

6.3.3 Data Out Formats 

The audUnit supports the following DACJADCs: 

• AKM 4520 (Data Out = Right-aligned. Data In = Left-aligned) 

• Burr-Brown PM3001 (Data Out = Right-aligned. Data In = Left-aligned) 

• AKM 4532 (Data Out = Left-aligned. Data In = Left-aligned) 

The Right- and Left-aligned data formats are iIluslrated in Figure 6-10. 

LRCLK-.J 

Right-aligned O's Left O's Right 

Left-aligned Left O'S Right O's 

Figure 6-10 Right/Left-Aligned Data FormalS 
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6.3.4 Data Interface Formats 

LRCLK 

BITCLK 

SDATA, 
SDATAIN 

SOLO I 's digital audio input and output interfaces are implemented using four signals: 

• LRClK (left/right channel clock) 

• BITCLK (bit clock) 

• SDATA (audio input from the codec to the audUnil) 

SDATAIN (audio output from the audUnit to the codec) 

.... 1---------- 1f/s ---------~ 

.... 1--- Left-channel Data -"ofoIIIt-- Right-channel Data - .. 

MSB 
14 15 16 1112 131 

Audio Data Word = 16 Bit 

LRCLK 

BITCLK 

SDATA. 
SDATAIN 

Figure 6-/1 Righi-justified Dala Timing 

.... 1---------- 1f/s ---------~ 

.... t-- Left-channel Data - ........ 1--- Right-channel Data -~ 

LSB 

11411511~ 
LSB 

11411511~ 
Audio Data Word = 16 Bit 

6-16 

Figure 6-]2 Left-justified Data Timing 

The Bit Clock (BITCLK) and the leftlRight Clock (LRCLK) are derived from the audio 
master clock (AUD_CLK) and are driven by SOlOI. The BITCLK frequency is 
AUD_CLKl4 and the lRCLK frequency is AUD_CLKI2S6. Both digital input and output 
paths must use the same clock signals. 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Description 

6.3.5 DMA Engine Description 

The audUnit DMA engines suppon memory buffers of up to 64KB. Each buffer must be 
aligned on a 32-byte boundary. 

DMA read buffers (since they may contain 8-bit mono samples) may be any arbitrary 
integer size. DMA write buffers. which only contain 16-bit stereo samples. must be a 
multiple of 32 bytes in size. 

Each DMA engine uses buffer chaining. which requires minimum CPU interaction. Audio 
sample data is read from the current output buffer. When the current buffer is empty. and if 
there is a valid "next" buffer in the chain. then the "next" buffer becomes the "current" 
buffer and DMA transactions continue - allowing the CPU to refill the now empty buffer 
and re-insen it in the chain as the new "next" buffer. 

The write DMA engine performs similarly in the opposite direction-i.e. when the current 
buffer is full. DMA transactions continue to the valid "next" buffer. 

6.3.6 Signal Definitions 

The audUnit's external and internal signals are described in the following table. 

Table 6·2 audUnit Signals 

Signal Name Direction Description 

io_SYS_2XCLKIN I Main system clock 

io_AUD_CLK I Audio clock 

io_AUD_SDATAIN I Audio shift data input I 
io_MOD_CLK I Modem clock 

io_MOD_SDATAIN I Modem shift data input I -
I aud_AUD_BITCLK 0 Audio bit clock 

aud_AUD_LRCLK 0 Audio left/right clock 

aud_AUD_SDATA 0 Audio shift data output I 
mod~OD_BITCLK 0 Modem bit clock I 
mod_MOD_LRCLK 0 Modem left/right clock 

mod_MOD_SDATA 0 Modem shift data output I 
aud_diagBus[S:O] 0 Audio debug bus I 
mod_diagBus[S:O] 0 Modem debug bus 

mck_audUnicareseCn I Async SYS_2XCLKIN reset signal 

mck_modUnicaresecn I Async SYS_2XCLKIN reset signal I 
ckd_audUnicaresetAud_n I Async AUD_CLK reset signal 
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Table 6-2 aut/Unil Signals (Cominued) 

Signal Name Direction Description 

ckd_modUni,-aresetMo(Cn I Async MOD_ClK reset signal 
-- -" - - ------- -- ----- 1---- - -- - - - - - - - - _ .. - . -- ---

1 
tes,-synclnitClocks I 1 Initialize free running clocks 

._----

1 
bus_write I Transaction from busUnit is write 

1- bu~_addr[6:2) 
-

- --_ _____ 1 I busUnit address bus 

1 bu;-_d~t;[25:0j -
.--- -----

I busUnit data bus 

mem_datal31 :0) I memUnit data bus 

I bus_audRegReq I Transaction request from busUnit 

mem_audRAddrAck I Address ack from memUnit I 
mem_audW AddrAck I Address ack from memUnit 

mem_audRdAck I Read data ack from memUnit 

mem_audWrAck I I Write data ack from memUnit 

bus_modRegReq I Transaction request from busUnit 

mem_modRAddrAck I Address ack from memUnit I 
mem_modW AddrAck I Address ack from memUnit 

mem_modRdAck I Read data ack from memUnit 

mem_modWrAck I Write data ack from memUnit 

aud_dmalnlnt b End of Input DMA interrupt 

aud_dmaOutint 0 End of Output DMA interrupt 

aud_husRegAck 0 General ack to busUnit 

aud_memRReq 0 Read transaction request to memUnit 

aud_memWReq 0 Write transaction request to memUnit 

aud_memDqm[3:0) 0 Byte write mask controls 

aud_rAddrl25:2] 0 audUnit read address bus 

aud_ wAddr[2S:2) 0 audUnit write address bus 

aUd_busRegData[2S:0) 0 husUnit register data 

aud_data[31 :0] 0 Memory write data 

mod_dmainInt 0 End-of-Input DMA interrupt 

mod_dmaOutint 0 End-oC-Output DMA interrupt 

mod_busRegAck 0 General acknowledge to busUnit 

mod_memRReq 0 Transaction request to memUnit 

mod_memWReq 0 Transaction request to memUnit 
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Table 6-2 audUnit Signals (Continued) 

r . Signal Name Direction Description 

mocCmemDqm[3:0] 0 Byte write mask controls 

1 m~~'-~ Add~2i2j · 
- - -- - .. --- -- - ~ -- --- ------ _. - - ---- - , ' - - ... -

- I 0 audUnit read address bus 

mod_wAddr[25:2] 0 audUnit wrile address bus ~ -
mod_busRegDala[25:0] 0 busUnil register data 

----- 1 
__ ~ __ "'- -' -_ 0 __ - -- -- -- - - ----~ -

mod_data[31 :0] 0 memUnit write data 
r 
r 

r 
r 
r 
r 

r 
r-
I 

r-
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6.4 Bus Unit 

6.4.1 Overview 

The Bus Unit (busUnit) is the interface between the CPU and SOLO), and provides 
efficient access to both code (typically stored in ROM) and data (typically stored in 
RAM), as well as various memory-mapped devices. 

A functional block diagram of the busUnillogic is shown in Figure 6-12. 

CPU AID CPU CMD 

• CPU_INLN 
, 32 )"'7 

busUnit 

~?r ~ r 
I "--r-J' "--r--/ 

Ip> 
I .. .. I ~ 

I P I t> I P> I t> I ~ -'I ! .. I I I .. • 
~ J L 

~ .. I 
ADDR .. CNTL 

Data 
Logic 

Decode memUnit FIFO 
Logic 

FIFO Logic ifF Logic Control f--

(9wds t> 1-- I- Pending, 
deep) I" ~ 

~ ,,~ '" ~r 

~J> II 

Y ·r ..--
"-~ 

P> 1-" Current ..... ~ 

~~ ~I J I 

FIFO Control Signals 

1-'32 
r r r 

BUS_DATA BUS_ADDR BUS_RIOREG BUS_BLOCK RIO_BUSADDRACK 

MEM_DATA BUS_MEMREG , 

Figure 6-13 busUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

The SOLO I CPU interface is a 32-bit multiplexed address and data bus supporting the 
R4640 and R5230 implementations of the MIPS architecture. Single-word. as well as both 
4- and S-word burst transactions are supported. SOLO I is also able to arbitrate the CPU 
bus for systems containing other master/slave devices. 

SOLOI uses the R4XXX-compatible write protocol. The write data pattern is Iwordll 
MasterClock cycle. 32-byte read and write bursts are supported for cache fill and write
back transactions. Burst read transactions are returned in sub-block order. Burst write 
transactions are handled in linear order. 

Note that the data checking feature of the R4640 (parity) is not used by SOLO I. 

6.4.2 Reset Behavior 
All interrupts are disabled at reset and all interrupt status bits are cleared. although 
interrupt events will be caught regardless of the values of their enable bits. Such events 
can be observed by polling the status registers that are not masked by enable bits. Or. if the 
enable bit is subsequently set, a prior interrupt event will immediately cause a CPU 
interrupt. 

All fences are in a disabled state at reset. 

• The watchdog timer is disabled at reset. Its software reset (clear) value is set to OxOO 
at reset. 

• ROM address space aliases onto RAM address space at reset. This must be disabled 
with the CHPCNTL register. 

6.4.3 Write Buffer 

The busUnit interface contains a 32-byte write buffer used exclusively to maintain 
efficient use of the memory buses during write operations. 

Burst write transactions are collected by the write buffer and held until the memory 
interface unit is able to accept the write. Burst write transactions are only supported to the 
RAM. 

The write buffer may be used to collect consecutive single-word write transactions while 
waiting for the memory interface to be able to accept them (i.e., non-cached writes may be 
stacked up in the write buffer while write transactions to Rash memory or other slow 
devices are underway). 
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6.4.4 Signal Definitions 

The bus Unit's interface signals are defined in Table 6-3. 

Table 6-3 busUni, Interface Signals 

Signal Name Direction Description 

CPU_AD 110 CPU address and data bus 

CPU_CMD 110 CPU command bus 

CPU_VALOUT_N I Address·, command·, and data· valid strobe 

CPU_ V ALIN_N 0 Data and command valid back to CPU 

I CPU_ WRRDY_N 0 CPU write·ready signal 

CPU_INT_N 0 CPU interrupt line 

bus_memReq 0 busUnit Memory Request 

bus_addr [25:2) 0 I busUnit Transaction Address 

bus_size 0 busUnit Transaction Size (4 or 168) 

bus_write 0 busUnit Transaction Write Signal 

bus_data [31 :0]. 0 ~) busUnit Data Output 

mem_busAck I memUnit Ack to busUnit 

mem_data [31 :0) I memUnit Data Output 

mem3 xpAck 0 Expansion Port Acknowledge 

RIO_ADDR [22:2) 0 ISAlROMlExpansion Port address bus 

RIO_DATA [31:0) 110 data tolfrom RIO bus 

RIO_CE [1:0) 0 I ROM OIl chip enable 

RIO_DEN_N [3:0) 0 !SA device (0-3) enables 

RIO_DEVIORDY I ISAIOCHRDY 

RIO_DINT [3:0) I !SA device (0-3) interrupts 

RIO_EXPACK-N I Expansion Pon acknowledge 

RIO_EXPCLK 0 Expansion Port clock 

RIO_EXPEN 0 Expansion Pon enable 

bus_busError I Bus Error Signal/Cancel Transaction 

mck_reset I mckUnit Reset Signal 

bus_rioRegReq I Request transaction with RIO control 
registers 

bus_memRegReq I Request transaction with memUnit control 
registers 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-3 busUnitlnterjace Signals (Continued) 

Signal Name Direction Description 

RIO_BUSADDRACK I RIO bus address acknowledge 

I:~~~:::~~ -r:--- -· -- - - -- - - -- -- . --
RIO bus read acknowledge 

RIO bus write acknowledge 

r MEM_BUSRDACK I Memory bus read acknowledge 

6.4.5 Bus Reads 

A bus read operation is comprised of the following events: 

1. An address is placed on the CPU Address and Data bus. 
The CPU issues read and size commands. and assens VALOUT_N. 

2. The address is latched and decoded by the busUnit. 

3. The address and decode logic will do one of the following: 
a) hold and wait 
b) save the pending address 
c) start the read operation specified by the current address 

4. If 'c.' then the request and control signals are asserted. When the bus address is valid. 
the read is performed. The busUnit sends a read-acknowledge signal to the CPU. Go 
to Step 7. 

5. If 'b.' then the busUnit wailS for the current operation to complete. Return to Step 4. 

6. If 'c,' then the busUnit waits for the pending address to become current. Return to 
Step 5. 

7. The busUnit assens VALIN_N. 

6.4.6 Bus Writes 

A bus write operation is comprised of the following events: 

1. An address is placed on the CPU Address and Data bus. 
The CPU issues write and size commands. and assens VALOUT_N. 

2. The address is latched and decoded by the busUnit. 

3. Data is loaded into the Data FIFO. 

4. The address and decode logic will do one of the following: 
a) hold and wait 
b) save the pending address 
c) start the write operation specified by the current address 
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5. If 'c,' then the request and control signals are asserted. When the bus address is valid, 
the write is perfonned. The busUnit sends a write-acknowledge signal to the CPU. Go 
to Step 8. 

6. If 'b,' then the busUnit waits for the current operation to complete. Return to Step S. 

7. If 'c,' then the busUnit waits for the pending address to become current. return to Step 
6. 

8. The busUnit asserts VALIN_N. 
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CluJpter 6. Hardware Description 

6.5 Digital Video Input Unit 

6.5.1 Overview 

The Digital Video Input Unit (divUnit) captures both audio and video digital data from the 
external audio/video decoders. The video data can be cropped, re-sampled at a variety of 
ratios, and decimated before it's sent to the memUnit. The frames deposited in memory 
may be sub-sampled to 1/4 screen to reduce bandwidth for PIP-type applications. 
Alternatively, the video data can be passed sttaight through the resampling logic and 
DMA'd directly to the memUnit. 

The audio data path converts the incoming serial data stream to a 16-bit bus before the 
DMA to the memUnit. 

Figure 6-14 illustrates the significant components of the divUniL 

divUnit 

Extemal 
Video DIV _LLC (ClK) 
Decoder~-----------e=-
(Analog DIV _HS 

or Dlgltal)~------ii 
DIV VS 

Extemal 
Audio 
ADC 

~ __ D_IV ___ B_C_LK ____ --I~ Interface 

Control 
Registers 

Audio Data Path 

Shifter ~ .. ~ Video r- DMA 

Address 
Generation 

Figure 6-14 divUnil Functional Block DiDgram 
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The divUnit is designed to connect to video devices supporting a 16-bit data path. The 
synchronization signals may be supplied as separate pins (DIV _HS. DIV _ VS) or as 4-
byte codes embedded in the video stream. as in SMPI'E 259M. If separate pins are used. 
either the rising or falling edge of the signals can be selected as reference points. 

The divUnit can shift data, flip the MSB and LSB. take the 2's complement of a value, flip 
the right and left channels. and change the beginning of the data sample relative to the 
clock. 

The windowing logic crops the incoming video image via a set of control registers that 
define the active video region with respect to the selected timing references. LBORDER 
defines the number of 2x pixel clocks from the horizontal reference to the first pixel on a 
line. TBORDER defines the number of lines from vertical sync to the first active video line. 
HEIGHT and WIDTH define the picture size. 

To support non-square pixel devices that may be cheaper than square alternatives. a 
resampler is included that supports the following sampling ratios: 

• 720->640 

• 720->768 

• 720-> 320 

• 720->384 

• 1 -> 1 

• 2 -> I 

Following the resampling stage. a decimator is provided that supports 1 -> I and 2 -> I 
ratios. The 1 -> 1 ratios available in both the resampler and decimator are used to pass the 
data through without any modification. 

Note that the registers that define the active region describe the horizontal area after 
resampling, should it be enabled. 

The video data is then deposited into main memory via DMA. The base address and row
to-row stride are specified in the BASEADDR and STRIDE registers. The stride is 
specified in memory bytes. To reduce bandwidth requirements when the desired effect is 
to reduce the area covered by video to around 1/4 screen or less. the images may be 
decimated to half horizontal resolution prior to DMA. A suitable 114 screen picture can be 
created by selecting only one field per frame for capture. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.5.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the divUnit interface signals. 

Table 6-4 divUnit Interface Signals 

Signal Name 
Input! 

Signal Description Output 

DIY _DATA[7:0] I Data port 

DIY_BCLK I Audio bit clock 

DIY_VS I Vertical sync (control signal) 

DIY_HS I Horizontal sync (control signal) 

DIYJ.LC I Video clock 

DIY_LRCLK I Audio left-right channel clock 

DIY_SDATA I Audio serial stream 

div _memAddr[31 :OJ 0 Memory address for video DMA 

div_memReq 0 Memory Request 

mem_divAddrAck I Memory controller address ack 

div_memWriteData[31:0] Output Data path to memory 

mem_divDataAck Input Write data acknowledge 

6.5.3 Programming Model 

This section lists the divUnit's control registers. Detailed descriptions of these registers 
are provided in Chapter 5 "Software Description." 

Table 6·5 divUnit Control Registers 

Register Name Description 

DIV _SYNCSEL Select sync source (0 . pins, 1 - embedded 

DIY_INVHS Invert sense of HS source 

DIY_INVVS Invert sense of VS source 

DIY _ VSISFLD Use VS as field indicator 

DIY _FIXSYNCERRS Enable forward error correction on embedded syncs 

DIY_DMAEN Enable DIVIT DMA 

DIY_NY Next Valid 

DIY_NVF Next Valid Forever 

DIY_NFIELD Next field select 

DIY _NTBORDER[9:0J Next Top Border, inclusive 
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Table 6·5 divUnit COn/rol Registers (Continued) 

Register Name Description 

DIV _NLBORDER[9:0] Next Left Border, in 2x pixel clocks, inclusive 

rnv~NRBORDER(9:0) Next Right Border, in 2x pixel clocks, inclusive 

OIV _NBBORDER[9:0) Next Bonom Border. inclusive 

OIV _NRSMPMOOE[ 1 :0) Next Resampler Mode 

OIV_NOECEN Next Oecimator Enable 

OIV _NSTART[22:5) Next Starting Address (32B aligned) 

OIV _NSTRIDE[ 15:5] Next line·to-line stride for next buffer (32B) 

OIV_CFIELD Current field select 

OIV _CTBORDER[9:0] Current Top Border, inclusive 

OIV _CLBORDER[9:0] Current Left Border, in 2x pixel clocks. inclusive 

OIV _CRBORDER[9:0] Current Right Border, in 2x pixel clocks. inclusive 

OIV _CBBORDER[9:0] Current Bonom Border. inclusive 

-OIV_CRSMPMOOE[l:0] Current Resampler Mode 

OIV_COECEN Current Oecimator Enable 

OIV _CSTART[22:5] Current Starting Address (32B aligned) 

OIV _CSTRIOE[l5:5} Current line-to-line stride for next buffer (328) 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.6 Modem Unit 

6.6.1 Overview 

SYS elK 

The Modem Interface Unit (modUnit) maintains serial data communication between 
SOLO) and an off-chip modem. 

Output data is read from RAM through a DMA channel. and sent as a single-bit. serial 
data stream to the modem in 16-bit mono samples. Note that the modUnit only supports 
16-bit mono data. DMA chaining allows efficient manipulation of the data with minimal 
interaction by the CPU. Input data is written to RAM through a DMA channel. 

The modUnit provides local buffering for both DMA channels (read and write) to 
minimize memory bus bandwidth used for transactions. 

A functional block diagram illustrating the modUnit logic is shown in Figure 6-15. 

modUnit 
Clock Generation 

---0 
~ 

.. Modem Input 

I DMA Cntl Reg I entl logic 

+ 

MO .. 
MO 

MO 

D_BITClK 

D_lRClK 

D_ClK 

From AFO 
Memory .. 4x32 ... Shift Reg MO 

/ 

IIIII II II 
/ .. 1'32 .. 1/1 .. 

--. Modem Output Cntl logic I DMA Cntl Reg I 
~ FIFO 

~, 

Memory 4x32 ~ I 
ShiftReQ /MO .... 

IIIII IIIII 
.. 

"" "" 1'32 1/1 

To 

Figure 6-15 modUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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6.6.2 Signal Definitions 

6-30 

The modUnit is integrated with the audUnit. and has no separate signals. refer to the 
audUnit section, earlier in this chapter. for the signal descriptions that apply to the 
modUnit. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.7 110 Device Unit 

6.7.1 Overview 

The YO Device Unit (devUnit) is comprised of four principal subunits: 

• devRegs-provides control registers for the busUnit interface. the LEDs. the chip lD. 
the GPIO lines. the I2C bus. the graphics RAM delay. and the internal debug bus 

• devPPort-controls the Parallel Port 

• devlRln-controls the IR input 

• devIROut-controls the IR output 

A functional block diagram supporting the devUnit logic is shown in Figure 6-16. 

devUnit 
devPPort subUnit 

FIFO 

devRegs .. ... PP_da!a 

subUnit ... ..... ... 

Control 
Registers IR_ln 

----+ LEOs IRln subUnit (From exle 

--- GPIOs Cnll Reg I~ 
controller) 

mal 

--- 12C Bus FIFO 
~ Chip 10 

r---- gfx RAM delay .. .L ... 
r---- Debug Bus 

busUnit +-
Interface ~ 

~ IROut subUnit 
bUSUM -

II 
~ 

..... ..... 
IR_Out 

~ .. 
~ .. 

Figure 6·16 devUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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6.7.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the devUnit interface signals. 

Table 6·6 mod Unit Interface Signals -, 
I , 

Signal Name 
Input! 

Signal Description 
Output 

io_SYS_2XCLKIN I System clock "'I 
i 

I mck_rescl_n I System reset I r io_IR_IN I Infrared input data I I dey _IR_ CLK ° Clock for external IR controller I I dev_IR_CLK_en ° Enable for extemallR controller I 
io_IR_CLK I Infrared input clock I 
dev_IR_OUT 0 Infrared output data I 
dev_IR_OUT_en ° Infrared output data enable I 
io_IR_OUT I Infrared output read data I 
dey _MISC_LED[2:0] 0 LED value 

-, 
I 

io_ID_DATA I ID data input 

dev_ID_DATA 0 ID data output 

dev_ID_DATA_en 0 ID data output enable 

io_IIC_CLK I EEPROM clock in (reg) I 
dev_DC_CLK 0 EEPROM clock (reg) 

I dev_DC_CLK_en ° EEPROM clock enable (reg) 

io_DC_DATA I EEPROM data in (to reg) 

dev_DC_DATA 0 EEPROM data (reg) 
-I 

dev_IIC_DATA3n 0 EEPROM enable (reg) I 

io_GPIO[15:0] I GPIO inputs I 
io_GPIO_r2[15:0) 0 Synchronized GPIO inputs 

dev_GPIO[ 15:0) 0 GPIO outputs 

dev_GPIO_en[15:0) 0 GPIO output enables 

io_parametric I Parametric chain output 

test_paramTestMode I Parametric test mode 

tescscanMode I Scan enable 

dey _rarnDelay[7:0] 0 Internal RAM input timing 

io_PP _DATA[7:0) I Parallel port input data 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-6 modUnit Interface Signals (Continued) 

Signal Name 
Input! 

Signal Description Output 

io_PP _FAUL T_N I Parallel port fault r- ------------- ---p Parallel port sele~t-- -- - - --- - - - - I io_PP _SELECT 

io_PP _ACK_N I Parallel port acknowledge - -------------1 
I io_PP _BUSY I I Parallel port device busy ----~-I 

I io_PP _ERROR I Parallel port device error I 
dey _PP _AUTOFD_N 0 Parallel port auto feed output 

I dey _PP _INIT_N 0 Parallel port initialize 

dey _PP _STROBE_N 0 Parallel port strobe 

dey _PP _SELIN_N 0 Parallel port select 
-- --_._-

dey _PP _DAT A[7:0] 0 Parallel port output data 

dev_PP _DATA_en 0 Parallel port output enable 

dev_PP_DIR 0 Parallel port direction 

bus_devReq I busUnit request for devUnit 

bus_write I busUnit write signal 

bus_addr[ II :2] I busUnit address bus 

bus_datal31 :0] I busUnit data bus 

div _pwmEnable I DIVIT pulse-width mod enable 

div_pwm I DIVIT pulse-width mod I 
dev_busAck 0 Acknowledge to bus Unit 

dev_idnt 0 IR receiver interrupt 

dey _irOutInt 0 IR blaster interrupt 

dey _data[31 :0] 0 devUnit data bus 

dey _pportInt 0 Parallel Port interrupt 

dey _diagSel[3:0] 0 Select diagnostics information 

dey _diagEnable 0 Enable the debug bus 

-I dev_diagBus[5:0] 0 Debug bus 
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6.7.3 Parallel Port 

6-34 

SOLO I uses the same Parallel Port control logic that is used by the Sasha ASIC. This 
section describes the changes and modifications that differentiate SOLO I's integral 
parallel port interface from Sasha. 

Table 6· 7 Pon Modes 

ASIC Software 
Compatibility 

ECP-F ECP-R 
Fifo 

Sasha Yes Yes (with bug) Yes No 

SOLO I Yes Yes Yes Yes 

6.7.3,1 Differences Between the SOL01 and Sasha Handshake State Machines 

This state machine controls all modes except software mode: 

1. TOutCountEn was removed from SOlOl. The TimeOut register that was 
associated with this feature has changed from a time-out register value to a bit that 
creates an immediate cycle abort. See #6 in "Register Changes." 

2. To support the reverse channel in ECP mode, SOLO I 's state-machine gained the 
ability to control the HWStb_ signal. In addition, to enable the use of FIFO's in this 
direction, a ReversePush signal was created to load the FIFO from the peripheral. 
The associated states and the way in and out were implemented. 

3. The ECP _TERM state in Sasha pointed to no other state. If software were to enable 
the hardware ECP mode, the only way to get conlJ'ol and switch modes would be 
through a parallel port reset. Now in SOLO I, ECP _ TERM returns the pon to the idle 
state. 

4. The Compatibility FIFO mode in Sasha adhered strictly to the 1284 spec for the 
handshake. To use real-life printers (like the HP series), SOL01 was modified to 
handshake in a manner compatible with both the IEEE1284 and Centronics specs. 

6.7.3.2 Register Changes 

I. DATA-Can read from FIFO when in ECP-R mode. 

2. SWlnit_ in the CTRL register selects -F or -R in ECP mode. 

3. STAT register bits 2 and 4 were switched in SOLOL This is the Fault_ and Error mix
up. On the Sampson boards, the DB-2S was mis-wired and software re-Iabeled the 
bits in their spec to match the physical hardware. By correcting the lC2 layout and 
swapping the bits in SOLO I, software sees no change. 

4. STAn was added to allow software to read the output that SOLO 1 is generating. This 
is useful to help determine what state the hardware is in if a peripheral fails in the 
middle of a cycle. Software can decide to abort if the machine is in a transitory state 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Descriplio1l 

too long and the external device has broken the specification (i.e .. if the cable is 
unplugged). 

5. Fi foOvf in FIFOSTAT could only be read as 1)' and was already implemented 
correctly in another register (Fi foOvfInt in 1ST). It was removed. 

6. TIMEOUT was the time-out count until an auto abon by the hardware, should 
something go wrong. Now software can decide if something went wrong and create 
it's own abon. Bit 0 of the TIMEOUT register will not cause an ECP abon whenever 
a 'I' is written to it. 

7. lEN bits I and 5 were removed from SOLOL Bit I was FifoOVfIntEn. We will 
never write data to a full FIFO. That would be a software bug. Bit 5 is gone because 
of the TIMEOUT change in #6. 

8. 1ST. bits I and 5 gone again for same reasons as above. 

9. CLRINT. bits I and 5 gone again for same reasons as above. 

10. Sasha had a general register elsewhere that could enable and disable the pon. SOLO I 
has a new ENABLE register that does this function. 

6.7.3.3 Other Changes 

I. The 750ns timer has been scaled to match SOLO l's clock. 

2. Several output signals in Sasha were gated through a hand-instantiated glitch less 
MUX. These were removed from SOLO 1 and all outputs are registered to avoid 
glitches (and meet timing). 

3. Sasha had RAMs or something instantiated for the FIFOs while SOLO 1 has the latch
based FlFOs. 

4. The SOLO 1 devPPon does not use the bus interface state-machine from Sasha. It 
instead interfaces to the devUnit. 

S. If external buffer drivers are used on Sasha, there is a chance for data contention. 
SOLOI generates a four-cycle margin of safety between direction changes. 

6. Synchronizers on Sasha inputs were added late and thus hand-instantiated. 
Synchronizers were added early on SOLOI and are not hand-instantiated. 
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6.8 Pixel Output Unit 

6.8.1 Overview 

't From gfxUnt 

From gfxUni t 

From vidUni t 

From vidUn it 

From gfxUn it 

To vidUnil 
and gfxUnil 

The Pixel Output Unit (potUnit) receives data from both the vidUnit and gfxUnit. and 
outputs it to either the SAA 7187 external DAC. or to the dveUnit. Figure 6-17 provides a 
functional block diagram of the potUnit logic. 

The gfxUnit and vidUnit provide both 16- and 24-bit data words. The potUnit selects 
between the two 16-bit data sources. aligns the chosen 16-bit word. and sends it to the 
SAA 7187 at the rate of one byte per clock cycle. The data alignment is necessary to adjust 
the internal pipeline to the external DAC. 

The potUnit also selects between the two 24-bit data sources and passes the chosen 24-bit 
value through the potUnit at the rate of 24 bits every other clock cycle. 
Vid_WidePixOut is the averaged color value from the vidUnit. gfxWidePix is the 
raw pixel data stream from the gfxUnit. 

gfxEnable 
potUnit 

~ 
Data , 

16 
~ AIi~RJent 

.. -
Data , ogle 

Video Data Out 
(To external SAA 7187 DAC) 

'16 ~ 

Vid_WidePixOut , .. 
k 

'24 .. 
gfxWidePix , 

dve_data_in 
(To dveUnit) 

'24 
,/" 

r::;, Hsync sysclk 
Vsync_sysclk 

~ .. HinActive Control vSync 

VinActive , 
PixelEnable Logic hSync .. , 

From dveUnit 

L...-: 

To vidUnit C 
PixelFifoSelecl 

FifoReq 

Figure 6-17 pOI Unit Functional Block Diagram 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

The potUnit also contains logic mat aligns me horizontal and venical syncs to the system 
clock, and passes them on to both me gfxUnit and vidUnil. This logic also controls the 
vidUnit's FIFOs: A seleclline (PixelFifoSelect) ping-pongs between the two video 
AFOs to retrieve me next available data from me vidUnit; the FIFO reload line 
(FifoReq) instructs the vidUnit to reload a FIFO when all of its eight entries have been 
read. 

6.8.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the potUnit interface signals. 

Table 6-8 potUn;t Interface Signals 

Signal Name Input! Signal Description Output 

VID_ VSYNC_N YO Vertical sync input 

1 VID_HSYNC_N YO Horizontal sync input "I 
POT_CLK YO Video display pixel clock 

VID_DATA[7:0] YO Video data and configuration bus 

VidDataWide YO Averaged pixel data 

Vsync_sysclk 0 Vertical sync aligned to me system clack 

Hsync_sysclk 0 Horizontal sync aligned to the system clock 

HinActive 0 Current horizontal position is within the 
screen's active region 

VinActive 0 Current vertical position is within the screen's 
active region 

PixelEnable 0 Requests more data from vidUnit or gfxUnit 

PixelFifoSelect 0 Selects vidUnit's video FIFO entry 

VID_DATA_OUT 0 Data from vidUnit to external DAC 

FifoReq 0 Reloads vidUnit's video FIFOs 

use...gfx I Selects data from gfxUnit 
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6.9 Video Unit 

6.9.1 Overview 

From 
M emory 

I ... 
I"'" 

6·38 

The Video unit (vidUnit) receives 32-bit video data from memory and outputs it as either 
16- or 24-bit words. Sixteen-bit data is sent to the potUnit and 24-bit data is sent to the 
dveUnil. 

Incoming data is stored in a 12x32 DMA FIFO that is separated into three 4-word 
sections. When the DMA FIFO has four words or less remaining, eight more words are 
loaded from memory. 

One half of each 32-bit word is read from the DMA FIFO and input to a pair of 8x 16 video 
FIFOs. The output of these APOs will either leave the vi dUn it as a pair of 16-bit words, or 
as a single, 24-bit word. The 16-bit words are sent to a MUX, where they are transferred to 
the potUnit. The 24-bit data word is the product of "averaging" the pixels represented by 
four, 16-bit words, and is sent to the dveUnit via a second MUX. 

The vidUnit supports both interlaced (hardware-controlled) and non-interlaced (software
controlled) scanning. 

Figure 6-18 provides a functional block diagram of the vidUnit logic. 

OMA Control 
vidUnit 

FIFO Logic 
12x32 .... FifoReq 

"" (From potUnit) 

;--....... 
VidDataWide 

~ 
... Pixel --.. I (To dveUnit) ... Video MUX 

FIFO "'" Averagers "'" '24 .", 

8x16 ~ 

~ 
PixelFdoSelect 
(From potUnit) 

I ~ 
... Vid Data 

Video I-
... I (To potUnit) ... .. FIFO MUX 

'16 "'" 8x16 .. 
"'" 

~ 

Figure 6·18 vidUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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6.9.2 Signal Definitions 

r The following table lists the vidUnit interface signals. 

r Table 6·9 vidUnil Interface Signals 

Signal Name Input! 
Signal Description Output 

vSync I Vertical sync r , . __ J hSync I Horizontal sync 

VidData Wide I/O Averaged pixel data r 
vSync_sysclk 0 vSynp aligned to the system clock 

r hSync_sysclk 0 hSync aligned to the system clock --_.-
HinActive 0 Starting horizontal address of active region on the screen 

VinActive 0 Starting vertical address of active region on the screen 

I PixelFifoSelect 0 Selects vidUnit's video FIFOs r 
FifoReq 0 Reloads vidUnit's DMA FIFO 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r-
l 

r=' 
l 

r 
r 
r 
~ 
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6.10 Digital Video Encoder Unit 

6.10.1 Overview 

640 

The Digital Video Encoder Unit (dveUnit) is a Verilog RTL-Ievel core. It convens RGB or 
YCC input pixels to either Composite Video/SVHS or RedlGreenIBlue. The dveUnit 
generates either NTSC or PAL outputs at square or non-square pixel rates. 

The dveUnit has two main modes of operation: YC and RGB. In YC mode. it generates 
Composite and SVHS signals compliant with the NTSC or PAL video standards. In RGB 
mode, it generates component Red, Green and Blue outputs with Sync inserted on the 
Green channel. The dveUnit accepts 8-bit digital linear RGB or CCIR601 YCbCr inputs. 
Various color space conversion modes are provided to match the input data to the required 
output format. 

The data is filtered to limit the bandwidth of the signals to be within the supported ranges 
of the selected video standard. This filtering is performed using DSP techniques. The 
filters are programmable so that the dveUnit can either provide enhanced bandwidth for 
SVHS output. or correctly band-limited signals for Composite Video. 

All the necessary synchronization signals for the NTSC and PAL standards are inserted 
into the composite and luma outputs. The correct sub-carrier burst frequency for color 
encoding is internally generated. Digital syncs are also provided for the rest of the system. 
Closed Captioning is available for both PAL and NTSC. 

Two synchronous clocks are required for the dveUnit core, one at twice and the other at 
four times the pixel rate. The square pixel mode has a pixel rate of 12.2727 ... MHz for 
NTSC and 14.7SMHz for PAL. The non-square pixel rate is 13.SMhz for both NTSC and 
PAL. Most of the processing is performed at twice the pixel rate. The output rale is at four 
times the pixel rate. simplifying output filtering. 

The dveUnit is a pure digital design. Three standard 9- or IO-bit DACs, and simple 
passive analog filters are needed, in addition to the circuitry provided. Eight-bit DACs can 
also be accommodated. During YC operation, the three DACs generate Composite, Luma 
and Chroma. During RGB operation, the DACs are used for Red, Green (with sync), and 
Blue. 

Various trade-offs between functionality and size are available. and are described in more 
detail in the Veri log source and related documents. 

Figure 6-19 provides a functional block diagram of the dveUnit logic. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

v:;~C (from the external video source) 

To 
vidUnit. 
potUnit. 
gfxUnit --il--i 

vSync 

hSync 

Register 
File 1-----.. 

dveUnit 

From Conversion 
potUnit --!i----t~24-:-------~ Matrix 

liming 
Generation 

4:4:4 
YUV 

YCrCb 

R G B 
Comp Y C 

Figure 6·/9 dveUn;I Functional Block Diagram 

6.10.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the dveUnit interface signals. 

Table 6·/0 dveUnitlnlerface Signals 

Signal Name Input! 
Signal Description Output 

DAC_YVBS I VBS for the Y DAC 

DAC_CRCBVBS I VBS for the CrCb DAC 

DAC_COMPVBS I VBS for the Comp DAC 

DAC_YAOUT 0 AOUT for the Y DAC 

DAC_CRCBOUT 0 AOUT for the CrCb DAC 

DAC_COMPAOUT 0 AOUT for the Comp DAC 
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Table 6·10 dveUnit Interface Signals (Continued) 

Signal Name 
Input! 

Signal Description 
Output 

DAC_YAPVD 0 APVD for the Y DAC 

100DAc.=-cicBAPvo---- ~" 0 ~n I APVD for Ibe Crib DAC- - ~n 

I DAC_COMPAPVD o APVD for the Comp DAC 

I DAC_YAPVS o 1 APVS for the Y DAC 

I DAC_CRCBAPVS 0 APVS for the CrCb DAC 

DAC_COMPAPVS 0 APVS for the Comp DAC 

DAC_VREF I DAC voltage reference 
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6.11 Memory Unit 

6.11.1 Overview 

Chapter 6. Hardware Descriptio" 

SOLO )'s memUnit provides 32-byte burst read/write access to up to 64Mb of external 
SDRAM. The maximum achievable memory bandwidth is 333Mb/sec when 12SMHz 
SDRAMs are used. The major functional blocks comprising the memUnit are: 

• Control Registers 

• Control Block 

• Address Path/Arbiter 

Data Path 

The data path is simply a multiplexer for write data, which is selected by the arbiter. The 
read data is registered into SOlOI and broadcast to all read data recipients. Acknowledge 
signals for read and write data are generated separately for each requestor by the Control 
Register block. 

The Control Register block shows the four memUnit programmable registers that 
maintain parameters that are used in the operation of the memUnit. Not shown in the 
Control Register block is a state machine which is responsible for initiating refresh. 

The Address Path and Arbiter block contain the arbitration logic and the address selection 
logic as shown. 

The timing of all requests, memory control signals and acknowledgments is from within 
the control block. The control is divided into 3 main units: 

• Burst control 

Word Control 

• Refresh Control 

A fourth entity in the control block are the bank timers. These timers use the values 
programmed for the SDRAMs to control the sequencing and progress of the other control 
blocks. 

The burst control is responsible for the timing of all burst reads and writes. Likewise, the 
word control is responsible for the gfxUnit word accesses, and the refresh control for the 
refresh accesses. 

Figure 6-18 provides a functional block diagram of the memUnit logic. 
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Figure 6-20 memUnir Funcrional Block Diagram 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

The internal ports that are serviced by the memUnit are listed in Table 6-11. 

Table 6-11 memUnil's Supported Internal Porls 

Unit Access Type Arbitration Type 

Refresh Refresh Fixed: Top Priority 
----~--.--

._---. __ .--- .-. --- .. 
Fi~ed~lst Priority-_·- -----1 vidUnit (FB readout) R Burst 

-
I divUnit W Burst Fixed: 2nd Priority 

audUnit R/W Burst Fixed: 3rd Priority 1 
modUnit RlWBurst Fixed: 4th Priority I 
busUnit (CPU interface) R/W Burst Round-robin J 
gwb (FB write-back) WBurst Round-robin 1 
gfxUnit (graphics rendering) Random Round-robin, Top when active 

6.11.1.1 Access Technique 

SOLO l's high memory bandwidth is achieved through an efficient SDRAM access 
scheme_ With the exception of the gfxUnit. all memory requests are 32-byte burst requests 
consisting.of 8 consecutive cycles of 32 bits each_ On power-up, software programs the 
SDRAM chips (via the memUnit) to provide or accept data in 4-cycle increments. Note 
however, that each SDRAM chip contains two independent banks, with each bank 
providing half of the requested data. For example, when the memUnit services a read 
request, it first accesses Bank 0 for four words, then Bank I. The read from Bank 0 is 
called a "read with auto-precharge," meaning that once the fourth word is read from Bank 
0, that bank will automatically precharge and be ready for a new access within four cycles 
(assuming the fastest SDRAM chips). Thus. the memUnit "ping-pongs", or pipelines the 
access to the SDRAMs and can keep data flowing at up to one word per cycle. 

To accommodate slower, lower-cost SDRAMS, the timing parameters of the SDRAM 
chips can be programmed into the memUnit. so that the cost/performance trade-off can be 
made without compromising system cycle time or SDRAM timing specifications. 

6.11.1.2 Arbitration Algorithm 

The memUnit arbitrates between SOLO I 's internal requestors, using a combination of 
fixed and round-robin schemes (refer to Table 6-11). Some requestors arbitrate with a 
fixed-request priority, while others, which don't require service in finite time, arbitrate 
after the fixed-priority requests in a round-robin scheme. This guarantees timely accesses 
to video and audio, as well as fair accesses to the busUnit. graphics write-back, and 
graphics rendering. Also, when graphics rendering (via the gfxUnit) has been arbitrated, it 
becomes the highest-priority requestor-it can't be kicked off until it's finished. 
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This arbitration allows the gfxUnit to take advantage of a random memory access mode 
(Word Mode) which only it can use. In Word Mode. the memUnit keeps pages open. and 
allows the gfxUnit to provide a new address for a new word within that page every 
cycle-Burst Mode is effectively defeated. This greatly improves the efficiency of the 
gfxUnit when rendering textures (particularly rotated textures), or any odd-stride memory 
access patterns. However. this efficiency would be lost if re-arbitration occurred for each 
word of access-necessitating the lock-out. To counteract the gfxUnit arbitration lock-out. 
a "burp" mechanism is used. This mechanism resets and enables a counter whenever the 
gfxUnit is accessing memory in the presence of a "burp-enabled" request. When the 
counter reaches a value detennined by a CPU-programmed register. the gfxUnit loses the 
memUnit arbitration. and all other higher-priority requestors are serviced so that their real
time requirements are met. The burp tenninal count and the burp enables are in the 
meIlLBURP_Register. 

6.11.1.3 Memory Refreshing 

ill 

646 

The memUnit is also responsible for memory refresh. The refresh interval is 
programmable. or refresh can be entirely disabled (i.e .• the Power Up state). Unlike 
traditional DRAMS. the refresh address is maintained by the SDRAM chips themselves. 
so that the memUnit only needs to initiate refresh cycles. 

---------------------------------------------------------------
Cautlon:Auto-refresh mode works with all SO RAMs with SOL01 Rev 1.3 and later. 

Another feature of SDRAM is auto-refresh. The memUnit facilitates auto-refresh in the 
following way: If software wants to shut down most activity in the system to conserve 
power. then SDRAM accesses become unnecessary except for refresh. Software can 
program the SDRAMs to refresh themselves. It does so by setting the Auto-refresh enable 
bit in the MEM_REFRESH register. The memUnit will issue the command to the SDRAMs 
at the rust refresh interval. where no requests have been made since the last refresh 
interval. Once the SDRAMs are in auto-refresh mode. any memory request will cause the 
memUnit to issue an auto-refresh exit command. so the request can be subsequently 
serviced. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.11.1.4 memUnit Transaction Timing 

Figure 6-21 illustrates two memory-read transactions performed back-to-back. The first 
read is with busUnit data, the second read is with vidUnit data. 

1 I 4 I 12 I 16 

SYS2XCLKIN 

busRequest 

busAddrAck --~--~rl~--~----~----
busRdAck I 

memRdData 

vidRequest 

vidAddrAck ______ -+ ______ ~--------~!lL--~---------
vidRdAck 

MemAddr* 

MemCmd** 

BankSelect 

MemData 

* R = Row Address 
C = Column Address 

•• a = Activate Row 
rp = Read with Auto Precharge 

Figure 6-21 memUnit Transaction TIming 
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6.11.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the memUnit interface signals that are external to SOLO I. 

Table 6·12 memUnitlnterface Signals 

Signal Name 
Input! Signal Description Output 

mem_SYS_2XCLKlN I 2X system clock 

I MEM_ADDR[ 10:0] 0 I Memory and address 
-

MEM_DATA[31 :0] 110 Memory data bus 

MEM_BS 0 Memory bank select 

I MEM_DQM[3:0] 0 Byte enables 

MEM_RAS_N 0 Row address strobe 

MEM_CAS_N 0 Column address strobe 

I MEM_WE_N 1 0 Write enable 

MEM_CS_N[ I :0] 1 0 Chip selects 

MEM_CKE 0 Clock enable 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.12 Smart Card and UART Control Unit 

6.12.1 Overview 

The Smart Card and UART Control Unit (sucUnit) provides the interfaces to two 
Universal Asynchronous Receiverrrransmitter (UART) devices. Each one of these UART 
devices may be configured to act as a Smart Card interface, a UART with a modem 
interface, or a set of general-purpose inputs/outputs (GPIOs) under software control. The 
expected configuration is to implement one Smart Card reader and one general-purpose 
UART. 

A block diagram of the sucUnit is shown in Figure 6-22. It consists of an interface to the 
busUnit (sucBusIF), the two configured UARTs (sucUart) and some logic to MUX the 
internal state for diagnostics (sucDiag) onto some of the output pins. The two sucUart 
modules are referred to as SCO (Smart Card 0) and GPU (general-purpose UART) to 
reflect how they will most likely be used. 

sucUnlt 

sucUart 
(SCO) 

busUnit 

sucUart 
(GPU) 

Diag signals 
L..-~ _____ S_U_C_D_ia_g _____ ~--I ...... .r---r---' from other units 

SMC_DATA 
SMC_INSERT _N 
SMC_PEN_N 
SMC_RESET _N 
SMC_CLK 

Figure 6-22 sucUnit Functional Block Diogrom 

UART_TXD 
UART_RTS 
UART_DTR_N 
UART_RXD 
UART_CTS_N 
UART_DCD_N 
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When one of the interfaces is configured as a Smart Card, external logic is required in 
order to correctly implement an ISO-7816 or EMV (EuropaylMasterCardNisa) compliant 
interface. The external logic must include a 5V power enable circuit (to supply power to 
the card under software conlrol). over-current sensing logic. and clock transition logic. 

6.12.2 Signal Definitions 

The sucUnit signals are described in Table 6-13. 

Table 6-13sucUnit Signals 

Signal Name 
Dlrectio 

Description 
n 

SMC_DATA I/O Smart Card data 

SMC_INSERT _N I/O Smart Card insened 

SMC_PEN_N 110 Smart Card power enable 

SMC_RESET _N 110 Smart Card reset 

SMC_CLK 110 Smart Card clock 

UART_CTS_N 110 UART clear to send 

UART_DCD_N I/O UART data carrier detect 

UART_DTR_N I/O UART data terminal ready 

UART_RTS_N I/O UART request to send 

I UART_RXD I/O UART receive data 

UART_TXD 110 UART transmit data 

6.12.3 Submodule Descriptions 

6.12.3.1 sucUnlt Bus Interface Submodule (sucBuslF) 

The sucBusIF submodule handles the WebTV Intermodule Interface (WTI) to the 
busUnil. It only implements register reads and writes to the sucUnit. There is no suppon 
for any direct memory access. All software-accessible registers are in the two sucUarts. 
The sucBusIF does the first-level decode of the sue Unit address space and asserts the 
proper read/write strobes and conlrOl signals to the two sucUart submodules. It is 
responsible for issuing transaction acknowledgments and read data from the sucUart 
submodules to the busUnit. All outputs of the sucUnit are driven directly from registers. 

6.12.3.2 sucUnit UART Submodule (sucUart) 

Each sucUart submodule implements two UART interfaces-Smart Card and serial! 
modem pon. In addition. it implements a GPIO interface that can be enabled on a per-pin 
basis. If a pin is enabled to be a GPIO. that will override any Smart Card or serial pon 
function of that pin. All configuration is under software conlrol. 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Descriplion 

The pin mapping supporting the two modes is shown in Table 6-14. Note that the Smart 
Card interfaces (SCO and SCI) have only five pins. so the UART_DCD_N and GPIO [5] 

outputs are not available on the Smart Card ports. 

Table 6-14 sucUan Interface Modes 

SerialiModem Mode Smart Card Mode GPIO Pin 

UART_RXD SMCn_DATA GPIO[O] 

UART_TXD SMCn_CLK GPIO[l] I 
UART_DTR_N SMCn_PEN GPIO[2] 

I UART_RTS_N SMCn_RESET GPIO[3] I 
UART_CTS_N SMCn_INSERT GPIO[4] I 
UART_DCD_N **NA** GPIO[S] 

A block diagram of the sucUart submodule is shown in Figure 6-23. The sucURegs 
module contains all of the software-accessible registers for controlling and configuring the 
UARTs. Each UART contains independent receive and transmit FIFOs. as well as transmit 
and receive shift registers. The receive and transmit FIFOs are swappable under software 
control. There is also a GPIO interface on each UART. so that each pin can be configured 
as a general-purpose output or inpuL Each GPIO is capable of generating interrupts on 
either rising transitions. falling transitions or both. 
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sucUGplo 
"' ... GPIO/UART/SMC MUXes 

Figure 6-23 sucUart Submodule Functional Block Diagram 

The transmit FIFO is used to store transmit data until it can be shifted out serially. The 
receive FIFO is used to store receive data until software can read it. To a large degree. the 
depth of the FIFOs determine how fast the UART can run. so that software can keep up 
with the data flow. Deeper FIFOs enable software to reduce the time between servicing 
interrupts. 

Aside from the depth of the FIFOs. the seo and GPU UARTs are functionally identical. It 
is up to software to properly configure each of the U.A1ITs for the intended operation. 

The seo UART has I-byte receive and transmit F1FOs (lT/IR). The GPU UART has a 4-
byte receive FIFO and an I-byte transmit FIFO. These FIFOs can be swapped so that the 
UART is configured with I-byte receivel4-byte transmit F1FOs. The GPU should be 
capable of IlS.2Kbps. depending on the system software. seo should be capable of at 
least 19.2Kbps. 

The sucUnit UARTs have many features of the industry-standard 16SS0 UART. Although 
the register map and bit definitions are different from the 16SS0. the sucUnit UARTs 
should implement the features of the 16S50 required for software. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

This documentation will point out the similarities and differences between the sucUnit 
UARTs and a 16550 UART. 

The clock rate for the sucUnit UARTs is derived from the system clock. which may range 
from 66MHz to 83MHz. Software is responsible for programming divisors from the 
system clock to generate the UART master clocks and the bit-rate clocks. 

6.12.3.3 sucUnit Diagnostic Module (sucDiag) 

The sucDiag submodule is used to override six of the sucUnit outputs with the internal 
state of the chip. This is used as a debug tool to gain visibility into the internal state 
machines in various units. The values and enables for the diagbus are controlled by 
registers in the devUnit. If the diagbus is enabled for output. it will override all nonnal 
operation of the output signals. 

The diagbus is connected to the chip outputs as shown in Table 6-15. 

Table 6·15 diagbus OUtpUl Pins 

sucUnit Pin diagbus Pin 

SMCI_DATA dey _diagBusOut[O] 

SMCI_INSERT dey _diagBusOut[ 1] I 
SMCCCLK dey _diagBusOut[2] 

SMCI_RESI;:T dev_diagBusOut[3] 

SMCCPEN dey _diagBusOut[4] 

UART_DTR_N dey _diagBusOut[5] 

6.12.4 WebTV Terminal EMV Specification Compliance 

There are two standards describing Smart Card protocols and specifications: the 
ISO-7816 standard and the EMV (EuropaylMasterCartVVisa) Specification 1996. The 
EMV specification is a restricted subset of the ISO-7816 specification. The suc Unit Smart 
Card interface attempts to be compliant with the EMV specification. This section can be 
used as a standalone document for reviewing how well the WebTV tenninal complies with 
the EMV specification. 

The following sections address how the sucUnit. in a Smart Card configuration. complies 
with the specifications set forth in the "EMV '96 Integrated Circuit Card Specification for 
Payment Systems. Part I." These sections state how the WebTV Tenninal implements the 
various EMV features on a section-by-section basis that matches the sections in the EMV 
'96 specification (the EMV section numbers are listed in parentheses next to the 
corresponding section headings). 
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6.12.4.1 EMV Compliance Overview 

WebTV has designed a device that can be used as a Smart Card Terminal (WebTV 
Terminal) with two Smart Card interfaces. The WebTV Tenninal has a custom ASIC 
(WebTV ASIC) to implement the two Smart Card interfaces. This ASIC is controlled by 
an on-board CPU. The two Smart Card interfaces on the ASIC will interface directly to 
Smart Cards if possible. The interfaces suppon either synchronous ISO-7816 compliant 
cards or asynchronous EMV-compliant cards. 

The Smart Card clocks are generated by dividing down the 83-MHz system clock 
frequency in the WebTV ASIC. 

Each Smart Card interface on the ASIC supports the following signals: 

SMC_DATA 

SMC_INSERT_N 

SMC_PEN_N 

SMC_RESET _N 

SMC_CLK 

(the 110 signal in the EMV spec) 

(insertJremovaJ detect from a switch) 

(power enable, controls power on/off to card) 

(the RST signaJ in the EMV spec) 

(the CLK signaJ in the EMV spec) 

All of these signals are controllable by software in tenns of their direction and the values 
that they can drive when enabled as outputs. Additionally, anyone of these signals may be 
configured to interrupt the CPU on a rising or falling · transition. Some of these pins (i.e., 
SMC_DATA and SMC_CLK) may have special functions, such as UART serial 
transmission or clock generation. which are enabled by software. but are under hardware 
control. This specification attempts to explicitly distinguish which functions are entirely 
under software control and which ones have hardware suppon. 

6.12.5 Electromechanical Interface (EM V '96 Part I, 1) 

6-54 

6.12.5.1 Electrical Characteristics of the Tenninal (EMV '96 Part 1,1.4) 

6.12.5.1.1 Input/Output (UO) (EMV '96 Part 1,1.4.2) 

From the EMV '96 spec: "During operation, the terminal and the ICC shaJl not both be in 
transmit mode. In the event that this condition occurs, the state (voltage level) of the 
contact is indeterminate and no damage shall occur to the tenninaJ." Software will ensure 
that the ICC and tenninal are not in transmit mode at the same time. 

The open-drain devices driving the data signal guarantee that no damage will occur to the 
terminal or the ICC if both are in transmit mode. If the Philips 8002 interface chip is used, 
it may contain circuitry to ensure this. If the Philips 8002 is not used. the 110 pin may be 
implemented as an open-drain signal so that if there are any drivers on the signal. they will 
only drive low. 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Descriptio" 

The terminal will pull the I/O signals to the switched vee to ensure that if the terminal 
and the ICC are both in reception mode, the ICC contact will be in the high state. The 
EMV '96 spec states: "The terminal shall not pull I/O high unless vee is powered and 
stable within the tolerances specified in Section 1-2.1.2." 

The I/O signal will be pulled high with a passive resistor connecting the 110 signal to the 
switched vee. Software will drive the 110 signal low before enabling power to vee. 
After a fixed duration, but before driving CLK high, software will tn-state the 110 signal 
and it will be pulled to vee. 

6.12.5.1.2 Transmission Mode (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.2.1) 

The 110 signal will meet the specifications for Voh, Vol. tR, tF, overshoot and undershoot 
specified in Section 1.4.2.1 of the EMV '96 specification. In transmission mode, the 
WebTV terminal will drive the 110 signal to either the high or low state. 

6.12.5.1.3 Reception Mode (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.2.2) 

The WebTV terminal will operate correctly under the Vih, ViI, tR and tF specified for 110 
in Section 1.4.2.2 of the EMV '96 specification. In reception mode, the WebTV terminal 
will tri-state the 110 signal and monitor it for incoming data from the ICC. 

6.12.5.1.4 Programming Voltage (VPP) (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.3) 

The WebTV terminal will not supply VPP. 

6.12.5.1.5 Clock (elK) (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.4) 

The eLK signal will meet the specifications for Voh, Vol, tR, tF, overshoot and undershoot 
specified in Section 1.4.4 of the EMV '96 specification. 

The clock will be divided down from the WebTV terminal system frequency, which will 
be between 66MHz and 83MHz. The exact divisor will be under software control and will 
be set to produce a clock in the l-SMHz range. The clock high and clock low time will be 
the exact same number of cycles, so that the only duty-cycle implications will be from the 
rise and fall times of the buffers. The duty cycle will be well within the 45155% duty 
cycle. 

6.12.5.1.6 Reset (RSn (EMV'96 Part I, 1.4.5) 

The eLK signal will meet the specifications for Voh, Vol, tR, tF, overshoot and undershoot 
specified in Section 1.4.5 of the EMV '96 specification. 
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6.12.5.1.7 Supply Voltage (VCC) (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.6) 

The exact voltage range and steady state output current of VCC is less than 700mA. The 
WebTV terminal has protection circuitry to prevent short circuits to VCC or GND. 
Transients in current consumption greater than 200mA will deactivate the ICC. 

6.12.5.1.8 Contact Resistance (EMV '96 Part 1,1.4.7) 

The contact resistance is system dependent. 

6.12.5.1.9 Short Circuit Resilience (EMV '96 Part I, 1.4.8) 

The WebTV terminal is capable of sustaining a short circuit of any duration between any 
or all contacts. Any short circuit will result in deactivation of the ICC. 

6.12.5.1.10 Powering and Oepowering of Terminal with ICC in Place (EMV 
'96 Part I, 1.4.9) 

If the WebTV terminal is powered on or off with an ICC in place, no spurious signals or 
power perturbations shall appear at the interface contacts. In the event of unexpected 
removal of power from the WebTV terminal. the ICC will be deactivated before the 
contacts have disengaged. When power is applied to the WebTV terminal. no signals will 
be driven to the ICC. The YO (SMC_DATA), RST (SMC_RESET), and CLK (SMC_CLK) 
signals will not be driven and pulled to an inactive state with resistors. The switched VCC 
to the ICC will be disabled until software enables it (through SMC_PEN) and goes through 
the correct activation sequence. The card will be detected if inserted by software (through 
SMC_INSERT) after power has been applied. 

6.12.6 Card Session (EMV '96 Part I, 2) 

6-56 

6.12.6.1 Normal Card Session (EMV '96 Part 1,2.1) 

6.12.6.1.1 Stages of a Card Session (EMV '96 Part 1,2.1.1) 

6.12.6.1.2 ICC Insertion and Contact Activation Sequence (EMV '96 Part I, 
2.1.2) 

On insertion of the ICC into the WebTV tenninal. the 110. RST, and CLK contacts of the 
ICC will be either driven low or pulled low with passive resistors. The vce will not be 
switched on and will be below O.4V. 

The insertion of the ICC into the WebTV terminal will be detected through a mechanical 
switch pulled up to the unswitched main power supply on the WebTV terminal. Once 
insertion is detected, software will initiate the activation sequence. 

The activation sequence is as follows: 

1. The RST, CLK and YO signals are driven low. 

2. vec is then powered. After a fixed duration under software control, vee will be 
assumed to be stable. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

3. 110 will be put into reception mode by tri-stating the signal. 

4. The WebTV terminal will then go through the reset sequence for a synchronous ICC. 
If the ICC is not detected as a synchronous card. the reset sequence specified for an 
asynchronous EMV ICC will be applied. 

6.12.6.1.3 ICC Reset (EMV '96 Part I, 2.1.3) 

The WeblV terminal supports both synchronous and asynchronous ICCs. The reset for 
synchronous ICCs will be applied first If the Answer To Reser (ATR) indicates the card is 
a synchronous card. no further reset sequences will be issued to the ICC and it will be 
assumed to be a synchronous device. If the ATR does not indicate a synchronous ICC. the 
reset sequence for an asynchronous ICC will be applied. If the ATR does not indicate an 
asynchronous ICC. the card will be rejected and the deactivation sequence will be applied. 

The reset sequence for an asynchronous ICC is specified in the "Cold Reset" and "Warm 
Reset" sections that follow. 

6.12.6.1.4 Cold Reset (EMV'96 Part I, 2.1.3.1)· 

Following the activation of contacts (see "ICC Insertion and Contact Activation 
Sequence" on page 56). the WebTV terminal will initiate a cold reset as follows: 

I. A 1-~MHz clock is applied to the CLK signal at notational time TO. 

2. The clock is generated from the WebTV terminal system clock as stated in "Clock 
(CLK)" on page 55. 

3. The RST signal remains in the low state for a period of between 40000 and 45000 
clock cycles after time TO. At this point (time TI). the RST signal is put in the high 
state. RST is implemented as an open-drain output pulled up to the switched 5V 
power supply. Software is responsible for waiting the appropriate amount of time and 
setting RST high between 4()()()() and 45000 cycles after time TO. 

4. After RST is set high at time Tl, the WeblV terminal waits to receive data from the 
ICC. If software does not detect any data for a period of time greater than 40000 
cycles. it initiates the deactivation sequence specified in the "Contact Deactivation 
Sequence" section. If the WebTV terminal detects data from the ICC and it conforms 
to the expected ATR. the card is treated as a valid card and the transaction execution 
begins. If the data does not conform to the expected ATR, a warm reset will be issued, 
as described in the following section. 

6.12.6.1.5 Warm Reset EMV '96 Part I, 2.1.3.2) 

If the ICC issued data in response to the cold reset sequence. but it did not conform to the 
expected ATR. the WeblV terminal will initiate a warm reset as follows: 

1. The WebTV terminal keeps the CLK signal running according to Section 1.4.4 of the 
EMV '96 specification. 
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2. VCC will remain stable and within the specifications (see Section 1.4.6 of the EMV 
'96 specification). 

3. At notational time TO. the WebTV terminal will set RST to the low state. The IJO 
signal will be set to reception mode prior to sening RST at time TO. 

4. The rest of the warm reset will be identical to the cold reset from time TO. 

5. If the ICC does not respond with the answer to reset within 40000 cycles of Tl or if it 
responds with an unexpected ATR, the ICC will be rejected and the WebTV terminal 
will start the process specified in the "Contact Deactivation Sequence (EMV '96 Pan 
I, 2.1.5)" section that follows. 

6.12.6.1.6 Execution of a Transaction EMV '96 Part I, 2.1.4) 

Once the ICC is determined to be valid. all subsequent information exchanged between 
the ICC and the WebTV terminal will be under control of the terminal's application 
software. 

6.12.6.1.7 Contact Deactivation Sequence (EMV'96 Part I, 2.1.5) 

The contact deactivation sequence will be started, upon either normal or abnormal 
termination (including withdrawing the ICC while being accessed by the WebTV 
terminal). This sequence is handled entirely in hardware, and will be initiated either by the 
detection of card removal or by software initiating the deactivation sequence. 

The WebTV terminal will set the the RST signal to the low state. The CLK signal will 
remain active for approximately lOus after the RST signal is set low. At this time, CLK 
will be driven low by the WebTV terminal. The CLK duty cycle will not be violated in 
setting the CLK signal low. Approximately lOus after setting CLK low, the YO line will 
be set to a high impedence state. 

After setting both the RST and CLK signals low, and YO to the high impedence state, the 
WebTV tenninal will depower VCC to the ICC. VCC will be depowered approximately 
lOus after setting YO to a high impedence state. It will take a maximum of 500msec for 
VCC to drop below OAV. vec will be depowered before the ICC contacts are physically 
disconnected from the WebTV terminal. 

If the ICC is unexpectedly removed, the WebTV ASIC will detect the removal via an 
"insert" signal from the card socket This signal will be active when the card is inserted 
and will deactivate when the physical removal of the card begins. The deactivation 
process will complete before the contacts disengage as long as the ICC is removed at the 
rate of 1 mlsec or less. Removal of the card will force the deactivation sequence to occur 
without any software interaction. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.12.6.1.8 Abnormal Termination of Transaction Process (EMV '96 Part I, 
2.2) 

If an ICC is prematurely removed at speeds of up to I mis, during the execution of a 
transaction. the WevTV tenninal will sense the movement of the contacts and deactivate 
all signals to the contacts within 1 ms. This ensures that all contacts will be deactivated 
before the contact movement exceeds 1 mm. This wilt not cause any electrical or 
mechanical damage to the ICC. 

6.12.6.2 Physical Transportalon of Characters (EMV '96 Part I, 3) 

6.12.6.2.1 Bit Duration (EMV '96 Part I, 3.1) 

The bit duration on the I/O line is defined in tenns of eiemelllary time units (ETUs). The 
definition of an ETU is: 

F 

ETU = 
D ... f 

where: 

f = the CLK frequency in Hz 
F = the clock rate conversion factor 
D = the bit rate adjustment factor 

The WebTV tenninal will suppo~ programmable integer FlO ratios. Software will 
program a I3-bit divisor of the system clock to generate the sample frequency. The sample 
frequency will be 16 times the bit rate (l1ETU). 

The divider used to generate the sample clock, along with the 6-bit divider used to 
generate CLK, give the WebTV tenninal flexibility in generating various FlO ratios. 
Assuming F = 372, the WebTV tenninal will support values for D of 1116. 118, 114, 112. 1, 
2,4.8. and 16, as specified by the "ISOIIEC 7816-3 Specification." 

Note: For the answer-to-reset protocol, the FID ratio will be set to 372. 

6.12.6.2.2 Character Frame (EMV'96 Part I, 3.2) 

The WebTV terminal will implement a standard UART interface to receive and send data 
over the I/O line. The line will have the following characteristics: 

• Prior to character transmission, the I/O line will be in state H. 

• A character will consist of 10 bits, including one start bit (state L), 8 data bits, and one 
parity bit. 

• Even parity will be used. The parity will be set to make the total number of logical 
• I 's (the 8 bits of data plus the parity bit) even. 

• A programmable number of stop bits (state H) ranging from I to 256. 
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The sample time is fixed to be 1116 ETU. The start bit is recognized by detecting a falling 
edge using ClK as the clock for the edge detection. The state of the bit is determined by 
sampling n+0.5 ETUs after the detection of the falling edge of the start bit (where n is the 
nth bit in the character). 

The guard time is implemented as a programmable number of bits between ) and 256. If 
the WebTV terminal was transmitting, it will not drive the 110 line after the parity bit. The 
on-board passive pullup resistor will pull the 110 bit high within I us. If the WebTV 
terminal was receiving, it will stay in receive mode for the duration of the guard time. 

If the card is determined to suppon T=O (character-oriented asynchronous transmission 
protocol), the WebTV terminal will implement a parity error notification scheme. If the 
terminal is transmitting, it will sense if a parity error was detected by the receiver. If the 1/ 
o line is low at II ETUs after the leading edge of the character was sent. the terminal will 
issue an interrupt and software will send the character again. Software will transmit the 
character three more times if parity errors continue to be detected. 

If the terminal is receiving a character and it detects a parity error (after the answer to 
reset), it will drive the I/O line low starting at 10.5 ETUs after the falling edge of the stan 
bit for a duration of ) ETU. Software will be notified of the parity error when it reads the 
receive data. 

Software will guarantee that at the terminal transpon layer (TrL), data will always be 
passed over the 110 line most significant byte first. 

The order of the bit within the byte is configurable in hardware. Software will set it in the 
proper mode, based on the initial character in the answer-ta-reset sequence (see the 
"Character Definitions" section, later in this chapter, for a description of the initial 
character). 

6.12.6.3 Answer-To-Reset (EMV '96 Part I, 4) 

6.12.6.3.1 Physical Transport of Characters Returned at Answer-to-Reset 
(EMV '96 Part I, 4.1) 

During the answer-ta-reset sequence, the WebTV terminal hardware does not impose any 
restrictions on the ICC in terms of maximum character intervals or total answer-ta-reset 
times. It is up to software to determine if the reset sequence times out. 

Parity error handling is controlled entirely by software. The hardware will be in receive 
mode for the entire duration of the answer-ta-reset sequence. 

6.12.6.3.2 Characters Returned by ICC at Answer-to-Reset (EMV '96 Part I, 
4.2) 

Handling the answer-ta-reset sequence is controlled entirely by software. Both ICCs 
supponing T=O (character-oriented asyt:lchronous transmission protocol) and T=1 (block
oriented asynchronous transmission protocol) are supponed by the WebTV terminal. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.12.6.3.3 Character Definitions (EM V '96 Part I, 4.3) 

TS -Initial Character (EMV '96 Part I, 4.3.1) 

The TS initial character indicates the logic convention for subsequent characters and is 
used to facilitate bit synchronization. 

The WebTV tenninal does not use the initial TS character to do any bit synchronization. 
The initial character is detected just as any other: by the falling edge of the 110 line. which 
indicates the start bit. 

The value of TS will be one of the following two values: 

• {H)LHHLLLLLLH (inverse convention. value Ox3F) 

• {H)LHHLHHHLLH (direct convention, value Ox3B) 

In the inverse logic convention, a low (state L) on the 110 line is equivalant to a logical one 
(1), and the most significant bit of the data byte is the fIrst bit sent after the start bit. 

In the direct logic convention, a high (state H) on the 110 line is equivalent to a logical one 
(1), and the least significant bit of the data byte is the first bit sent after the start bit. 

The WebTV tenninal supports both logic conventions in hardware. The initial word will 
be read using the direct logic convention. If the value is read as Ox3B with no parity error, 
it indicates that the direct logic convention will be used. If it is read as Ox03 with a parity 
error (the inverse convention Ox3F read as direct convention), the hardware will be 
programmed to use the inverse logic convention. The hardware will inverse the sense of 
the bits, as well as reorder the bits, so that software will always read the data byte in the 
direct logic convention. 

Any card that does not read either the inverse or direct convention values will be rejected. 
The WebTV tenninal will issue a warm reset, go through the answer-ta-reset sequence, 
and then deactiveate the card if it still doesn't return one of the two expected values. 

TO - Format Character (EMV '96 Part I, 4.3.2) 

The TO character is handled entirely in software. 

TA 1 to TC3 -Interface Characters (EMV '96 Part I, 4.3.3) 

Only the characters that have hardware support are listed. The other characters (TOl, 
TA2, TB2, TC2, TD2, TA3, TB3 and TC3) are implemented entirely in software and are 
not specified here. 

TA 1 (EMV '96 Part I, 4.3.3.1) 

The WebTV tenninal is capable of reading the TAl character, which supplies the values 
for F and D specified in the "Character Frame" section. If the values for F and D 
correspond to the ranges specified (F=371 , 0=1116 ... 16), the card will be accepted. 
Otherwise, it will be rejected. If TAl is not specified, F and D will be set to '1.' 
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TB1 (EMV '96 Part I, 4.3.3.1) 

The WebTV tenninal does not supply VPP. It always assumes that the card returned 
TBI=OxOO. 

TC1 (EMV '96 Part /, 4.3.3.1) 

TC I specifies the extra guard time that shall be added to the minimum duration between 
the leading edges of the start bits, when the terminal is transmitting data. 

The WebTV ASIC suppons between 1 and 256 stop bits after the parity bit of the character 
was sent. Software must detennine the correct number of stop bits to program, depending 
on the mode and the value ofTCI. The time between the leading edges of characters will 
be somewhere between II and 256 ETUs. 

TCK - Check Character (EMV '96 Part /, 4.3.4) 

The "checksumming" of the answer-ta-reset will be handled entirely in software. 

6.12.6.3.4 Sequence and Conformance of Answer-to-Reset (EM V '96 Part I, 
4.4) 

The WebTV tenninal's response to the ICC answer-to-reset is handled entirely in 
software. 

6.12.6.3.5 Answer-to-Reset-Flow at the Terminal (EMV '96 Part 1,4.5) 

No additional hardware implications. 

6.12.6.4 Transmission Protocols (EMV '96 Part I, 5) 

This section primarily describes the higher-level software protocols. It is assumed that 
software will be able to correctly implement these protocols without any additional 
hardware support. other than that specified in the previous sections. Areas having 
potential hardware implications are described in the following subsections. 

Section 5.2.2.1, of the EMV specification, specifies that the minimum interval between 
the leading edges of the start bit or two consecutive characters sent in opposite directions 
shall be ) 6 ETUs. There will be no hardware support for this. Since software is 
responsible for turning around the direction of YO data, it will also guarantee that 16 
ETUs have elapsed before the WebTV tenninaJ sends characters to the ICC. 

The "Character Frame" section specifies the error detection and correction scheme for 
T=O. This is handled in hardware as specified previously. Basically, the terminal will 
notify the card of a parity error by a setting the YO line to state L at )0.5 ETUs for a 
duration of 1 ETU. After transmitting a character. the tenninal will see if the ICC detected 
a parity error by checking for state L on the YO line at II Eros after the line's leading 
edge. The software is responsible for re-issuing the disputed character. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.13 Graphics Unit 

6.13.1 Overview 

The Graphics Unit (gfxUnit) is composed of the following logic blocks: 

Control Subunit (fctlUnit) 

Mapping Subunit (fmapUniO 

Vector Quantitization Subunit (fvqUnit) 

• Blend Subunit (fbldUnit) 

• Ram Line Buffer Subunit (frlbUnit) 

• Video Out Subunit (fvoUnit) 

• Write Back Subunit (fwbUnit) 

The fctlUnit interfaces with the busUnit for register reads and writes. It also interfaces 
with the memUnit in order to read yMaps, CelRecords, textures. and Codebooks. 

The fctlUnit sends the information necessary to process each cel to each block of the 
gfxUnit data pipeline. The fmapUnit takes all of the celrecord parameters relating to the 
cel's shape and position on the screen and creates (u,v) values for each pixel. The (u,v) 
values are used to calculate the memory address in the texture for each pixel to be 
displayed. 

The fvqUnit takes the data words read from memory and according to the pixel mode 
(Dir444, Dir422, VQ8 444, VQ8 422, VQ4 444) presents the y, Cb, Cr values (Iuminence 
and chrominance) to the fbldUnit. 

The fbldUnit then perfonns a read-modify-write operation on the intemalline buffers to 
blend the new foreground pixel into the background already stored in the line buffers 
(frlbUnit). 

If in graphics ping-pong mode, these line buffers are read out in real time and sent to the 
potUnit for display. 

If in graphics Write-back mode, each line buffer is read out once it has finished being 
composed. The fwbUnit sends each line to the proper place in the write-back frame buffer 
located in memory. 

Figure 6-24 provides a functional block diagram of the graphics engine logic. 
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Figure 6-24 gfxUnit Functional Block Diagram 
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Chapler 6. Hardware Description 

6.13.2 Signal Definitions 

The following table lists the gfxUnit interface signals. 

Table 6-16 gftUnit Interface Signals 

Signal Name Input! Signal Description 
Output 

io_SYS_2XCLKIN I System clock 

io_POT_CLK J I I 2X pixel clock _J 
disp_CbCrSel I Selects either Y or Cb/Cr as current data 

Interface to mckUnit 

mck_fbldUnicareset_n I Asynchronous reset 

-I I mck_fctlUnicaresecn 
--

I Asynchronous reset 

mck3mapUnicaresecn I Asynchronous reset 

mckjvqUnil_aresecn I Asynchronous reset 

mckjwbUnicaresecn I I Asynchronous reset I 
ckd_gfxUnicaresetPocn I Reset synchronized to POT_CLK 

Interface to potUnit 

pochsync I Synchronized version of the 
horizontal sync signal 

pocvsync I Synchronized version of the 
vertical sync signal 

vid_earlyHblank I Early version of horizontal 
blanking signal 

vid_oddField I Indicates an odd or even field 

gfx_pixelBus [15:0) 0 Pixel bus to potUnit 

gfx_pix444 [23:0) 0 Pixel bus to dveUnit 

Interface to memUnit -
mem~fxAddrAck I Address acknowledge 

mem~fxRdAck I Read acknowledge 

mem_data [31 :0) I Data bus from memUnit I 
gfx_addr [25:2] 0 Current address to memUnit I 
gfx_addrNext [25:2] 0 Next address to memUnit I 
gfx_memReg 0 Memory request I 
gfx_memReqNext 0 Next memory request 

mem~bAddrAck I Write-back address acknowledge 
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Table 6·/6 gfxUnilinlerjace Signals (Continued) 

Signal Name 
Input! 

Signal Description 
Output 

mem-8wbWrAck I Write-back write acknowledge 

rg~b_dala-[31 :0] -----
---,,--

Write-b~~k da~t~memU~it·----1 0 

I gwb_addr [25:2] 0 Write-back address to memUnit -I 
gwb_memDqm [3:0] 0 Byte enables I 
gwb_memReq 0 Write-back memory request 

Interface to busUnit 

I bus-8fxReq I Request from busUnit I 
bus_addr [31 :0] I Address from busUnit I 
bus_data [31 :0] I Data from busUnit I I bus_write I I Write signal from busUnit I I gfx_d ... [31001 0 Data to busUnit I 
gfx_busAck 0 Acknowledge signal to busUnit 

gfx_Int 0 Interrupt to busUnit 

Interface to devUnit 

dev_mmDelay [7:0] I Control signals that set programmable de-
lay in the RAM enable path 

gfx_diagBus [5:0] 0 Output signals to debug bus 

Test Signals 

test_ramAddr [8:0] I RAM test address 

tescramEnCycle [3:0] I RAM test enable 

tescramTestRamSel [3:0] I RAM test-select this RAM I tescramRw I RAM test read/write 

test_ramDataln [23:0] I RAM test data input I 
tesCramDataOut [23:0] 0 RAM test data output I 
test_ramTestMode I RAM test mode 

tescramSelPortA I RAM test-select Port A 
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Clwpler 6. Hardware Descriplion 

6.13.3 Control Subunit 

The control logic consists of a State Machine and the address generation logic. 

6.13.3.1 State Machine 

The gfxUnit State Machine is initialized at the beginning of HSYNC (or the alternate 
start-of-line signal if in Write-back mode). The State Machine initializes the yMapBase 
and celsBase registers by copying over the yMapBaseMaster and the celsBaseMaster. The 
gfxUnit then reads a single yMap enrry. Each yMap enrry is exactly one word and refers to 
one CelBlock. The topLine and Height parameters are compared to the current line count 
(yCount). The CelBlock is active if (yCount < bottomLine) &. (yCount >= 
topLine) . If the CelBlock is not active, FIDO_GRFX proceeds to read another yMap 
enrry. 

If the CelBlock is active. the celRecord parameters are loaded into the graphics engine. 
First,the internal parameter registers are initialized with default values. Then, the graphics 
engine uses the CelSize bits of the yMap enrry to read in the appropriate number of words. 
A microCelRecord is two words. a miniCelRecord is four words. and a full CelRecord is 
12 words. The CelRecord parameters overwrites the default values. For the 
microCelRecord and the miniCelRecord. only a portion of the parameters are overwrinen 
and the rest of the registers retain the default values. 

Once the CelRecords parameters are loaded, the gfxUnit decodes the celMode byte to find 
out what type of Cel it is. If it is a Load Data celRecord, the Graphics Engine proceeds to 
read in the appropriate data and then moves on to the next yMap enny. Otherwise. the data 
pipeline is used to prepare and write image data into the scanline buffer. 

The data pipeline includes: performing the optional transform operation. reading the 
texture from memory. performing the optional VQ decompression and blending the 
resulting pixel into the frame buffer. 

When all the pixels have been processed for that line of the Cel. processing moves on to 
the next Cel in the CelBlock. When the last Cel in the CelBlock has been processed. the 
State Machine goes back to reading yMap entries to find the next active CelBlock. 

During a ping-pong operation. it is possible that an image could be presented to the 
Graphics Engine that is too complex to process in one scanline time. If an HSYNC pulse 
arrives when the State Machine is NOT in Idle mode. then the current line is aborted. an 
interrupt is generated. and processing moves on to the next line. 
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Figure 6-25 State Machine Diagram 

6.13.3.2 Address Generation 

The Control subUnit computes the address in memory for all the different types of 
memory reads. This section provides descriptions of each of the supported addressing 
modes. 

6.13.3.2.1 Direct Map 4:4:4 Addressing For Direct Map 4:4:4 address calculation, 
a horizontal and vertical address is calculated for each pixel fetched. The vertical address 
is multiplied times rowBytes, it is added to the horizontal address, and this sum is added to 
the textureBase address. This address is presented to the memory bus interface. and a 
4:4:4 pixel is fetched. Note that the memory system is 32 bits wide. so the address 
generated is long-word aligned. Specifically: 

pixelAddr = (verticalAddr .. textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr) .. 4 + 
textureBase 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.13.3.2.2 Direct Map 4:2:2 Addressing Direct Map 4:2:2 address calculation is 
similar to 4:4:4 Addressing. but since there are two pixels in each 32-bit word. the LSB of 
the horizontal address is saved, and then the calculated address. plus the horizontal 
address divided by 2. is presented to the memory system. The saved LSB is then used as a 
selector to determine which Y is to used from the YCbYCr pixel. The selector is left
shifted by I so as to skip over the Cb and Cr bytes. Specifically: 

pixelAddr = (verticalAddr * textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr/2) * 4 
+ textureBase 
byteSelect= (horizontalAddr & Oxl) « 1 

6.13.3.2.3 va Addressing VQ address generation occurs in two stages: 

I. The TextureMap addresses are calculated, and vectors are fetched for 16 pixels. 

2. The vectors are used to fetch Codebook entries. 

6.13.3.2.4 VQ/4:4:4 Addressing The vector fetch phase ofVQ/4:4:4 addressing 
involves first calculating the address of the 32-bit word containing the desired vector, and 
then after fetching the 32-bit word, selecting the vector from the word by means of a 
partial barrel shifter. Since the vectors are either nybbles or bytes in 4-bit or 8-bit mode, 
respectively, there are either 8 or 4 pixels in each 32-bit word. Thus, we need to divide the 
horizontal address by 8 or 4, respectively, to calculate the 32-bit word address. We then 
save the LSBs to control the partial barrel shifter and select the desired vector from the 
fetched 32-bit word. Specifically: 

(For 4-bit vectors) 
vectorAddr = (verticalAddr * textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr/B) * 
4 + textureBase 
nybbleSelect = horizontalAddr & Ox7 

(For 8-bit vectors) 
vectorAddr = (verticalAddr * textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr/4) * 
4 + textureBase 
byteSelect = horiontalAddr & Ox3 

The Codebook fetch phase of VQ 114:4:4 addressing is simply a matter of adding the 
fetched vector address to the codebookBase. Or: 

pixelAddr = vector + codebookBase 

6.13.3.2.5 VQ/4:2:2 Addressing VQ/4:2:2 addressing is quite similar to VQ/4:4:4 
addressing, but since each vector refers to 2 pixels, the LSB of the horizontal address is 
used to select the flTSt or second Y from the YCb YCr Codebook entry. Thus, in the vector 
address calculation, the horizontal address is divided by an additional factor of 2. 

Also, a second pixel in the vertical dimension is introduced. Thus, we must use the LSB of 
the vertical address to select which pixel we are using. Note that the 4:2:2 Codebook is 
now twice as large as the 4:4:4 Codebook, and Codebook addressing must scaled by a 
factor of two, accordingly. 
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So, for the vector fetch phase: 

(For 4-bit vectors) 
vectorAddr = (verticalAddr/2 * textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr/16) 
* 4 + textureBase 
nybbleSelect = horiontalAddr/2 & Ox7 

(For 8-bit vectors) 

vectorAddr = (verticaLAddr/2 * textureRowLongs + horizontalAddr/8) 
* 4 + textureBase 
byteSelect = horiontalAddr/2 & Ox3 

The Codebook fetch phase of VQ/4:2:2 addressing now involves making the LSB of the 
vertical address the LSB of the Codebook fetch address: 

pixelAddr = vector * 2 + (verticalAddr & Oxl) + codebookBase 

Once the YCbYCr pixel is fetched. it is necessary to select the correct Y byte. This is 
accomplished by using the LSB of the horizontal address and left-shifting it by I so as to 
skip over the Cb and Cr bytes. Specifically: 

byteSelect = (horizontalAddr & Oxl) « 1 

6.13.3.3 Address Generation Summary 

See Table 6-17 for a listing of all of the address generation formulas. 

Table 6-17 Address Generation Fonnu/a 

Data Size Address[25:2] (all are word addresses) 

yMapenuy 32 bits yMapBase + yMapCount 

CelRecord 2 - 12 words celsBase + celBlockID + celCount 

Direct 4:4:4 32 bits textureBase + «v * textureRowLongs) + u) 

Direct 4:2:2 32 bits textureBase + «v * textureRowLongs) + u/2) 
24 used {select the correct Y based on u[O) 

VQ84:4:4 8 bits vector = textureBase + «v· textureRowLongs) + 
32 bits ul4) 

(select the correct byte based on u[ I :0) ) 
codeBook = vector + codeBoolcBase 
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CIUJpter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-17Address Generation Formula (Continued) 

Data Size Address[25:2) (all are word addresses) 

VQ84:2:2 8 bilS vector = textureBase + ((vl2 * texture-
32 bilS RowLongs) + u/8) 
24 used (select the correct byte based on u[ 1 :O)} 

codeBook = vector*2 + vIOl + codeBookBase 
{select the correct Y based on u[OJ} . __ . 

VQ44:4:4 4 bilS vector: = textureBase + «v * textureRowLongs) 
32 bilS + u/8) 

{select the correct nibble based on u[2:0J } 
codeBook = vector + codeBookBase 

Note: Where u and v are B-bit signed numbers. 

textureRowLongs 
(unsigned) 

Loaded at every 
new yMap entry 

CelPtr 

Latched at 
everyCel 

vector ___ ..., 

ceUD 

yMapCount 

Figure 6-26 Address Generation Block Diagram 
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6.13.4 Mapping Subunit 

6-72 

The Mapping Subunit takes x and y values and outputs u and v values. The mathematics 
behind SOLO I's texture space-ta-screen space mapping is a linear perspective mapping 
function. The scanline algorithm used by SOLO I is as follows: 

for (y = topLine + topOffset; y < bottomLine - bottomOffset; 
y++) { 

II setup for each new line of eel 
yOffset = yCount - (topLine + topOffset); 
u = uS tart + yOffset • duRowAdjust; 
v = vStart + yOffset • dvRowAdjust; 
xLeft = xLeftStart + yOffset • dxLeft; 

xRight = xRightStart + yOffset * dxRight; 
II step through x for each scanline 

} 

x = trunc (xLeft) ; 
while(x < xRight) ( 

} 

screen (x,yCount) = TextureMap(u,v); 
u += dux; v += dvx ; 
x++; 

6.13.4.1 Mapping Stage 1 

The first stage of the Mapping Function takes some of the CelRecord parameters as they 
are read in and perfonns the math necessary to get the left edge, right edge, and initial 
(u,v) values for the current scan line. This has two main advantages: 

I. It makes it unnecessary to provide separate registers for the CelRecord parameters 
such as uStart and duRowAdjust, since all we are interested in for this scan line is the 
uLeftEdge value that is computed from uStart and duRowAdjust. 

2. It allows us to use the same multiply-accumulate block for these five operations as 
well as using it for other calculations that occur after the loading of the CelRecord 
parameters. 
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uStart 

memWord[31:16) 

~ 

memWord 

(duRowAdjust 
dvRowAdjust 

memWord(15:0D .. 
(xRightStartFrac 
xLeftStartFrac 
memWord[29:20)) 
~ 

(xRightStartMant 
XLeftStartMant 
registeted) 

t 

(dxRight 
dxLeft 
memWord[19:0)) ..-

10.10(+1-) 

10 by 20 
Multiply 

(multi-purpose 

10.10(+1-) 

Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

" 10 register stage 

10.10(+1-) drop upper 10 bits 

enable writing to 
these registers 
at the correct time 

Add 

Figure 6-27 Mapping Function Stage J 
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6.13.4.2 Stage 2 

The second stage of the Mapping Function increments x from xLeftEdge to xRightEdge 
and computes the u and v values for each x. 

Add 
::l 
(I) 
::l 
0 .> 
! 
a. 

8.8 (+/-) 

Equivalent ~ 
pipeline delays 

Figure 6-28 Mapping Function Stilge 2 

Add 
-> 
(I) 
::l 
0 

"S 
! a. 

8.8 (+/-) 

6.13.5 Vector Quantitization Subunit 

6-74 

The Vector Quantitization Subunit (fvqUnit) takes the texture space variables (u. v) as 
inputs and outputs the correct pixel color associated with a given pair of ulv coordinates 
and the given mode. The pixel color is then sent to the Composite subUnit. where it is 
written into the scanline FIFO. If the tex.ture is a Direct Texture. then the VQ function is 
essentially bypassed. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.13.5.1 Vector/Codebook Cache 

A 16-entry buffer is included on-chip (see Figure 6-29). This allows the vectors, as well 
as the Codebook entries, to be fetched from memory in bursts. Each entry contains the 
four or eight bits for the vector, along with the least significant u and v bits for that vector. 
The u[O) and vIOl bits are used to help select the correct pixel out of the Codebook for 
VQ8 4:2:2 mode (Figure 6-30). 

vector(u, v) 

! r-~--~-r~r--' * I-----l~~-=f 
~ ~------~--~~ 

~ 
~ c: 
ID 
~ ~-------r--r-~ 

color(vector) if 4:4:4 r-------r----.,....----r----C-r---. 
color(vector, v[O] ) if 4:2:2 '----r~_-'-__ CT"b_......I.........;. __ ~-a.....-__ -.I 

u[O] & PixelMode 

Pixel Mode ------t---------t-----~ __ _1 

to Composite subUnit 

Figure 6-29 Vector Buffer 
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u[O) selects which Y 

~ 

v[o) selects which word ~ ~ 
---..~ 

Figure 6-30 nvo-by-two Pixel Block in VQ84:2:2 Codebook 

6.13.5.2 Codebook 

The location of the Codebook in SGRAM is pointed to by the codeBookBase 
parameter in the CelRecord. 

For faster perfonnance in VQ4 mode. a 16-entry Codebook can be loaded into the on-chip 
Codebook RAM. The on-chip Codebook is always used by a microCelRecord, but can 
also be used by a miniCelRecord or a full CeIRecord. A codeBookBase pointer of 0 
forces the use of the on-chip codebook. The on-chip Codebook is loaded when a special 
microCelRecord is issued. 

6.13.6 Blend Subunit 

6-76 

The Blend Subunit (fbldUnit) is responsible for taking the YCrCb data and blending it into 
the Scanline Buffer using Alpha. 

6.13.6.1 Blending Algorithm 

The blend occurs based on the values of Global Alpha, Per-pixel Alpha. and a lest of the Y 
value (see Figure 6-31 ). 

The value of Global Alpha (Aglobal) is set in the celRecord on a per-Cel basis. 

The per-pixel Alpha (Aforegnd) is available when using 4:4:4 pixels but not when using 
4:2:2 pixel fonnat. For 4:2:2 pixel format, the default value for Aforegnd is Oxff. Also, 
if the value of the Yforegnd is OxFF. then the foreground pixel is forced to transparent 
with an Alpha value of O. 

For the Compositing operation, the pixel already in the Scanline buffer is considered to be 
the background pixel. The new pixel being blended is considered to be the foreground 
pixel. The value of Alpha varies from 0 (transparent). which writes 100% of the 
background pixel back into the scanline buffer, to 1 (opaque), which writes 100% of the 
foreground pixel into the scanline buffer. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

r .. muH with special bypass: "' rl if Aglobal = OxFF, then pass through Aforegnd 1 
I '-else if Aforegnd =Ox FF, then pass through AgIOb~ 

ComposlteMode[O,1) : 

t , 
Aglobal :. 8byB 

0 
1 

Aforegnd ~ force~ mull··t-- l-A zero? 
B(l-A) 

Alpha ranges 

~-from Ot0255 

-ITest IfOXFFI 

Yforegnd _I 
+ :- 8by8l.. 

- mult-+- 9_ pin ~ne • 8by8 W add
. - to 255 

+Sby8 YBlendCol 
- mult - + 

Ybackgnd 
+ - + Yranges 

from Ot0219 
+- S by 8 +/ • 

+/-
... 
: mu;" n. Crforegnd I 8 by 8 add with Crne 

overflow/underflow ~ 
~SbY8W detection and correction 

CrBlendCol 
- mult - +/. 

Crbackgnd +/- -
" ~ l Cb. Cr range 

w 

w 

from -112 to 112 
+ ... 

+/-
- Sby8 +/-

Cbtoregnd ... mull- n. 
... 8 by 8 add with Cbn • r "",riIowfu.de_ r---. 
~ Sby8 

detection and correction 

CbBlendCoI 
r-

+/- - mull - +/-
Cbbackgnd V -

h 

ew 

• mult with bypass: 
if A = FF, then 
pass through pixel value 

Figure 6-31 Alpha Blend Block Diagram 
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6.13.6.2 Details of the Multipliers and Adders 

The Alpha multipliers have special bypass modes in order to handle the case where A = 
OxFF. This is because if we were to multiply OxFF by a pixel value, that value would be 
slightly diminished, instead of being the 100% value that was intended. So, when A = 
OxFF, the multipliers are bypassed and the full pixel value is passed through. 

The adder for the Y channel adds two positive numbers. The overflow condition is 
detected, and the output forced to OxFF. 

The adder for the chrominance channels adds two signed numbers. The overflow and 
underflow conditions must be detected. If we are adding a(7:0J and b[7:0] to get the result 
r[7:0), then the pseudocode to check for overflow would look like: 

r = a + b; 
if (a(7 ] == 1 and b(7] == 1 and r(7) -- 0) 

then r = Ox80; 
if (a[7] == 0 and b[7] 0 and r[7] = 1) 

then r = Ox7F; 

This is because overflow occurs only when a and b have the same sign and the sign of the 
result differs from that of the operands. 

6.13.6.3 Alpha Blend Modes 

The Alpha Blend operation has four modes that are set in the celMode byte of the 
CelRecord (see Table 6-18). These modes conlrol the background blending value. The 
foreground value is always blended with A, where A = Aforegnd * Aglobal. 

Table 6·18 Alpha Blend Modes 

Mode 
Foregnd Backgnd Resulting Pixel 
Blend Blend 

Force Background A 0 A * (Foregnd) A * 
Transparent (ForegndColor) 

Force Background A I A * (Foregnd) + (Backgnd) A * 
Opaque (ForegndColor) + (BackgndColor) 

Alpha Blend A I-A A * (Foregnd) + (I-A) * 
(Backgnd) A * (ForegndColor) + 
(I-A) * (BackgndColor) 

Brighten A (I-A) * A * (Foregnd) + 2(l-A) A * (Foregnd-
(B lendColor) Color) + (I-A) * (BlendColor) 

Note: (1-A) can be obtained by inverting all the bits of A. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.13.7 RAM Line Buffer Subunit 

There are two internal Scanline buffers in the RAM Line Buffer Subunit (frlbUnit). Note 
that there is a separate Y. Cb. and Cr value for each pixel in the buffer. Despite the fact that 
Cb and Cr may be subsampled relative to Y in RAM. they are at full resolution in the 
Scan line buffer. 

Each Scanline buffer is separated into two banks (see Figure 6-32). Since the compositing 
operation is a read-modify-write operation. this organization allows one pixel to be written 
every cycle. While one pixel is being read from Bank O. another pixel can be written to 
Bank I and visa versa (see Figure 6-33). 

The organization of the two banks is as follows: 

Bank 0; Pixel 0, Pixel 1, Pixel 4, PixelS, Pixel 8, .. . 
Bank 1: Pixel 2, Pixel 3, Pixel 6, Pixel 7, Pixel 10, .. . 

BankO Bank 1 

Y = 8 bits y y 

Cr = 8 bits Cr Cr 

Cb =8 bits Cb Cb 

Y =8 bits Y Y 

Cr=8bits Cr Cr 

Cb =8 bits Cb Cb 

... 768 ixels P 

768 • 6 • 8 = 36864 bits = 4608 bytes 

Figure 6-32 Scanline Buffer Organization 
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elk 

Bank 0 

Bank 1 

Alpha Blend 

Figure 6-33 One Pixel Composiled Every Cycle 

The Scan line buffers are composed of asynchronous single-ported memories with a 
synchronous wrapper added to facilitate chip testing. The synchronous wrapper also helps 
to simplify the chip timing analysis. 

The Scanline buffers fonn the boundary between the front end of the chip (clocked by 
SysClk), and the back end of the chip (clocked by VidClk). The Compositing subUnit 
must write and read the memory, however, the Video Output subUnit only needs to read 
data from the memory. 

composite 

Scan line Buffer A 
line (N+1) ~I 

~I ==========~---+, Scanline Buffer B r- .. 
display 

I Scanline Buffer A 

<8
" composite 10..-_______ -..1 

Pong , line (N+2) 1""---------...., ______ ~~~I ____ S_c_an __ lin_e_B_uff __ e_r_B ____ ~ 

Figure 6-34 Ping-Pong Operation 

line (N) 

display ~ 
line (N+1) 

6.13.8 Video Output Subunit 

6-80 

The Video Output Subunit (fvoUnit) reads the data from the line buffers and presents it to 
the output pins in either NTSC or PAL fonnat. This subUnit operates using the 
PIX2XCLK clock. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

The 4:4:4 YCrCb data, from the buffers, must be converted to 4:2:2 YCrCb data for 
output. This is done by averaging two pixels worth ofCr and Cb (see Figure 6-35). 

Read from 
Scanline 
Buffer 

Buffer Output 

Figure 6-35 Pixel Output 

YCrCb2 YCrCb3 
,,~. \ 
'''~.--~--. 

" I average I 

~~ 

The Video Output subUnit must also shift the values ofY, Cr, and Cb to the ranges 
appropriate for the dveUnit. In the Scanline buffer, the legal range for Y is [0:219) and the 
legal range for Cr and Cb is (-112:112] (the reason for this is that representing zero as 0 
really helps the math). The Video Encode chip expects Y to be in the range [16:235) and 
Cr and Cb to be in the range [I6:240) where 128 represents zero. 

In order to get Y, Cb, and Cr into the correct range. first a floor andlor ceiling function is 
applied to bring all pixel values back into range. Then the Y value must be shifted by 16 to 
bring it into the [16:235) range. Similarly, the Cr and Cb values must be shifted by 128 to 
bring them to the [16:240] range (see Figure 6-36). 

I Pin t0219 H add16 y 
Y ---.... [220:255] _> 219 ... _(0_X_10_)--,I---"~ out 

Cr 

Cb 

Aoor/Ceiling -112 to 112 

(
-128:-113] -> -112 
113:127] -> 112 

Floor/Ceiling -112 to 112 
[-128:-113] -> -112 
[113:127] -> 112 

Figure 6-36 Shifting 1'; Cb. Cr Values 

add 128 C 
(invert MSB) t----t.. rout 

add 128 Cb 
(invert MSB) I---~ out 

6.13.8.1 Determining Odd or Even Fields 

The Video Output subUnit also uses the HSYNC_N and VSYNC_N signals to create an 
internal Vertical Counter (VCount) and to detennine whether the current field is odd or 
even. 
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If HSYNC_N has a falling edge at the same time as VSYNC_N, then the next field is the 
ODDFIELD. or FIELD}. otherwise. the next field is EVENFIELD or FIELD 2 .. 

6.13.8.2 The VCount Counter 

The VCount counter is reset at the falling edge of VSYNC_N. At every falling edge of 
HSYNC_N, the counter advances by two. The least significant bit of the counter is 
determined by the ODDFIEW signal. If the field is odd, then the LSB of the counter is I, 

otherwise the LSB is O. 

The screen space has the coordinates (0,0) in the middle of the screen, so that the video 
display is centered for both NTSC and PAL, using the same data structures. However, this 
means that the counter must reset to a negative number. For NTSC, the vCount resets to (-
274). For PAL. the vCount resets to (-332). Figure 6-37 illustrates the relationship 
between NTSC and vCount numbering. Figure 6-38 illustrates the relationship between 

PAL and vCount numbering. 

Standard NTSC 
line numbering 263 

1 
264 2 
265 

3 
266 

40 
267 

5 

o 

268 
6 

269 
7 

270 
8 

271 
9 

272 
10 

273 

mOreline~fVBIanI< 
283 20 

21 
284 

active vi~= 480 total 

2&n 
523 261 
524 

262 
525 

263 519 

Even Fl8ld = Fl8ld 2 
Odd FI8Id = Field 1 
vCount reset here 0 

Figure 6-37 NTSC Line Numbering 
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-240 
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Standard PAL 
line numbering 

311 
624 

312 
625 

313 

315 2 

316 3 

317 4 

318 5 

319 6 

320 7 

Even Field .. Field 2 
Odd Field .. Field 1 
VCount reset here 0 

Figure 6·38 PAL Line Numbering 

623 

Q 

6.13.8.3 TV Display Characteristics 

There are several important characteristics worth noting: 

vCount 
numbering 

·332 
·331 
:fig 
·328 
-327 
·326 
-325 
-324 
-323 
-322 
-321 
-320 
-319 
-318 

-281 
-280 
-279 

279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 

1. NTSC and PAL systems overscan. This means that the active video area extends 
beyond the border of the TV screen. resulting in an Overscan Region that is generally 
not visible to the viewer and an Underscan Region that is. There is no exact 
specification for overscan. and it varies from TV to TV. The numbers shown in 
Figure 6-39 are based on Steve Perlman's experience with NTSC TVs and what he 
has read about PAL TVs. To be certain that graphics you are displaying are visible to 
the customer, you should inset it from the TV screen border defined below by about 
20 pixels. If you want to guarantee that graphics overscan. you should make sure the 
graphics extend 20 pixels from the TV screen border. This inset region of the screen is 
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often called "safe title" since it is "safely" within the underscan area. in case you wish 
to display an important title to the viewer. 

2. Because the overscan is not visible. it is not necessary to composite image data into 
the overscan regions. SOLO I displays a (specified) solid color during overscan 
intervals in case the customer has a ProScan TV. which can view the overscan video. 

3. TV video is interlaced. All of the odd lines are scanned out. then all of the even lines 
are scanned out. Each of these raster scans is called a field, and two fields are called a 
frame. NTSC scans at 59.94 fields/sec and 29.97 frames/sec. PAL scans at 50 fields/ 
sec and 25 frames/sec. 

Figure 6-39 shows the relevant dimensions and timing of the NTSC and PAL systems. 

.:r!. c: as 
iii 
:I: 
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.. ~ ... 
(,) 

Q)u 
fI)~ 
:1", ... ~:1. 
'N ..... -

.. ,:j 
0< 
~Q. 
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Figure 6-39 

VBlank 

Ovescan 
Region 

Underscan 
Region 

TV SCreen Border 

NTSC: 63.556 b!sec • PAL: 64J.lsec 

NTSC: 640 Pixels • PAL: 768 Pixels 

NTSC: 540 Pixels • PAL: 640 Pixels 

NTSCIPAL System Ttming 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.14 Miscellaneous/Clock Unit 
The mckUnit contains three main submodules: 

mckTest (contains all of the test control logic) 

• mckResetAII (contains all of the logic that controls the reset of both SOLOl's internal 
logic and the external system) 

• mckResetCpu (generates the reset sequence required by both the lOT R4640 and the 
QED RMS230 CPU) 

6.14.1 mckTest 

The mckTest logic decodes the various test control inputs (TEST_MODE, 
TEST_SCANEN, GPIO [ 6: 0] , CPU_MODECLK and RIO_DINT [1] ) and generates the 
signals listed in Table 6-19 to select the various test modes. The test modes are described 
in "Test Modes" section, later in this chapter. 

Table 6·19 mckTest Test Modes and Enable Signals 

Enable Signal Description 

tescscanMode Enables scan mode. Since scan is not implement-
ed in SOLOI. this signal is unused. 

tesctriOutMode Used to tristate all the outputs and bidirectional II 
Os during the TRIOUT testmode, as well as dur-
ing the parametric test mode, scan shift mode, and 
SV -tolerant disable mode. 

tesUriOutMode_MISC_LED_O Special tristate control for the MISC_LED ( 0] 
output because it is only tristated during the TRI-
OUT testmode. scan shift mode and SV -tolerant 
disable mode. 

tesuriOutMode_PP _DATA Special tristate control for the PP _DATA bus be-
cause it is only tristated during the 
TRIOUT testmode, parametric test mode, and 
SV -tolerant disable mode. 

tesCSVstbyMode_n Disables the SV -tolerant circuitry in the SV -toler-
ant 1I0s. This circuit draws DC power and must 
be disabled during /dds testing. 

tescparamTestMode Enables the parametric test chain output to appear 
on the MISC_LED [0] pin. 

tescramTestMode Enables the test logic around the embedded 
RAMs to make the RAMs accessible to the pins. 

tescramTestRamSel[3:0] Selects which RAM array is to be tested. 

tescramEnCycle[3:0] Controlled by RIO_DINT [ 1] and, in tum, con-
trols Ihe RAM enable signal. 
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Table 6·19 mckTest Test Modes and Enable Signals (Continued) 

Enable Signal Description 

tesl_ramSelPonA Selects pan A or pan B of the dual-paned RAMs. 
It is connected to GPIO [ 4) . 

" ...... . . - -. -- ... --- ------- 1-- --- _. . _.----.---.-

I tescpllTestMode Puts the PLL into test mode. 

tescpllClkOutSel Enables the PLL clock output onlo Ihe ---1 
TEST _SCANEN pin. This feature was removed in 
SOLOI Rev. 1.3. 

tescpJlClkOul The clock output that is connected 10 the 
TEST_SCANEN pin. This feature was removed in 
SOLOI Rev. 1.3. 

tescdacTestMode[2:0] Puts each of the DACs into test mode. 

Various signals are used during test to guarantee determinstic behavior across the clock 
boundaries, as well as to shonen the amount of time required to actually enter normal 
operation. These signals are test_syncIni tClocks, test_synclni tRstSm, 
test_syncShortRstCounters and test_syncShortCounters. 

The mckTest unit also drives the chip 10 register value onto the mck_BUS_CHIPID bus 
and on to the busUnit, guaranteeing that these signals are available at the top level for easy 
FIB or ECO modification. 

6.14.2 mckResetAll 
This submodule's behavior is described in the reset description section. 

6.14.3 mckResetCpu 
The lOT R4640 and the QED RM5230 CPUs require an elaborate reset sequence. The 
various reset states are shown in Table 6-20. 

Table 6-20 CPU Reset Stales 

Reset State Description 

BOOTCONFIG The CPU is out of raw reset and is receiving configuration in-
formation serially on the MODE IN inpuL 

ZERO Configuration information has been transferred; the MODEIN 
data is being padded with zeros. During the special test modes, 
this state is shortened to minimize time during test and during 
simulation. 

COLDRESET One extra cycle between ZERO and RESET states. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-20 CPU Reset States (Continued) 

Reset State Description 

RESET CRESET to the CPU is deasserted at the beginning of this 
state. 

_ 0 _ ____ -- _._-. --- -

IDLE SRESET 10 the CPU is deassened at the beginning of this 
suue. The CPU is now in normal operating mode. 

See the R4640 or the RM5230 User's Manuals for more information. 

6.14.4 Signal Definitions 

The mckUnit signals are described in Table 6-21. 

Table 6-21 mckUnit Signals 

Signal Name Direction Description 

SYS_2XCLKIN I System clock 

SYS_PWROK I System power OK from power supply 

SYS_RSWTCH_N I System reset switch input 

SYS_RESET_N 0 System reset input 

TEST_MODEll :0] I Various test modes 
-

TEST_SCANEN I/O Scan test enable 

CPU_VCCOK 0 Synchronous power-OK signal to CPU 

CPU_CRESET_N 0 CPU cold reset 
.-

CPU_SRESET_N 0 CPU hard reset 

CPU_MODECLK I CPU mode clock 

CPU_MODEIN 0 CPU mode data input 
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6.15 PLL Unit 

6.15.1 Overview 

The Pll Unit (pIlUnit) uses a Toshiba Phase-locked loop device, embedded in SOlOl, 
(0 lock the chip's internal clocks to the external system clock. Synchronizing the clocks 
removes the traditional clock insertion delay variances from the system timing, allowing 
the system to run at 83.3MHz. The pllUnit dynamically adjusts SOlOl's internal clocks 
in response to variations in the system speed that result from factors such as temperature 
changes, voltage, and ASIC processes. 

Figure 6-40 provides a functional block diagram of the pllUnit logic. 

pliUnit 
From Test 

Interface 
MasluCN 

FB_CLK 

Various Toshiba IO_SYS2XCLKIN Clock Clock 
PLL Tree Unes 

PLLBYPASS 
~~------------------~ 

Figure 6-40 plWnit Functional Block Diagram 
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6.15.2 Signal Definitions 

r The pllUnit signals are described in Table 6-1. 

r Table 6-22pllUn;t Signals 
, 

Signal Name Direction Description 

PLL_VAA I Analog power 

PLL_BYPASS I I I Bypass PLL circuit- c1~k goes direct I 
PLL_AGS lIt I Ground reference I 
PLL_AGD I I Analog ground I r 

r 
l 

PLL_LP 0 Loop filter out I 
PLL_RO I Resistor value out 

r 

r 

r 

r 
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6.16 Reset Logic 

6-90 

The reset logic is used to generate a synchronized reset signal to the CPU, the other units 
within the chip, and to the rest of the system components that require a reset signal. The 
system reset may be triggered by one of four causes: the power supply is powered on or 
off, the reset switch is closed, a watchdog reset is asserted, or sofware requested a reset. 
The cause of the reset is preserved across the reset so that software may determine the 
cause. 

In general, all software-visible registers are set to a fixed initial value for any reset. The 
only exceptions to this are the Reset Cause and the BOOI Mode registers. The Reset Cause 
register is used to determine the cause of the most recent system reset. This register may 
be set and cleared by software. Setting any bit of the Reset Cause register immediately 
triggers a system reset, enabling software to emulate any of the reset causes. 

The Boot Mode register is used to reset the CPU with a different boot initialization. 
Software may request that the default CPU initialization sequence be replaced with one 
specified in the Boot Mode register after the next reset. This enables software to specify 
different CPU modes (such as little endian mode). 

The reset logic is controlled by a 4-state state machine, shown in Figure 6-41. Upon initial 
power up, the state machine asynchronously resets to the RESETTING state. When the 
signal causing the reset is deasserted, the state machine moves to the HOLDRESET state. 
The state machine stays in this state for 2**25 cycles. The reset logic will assert reset to 
the rest of the chip and to the system for as long as the state machine is in either the 
RESETTING or HOLDRESET state. This means that the system reset will be asserted for 
at least 402ms at 83MHz. 

After the HOLDRESET state, the state machine moves to the NORMAL state. This state 
is the normal operating state of the system. The state machine stays in this state until one 
of the four reset causes are detected. Once a reset is detected, the state machine moves in 
to the GONNARESET state. This state indicates that a reset is imminent and cannot be 
aborted, but the reset signal is not asserted yet. This state can be used to trigger logic used 
to put the system in a known-good state before the reset occurs. For example, the Smart 
Card logic will use this state to deactivate any active card before the reset occurs. The 
GONNARESET state lasts for 2** 18 cycles (3.14ms at 83MHz), after which the state 
machine returns to the RESETTING state. The power supply guarantees that power will 
remain valid for at least lOOms after the deassertion of SYS_PWROK. ensuring that power 
will be valid for the entire duration of the GONNARESET state. 

Because the logic is required to delay asserting the system reset, rather than asserting the 
reset immediately following a reset request, special logic is needed to ensure proper initial 
power up. The logic is shown in the SYS_PWROK circuit in Figure 6-41. This logic must 
generate an asynchronous reset before SYS_PWROK is initially asserted (when the power 
supply is initially powered on), but it must not assert an asynchronous reset when 
SYS_PWROK is dessarted (after power down). An asynchronous reset of the state 
machine on power-down would force the GONNARESET state to end prematurely. 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

External circuitry is required to provide a delayed version of the SYS_PWROK signal. A 
characteristic of this delayed version of SYS_PWROK is that it follows SYS_PWROK for 
assertion (power-up). but follows the 3.3V supply falling at power-down. The 
combination of the SYS_PWROK signal. and its delayed version. is used to create the 
gotlni tialPowerOn signal. which only initializes the state machine at initial system 
power-on. 

The initialization of the state machine to the RESETTING state guarantees that the system 
reset is asserted immediately upon system power on. Without it. there would be the 
possibility that reset would be asserted 400ms (at 83MHz) after power-on; resulting in bus 
conflicts during that time. 
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I bus--9otWatchdogReset ::::::::::=R.~~ 
bus_setCauseWatchdog 
bus_setCauseSoftware ____ ---I 

bus_setCauseSwitch -------I 

Asynchronously resets the state machine 
to RESETIING state 

gotAnyReset 

gotAnyReset 

gotAnyReset 

!done 

areseen = (state = RESETIING II state = HOLDRESET) 

Figure 6-41 Reset Logic 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

6.17 Test Modes 
There are four major test modes. controlled by TEST_MODEl I :0]: 

00: Normal operation 

01: Tristate all output drivers 

10: Test synchronization 

• II : Extended 

There are a number of extended test modes. controlled by 
{CPU_MODECLK.GPIO[3:0]} : 

o xxxx scan mode 

I 00 I 0 SV standby mode 

• I 00 II parametric test mode 

• I 0100 RAM test mode 

1 0101 PLL test mode 

I 1000 DACO test mode 

• 1 1010 DACI test mode 

• I 1100 DAC2 test mode 

• 1 11 10 DACALL test mode 

Tristating of output drivers: 

When TEST_MODE = 01. all output drivers are tristated. During scan shift. all output 
drivers are tristated, with the exception of PP _DATA, which is used for scan out. During 
parametric test, all output drivers are tristated, with the exception of MISC_LEDlO), 
which is the output of the parametric test chain. 

6.17.1 Scan Operation 

There are two signals that are important during scan: 

test_scanMode is active when TEST_MODE = EXTENDED and CPU_MODECLK 
is low. This mode is used during the entire scan test operation (scan shift, parallel measure 
and parallel capture). 

testScanShiftMode is active only during scan shift. This signal can be used instead 
of TEST_SCANEN if TEST_SCANEN needs to be qualified with tes t_scanMode. 

6.17.2 Extended Test Modes 

There are a number of extended test modes. which are selected by GPIO[3:0) when 
TEST_MODE = II: 

Scan mode (not implemented in SOLOI) 
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• 5V Standby mode 

Parametric Test mode 

• RAM Test mode 

• DAC Test modes (4) 

• PLL Test mode 

Scan mode is for use during scan testing. Scan mode is not just for use during scan shift 
(when TEST_SCANEN is high), but should also be active during parallel measure and 
parallel capture. 

5V Standby mode is for use during Iddq testing. This mode disables the 5V tolerant 
circuits. which nonnally dissipate DC current. 

Parametric Test mode is for use to test the VilNih parametric test chain. 

Ram Test mode is for use in testing the embedded RAMs. This mode allows direct access 
of the RAMs from the external pins. 

• GPIO[ 6:5] selects which of the four embedded RAMs is accessed. 

• GPIO[4] selects which RAM port is accessed. 

• RIO_DINT[Ol and RIO_DATA[31:24] drive the RAM address. 

• RIO_DINT[2] drives the RAM read/write signal. 

• RIO_DATA[23:0] drives the ram data input. 

• RIO_ WE_N, RIO_ADDR[22:21, and RIO_CE_N[ 1 :0] will have the output of the 
RAM. 

There are four DAC Test modes; 3 for testing each DAC separately and one for test all 
three DACs simulataneously. These modes allow direct access to the DACs from external 
pins. 

• DIV _DATA is the upper 8 bits of data 

• DIV _LLC is the clock. 

Currently the lower two bits are not testable. 

PLL Test mode is for use in testing the PLL. The special PLL test pins can be accessed 
from external test pins during this mode. 

• VID _DA TA[ 1 :0] is the pllMN signal. 

• VID_DATA[21 is the pUFSO signal. 

• VID_DA TAl3] is the pUFS 1 signal. 

• VID_DATA[41 is the pUTt signal. 

• VID_DATA[5] is the pun signal. 

• VID_DATAl6] is the pUFTS signal. 

• RIO_OE_N will be the pllLD signal. 
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6.18 Electrical Specifications 

6.18.1 Signal Descriptions 

Table 6·23 SOLO I Signal Electrical Parameters 

Signal Direction Buffer Name 

AUD_CLK elkin mUF 

MOD_CLK input Zl TLCHTHUVI2 

POT_CLK elkin mUF 

AUD_BITCLK inout BD4RSTU 

MOD_BITCLK inout BD4RSTU 

AUD_LRCLK inout BD4RSTU 

MOD_LRCLK inout BD4RSTU 

CPU_VALOUT_N input mUFU 

CPU_MODECLK input mUF 

TEST_MODE[1 :0] input mUFU 

TEST_SCANEN input mUFD 

RIO_DINT[3:0) input ZlTLCHTHUVI2 

RIO_DEVIORDY input ZITLCHTHUVI2 

RIO_EXPACK_N input SMTTU 

MOD_SDATAIN input ZITLCHTHUVI2 

AUD_SDATAIN input ZITLCHTHUVI2 

IR_IN input ZlTLCHTHlNI2 

PP_SELECT input SMTID 

PP_FAULT_N input SMTIU 

PP_ERROR input SMTTD 

PP_ACK_N input SMTTU 

PP_BUSY input SMTID 

SYS_PWROK input SMTTD 

Drive 
(mA) 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Comments 

CMOS level. pullup 

SV tolerant. pullup 

CMOS level. pullup 

pullup 

pullup 

pullup 

pullup 

CMOS level. pull up 

CMOS level. pull up 

CMOS level. pull up 

CMOS level. pull up. pulldown 

SV tolerant. pullup 

SV tole~nt. pullup 

Schmitt trigger, IV TTL level. 
pull up 

SV tolerant. pullup 

SV tolerant. pullup 

SV tolerant, pullup 

Schmitt trigger. IV TTL level. 
pulldown 

Schmitt trigger. IV TTL level. 
pullup 

Schmitt trigger. IV TTL level. 
pulldown 

Schmitt trigger. IV TTL level. 
pullup 

Schmitt trigger, IV TTL level. 
puUdown 

Schmitt trigger. IV TTL-level. 
pulldown 
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Table 6-23 SOLOI Signal Electrical Parameters (Continued) 

Signal Direction Buffer Name 
Drive 

Comments (rnA) 

SYS_RSWTCH_N input SMITU Schmitt trigger. IV TIL-level. 
pullup 

CPU_ V ALIN_N output BTI6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

CPU_ WRRDY_N output BTI6R 16 tri-state. slew rate contto1 

CPU_INT_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

CPU_VCCOK output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

CPU_CRESET_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

CPU_SRESET_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

CPU_MODEIN output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MEM_CKE output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MEM_CS_N[1:0] output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MEM_RAS_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate contto1 

MEM_CAS_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MEM_WE_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MEM_ADDR[IO:O] output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate contto1 

MEM_BS output BTl6R 16 tri-state. slew rate contto1 

MEM_DQM[3:0] output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

RIO_CE_N[ 1 :0] output BTl6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

RIO_OE_N output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

RIO_WE_N output BTJ6R 16 tri-state, slew rate conttol 

RIO_DEN_N[3:0] output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

RIO_EXPCLK output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

RIO_EXPEN output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

AUD_SDATA output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MOD_SDATA output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

PP_SELIN_N inout BDl6RSTU 16 pullup 

PP _AUTOFD_N inout BD16RSTU 16 pullup 

PP _STROBE_N inout BDl6RSTU 16 pullup 

PP_IN1T_N output BTl6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

PP_DIR output BT16R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 

MISC_LED[2:0] output BTJ6R 16 tri-state. slew rate conttol 
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l 

Table 6-23 SOLOI Signal Electrical Paramerers (Continued) 

Signal Direction Buffer Name Drive Comments 
(mA) 

r 
RIO_ADDR[22:2) inout BD16RC 16 CMOS level 

CPU_AD[31 :0) inout BD16C 16 CMOS level 
r 

CPU_CMD[6:0] inout BDI6C 16 CMOS level 

GPIO[15:7] inout BD16RSru 16 pullup 
r 

GPIO[6:0] inout Z1BD8THUV12 8 5V tolerant. pullup 

DIV _DATA[7:0) inout BD8RSru 8 pullup r 
l 

RIO_DATA(31:16] inout BD16RSTU 16 pull up 

r RIO_DATA[15:0] inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pull up 

MEM_DATA[31 :0) inout BD16RCU 16 pullup 

r-' IR_OUT inout BD16RSru 16 pullup 
I 

IR_CLK inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pull up 

SYS_RESET_N output BT24R 24 tri-state. slew rate control 

SMC_INSERT_N inout BD16RSru 16 pullup r 
SMC_PEN_N inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant, pullup 

SMC_RESET_N inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pullup r 
SMC_CLK inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pullup 

r SMC_DATA inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pullup 

UART_RXD inout BD16RSru 16 pullup 

r UART_CTS_N inout BD16RSTU 16 pull up 
, 

UART_DCD_N inout BD16RSru 16 pull up 

UART_TXD in out BD16RSTU 16 pullup 

UART_RTS_N inout BD16RSTU 16 pullup 
r 
I 

UART_DTR_N inout BD16RSru 16 pullup 

PP _DATA(7:0] inout BD16RSTU 16 pullup r , 

nC_DATA inout Z1BD8THUVI2 8 5V tolerant. pullup 

r-
\ 

nC_CLK inout ZIBD8THUV12 8 5V tolerant. pullup 

ID_DATA inout BD8RSTU 8 pullup 

DIV_HS inout BD16RSTU 16 pull up 

DIV_VS inout BD16RSTU 16 pullup 
r 

DIV_LLC input SMTI1J Schmitt trigger, IV TIL-level. 
pullup r 
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Table 6-23 SOLOI Signal Electrical Parameters (Continued) 

Signal Direction Buffer Name 
Drive 

Comments 
(rnA) 

DIV_LRCLK inOUI BD16RSru 16 pull up 

DIV_BCLK inoul BD16RSru 16 pullup 

DIV_SDATA inout BD16RSru 16 pull up 

VID_DATA[7:0] inout BD16RSru 16 pullup 

VID_HSYNC_N inout ZlBD8THUV12 8 SV tolerant. pullup 

VID_ VSYNC_N inout Zl BDSTIl1NI2 8 SV tolerant. pull up 

SYS_2XCLKIN input mUF CMOS level. pullup 

PLL_BYPASS input mUF CMOS level. pullup 

PLL_RO output BDRV N/A analog signal 

PLL_LP output BDRV N/A analog signal 

PLL_AGD input AGND N/A analog signal 

PLL_AGS input AGS N/A analog signal 

PLL_VAA input VAA N/A analog signal 

DAC_CRCBAOUT output BDRV N/A analog signal 

DAC_YAOUT output BDRV N/A analog signal 

DAC_COMPAOUT output BDRV N/A analog signal 

DAC_VREF input AGS N/A analog signal 

DAC_YVBS input AGS N/A analog signal 

DAC_CRCBVBS input AGS N/A analog signal 

DAC_COMPVBS input AGS N/A analog signal 

DAC_CRCBAPVD input DVDDl3A N/A analog signal 

DAC_COMPAPVD input DVDDl3A N/A analog signal 

DAC_YAPVD input DVDDl3A N/A analog signal 

DAC_CRCBAPVS input DVSSTA N/A analog signal 

DAC_COMPAPVS input DVSSTA N/A analog signal 

DAC_YAPVS input DVSSTA N/A analog signal 
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I 

6.18.2 Pin Assignments 
r 

Table 6·24 SOLOI Pin Assignments 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No. Signal Name 

T24 AUD_BITCLK T23 AVO_CLK 

T25 AUD_LRCLK V26 AUD_SOATA 

R26 AUD_SDATAIN AIO CPV_AD[O] r 
AI5 CPV_AD[lO] C14 CPU_AD[ll] 

r BI4 CPU_AD[l2] Al4 CPV_AD[l3] 

DlO CPU_AD[l4] CIO CPU_AD[lS] 

r- BlO CPV_AD[16] A9 CPV_AD[17] 
'. 

A8 CPU_AD[l8] AS CPU_AD[l9) 

r- AI7 CPU_AD[lJ A2 CPV_AD(20) 
t B3 CPU_AD[21] A4 CPU_AD[22] 

CS CPU_AD[23] B5 CPV_AD[24) 

06 CPU_AD[25] C6 CPV_AD[26] 

B6 CPU_AD[27] B7 CPU_AD[28] 

r B8 CPU_AD[29] BI7 CPU_AD[2) 

C8 CPU_AD[30) D8 CPU_AO[31] 

r-' BI8 CPV_AD[3] B19 CPU_AD[4] 
L 

A20 CPU_AD[S] 017 CPU_AD[6] 

r 016 CPU_AD[7] B16 CPU_AD[8] 

CIS CPU_AD[9] AI8 CPU_CMD[O) 

AI9 CPU_CMD[I] C17 CPU_CMD[2] 

CI6 CPU_CMD[3] Al6 CPU_CMD[4) r 
l 

BIS CPU_CMD[S] D14 CPU_CMD[6] 

r C7 CPU_CRESET_N B9 CPU_lNT_N 

CI8 CPU_MODECLK B4 CPU_MODElN 

A7 CPU_SRESET_N A6 CPU_ V ALlN_N 

A3 CPV_ V ALOUT_N C9 CPU_VCCOK 

CI9 CPU_WRRDY_N J26 DAC_COMPAOUT 

K26 OAC_COMPAPVD M23 DAC_COMPAPVS 

K25 DAC_COMPVBS L23 DAC_CRCBAOUT 

H25 DAC_CRCBAPVD J25 DAC_CRCBAPVS 
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Table 6-24 SOLOI Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No_ 

K24 DAC_CRCBVBS H23 

L22 DAC_NC[IO] M22 

L24 DAC_NC[12] L2S 

L26 DAC_NC[14J E2S 

G24 DAC_NC[2] 122 

F26 DAC_NC[4) G25 

G26 DAC_NC[6] K22 

124 DAC_NC(8) H26 

K23 DAC_VREF 123 

E26 DAC_YAPVD F25 

H24 DAC_YVBS C20 

B24 DIV _DATA[O] A24 

C23 DIV _DATA[2] B23 

A23 DIV _DATA(4) C22 

B22 DIV_DATA[6] A22 

B21 DIV_HS B25 

820 DIV_LRCLK D20 

C21 DIV_VS C24 

B2 GPIO[IO] CI 

D24 GPIO(12) R24 

AB23 GPIO[14] AC4 

D21 GPIO[1] D22 

U23 GPIO[3] W23 

AA24 GPIO[5] AC25 

A21 GPIO[7] A2S 

BI GPIO(9) DI 

A26 nC_CLK C26 

AB3 IR_CLK ACI 

AF26 IR_OUT R2 

Rl MEM_ADDR[ 10] PI 

N4 MEM_ADDR[2] N3 
-- --

6-JOO 980-03004-FS7 WNI-Restricfiil 

Signal Name 

DAC_NC[O] 

DAC_NC[II] 

DAC_NC[13] 

DAC_NC[lJ 

DAC_NC(3) 

DAC_NC[5] 

DAC_NC(7) 

DAC_NC(9) 

DAC_YAOUT 

DAC_YAPVS 

DIV_BCLK 

DIV _DATA[1] 

DIV_DATA(3) 

DIV _DATA [5] 

DIV _DATA [7] 

DIV_LLC 

DIV_SDATA 

GPIO[O) 

GPIO[II] 

GPIO[13] 

GPIO[lS] 

GPIO[2] 

GPIO[4] 

GPIO[6] 

GPIO[8] 

ID_DATA 

nC_DATA 

IR_IN 

MEM_ADDR[O) 

MEM_ADDR[ I] 

MEM_ADDR[3] 
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Table 6-24 SOL01 Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No. 

P2 MEM_ADDR[4] NI 

N2 MEM_ADDR[6] MI 

M2 MEM_ADDR[8] LI 

R3 MEM_BS Tl 

L2 MEM_CKE UI 

K2 MEM_CS_N[l] AA3 

WI MEM_DATA[ 10] Y2 

YI MEM_DATA[12] AA2 

AAI MEM_DATA[l4] AA4 

El MEM_DATA[l6] F2 

Fl MEM_DATA[l8] G2 

Y3 MEM_DATA[1) Gl 

H2 MEM_DATA[21] HI 

12 MEM_DATA[23] M3 

L3 MEM_DATA(25] K4 

K3 MEM_DATA[27] J3 

H3 MEM_DATA(29) W3 

G3 MEM_DATA(30) F3 

V3 MEM_DATA(3) V4 

U3 MEM_DATA[5] T4 

T3 MEM_DATA[7] VI 

W2 MEM_DATA[9] U2 

V2 MEM_DQM[I] J1 

KI MEM_DQM[3] T2 

P3 MEM_WE_N ABI 

AB2 MISC_LED[I] AC2 

AF25 MOD_BlTCLK AC23 

AE25 MOD_LRCLK AF24 

AD23 MOD_SDATAIN E5 

AB5 NO_CON[I) AF2 

AE26 NO_CON(3) Al2 

9So-03004-F57 WNl-Restricted 

Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Signal Name I 

MEM_ADDR[5] 

MEM_ADDR[7] 

MEM_ADDR[9] 

MEM_CAS_N 

MEM_CS_N[O] 

MEM_DATA[O] 

MEM_DATA{ll] 

MEM_DATA[l3] 

MEM_DATA[15] 

MEM_DATA[17] 

MEM_DATA(19) 

MEM_DATA(20) 

MEM_DATA(22) 

MEM_DATA(24] 

MEM_DATA{26] 

MEM_DATA[28] 

MEM_DATA[2] 

MEM_DATA[3I) 

MEM_DATA(4) 

MEM_DATA[6] 

MEM_DATA(8) 

MEM_DQM[O) 

MEM_DQM(2) 

MEM_RAS_N 

MISC_LEDlO] 

MISC_LEDl2J 

MOD_CLK 

MOD_SDATA 

NO_CON[OJ 

NO_CON[2j 

PLL_AGD 
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Table 6·24 SOLOI Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No. Signal Name 

CI3 PLL_AGS DII PLL_BYPASS 

013 PLL_LP Cll PLL_NC[O) 

CI2 PLL_NC[I) EI3 PLL_RO 

BI2 PLL_VAA Bll PLL_VOD 

Al3 PLL_VSS T26 POT_CLK 

AB26 PP_ACK_N Y25 PP _AUTOFD_N -, 
I 

AB25 PP_BUSY U25 PP_OATA[O) 

U24 PP_DATA[I) V26 PP_DATA[2) 

V25 PP_DATA[3) V24 PP_DATA[4] 

W26 PP_DATA[5) W25 PP_DATA[6) 

W24 PP_DATA[7) AC26 PP_DIR 

AB24 PP_ERROR Y24 PP_FAULT_N 

AA26 PP_INIT_N AC24 PP_SELECT 

AA2S PP_SELIN_N Y26 PP _STROBE_N 

AD3 RIO_ADDR[lO] ADS RIO_ADDR[ll) 

AE6 RIO_ADDR[l2] ACll RIO_ADDR[l3] 

ACl3 RIO_ADDR[14] AEI3 RIO_ADDR[IS] 

AC14 RIO_ADDR[16] AEI4 RIO_ADDR[l7) 

ACIS RIO_ADDR[18] AC3 RIO_ADDR[19] 

AE2 RIO_ADDR[20] AEI RIO_ADDR[21] 

AE3 RIO_ADDR[22] AF14 RIO_ADDR[2] 

ADI4 RIO_ADDR[3] AF13 RIO_ADDR[4] -.., 
I 

AD 13 RIO_ADDR[5] AFll RIO_ADDR[6) 

AEIO RIO_ADDR[7J AF4 RIO_ADDR[8] 

AF3 RIO_ADDR[9] AC20 RIO_CE_N[O] 

AC21 RIO_CE_N[l] AE5 RIO_DATA[O] 

AFIO RIO_DATA[lO] AF12 RIO_DATA[ll] 

AF9 RIO_DATA[12] AF7 RIO_DATA[13] 

AFS RIO_DATA[14] AD4 RIO_DATA[lS] 

AE15 RIO_DATA[16] AEI6 RIO_DATA[17] 

AFI7 RIO_DATA[18] AF18 RIO_DATA[19] 
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Table 6-24 SOLOI Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No_ 

AE7 RIO_DATA[)] AD19 

AClS RIO_DATA[21] AF]6 

AFIS RIO_DATA[23) ACI6 

ADl7 RIO_DATA[25] ADI8 

AE]9 RIO_DATA(27) AE18 

AE]7 RIO_DATA[29) AE9 

AD]6 RIO_DATA[30) ADIS 

AEI2 RIO_DATA(3) AEll 

AF8 RIO_DATA[S) AF6 

AE4 RIO_DATA[7] AD6 

AE8 RIO_DATA[9) AF2] 

AD2 RIO_DEN_N[ I] AD] 

AFI9 RIO_DEN_N[3) AE21 

AD21 RIO_DINT[O] AFI 

AF20 RIO_DINT[2] AE22 

AC22 RIO_EXPACK..N AF22 

AD22 RIO_EXPEN AE20 

AD20 RIO_WE_N C4 

C3 SMC_DATA C2 

D2 SMC_PEN_N D3 

DI2 SYS_2XCLKIN Al 

B26 SYS_RESET_N C25 

E24 TEST _MODEIO] D25 

D26 TEST_SCANEN AD25 

AE24 UART_DCD_N AF23 

AE23 UART_RTS_N AD24 

AD26 UART_TXD R25 

EI2 VDD3[lO] F22 

ACI7 VDD3[1] U4 

D7 VDD3[3] All 

L4 VDD3[S) Y23 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 

Chapler 6. Hardware Description 

Signal Name 

RIO_DAT A[20] I 

RIO_DA T A[22] 

RIO_DATA[24] 

RIO_DATA(26) 

RIO_DATA[2S) I 
I 

RIO_DATA[2) 

RIO_DATA[31) 

RIO_DATA[4] 

RIO_DATA[6] 

RIO_DATA[8) 

RIO_DEN_N[O] 

RIO_DEN_N[2) 

RIO_DEVIORDY 

RIO_DINT[l] 

RIO_DINT[3] 

RIO_EXPCLK 

RIO_OE_N 

SMC_CLK 

SMC_INSERT _N 

SMC_RESET_N 

SYS_PWROK 

SYS_RSWTCH_N 

TEST _MODEl I] 

UART_CTS_N 

UART_DTR_N 

UART_RXD 

VDD3[O] 

VDD3[ll] 

VDD3[2] 

VDD3[4] 

VDD3[61 
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Table 6·24 SOLOI Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No. Signal Name 
-, 

DIS VDD3[7] ACS VDD3[8] 

G4 VDD3[9] E9 VDD[O] 
....., 

P22 VDD[lO] W5 VDD[J I) 

J4 VDD[12] T5 VDD[13] -, 
AA23 VDD[14] D5 VDD[15] 

EIS VDD[16] El7 VDD[17) ! 
E22 VDD[IS] AB9 VDD[l9] 

V22 VDD[I] E7 VDD[20) I 

I 
F24 VDD[21) H22 VDD(22) 1 

-, 

AB20 VDD[2] ACl2 VDD[3] 1 
LS VDD[4] ABl6 VDD[S] j 

-" 

GS VDD(6) R4 VDD[7] I 

M4 VDD[S) E3 VDD[9] -, 

P26 VID_DATA[O] P25 VID_DATA[I) 

P24 VID_DATA[2) N26 VID_DATA(3) -, 
P23 VID_DATA(4) N25 VID_DATA[S) 

N24 VID_DATA[6] N23 VID_DATA[7] 

M2S VID_HSYNC_N M26 VID_ VSYNC_N 1 
ABl4 VSSl[O) P5 VSSI[lO) 

F23 VSSI[ll] El6 VSSI[l2] -, 
E23 VSSI(13) ABl3 VSSl[l4) 

ADl2 VSSI[15] M5 VSSI[l6] -." 

AD II VSSI[l7] EI8 VSSI[18] 

R22 VSSI[l9] AD8 VSSI[l] ~ 

K5 VSSI[20] ABl2 VSSI[21] 

E8 VSSI[22) AC7 VSS 1 [23] I 
D23 VSSI(24) E6 VSSI [2S] l -, 
N22 VSSI[26] E14 VSS 1 [27] 

Ell VSSI[28] AB17 VSSI[29] I 
-, 

ABI8 VSSI[2] D7 VSSI[30] I 
N5 VSSl[31] AB7 VSS I [32] -, 
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Table 6·24 SOLO I Pin Assignments (Continued) 

Pin No. Signal Name Pin No. 

AB4 VSSl[33] Y5 

EIO VSSI[3S] D4 

Y4 VSSl[37] 15 

AB22 VSSl[39] AB19 

AC6 VSSI[40] US 

AB6 VSS 1 [42] AD 10 

AC9 VSSI[44] E20 

U22 VSS 1 [46] F5 

ABll VSSl[48] R5 

AB21 VSSl[4] W22 

Y22 VSSl[51] ACS 

ABIO VSSl[S3] E4 

HS VSSI[5S] AD9 

E21 VSSl[6} AA22 

AC19 VSSl[8] ABS 

V23 VSS2[O] F4 

E2 VSS2[2] M24 

AAS VSS2[4] VS 

E19 VSS2[6] G23 

H4 VSS3[O] D9 

G22 VSS3[11] ACIO 

BI3 VSS3[2] P4 

T22 VSS3[4] R23 

ABIS VSS3[6] DIS 

DI9 VSS3[8] W4 

980-03004-F57 WNI-Restricted 

Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Signal Name 

VSSI[34] 

VSSI[36] 

VSSI[38] 

VSSI[3] 

VSSI[41] 

VSSl[43] 

VSSl[4S] 

VSSl[47] 

VSS 1 [49] 

VSSl[50] 

VSSl[S2] 

VSSI[S4] 

VSSl[S) 

VSSl[7] 

VSSJ[9] 

VSS2[l] 

VSS2[3] 

VSS2[S] 

VSS2[7] 

VSS3[lO} 

VSS3[J] 

VSS3[3] 

VSS3[5} 

VSS3[7] 

VSS3[9] 
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Table 6·25 SOLO I Signal Descriptions 

Signal name Direction Description 

CPU interface 

CPU_AD[31 :OJ YO CPU address and data bus 

I CPU_CMD[6:0] YO 
-

CPU command bus 

I CPU_VALOUT_N I Address, command, and data valid strobe from 
CPU 

I CPU_VALIN_N 0 Data and command valid strobe back to CPU I 
CPU_WRRDY_N 0 CPU write ready signal 

I CPU_INT_N 0 CPU intenupt line 

I CPU_VCCOK 0 Power OK signal to CPU (synchronous) I 
[ CPU_CRESET_N 0 CPU cold reset I 
I CPU_SRESET_N 0 I CPU hard reset . I 

CPU_MODECLK I CPU mode clock for sending boot mode data :J 
CPU 

CPU_MODEIN 0 Boot mode data to CPU 

Phase Locked Loop Interface 

PLL_VAA I PLL anaJog supply 

PLL_BYPASS I PLL bypass. When '1', SYS_2XCLKIN 
bypasses the PLL 

PLL_AGS I PLL analog power 

PLL_AGD I PLL analog ground I 
PLL_LP 0 PLL loop filter out 

PLL_RO 0 PLL loop resistor value out 

Misc and Clock Interface 

SYS_2XCLKIN I System clock r~ 

SYS_PWROK I System power OK from power supply 

SYS_RSWTCH_N I System reset switch input 

SYS_RESET_N 0 System reset input I 
GPIO[lI] 0 System warm reset. When low, SOLO 1 assumes 

a cold power-on and reset will apply immedi-
ately. 

TEST_MODE[I :0] I Selects test mode (see "Test Mode" section). 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-25 SOLOI Signal Descriptions (Continued) 

Signal name Direction Description 

TEST_SCANEN 110 Enable scan testing. Also can be used to look at 
a divide-by-2 version of the internal 
SYS_2XCLKIN for PLL debug. 

Memory Interface 

MEM_CKE 0 SDRAM clock enable 

MEM_CS_N[I:O] 0 SDRAM chip selects 
.-.. --.- - ----~ 

MEM_RAS_N 0 SDRAM row address strobe 

MEM_CAS_N 0 SDRAM column address strobe I -

I MEM_WE_N 0 SDRAM write enable 

MEM_ADDR[IO:O] 0 SDRAM address I 
r , 

MEM_BS 0 SDRAM bank select I 
MEM_DQM[3:0] 0 SDRAM byte enables 

~ 
I 

MEM_DA TA[31 :0] 110 SDRAM data bus 

RIO (ROM) Interface 

RIO_CE_N[1:0] ° ROM bank selects 

RIO_OE_N ° ROM and RIO device output enable 

RIO_WE_N ° ROM and RIO device write enable 

RIO_ADDR[22:2] 110 ROM and RIO device address 

RIO_DATA[31 :0] 110 ROM and RIO device data 
r , 

RIO_DEN_N[3:0] ° RIO expansion device enables 

RIO_DINT[3:0) I RIO expansion interrupts 

RIO_DEVIORDY I RIO expansion 10 ready signal 

RIO_EXPCLK ° RIO expansion device clock 

RIO_EXPEN ° WebTV Port Expansion Bus enable 

RlO_EXPACK_N 1 WebTV Port Expansion Bus ack 

Video Interface 

r- POT_eLK 1 Video display pixel clock. 4X pixel rate when 
I on-chip video encoder is used. 2X pixel rate 

when off-chip video encoder is used. 

VID_HSYNC_N 110 Horizonlal sync; input from off-chip encoder or 
output from on-chip encoder. r 

I 

-
VID_ VSYNC_N 110 Vertical sync input; input from off-chip encoder 

or output from on-chip encoder. 
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Table 6-25 SOLOI Signal Descriptions (Continued) 

Signal name Direction Description 

VID_DATA[7:0] 110 Video data bus to off-chip encoder 

Digital Video Encoder Interface 

DAC_YVBS I VBS for the Y DAC 

I" DAC~COMPVBS 
- - . . _- - ~~ -_.p- -- - ---

I I VBS for the Camp DAC 

I VBS for the CrCb DAC 

, DAC_YAOUT 0 AOUT for the Y DAC I 
DAC_CRCBAOUT 0 AOUT for the CrCb DAC --··---1 -
DAC_COMPAOUT 0 AOUT for the Camp DAC 

DAC_YAPVD 0 APVD for the Y DAC 

I DAC_CRCBAPVD 0 APVD for the CrCb DAC 

I DAC_COMPAPVD 0 APVD for the Camp DAC 
., 

, DAC_YAPVS 0 APVS for the YDAC I 
DAC_CRCBAPVS 0 APVS for the CrCb DAC 

·1 DAC_COMPAPVS 0 APVS for the Camp DAC 

DAC_VREF I DAC voltage reference 

Digital Video Input Interface 

DIV_DATA[7:0] 110 DIVIT data input 

DIV_HS 110 DIVIT control signals 

DIV_VS 110 DIVIT control signals I 
DIV_LLC I DIVIT control signals 

DIV_LRCLK 110 DIVIT audio LRCLK 

DIV_BCLK 110 DIVIT audio bit clock -, 
DIV_SDATA 110 DIVIT audio serial data 

Audio Interface 

AUD_CLK I Audio Clock input (l1.28Mhz) 

AUD_SDATAIN I Audio serial data input (ADC) , 
AUD_BITCLK 0 Audio bit clock for serial data 

AUD_LRCLK 0 Left/right clock 

AUD_SDATA 0 Audio serial data output (DAC) 

Soft Modem Interface 

MOD_CLK I Modem master clock 
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Chapter 6. Hardware Description 

Table 6-25 SOLOI Signal Descriptions (Continued) 

Signal name Direction Description 

MOD_SDATAIN I I Moden:' ~e"-a~~a~.in~~t (AE~). r MODj3iTCLK~.- -
.. --- ----- ---

0 Modem bit clock for serial data 1 
MOD_LRCLK 0 - --Modem frame sync (like LRCLK) ·----1 

-------
MOD_SDATA 0 Modem serial data output (DAC) 

Smartcard and UART Interface 

SMC_DATA 110 SmartCard Data (inout)lUart RXD 

SMC_INSERT_N 110 SmartCard Inserted (input)lUart CTS 
.. -

SMC_RESET_N 110 SmartCard Reset (output)lUart RTS 

SMC_PEN_N 110 SmartCard Power Enable (output)lUart DTR 1 
SMC_CLK 1 110 SmartCard Clock (output)lUart TXD j r UART_RXD 

. 
110 Uart receive data (input)IDATAlGPIO 

UART_CTS_N 110 Uart clear to send (input)IINSERT/GPIO 1 
UART_DCD_N 110 Uart data carrier detect (input)/GPIO 

UART_TXD 110 Uart transmit data (output)/CLKlGPIO 
. 

I 
UART_RTS_N 110 Uart request to send (output)RESET/GPIO I 
UART_DTR_N 110 Uart data terminal ready (output)PEN/GPIO 

110 Devices Interface 

D_DATA 110 ID chip data line 

IR_IN I Infrared receiver data 
-

IR_CLK 110 Infrared receiver clock 

IR_OUT 110 Infrared data output 

PP_DATA(7:0] 110 Parallel Port Data 

-1 PP_ACK_N I Parallel Port Ack 

PP_BUSY I Parallel Port Busy 

PP_ERROR I Parallel Port Error 

PP_SELECT I Parallel Port Select 

PP_FAULT_N I Parallel Port Fault 

PP_SELIN_N 110 Parallel Port SelectIn 

PP _AUTOFD_N 110 Parallel Port Auto Feed 

PP _STROBE_N 110 Parallel Port Strobe 

PP_INIT_N 0 Parallel Port init 
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Table 6-25 SOLOI Signal Descriptions (Continued} 

Signal name Direction Description 

PP_DIR 0 Parallel Pon direction 

I-MISC~LED[2~] -
.- - -- - ... - - ---- - 0 . - -- - - -

·-~-=-I 0 LED outputs 
---f--. I GPIO[15:0 VO General-purpose VO 

IIIC_CLK VO nCclock I 
r Uc=.OATA 

----- - --- - - ------- .', - ------ '-- - - - -
VO nc data line 
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Cllaptl!r 6. Hardware Description 

6.19 Mechanical Specifications 

1 
I 

0 

t 

The SOLO I packaging dimensions are shown in the following two figures. Figure 6-42 
illustrates the early Type I packaging. used until early 1998. Figure 6-43 shows the 
current. Type 2 packaging. 
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Figure 6-42 Type 1 Packaging Dimensions 
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Table 6-26 Type J Packaging Dimensions 

Package Type 420 Pin TBGA 
(Package (BGA420-T-3535-I.27 A) 

Code) 

Symbol Millimeters 

Min Nom Max 

A 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Al 0.5 0.6 0.7 

A2 0.7 0.8 0.9 

b 0.60 0.75 0.90 

0 34.8 35.0 35.2 

01 31.75 BSC 

02 33.6 REF 

E 34.8 35.0 35.2 

EI 31.75 BSC 

e 1.27 BSC 

s 0.635BSC 

aaa 0.15 
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The following foldout shows both top and bottom views of the SOLO I pinout. 
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Appendix A 

SOL01 Rev. 1.3 Errata 

A.10vervlew 
This appendix describes the changes that comprise Revision 1.3 of the SOLOl 
ASIC. 

A.2 SDRAM Self-refresh Fix 
The Auto Refresh mode has been fixed in SOLOl Rev 1.3. Auto Refresh is a mode 
that allows the SDRAM chips to refresh themselves without external stimulus 
from SOLOL If Auto Refresh is enabled, SOLOl will place the SDRAMs in auto
refresh mode automatically, if no memory requests are presented to the memUnit 
between normal refresh cycles. To enable this feature, software must write 
OxFOOO0411 (66.7 Mhz) or OxFOOOO516 (83.3Mhz) to the MEM_REFCTRL Register. 

A.3 External Master/Slave Device on CPU Interface 
SOLOl Rev 13 provides an enhancement to the CPU bus interface that allows a 
master/slave device to share the bus with the CPU and SOL01. The supported 
protocol allows the device to act as a master to SOLOl and as either a master or a 
slave to the CPU. However, currently supported CPUs have no slave resources 
and hence, external devices are limited to acting as a slave to the CPU and a 
master to SOL01. 

A.3.1 Enabling the Enhanced CPU Interface 
The enhanced-CPU interface is enabled by providing a pullup resistor on the 
system PCB for RIO_ADDR [4] . The RIO_ADDR bus is connected to the 
configuration resistors used to set various chip and system configurations. Each 
bit c;jf the RIO_ADDR bus (bits 22 .. 2) must be connected to either a pullup or 
pulldown resistor on the PCB. 
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In previous versions of SOLOl, the reset state of RIO_ADDR [ 4) was readable by 
software, but did not affect the hardware functionality. In SalOl Rev. 1.3, if 
RIO_ADDR [ 4) is pulled down, the CPU interface is compatible with previous 
versions of SalOl. This mode should be used when no external master/slave 
device is provided in the system. If RIO_ADDR [ 4) is pulled up, the enhanced
CPU interface is enabled. This mode should be used when an external master / 
slave device is provided in the system. 

A.3.2 Solo and External Device Address Spaces 

A-2 

Transactions on the CPU bus are designated for either SOLOl, or for the external 
device, based on their addresses. When the old, compatible CPU interface is 
implemented, all transactions on the CPU bus are handled by SOlOl. If the 
transaction's address is not defined in SOlOl's address map, a bus error is 
generated. When SalOl is implementing the new, enhanced-CPU interface, 
transactions whose addresses have bit 31 set are ignored by SOlOl and assumed 
to be handled by the external device. Transactions whose addresses do not have 
bit 31 set are handled by SOlOI. 

The system address maps for compatible and enhanced CPU interface-based 
systems are shown in Figure A-I. 
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Appendix A. SOL01 Rev. 1.3 Errata 

Compatible CPU Interface Enhanced CPU Interface 

OxfffCffff Oxffff_ffff 
External Device 
Address Space 

SOLO/Reserved 

SOLO/Reserved 

SOLOIROM SOLOIROM 

SOLOlDevices SOLOlDevices 

SOLOlReserved SOLOlReserved 

SOLOlExp Ports SOLOlExp Ports 

SOLO/C~ntrol Regs SOLO/Control Regs 

SOLOIRAM SOLOIRAM 

Figure A·l System Address Maps 

Transactions to addresses which fall into the spaces identified as "SOLO / 
Reserved" will cause SOLOI to generate a bus error. The external device is 
responsible for generating bus errors for transactions to undefined addresses 
within its address space. 

Note that the r4640 CPU carmot generate addresses in the Ox200(UX)OO - OxfffCffff 
range. If an r4640 is used in a system that implements the enhanced-CPU 
interface, and has an external device, the CPU cannot access that external device. 
In such a system, both the CPU and the external device can act as masters of 
SOLOI, but cannot communicate with each other in any way. The QED-5230 has 
an MMU and can generate transactions across the full range of addresses from 
OxOOOO_OOOO - OxHH_ffff. Hence, it is the more likely candidate for systems taking 
advantage of the enhanced-CPU interface. 
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A-4 

A.3.3 Enhanced Mode CPU Interface Signals 

Most signals comprising the CPU interface are shared between SOlOI, the CPU 
and an external device (when all three are present in a system). Two additional 
inputs to SOlOI (both driven by the external device) are required to implement 
the enhanced interface- EXT_VALlOOUT_N and EXT_WRRDY_N. 

EXT_VALlDOUT~ is analagous to the CPU_VALIDOUT_N signal driven by the 
CPU. When the external device is acting as the bus master, it asserts 
EXT_VALlOOUT_N on cycles during which it is driving valid address or data 
information on the CPU_AD and CPU_CMD buses. SOlOI Rev. 1.3 uses the 
TEST_SCANEN pin to receive the EXT_VALIDOUT_N signal during enhanced
mode operation. 

EXT_WRRDY_N is analagous to the CPU_WRRDY_N signal driven by SOlOI. When 
the external device is capable of accepting a write transaction from the CPU, it 
asserts EXT_WRRDY_N. SOlOI combines the state of this signal with it's own 
internal state to determine the value of CPU_WRRDY_N. Since the target of the next 
CPU transaction cannot be guessed ahead of time, if either of the two slaves are 
not ready to accept a write transaction, then CPU_WRRDY_N is deasserted. Both 
the CPU and the external device must respect the state of CPU_WRRDY_N when 
determining the state of a write transaction being presented on the bus. The 
external device uses EXT_WRRDY_N to control the state of CPU_WRRDY_N, but 
must still respect the state of CPU_WRRDY_N regardless of whether EXT_WRRDY_N 
has been deasserted. SOLOI Rev. 1.3 uses the GPIO [2] pin to receive the 
EXT_WRRDY_N signal during enhanced-mode operation. 

The behavior of the CPU_ VALIDIN_N signal, driven by SOLOI, is modified for 
enhanced-mode operation. In compatibility mode, this signal is always driven by 
SOLOl.1n enhanced mode, this signal is normally tri-statecl and is driven by 
SOlOl only when returning read data. After returning the appropriate data, 
SOLOI drives CPU_ VALIDIN_N high for one cycle before tri-stating the signal 
(CPU_ VALIDIN~ must be weakly pulled up on the PCB to ensure that the 
deasserted high value is held while the signal isn't being driven). The external 
device must follow this same protocol for driving CPU_ VALIDIN_N: it must be 
tri-stated when the device is not the bus master and must be driven high 
(deasserted) for at least one cycle prior to being tri-stated again. The external 
device uses CPU_VALIDIN_N for returning read data to the CPU, but also uses it 
to assert a null transaction to the CPU- returning mastership of the bus to the 
CPU, following a series of transactions issued by the external device to SOLOI. 

A.3.4 Enhanced Mode System Description 

Figure A-2 shows the required connections between the CPU, SOlOI and an 
external device in a typical system configuration. Note that the CPU_MODECLK, 
CPU_MODEIN and the various reset signals are not shown. These signals are 
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typically connected between the CPU and SOlOI as previously described. 
Whether the external device needs to be connected to any of these signals is a 
system decision. Typically, the external device is connected to at least one reset 
signal, although whether that signal is one of the CPU reset signals or a more 
generic reset Signal, used for other system devices, is not specified here. 

CPU RELEASE N --

I + 
CPU_EXTRQST_N 

I 
CPU_VALlDIN_N 

CPU 
CPU_ VAll DO UT_N 

EXT .. 
.... CPU_WRRDY_N 

.. CP~_CMD[8:0] 

CPU_AD[31:0] 
~ .. 

.. 
~ ... 

+3.3V 

If 21 Z 
.... 1 

~ ~ :::> 
a:: a 
a:: ....J l' , , 
3:

1 
~ +3.3V ~I SOL01 t-x 

= ~ 
w w 

-c; >-
GP10[2] .... .. ~ 

- RI0_ADDR[4] 
TEST_SCANEN .. 

Figure A-2 System Block Dillpam 

As previously discussed, the external device drives two new signals to SOlOl. 
They are connected to SOlOI' s GPIO [2] and TEST_SCANEN pins. The external 
device also drives the CPU_EXTRQST_N signal, which is tied high in sytems with 
only SOlOI and the CPU. CPU_RELEASE_N, which is otherwise left 
unconnected, is read by the external device to determine when the CPU is 
responding to an asserted CPU_EXTRQST_N signal. 

A.3.5 Transactions with the CPU as Master 

Transactions where the CPU acts as the bus master are handled by both SOlOI 
and the external device in the same way: The CPU issues a transaction which is 
recognized by both SOlOI and the external device. If bit 31 of the transaction 
address is set, the external device responds, if bit 31 is not set, SOlOl responds. 
Write transactions are performed by the appropriate target, although no external 
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response is generated--except for a possible deassertion of WRRDY_N signals 
while the write target clears its write buffer. Read transactions are handled by the 
appropriate target, which begins driving CPU_AD, CPU_CMD and 
CPU_ VALIDIN_N once the CPU transitions to slave state. After read data is 
returned, the target device deasserts CPU_ VALIDIN_N for one cycle and tristates 
CPU_AD and CPU_CMD. On the following cycle, the target device tristates 
CPU_ VALIDIN_N as the CPU becomes the bus master once again. 

1414f------------ CPU -----------•• 

elK Jl rt Lh-rt rt rt Il rL rt rL rt L rt rt IL Ln 
~ ~ 8< ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X 

I 

I J 
I 

Tris ated I 
/ I 

I I 
0 

Figure A-3 CPU Write to SOLOl 
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I~IIII----------- CPU -----------+. 

JlJl L LhJLrLnJL ~~LYLrLM 
~DR EX8<§X ~I! 
v€S<8<~~ 

I I I I I 

~~~X I 
I 
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I I 
Tris ~ted 

/ 

, , 

Figme A-4 CPU Write to an External Device 
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... CPU +I I~~------ SOl01 ~I IcPU 

------- Tristated -------

Figure A-S CPU Read from SOLOl 
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... CPU +I Extemal Device -------.~I Icpu 
I I 

CPU_EXTRQST_N 
---+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--~-+--~ 

I~I 
------- Tristaled -------

Figure A-6 CPU Read from an External Device 

A.3.6 Transactions with External Device as Master 

The external device uses the CPU_EXTRQST_N signal to indicate to the CPU 
that it wants to become the bus master. The CPU responds by asserting 
CPU_RELEASE_N and deasserting CPU_ VALIDOUT_N one cycle before 
transitioning to the slave state. After the CPU asserts CPU_RELEASE_N, the bus 
must be tristated for one cycle, after which the external device becomes the bus 
master. 

Once it is the bus master, the external device can issue read and write transactions 
to SOLOI using the EXT_VALlOOUT_N signal, instead of the CPU_VALlOOUT_N 
signal used by the CPU. Note that the CPU has no slave resources, so the external 
device cannot issue transactions to it. 

After completing its transactions, the external device must return the bus to the 
CPU. This is done by sending a null transaction request to the CPU on the 
CPU_CMD lines, while asserting CPU_VALIDIN_N. After the device drives the 
null transaction, the bus must be tristated for one cycle, after which the CPU 
becomes the bus master. 
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See the following figures for the timing associated with reads and writes to 
SOLOl. 

-cpu--+! ~14--- Extemal Device ----~.I 14- CPU-

elK JL rtrt rt rt n-h-Il n-rL n-IL rt Il 11 n-M 
>-~ ~ EX EX 8< 8< ~ ~ * K }-K 
>-~ ~ f0< ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 00 ~ ~ K 

I / 

L U I 
I 

I J 

\ L W 1 
'" / V 
" '" 

V 
i-....... V ---- ~ Tristated 

Figure A-7 External Device Write to SOLOl 
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- CPU .---+ I Ext I l+-:-SOL01____. 4- Ext-+! ~CPU-

eLK J1JUlJl 1J1JlJLllrUUlrt[lrLrt-fLn 
CPU_AD >-E~ ( k~-CDK I 

I 

I 

LU 

EXT _ VALIDOUT_N L J I 
CPU_ VALlDIN_N 1 I L J 1 IL U t 
CPU_WRRDY _N "'- I / 

I ./ 
EXT_WRRDY_N """- :----..... / /. ..... -- Tristaled ./ ~ 

Figure A-8 External Device Single-word Read from SaLOl 

While the external device is the bus master, the CPU is waiting for the null 
transaction which will transfer bus mastership. Cycles during which SOLOl is 
returning read data to the external device are ignored by the CPU even though 
SOL01 is asserting CPU_VALIDIN_N. 

A.3.7 Transactions Issued While Returning Read Data to the CPU 

Because the CPU has given up mastership of the bus, the external device has the 
opportunity to issue write transactions to SOL01 before returning read data to 
the CPU in response to a read request. Read transactions to SOLOl cannot be 
inserted this way because the CPU_ VALIDIN_N signal is shared and would cause 
the CPU to accept the read response data from SOL01, instead of waiting for the 
appropriate data to be returned from the external device. 
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+ CPU +1 14141----- Extemal Device ------~~I Icpu 

I I 
CPU_RELEASE_N L J I 

CPu_ VAUDOUT_N L J I I 
EXT _ VAUDOUT_N I I I 

CPU_ VALlDIN_N 1\ l 
CPU_WRRDY_ N / I 
EXT_WRRDY_ N 

.", 
'-... -.... 

---- Tristated --~ 

Figure A-9 External Device Write to SOLOl Undernetltl, Read Response 

A.3.8 Transaction Size Restrictions 

A-I2 

There have been no modifications to support transaction sizes other than those 
used by the CPU. Hence, transactions are limited to 32-byte blocks or 4-byte 
single words. Block transactions must contain 32 bytes of valid data, while word 
transactions can specify byte, half-word or tri-byte masks. 

The practical restrictions imposed by these limitations do not substantially affect 
read behavior. Read transactions of varying sizes can be accomplished by issuing 
a block read and ignoring the unwanted data. Note, that if the device requires 
access to SOLOl control registers, it must also implement single-word read 
transactions, as the control registers cannot be accessed with block transactions. 
RAM, ROM and WebTV Port expansion devices may all be accessed with block 
read transactions. 
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Write behavior is more adversely affected by the imposed transaction size 
limitations. If writes can be collected into complete, aligned, 32-byte transactions, 
then they can take advantage of block transfers. Otherwise, write data must be 
broken into multiple single-word transfers, each of which may use a byte, half
word or tri-byte mask. Again, SOLOI control registers may only be accessed 
through Single-word transactions. Furthermore, ROM resources, while 
supporting block reads, do not support block write transfers. RAM and WebTV 
Port expansion devices may be accessed with block write transactions. 

A.3.9 Transaction Performance Issues 

Note, that since SOLOI's RAM memory interface is designed to prefer 32-byte 
accesses, there are some non-obvious performance issues which arise. These 
issues are the result of both the memory controller's preference for 32-byte 
transactions, as well as the CPU interface's ability to deal with this preference. 

First, the underlying number of cycles required to complete a memory access is 
the same, regardless of whether the access is for a single word or a 32-byte block. 
Including both the underlying data transfer time, as well as the overhead of the 
transactions, means that transferring 32 bytes of data with eight single-word 
accesses is eight times slower than using a single block transaction. Hence, there 
is a very strong performance preference for using block transfers wherever 
possible. 

Futhermore, for block read transactions, SOLOI adheres to a policy of II critical 
word first." Single-word reads are accomplished by performing a 32-byte read 
from RAM and ignoring the data belonging to the seven words not requested. 

The single word belonging to the read transaction is always returned as the last 
four bytes of the 32 bytes transferred from RAM. So, single-word reads are more 
efficiently accomplished as block transfers, because the desired word will be 
returned seven cycles ahead of when it would have been returned by the 
equivalent single-word read transaction. This enhancement requires that the 
external device be capable of ignoring the seven additional data cycles generated 
by a block read request. If the device is not capable of this, single-word reads can 
be issued at the expense of the additional seven-cyc1e latency. 

The performance of single-word write transactions is helped somewhat by the 
presence of a write buHer in SOLOI. However, each individual transaction still 
requires the same underlying data transfer time as a 32-byte block write. 
Unfortunately, all 32 bytes of a block write must be valid, so there is no easy way 
to accomplish transfers of fewer than 32 bytes without resorting to the much 
slower Single-word transactions. 

One approach would be to assemble the data to be written in a 32-byte write 
buffer, keeping track of which bytes are valid bytes to be written. Then, rather 
than breaking up the buffer into multiple single-word writes, the appropriate 
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block read can be performed to fill in the correct values for bytes which are not 
intended to be written. Having filled the entire 32-byte buffer with valid data, a 
single block write transaction can be used. This scheme would result in the use of 
two block transactions and would be beneficial when at least three single-word 
transactions would otherwise have been used. 
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Appendix B 

SOL01 Errata Summary 

This appendix lists all of the known problems with the SOLO I chip and the status 
of those problems. 

Table 8-1 SummJlry o/SOLOI Problems 

Description of Bug Rev Rev Rev Rev 
1.0 1.1 1.1.1 1.3 

Chip rev value (BUS_CHIPID[23:20)) OxO Oxl Oxl Ox3 

Video Output: 

Video output timing incorrect due to an extra clock NF F F F 

DAC input hold timing violation NF F F F 

Garbage video on right edge of screen NF F F F 

DYE horizontal filter doesn't work NF NF NF NF 

Field interrupts should be driven by sync edges, not NF NF NF NF 
state 

Some YUV values may cause over/under flow NF NF NF NF 

shiftInt is in POT _INTEN but not in POT_INTST AT NF NF NF NF 

Odd length frames not handled correctly NF NF NF NF 

GFX RAM pre-charge timing parameter not met NF F F F 

Extra lines at top of screen during GFX writeback NF NF NF NF I 
de1taTim mode broken for all VQ modes NF NF NF NF 

ping-pong out of time occasionally hangs gfxUnit NF NF NF NF 

Write-back should calculate effective FB start on even NF NF NF NF 
fields 

Random pixels dropped in constant write-back mode NF NF NF NF 
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Table 8-1 Summary of SOLOl Problems (Continued) 

Description of Bug 

deltaTim mode does not work with microcels 
----.----.- .------ - - --- -- ._- -

Can't do pingpong mode with fullscreen video in PAL 

Video Input: 

divUnit dma chaining not working as specified 

divUnit audio doesn't stop cleanly 

divit decimation first column wrong at slow sys clock 
speeds 

dev _GPIO[81 doesn't drive low when used as pwm 

Memory: 

Memory self-refresh doesn't work 

MemUnit cannot address contiguous 8MBs of memory 
with x8 parts 

memUnit REFENABLE register not correct 

Test: 

PLL test mode doesn't tri-state VID_DATA bus 

Need to disable disp_CbCrSeI in frlbWrap during 
RAM test 

Other: 

PLL has excessive jitter 

GPIO[ll] shouldn't have pullup 

aud/mod write request address bit 4 should not be 
used 

Parallel port address aliasing 

Can't access expansion devices 4 through 7 

busUnit ERRADDR register not updated correctly 

Sense of the CTS_N flow control is inverted 

Support for additional master/slave devices on CPU 
bus 

SOL01.3 freezes on writes to addresses with bit 31 set. 

NF = Not Fixed 
F=Fixed 

Rev 
1.0 

NF 
------. 
NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

-

Rev 
1.1 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

NF 

F 

F 

F 

NF 

NF-

NF 

NF 

-

(1) See section B-1 "Errata Details," for the Rev. 1.1.1 fix. 
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NF 

NF 

NF 

-

Rev 
1.3 

NF 
-i\sp ------ 1 

NF 

NF l 
NF 
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NF 

NF 

NF 
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B.1 Errata Details 

8.1.1 Video Output 

Summary Number 1: SOlOI video timing incorrect due to extra clock. 

BugFlash #: N / A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: The timing of the video signal coming out of the on-chip video encoder is 
incorrect due to an extra clock cycle being generated by the DYE. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 2: DAC input hold timing violation. 

BugFlash #: N/ A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: The timing at the input of the on-chip video DACs does not meet hold 
time. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 3: Garbage video on right edge of screen. 

BugFlash #: N/ A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: Garbage video on right edge of screen. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 4: DVE horizontal filter doesn't work. 

BugFiash #: 030512 

rlXed in: Not fixed 

Details: The notch filter is missing one coefficient bit, and there are problems with 
overflow. 

Workaround: Do horizontal filtering in software. 
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Summary Number 5: Field interrupts should be driven by sync edges, not state. 

BugFlash #: 018563 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: Currently, the potUnit detects the edge of the oddField signal to generate 
interrupts. If we get successive odd fields, either by time compression or a 
progressive DENC, well never see those edges. Ensure that no other internal state 
is based on the oddField state. (Signal to divUnit?) 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 6: Some YUV values may cause over 1 under flow. 

BugFlash #: 018900 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: All values of YUV that can be generated from RGB are OK But other 
values of YUV, which are legal, can cause under lover flow in the output 
caculations. These need to be clipped. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 7: shiftlnt is in POT_INTEN register, but not in 
POT_INTSTAT register. 

BugFlash #: 019479 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: The shiftInt interrupt has a field in the POT_INTEN interrupt enable 
register, but it doesn't have an entry in the POT_INTSTAT interrupt status 
register. It does get correctly OR'd into pot_Int, however. 

Workaround: When software detects a pot_Int and none of the POT_INTSTAT 
bits are set to assume that it's a shi f tInt. 

Summary Number 8: Odd length frames not handled correctly. 

BugFlash #: 018204 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: pot_ vs i ze is in frame lines, and thus can be an odd number. However, 
we do a simple 12 and compare with field lines to see if we've hit the end. This 
will fail if the screen has an odd number of frame lines. 
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Workaround: None 

8.1.2 Graphics 

Summary Number 1: GFX RAM pre-charge timing parameter not met. 

BugFlash #: 020669 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: For a1l4 RAMs, Motive shows us that the AEN pulse width high 
parameter has not been met at worst-case conditions. We miss by approx. 0.4 ns. 
(However, it should operate at frequency in nominal conditions.) 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 2: Extra lines at top of screen during GFX write-back. 

BugFlash #: N/ A 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: None 

Workaround: Change the vidUnit to start the frame buffer two lines later (i.e. at 
the start of line three), and thus miss the incorrect data. You'll also have to shorten 
the potUnit's VSize by two, and the vidUnit's NSize by 2lt2ltHSize. 

Summary Number 3: deltaTlm mode broken for all VQ modes. 

BugFlash #: 021309 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: The deltaTlm mode (used for better accuracy on edges of eels) does not 
work on VQ textures. In fact, it hangs the gfx system, which in turn hangs the 
write-back unit. (To get out of the hang, try using the soft reset bit in the gEx 
control register.) The error was found in fctl_adr. cv in the RDST_IDLE state. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 4: Ping-pong out of time occasionally hangs gfxUnit 

BugFlash #: 021622 

Fixed in: Not fixed 
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Details: In ping-poing mode, when displaying a screen containing a large number 
of scan lines that run out of time, the entire screen will go black after some 
random amount of time. It does not come back until I switch out of ping-pong. 
I'm guessing it's related to out-of-time scan lines, because the problem does not 
show up with smaller images (like the WebTV logo), but does show up with the 
444 color ramp. 

To see the problem in the GFX test world, type the following at the grfx prompt: 

i 1 
t 1 
start 

Once the screen goes black, you can recover by typing: 

wb 
pp 

YMaps subroutines are on by default. To tum them off, use the "sub"command. 
The screen black-out will happen much less frequently once subroutines are off. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 5: Write-back should calculate the effective frame buffer start 
on even fields. 

BugFlash II: 018146 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: Currently, the starting address for the frame buffer has to be changed by 
software. When the evenEnable bit gets hit, the hardware should calculate the 
new first line based off the start of the odd field. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 6: Random pixels dropped in constant write-back mode. 

BugFlash II: 018063 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: H you write a test that composes a complex image, write-back once and 
then continuously display, the image looks fine. If you constantly write-back then 
random sparkling bad pixels show up across the screen. 

Workaround: None 
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Summary Number 7: deltaTun mode does not work with microcels. 

BugFlash #: 021623 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: It looks like deltaTim doesn't work with MiniCelRecords, even if the 
texture is direct 444 or 422. It appears to repeat the same line of pixels on each 
scanline. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 8: Can't do ping-pong mode with ful1screen video in PAL 

BugFlash #: 021147 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: Line buffers are only 640. Ful1screen video in PAL requires 768. This 
could cause major differences in browser functionality between the NTSC and 
PAL versions. 

Workaround: None 

8.1.3 Video Input 

Summary Number 1: divUnit DMA chaining not working as specified. 

BugFlash #: 019911 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: Setting the nextValid bit alone doesn't work. Either nextValidForever 
or ping-pong modes must be set. To perform normal chaining, use 
nextValidForever and be sure to clear it if you ever need to shut down the DMA. 
This is true for both video and audio. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 2: divUnit audio doesn't stop cleanly. 

BugFlash #: 019912 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: divUnit's audio wasn't designed to cleanly stop on a desired capture 
buffer. 

Workaround: The workaround is to submit an additional buffer and clear the 
audCaptureEnable bit once the previous buffer's interrupt is received. 
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Summary Number 3: Divit decimation first column is wrong at slow system clock 
speeds. 

BugFlash II: 021609 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: H the system clock speed is less than 2x the decoder clock speed, then the 
leftmost column of decimated images can be wrong. The fastest decoder clock is 
36MHz with PAL and the system clock speed is nominally 83MHz, so this should 
not be a problem. The bug is due to the fact that the dec Phase bit is not cleared at 
the end of every line. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 4: dey _GPIO [8] doesn't drive low when used as pwm. 

BugFIash II: 021672 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: dey _GPIO [ 8) should pass through the di V...,pWln signal if 
di v...,pwmEnable is high. However, dey _gpio_en_nx [ 8) is also assigned to 
di V...,pWln if di v...,pwrnEnable is high. This means that when this GPIO is used for 
pwm, it will drive 1 's, but float when it should drive O's. 

Workaround: This can be fixed with a pulldown of the right strength on the 
board. 

B.1.4 Memory 

8-8 

Summary Number 1: Memory self-refresh doesn't work. 

BugFIash II: 021035 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.3 

Details: CKE timing to the SDRAM is incorrect. 

Workaround: Toshiba SDRAMs seem to tolerate this timing protocol. 

Summary Number 2: memUnit cannot address 8MBs of contiguous memory with 
x8parts. 

BugFIash 4t: 021035 

Fixed in: Not fixed 
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Details: Address bit 23 is not routed properly for 16Mbit parts, meaning that the 
8MBs of SDRAM must be accessed in two separate 4-MB chunks. This problem 
would not exist with 16Mbit parts, but would require a board spin. 

Workaround: Don't use x8 parts. 

Summary Number 3: memUnit REFENABLE register not correct. 

BugFlash II: 021391 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: In the memUnit RefEnable Register, the SetRefEnb and setAutoRef 
enables must be set to -sert the ref enable or auto refEnable, but writing a "0" to 
ref enable or auto Ref Enable will clear the values. 

Workaround: Software must keep a mask to avoid clearing these bits 
unintentionally. 

8.1.5 Test 

Summary Number 1: PLL test mode doesn't tri-state the VID_DATA bus. 

BugFlash II: 020754 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: When in PLL TEST MODE, the vidUnit continues to drive it's output 
signals such that it's impossible to drive the PLL signals to test the PLL properly. 

Workaround: Perform a write to the potUnit to disable the vidUnit. 

Summary Number 2: Need to disable disp_CbCrSel in frlbWrap during RAM 
test. 

BugFlash II: 019709 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: It would have been nice to disable the way the Evo side of the RAMs rely 
on disp_CbCrSel to be active in order to do a read/write. 

Workaround: Take disp_CbCrSel timing into account, and stimulate HSYNC/ 
VSYNC correctly to get CbCrSel running. 

8.1.6 Other 

Summary Number 1: PLL has excessive jitter 

BugFlash #: N/ A 
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Fixed in: Rev. 1.1.1, Rev. 1.3 

Details: Rev. 1.0- PLL had a layout problem that prevented operation at normal 
voltages. Rev. 1.1-PLL fixed the voltage sensitivity, but had excessive jitter when 
supplied with the spread-spectrum clock. Rev. 1.1.1-PLL improved, but still 
outside of the clock skew budget. Rev. l.3-Significant layout changes to improve 
the jitter. 

Workaround: Rev. 1.0-Use a voltage regulator on VAA to keep the voltage at 
2.7V. Rev. 1.I-Use a voltage regulator on VAA to keep the voltage at 3.3V. 
Rev. 1.1.1- Use a voltage regulator on VAA to keep the voltage at 3.3V. 

Summary Number 2: GPIO[ll] shouldn't have a pullup. 

BugFlash II: N/ A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: GPIO[ll] is used as a "Power OK" signal, which tells SOLOI that it is safe 
to issue the system reset. Since an external RC network may be used to control the 
timing of this signal, an internal pullup is inappropriate. 

Workaround: Consider the value of the internal pullup when calculating the 
external RC values. 

Summary Number 3: Aud/mod write request address bit 4 should not be used. 

BugFlash II: N/ A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: The audUnit and modUnit perform writes in 4-word bursts; thus, the 
DQM bits are used. The memUnit assumes that the write address is S-word 
aligned; if address bit 4 is a 'I', the write may not complete and the memUnit may 
hang. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 4: Parallel Port address aliasing. 

BugFlash II: 029621 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.1 

Details: The Parallel Port registers in SOLOI alias to other registers in the 
devUnit, because the address is not fully decoded. They should be fully decoded 
in devPPort. rv. 
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Appendix B. SOL01 Errata SummaT1/ 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 5: Can't access expansion devices 4 through 7. 

BugFlash II: 020755 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: The row address sent to expansion devices 4-7 is not generated correctly. 
This is only a problem if more than 3 expansion devices are plugged in at one 
time. 

Workaround: There is a software workaround which would apply to accesses to 
devices 4-7 only. 

Summary Number 6: busUnit ERRADDR register is not updated correctly. 

BugFlash II: 029369 

Fixed in: Not fixed 

Details: The ERRADDR register, in the busUnit, reports addresses which generate 
bus errors or violate any fences. Fences are not enabled/ disabled except through 
the interrupt enable registers. This means that even if the interrupt is disabled, the 
fence is still "active" and hence, when one of the fences is used to write protect 
code space in RAM, every code fetch generates a read violation which doesn't 
generate an interrupt, but overwrites the ERRADDR register. 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 7: Support for additional master/slave devices on the CPU 
bus. 

BugFlash II: N/ A 

Fixed in: Rev. 1.3 

Details: Rev. 1.3 adds support for an additional master/slave device on the CPU 
bus. Refer to Appendix A, "SOL01 Rev. 1.3 Errata." 

Workaround: None 

Summary Number 8: Sense of the CTS_N flow control is inverted. 

BugFlash #: 40768 

Fixed in: Not fixed 
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Details: There is a hardware flow control mechanism for the sucUnit serial port. 
When CTS_N is asserted (i.e. low), it should enable the transmit FIFO to send 
data. When it is deasserted (i.e. high), it should disable the FIFO after the current 
character is sent. In all implementations of SOLOI so far, the sense of the CTS_N 

flow control is inverted (i.e. it will enable the FIFO when CTS_N is high). Since 
most other serial devices would be confused by this behavior, SOLOI has very 
little chance of using this mode effectively. 

Workaround: There is a software workaround for this in that software will take 
an interrupt and disable the FIFO. This is the way that the 16550 works anyway, 
so it should not be a big deal. 

The hardware workaround would be to put an inversion at the CTS_N SOLOI 
input, but this is not really good since software would have to know that this 
inverter is actually there. Plus the CTS_N signal would be inverted for the cases 
where hardware flow control is not used. 

Summary Number 9: SOLOI.3 freezes on writes to addresses with bit 31 set. 

BugFlash #: N / A 

Fixed in: SOL02 

Details: The CPU interface compatibility mode in SOLOl.3 contains a bug that halts 
the CPU bus if an external write transaction is issued to the external device 
address space (bit 31 of the address is set). Only the bus is frozen, so if the 
watchdog timer has been enabled, it will eventually reset the system. 

Expected behavior is for such a write to cause a bus error interrupt. The bug does 
not affect the CPU interface enhanced mode (designed to be used with an external 
device such as Syd). In a system with an external device installed, SOLOI.3 
behaves as expected. 

Workaround: There are two workarounds. 

1. Ensure that the CPU never issues write transactions with bit 31 of the address 
set. This is guaranteed on a 4640-based system, since the CPU is not capable 
of generating such addresses. On a 5230- (or other CPU with an MMU) based 
system, the software should not access the external device's address space if 
the device is not present. This should not be a limitation. 

2. Do not use compatibility mode even in a system with no external device. Tie 
off the external device control signals (pulldown on GPIO [2] , pullup on 
TEST_SCANEN). This should behave exactly as workaround #1 except that if a 
write transaction is ever issued to the external device's address space, it will 
be completely ignored instead of halting the CPU bus. 
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Alpha Blend 3-2, 5-191, 6-78 
Alpha Blend modes 

Brighten 6-78 
Force Background Opaque 6-78 
Force Background Transparent 6-78 

Alpha value 5-190, 5-191, 6-76 
per-pixel Alpha (Aforegnd) 6-76 

asynchronous devices 
DEV _CNTL registers 5-52 

audUnit 

B 

AUD_CLK 6-16 
BITCLK6-16 
data out format 

AKM 4520 6-15 
AKM 4532 6-15 
Burr-Brown PM30016-15 

SDATA6-16 
SDATAIN 6-16 

BrooktTee 8-bit 'ByteStTeam' protocol 4-4 
buffer chaining 6-17 
Burst write transactions 6-21 

c 
CCIR601·4-3,6-40 
CCIR6564-4 
CelBlocks 3-3, 5-197, 6-67 

CelRecord 3-3, 3-4, 5-196, 6-72 
celMode byte 5-206, 6-67, 6-78 
full Ce1Record 5-197 
LoadCe1sBase command 5-207 
LoadCodeBook command 5-206 
LoadInitColor command 5-207 
LoadYMapBase command 5-206 
microCelRecord 5-197,6-76 
miniCelRecord 5-197 
SOLOl Stale Machine 5-198 
yMap6-67 

Chrominance 5-191 
Closed. Captioning 6-40 
Codebook 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, 5-204 
Color Look-Up Table 3-7 

D 

data structures 
layers 5-194 

devUnit 
Loop Mode bit 5-84 
Output bit 5-84 

Digital Video Encoder output modes 
Fixed IRE (FJ) 4-4 
Full Range (FR) 4-4 

DIVIT port 4-2 
divUnit 

windowing logic 6-26 
DMA chaining 5-60, 6-29 
dveUnit 

RGB mode 6-40 
YCmode6-40 
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E 

EMV (Europay /MasterCard/Visa) 6-50, 6-53 

F 

Flash ROM 5-51 
frame buffer vs. display formats 5-69 

G 

gfxUnit 
Frame Buffer Mode 5-188 
GRFX Direct Mode 5-115 
GRFX Write-back Mode 5-116 
MEM_BURP register 5-118 
ping-pong mode 5-113, 6-63 
Write-back mode 5-119, 5-120,6-63,6-67 

ACTIVELINES register 5-120 
Field mode 5-190 
Frame mode 5-190 

Write-back registers 5-117 
yMap structure 5-194 

topUne parameter 5-195 
yMap_Ptr register 5-195 

GRFX Direct Mode 5-189 

lOT R4640 6-86 
IEEEl284 6-34 
IR RFO fonnat 5-83 
ISO-7816 6-50, 6-53 

L 

LRCLK6-16 
Luminance 5-191 

M 

Mask ROM 5-51 
memory fences 

4K granularity 5-25 
cache-line granularity 5-25 
FENCECNTL register 5-26 

memUnit 

N 

Address Path and Arbiter block 6-43 
arbitration 

Word Mode 6-46 
auto-refresh 6-46 

MEM_REFRESH register 6-46 
burp calculation 5-103 
burp mechanism 6-46 
Control Register block 6-43 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) 5-24 

o 
Overscan Region 6-83 

p 

Parallel Port 
Compatibility FIFO mode 5-86, 5-89, 6-34 
ECP Reverse mode 5-86 
Extended Capabilities Port (ECP) mode 5-86 5-
89,6-34 ' 
hardware mode 5-86, 5-87 
Software-handshake mode 5-89 
software-only mode 5-86, 5-87 

Philips 8002 interface 6-54 
picture-in-picture (PIP) 4-1 
POT_CLK6-4 

Q 

QED RM5230 6-86 

R 

Reset logic 
Boot Mode register 6-90 
Reset Cause register 6-90 
state machine 6-90 

GONNARESET state 6-90 
HOLDRESET state 6-90 
NORMAL state 6-90 
RESETTING state 6-90 

Right/Left-Aligned Data Formats 6-15 
rioUnit 

Control State Machine 6-7 
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ROM aliasing 5-49 
BUS_CHPCNTL register 5-49 
ROM_CNTL registers 5-50 

s 
SAA7187 external DAC 6-36 
Sasha ASIC 6-34 
scanline algorithm 6-72 
Scanline buffer 3-2,3-9,3-10,3-12,5-188,5-190,5-
195,6-76,6-79 

asynchronous single-ported memories 6-80 
Screen coordinates 5-207 
Security Access Module (SAM) 2-4 
Smart Card 

Answer To Reset (ATR) 6-57 
direct logic convention 6-61 
elementary time units (ETUs) 6-59 
inverse logic convention 6-61 
terminal transport layer (TTL) 6-60 

SMPTE 259M 6-26 
sucUnit 

16550 UART 6-52 
GPIO interrupt 5-181 
GPU (general-purpose UART) 6-49 
special-purpose output mode 5-178 
WebTV Intermodule Interface (WTI) 6-50 

synchronous devices 
WTV _CNTL register 5-55 

T 

TextureMap 3-3, 3-5, 3-9, 3-10,3-12,5-208 
Lookup index 3-9 
textureSase 3-6,5-209 
u and v parameters 5-208 
vector cache 3-10 

TextureMap formats 3-5 
Turnaround Time 6-9 

u 
Underscan Region 6-83 
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
(UART)6-49 

v 
Vector Quantization 2-6, 3-7, 5-192 

formats 3-9, 3-10, 3-11 
lossy compression 3-8 
VQ4 Format 5-192, 5-204, 6-63, 6-76 
VQ8 Format 5-192,6-63,6-75 

video formats 
720/768/640 2-7 
JPEG3-1 
MPEG3-1 
NTSC,3-1 
PAL 3-1 
YCbCr 3-1,3-9,5-191 

vidUnit 

w 

Chrorninance 
averaging values 

DVEPlXA VG bit 5-77 
VSYNCRESET bit 5-77 

watchdog timer 
counter 5-28 
reset 5-19 
RESETCAUSE_S register 5-28 
WDREG_C register 5-28 
WDV ALUE register 5-28 

WebTV Expansion Port 6-5 
Expansion Port addresses 6-8 

WebTVTN Memory Map 5-1 
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